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I 

Abstract 
 

The implementation of standard software (SSW) has become increasingly important in recent 

years. The need to improve business processes is one of multifaceted requirements that 

companies aim to meet with the implementation of integrated SSW-systems. The debate 

within enterprises and academic research suggests that the achievement of requirements such 

as efficient business processes is considerably influenced by the methodology/process applied 

for the implementation of SSW. Therefore the research project investigated the 

methodological implications of the SSW-implementation process. To do so, the thesis:  

 

• discusses the objectives which enterprises intend to achieve with the implementation of 

SSW 

• assesses general types of SSW-implementation processes in terms of advantages and 

drawbacks 

• defines a conceptual research framework for SSW-implementation projects which consists 

of all relevant research variables and research hypotheses 

• provides empirical survey research on  

• the priority of objectives which are relevant to the surveyed SSW-implementation 

projects 

• the achievement of the objectives  

• the effectiveness of selected methodological aspects/project activities 

• develops an improved methodological approach to the implementation of SSW. 

 

The initial part of the investigation proves the relevance of the thesis. Based on interviews 

with SSW-practitioners and literature research the underlying research framework with all 

research variables and research hypotheses is defined. Then the relevance of the research 

framework is investigated by means of empirical survey research conducted with selected US-

firms and German enterprises. The final part of the project provides action research to develop 

an improved SSW-implementation approach and to validate the research results. 

 



 

II 

The outcome from the research is the identification of factors that are crucial to the overall 

success of SSW-implementation projects. This has resulted in the specification of an 

improved methodological approach to the implementation of SSW, the semi-process-oriented 

implementation approach. 
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1 Introduction 

Due to increasing national and international competition, companies typically look to increase 

their competitiveness by means of improved business processes. More flexible and 

streamlined business processes aim to reduce cycle times, improve the product and service 

quality, gain cost reductions, accelerate product launches (time-to-market) and increase 

customer satisfaction.[KIR01][KNÖ01] Frequently business process optimisation (BPO) is 

triggered by information systems which are regarded as an enabler to efficient business 

processes.[HAM01][KNÖ01][KEL01] In particular the implementation of standard software 

(SSW) has become increasingly significant in realising BPO as emphasised by many authors, 

e.g. [KUE06][KUE07][HAN01] In fact, contrary to the past, modern SSW-systems are 

nowadays provided as integrated application systems that support entire business processes of 

companies.[KNÖ01] 

 

The widespread implementation of commercial SSW has required considerable investments 

by many companies as mentioned by Knöll et al. In this context they emphasise that SSW-

implementation projects for the replacement of legacy systems “required huge amounts of 

resources, staff and money, considering that even the smallest budget for a SAP-project for a 

medium sized company is at least US$ 750,000. The vast majority of the projects have much 

higher budgets”[KNÖ02] which were in fact exceeded by 90% of the SSW-

implementations.[HOL01] A survey conducted at the end of 2007 among more than 250 

companies in England and USA revealed that more than half the companies that implemented 

SSW exceeded the original budget by between 50% and 100%.[IDC01]  

 

However, in spite of the huge implementation costs there is also evidence that the claimed 

advantages of the system´s capabilities in terms of optimised processes have not been realised 

by many of the current implementations, i.e. the investments did not pay-off due to the 

absence of appropriate project methodologies.[KNÖ01][KUE06] A survey conducted by CSC 

Ploenske in 2000, revealed that 81% of the German companies interviewed using SAP, did 

not fully exploit the software´s ability to optimise their business processes, although 63% 

stated that SAP offers very good BPO-opportunities.[CSC01] Often the neglect of BPO can 

cost companies dearly. The earlier mentioned survey in 2007 revealed that the overrunning of 

budgets was mostly due to the need for a belated redesign of the business processes as a result 
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of new/adapted requirements not discovered until after the initial SSW-project had been 

finished. Against this background Holland and Light indicated that: 

 

  “ERP Implementation can reap enormous benefits for successful  

  companies – or it can be disastrous for organizations that 

  fail to manage the implementation process”. [HOL01] 

 

Further literature sources confirm that the overall success of a software project is particularly 

impacted by the deployment of an adequate and efficient life cycle model.[FAI01][STE03] In 

particular the process-driven character of applied life-cycle models is considered as a crucial 

success factor for achieving the goals pursued by companies with the implementation of 

SSW.[KIR01][KUE06][KNÖ05] But also academic organisations, for example IEG (Institut 

für Elektronische Geschäftsprozesse1) of the LEUPHANA University in Lueneburg 

emphasises the research relevance of the implementation of SSW especially for the 

management of business processes. 

 

This research is concerned with examining the multifaceted goals that companies want to 

achieve with the implementation of SSW and potential issues that are likely to emerge. By 

critically evaluating these points it is hoped to clarify what tasks and activities of the 

investigated life-cycle/implementation process contribute to fulfilling the investigated goals, 

but also where further mechanisms are required.  

 

The intention of the first chapter is to introduce the underlying purpose of this research 

project. The initial section briefly explains the background of the PhD-project by sketching 

important stages of previous research in the field of the implementation of SSW. Related 

aspects in terms of process-orientation are analysed from an academic point of view in order 

to justify the topic as a research subject. This section also clarifies the author´s inspiration for 

undertaking the research project. Thereafter, the research scope which is covered by the thesis 

is established in terms of its aims and objectives. In this context issues that are beyond the 

scope of the thesis are also mentioned. To provide an overview of this work the chapter 

finally explains the structure of the thesis. 

 

                                                 
1 Engl: Institute for electronic business processes: The effects of the implementation of commercial SSW/ERP-
systems on the quality of integrated business processes is one of the research fields of the IEG. 
(http://www.leuphana.de/institute/ieg.html).  
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1.1 Background 

The effects of SSW in business organisations is a relatively new research topic, resulting in 

limited literature sources. An excellent overview of the research in this area can be found in 

an early paper of 1999 by Holland and Light.[HOL01] It was this paper which in some ways 

provided inspiration for this PhD-project. In their studies they emphasised the tremendous 

importance of the SSW-implementation process to the overall success of SSW-projects. They 

encouraged practitioners and researchers in the field of SSW to seriously deal with the 

following two questions: [HOL01] 

 

• “How can SSW-systems be implemented successfully?” 

• “What are the critical success factors for a SSW-implementation project?” 

 

From Holland and Light´s point of view the problems related to the implementation of SSW 

can be separated into strategic, organisational, and technical issues. Therefore they claim that 

the implementation of SSW: 

  

“involves a mix of business process change, …, and software 

 configuration  to align the software with the business processes.”[HOL01] 

 

However the literature review and earlier studies prove that there are different SSW-

implementation approaches which often fail to satisfactorily address the multifaceted project 

requirements. The author´s previous research and publications in the SSW-domain confirmed 

the evidence of those findings. A systematic evaluation of topical project methodologies 

revealed that proceedings for SSW-implementation are mostly proprietary with an emphasis 

on a specific product. The author additionally experienced that proprietary implementation 

approaches often do not sufficiently support the optimisation of a company´s business 

processes, as they regard implementation as a mainly technical issue. [KUE06] 

  

In 2002 the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) held the 25th annual 

engineering technology conference in Houston Texas, comprising a one-day workshop on 

business optimisation with SSW. In the introductory address the author of this thesis pointed 

out that “although SSW-suppliers stress the necessity to improve the business processes by 

using the new software, there is a lack of clear instructions to guide the project team: 
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• in analysing and designing optimised business processes” [KNÖ02]  

• based on SSW which needs to be integrated into a company´s organisation and into the 

company´s system environment which often consists of heterogeneous legacy systems. 

 

It was noted that one of the main unsolved problems is due to the function-oriented design of 

SSW-systems which is often regarded as conflicting with the process-driven character of a 

company’s organisational structures.[KIR01] Practice shows that available SSW-

implementation approaches are not capable of overcoming this conflict. Quite often this led to 

function-driven projects which focussed on technical installation/adoption of the SSW-

implied functionality without considering the company-specific business process 

requirements.[KUE06][KNÖ01] The process-oriented organisational structures are frequently 

overlaid (unintentionally) by the SSW´s artificial function-oriented structure (structure 

follows software).[KIR01] 

 

Several years later in 2004 Daneva [DAN01] and Knöll et al. in 2006 [KNÖ04] confirmed the 

earlier findings that common life-cycle models for the implementation of SSW fail to advise 

the “project management on how to improve the company´s specific business processes, how 

to form teams, and how to guide and to control these teams during the project”. Like Holland 

and Light, Knöll et al. were concerned with the critical success factors of a SSW-

implementation. In this context they suggested a systematic organisation of the SSW-

implementation methodology as a holistic process-driven approach, comprising of three 

categories of critical success factors to gain overall project success: [KNÖ05]  

 

• Project´s organisation structure in terms of process teams.  

• Project´s operational structure in terms of dynamically/iteratively executed project phases 

where each outcome is derived from the concerned business processes.  

• Tools supporting process-oriented project activities, in particular for process modelling and 

for dealing with SSW-induced best practices, i.e. selecting and adapting reference 

processes that are implied by the SSW-system. 

 

Included in this was the difficulty of clarifying what the underlying goals are that need to be 

achieved by a company that implements SSW, i.e. what are the goals to be achieved in order 

to gain overall project success in terms of a fully satisfactory SSW-implementation?  
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In the years that have elapsed between Holland and Light´s early publication on the main 

problem areas and the critical success factors of SSW-projects and Knöll et al.´s evaluating 

statement on common life-cycle models for the SSW-implementation, it appears that many of 

the issues remain unsolved. Therefore, the thesis declares these issues as central topics of the 

PhD-project, i.e. it clarifies through literature review, survey evidence as well as action 

research which are the critical success factors of a SSW-implementation project. 

 

1.2 Research Objectives and Aims 

There is a considerable range of research material available on the implementation of SSW 

from a technical point of view. However research which holistically analyses the multifaceted 

(critical) success factors of SSW-implementation projects has not been widely carried out so 

far. In particular the multifaceted purposes that are connected with SSW-projects and the 

relevance of the entire implementation process are still open research issues in the subject 

domain. Therefore the overall objectives of this PhD-project are: 

 

• to investigate the project goals that companies pursue with the implementation of SSW,  

• to assess the relevance of the SSW-implementation process and its constituting elements to 

achieve those project goals. In particular the value of process-orientation is illuminated in 

this context, 

• to develop and evaluate an improved methodological approach to the implementation of 

SSW. 

 

To achieve the overall objectives of the research project, the following detailed research aims 

were formulated: 

 

• Research Aim 1 

Based on literature research the intention was to clarify the actual state of research in the 

subject domain. In this context one of the initial aims was to discuss general types of SSW-

implementation processes in order to identify similarities and differences as well as 

specific benefits and drawbacks. 
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• Research Aim 2 

As part of the literature research, supported by interviews with experienced SSW-project 

practitioners, it was aimed to clarify the critical success factors of SSW-implementation 

projects. Based on these findings the object was to define a research framework for SSW-

implementation projects which would comprise all the research variables and research 

hypotheses for the PhD-project. 

• Research Aim 3 

An investigation into the relevance of the identified critical success factors of SSW-

implementation projects was undertaken. Hence empirical research was carried out in 

terms of written and telephone surveys of selected companies in the USA and Germany. 

This empirical research aimed to provide statistical evidence concerning the following 

issues:  

• Which project goals were really relevant for the survey participants? 

• How did the surveyed companies judge the importance of project goals? (Goal 

prioritisation) 

• How did the responding firms fulfil these project goals? (Goal satisfaction level) 

• Which project activities given in the research framework were actually capable of 

contributing to the fulfilment of single goals? 

• Was there any relationship between prioritising and achieving a single project goal on 

the one hand, and the overall success of SSW-implementation projects on the other? 

• Research Aim 4 

Based on the findings from the empirical studies and the author´s experience in the subject 

domain, the research aimed to provide a methodological approach, with new and improved 

measures for the implementation of SSW. To validate the thesis and to investigate the 

effectiveness of the new methodological approach, action research was undertaken. An 

evaluation of this semi-process-oriented approach (semi-approach) in three SSW-

implementation projects carried out in different insurance companies was undertaken to 

assess the suitability of the proposed measures. 
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It is beyond the scope of the PhD-project to substantiate: 

 

• why the investigated project goals were important/unimportant to the overall success of 

SSW-implementation projects, 

• why certain activities/measures of the applied SSW-implementation methodology more or 

less impacted the indentified project goals, 

• the reasons for similarities and differences between the empirical results depending on the 

projects´ cultural environment, i.e. Germany and USA. 

 

1.3 Structure of the Thesis 

The thesis consists of nine chapters. As mentioned earlier, this chapter provides a general 

introduction to the thesis. The second chapter explains the applied research approach, and 

explains the combination of different methods chosen for the research project. The chapter 

provides an overview of the utilised research methods and explains the arguments for their 

deployment. 

 

Chapters 3 and 4 provide a review of the academic literature in the research field. The purpose 

of the third chapter is to introduce the general aspects/implications of SSW. As SSW is a far-

reaching term, a discussion is included which provides a final definition to be used throughout 

the thesis. For this purpose SSW is classified by explaining its general properties. One 

important aspect is the function-oriented character of many SSW-systems, although they are 

implemented to support the company´s business processes. Chapter 4 deals with the term 

“implementation of SSW”. For this reason, key concepts for the implementation of SSW are 

evaluated in terms of advantages and disadvantages, e.g. function-oriented vs. process-

oriented.  

 

Based on a combination of literature research and interviews with SSW-experts, the purpose 

of chapter 5 is to define all research variables. The research variables that constitute the 

underlying research framework are used to derive the research hypotheses as the foundation 

for the empirical study documented in chapter 6. Research variables cover the aspects that are 

crucial to the overall success of SSW-implementation projects. Those aspects are separated 

into objectives/goals that companies pursue with the SSW-projects and parameters/activities 
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of the applied project/implementation methodology. It is assumed that a certain parameter 

(e.g. analysis of business processes) contributes to achieving a certain objective (e.g. 

improvement of business process quality) and therefore to the overall project success. The 

assumed relationship between parameters and objectives are formulated by means of research 

hypotheses which represent the underlying basis of the research process. To identify goals and 

parameters which are relevant to be considered/defined as research variables and to establish 

research hypotheses, eighteen interviews were conducted prior to the surveys in Germany and 

the USA. The interviewees were experienced SSW-consultants, managers of SSW-

competence centres and SSW-project managers.  

 

Chapter 6 provides the results of the empirical studies which were carried out in companies in 

Germany and USA. The purpose of the empirical study is to determine which objectives were 

really important to the surveyed companies that executed SSW-projects and which activities 

of the applied implementation methodologies contributed to achieving those objectives. Those 

findings are gained by means of statistical analysis methods using the research variables and 

hypotheses defined in chapter 5. Chapter 6 represents a summary of statistically significant 

empirical results and the main conclusions which were drawn, with particular emphasis on the 

suitability of implementation methodologies used to achieve relevant objectives in SSW-

projects. Detailed statistical material is presented in the appendices C and D.  

 

The subsequent chapter introduces to a novel project methodology, the semi-process-oriented 

SSW-implementation approach developed by means of action research. It is a sophisticated 

compromise between function-oriented and process-oriented key concepts (explained in 

chapter 4) in order to unify most of the advantages of each concept while avoiding most of 

their drawbacks. This chapter picks up the results of the empirical study and assigns those 

research variables (parameters) which were (statistically) proven as effective in terms of 

achieving relevant project goals, to concrete measures of the semi-approach. 

 

Thereafter, chapter 8 uses action research to validate the research parameters which proved to 

be relevant to SSW-implementation projects (chapter 6) and the corresponding measures of 

the semi-approach (chapter 7). This was done using three separate customer projects which 

were carried out in the insurance sector. The projects applied certain elements of the semi- 

approach in order to implement SSW to support the collection and disbursement processes of 

the respective insurance companies. The final chapter provides the main experiences and 
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findings that were gained during the research process. A major intention is to clarify whether 

the research objectives have been fully achieved. In addition, further potential research areas 

in the subject domain are briefly considered. 
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2 Research Methods 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the research process including the research methods 

that are applied to this study. Selecting methods that are suitable for dealing with research 

problems in the information systems discipline is a complex and complicated undertaking 

requiring a careful study early in the planning stage of the research project. In this context 

Tatnall and Gilding indicate that each domain and each field of academic inquiry is usually 

covered by its preferred research methodologies which are commonly used.[TAT01] Against 

this background, Stevens claims to select those methodologies that are capable of providing 

the required support for investigating the particular domain covered by a research 

project.[STE04] Hasselbring and Giesecke emphasise that there is no universally valid 

research approach in computer science for the information systems discipline. As this is a 

relatively young research discipline a precise definition of specific research methods that 

address its particular requirements has not yet become apparent.[HAS01 

 

To establish the research design in an epistemologically proven way, the chapter starts with 

some epistemological preliminary considerations. A brief overview then introduces research 

methods which are generally available/applicable for research in the subject domain of this 

study. The research design of this thesis is justified in the third section which also includes a 

detailed description of the research methods selected for this study. The final section 

summarises the main findings of this chapter. 

 

2.1 Epistemological Preliminary Considerations 

Hevner et al. emphasise the general comparableness of the English/Anglo-American 

information systems research discipline with the German speaking business 

informatics.[HEV01] This is similar to Wilde and Hess as they denote the business 

informatics which is usual in German-speaking countries as the sister discipline/counterpart of 

the English related information systems research.[WIL01] Heinrich/Roithmayr also indicate 

similarities between both disciplines by pointing out that business informatics focuses on the 

information systems science for business and administration. [ROI01] Hevner et al. mention 

that the information systems discipline (in Germany: business informatics) can be 

distinguished into two different research paradigms. Whereas the information systems 

research in the English-speaking areas is mainly based on behaviouristic research [HEV01], 
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the German business informatics is rather oriented towards constructive research.[WIL01] 

Wilde and Hess clarify that the business informatics´s constructive research character aims at 

gaining profound findings/insights in terms of models, methods and systems by means of 

designing and evaluating IT-solutions.[WIL01] Hevner et al. but also Wilde and Hess 

additionally remark that the alternative behaviouristic research approach investigates the 

effects on organisations caused by information systems. [HEV01] [WIL01] As the thesis aims 

at: 

 

• creating an improved methodology to the implementation of SSW (constructive approach) 

• validating the effectiveness of the improved implementation methodology to achieve a 

company´s objectives which are pursued with the implementation of SSW, e.g. 

improvement of business process quality (behaviouristic approach) 

 

both research paradigms of the information systems discipline are relevant for this study. 

Winand also points at the methodologies and tools crucial to the planning and realisation of 

business application systems, as an essential sub-area of business informatics.[WIN01] 

Another important aspect is the interdisciplinary character of business informatics. It 

combines numerous sciences, such as business administration and informatics[ROL01], but it 

also touches on social sciences, like psychology, etc. Winand argues that the interdisciplinary 

character of business informatics facilitates process-orientation and the integration of 

application systems to support a company´s business processes.[WIN01] In the context of 

process-orientation Hevner et al. point to the importance of the business informatics discipline 

if the rather technical information systems research shifts its focus to the creation of more 

efficient business processes.[HEV01]  

 

This PhD-project particularly investigates the role of process-orientation in organisational and 

technical integration of standardised application systems as well as the required method 

support. Thus Winand´s definition is additionally used to justify the assignment of the thesis 

to business informatics as the German counterpart of the information systems research 

discipline. Due to the often unsatisfactory methodological support to address the practical 

problems of real-world SSW-implementation projects, Herzwurm as well as Kurbel and 

Strunz claim, that business informatics needs to be measured on its applicability to real 

operational problems.[HER02][KUR01]  
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2.2 Overview of Potentially Deployable Research Methods 

The literature review suggests a variety of research methodologies that can be potentially applied to research projects in the area of information 

systems research/business informatics. The following table provides a brief overview about alternative research methods which were initially taken 

into consideration for this PhD-project. The overview is taken from Nickerson´s Handbook for Information Systems Research[NIC01] and from 

Galliers´s Issues, Methods and Practical Guidelines for Information Systems Research.[GAL01] Further valuable explanations from additional 

sources are provided in some cases.  

 

Method Strengths Weaknesses Essence Rel.2 
Key 
Informant 
Study 

A key informant study provides 
valuable insights into firsthand 
experiences of sophisticated knowledge 
barriers in the area of the research. 
It enables focussing on the subject 
domain from a practical point of view 
early in the research project. It provides 
therefore a meaningful addition to the 
findings gained from literature research  
by making transparent the research 
problems/issues, etc. [NIC01] 

The restriction of the number of 
examined organisations and interviewed 
key informants may affect the 
generalisability of the outcome. 
 

A limited number of experts (key 
informants of selected 
companies/organisations) who are very 
knowledgeable in the research´s subject 
domain are interviewed to gain initial 
findings regarding the research problem, 
issues and research variables. The 
assessment of the company/organisation 
is executed without experimental design 
and control.[NIC01] 

Yes 

Case Study Case study research enables the 
researcher to study e.g. a certain 
technique or tool, a selected activity of 
a SSW-implementation approach in a 
real-world project.[NIC01] It provides a 
good opportunity to discover new 
relationships and to collect rich 

Case studies have a limited focus as they 
merely deal with one or two issues of the 
research problem.[TEL01] Thus case 
studies are often not sufficient to analyse 
complex problems with a greater number 
of research variables. The conclusions 
that are drawn based on a case study may 

Case study research usually aims at 
analysing the relationships of one certain 
real-world situation within a single 
organisation. A case study is often 
executed in a project to gain findings 
regarding the effectiveness of a certain 
methodology, technique or tool in a real-

No 

                                                 
2 Rel. (Relevance) = The research method is chosen for this project. The chosen research methods will be described in detail in the next section. 
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Method Strengths Weaknesses Essence Rel.2 
data/valuable experience regarding a 
certain phenomenon[HER02]. It 
facilitates to derive theories from 
practice.[BEN01] The case study is an 
appropriate and efficient research 
method in case of investigating a certain 
phenomenon and for deriving a 
corresponding research hypothesis. 
[KJE01]  

be valid for the particular enterprise being 
analysed.[GAB01] Different case studies 
are often not comparable, i.e. the gained 
findings are therefore possibly not 
generalisable.[HER02] It may be difficult 
to sufficiently manipulate and control the 
relevant research variables. [STE04] In 
addition there is the risk of improper 
interpretation of the observed events by 
individual researchers.[KER01]The 
execution of case studies is very time-
demanding.[WYN01] 
 

world context. [NIC01]  

Survey A large amount of data can be collected 
in a cost-effective way. A large-size 
data sample facilitates the 
generalisability of the findings gained 
from survey research.[KJE01] Survey 
research is suited to describe the 
relationships/dependencies between 
research variables in the data sample. 
[GAB01] 

Surveys merely yield snapshots of the 
analysed situations/phenomena which do 
not provide sufficient information to the 
underlying meaning of the gathered data. 
[GAB01] The results of surveys are 
strongly dependent on the individual 
perspective of the interviewee.[KJE01] 
Discoveries which are made during the 
survey cannot be sufficiently considered 
once the work is underway. Thus the 
discoverability of survey research is not 
satisfactory.[GAB01] 
 
 

Survey research methods are often based 
on a quantitative analysis. It involves 
collecting data from a large number of 
instances, e.g. 
organisations/enterprises.[GAB01] There 
are various techniques for data gathering, 
such as mail questionnaires, telephone 
interviews, etc. Often the collected data is 
used to test formulated research 
hypotheses in order to draw conclusions 
by means of a statistical data 
analysis[NIC01] 

Yes 

Action 
Research 

Action research provides a valuable 
opportunity to gain first-hand insights 
regarding the practical relevance of the 
research issues by applying the research 

During the research process the 
researcher maybe confronted with ethical 
issues concerning the assessment of the 
gained findings. This may effect rival 

This specific type of qualitative research 
represents a linkage of theoretical 
research and reality/practice [AVI02] in 
order to: [GIE02]   

Yes 
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Method Strengths Weaknesses Essence Rel.2 
theory in practice.[KJE01] When 
pursuing a pragmatic research 
objective, action research is a good 
means to evaluate the practical 
suitability of solutions (to research 
problems) [HER02] in real-world 
projects. A particular strength of action 
research is the way of linking research 
and practice. In this sense the involved 
researchers inform the practitioners and 
vice versa in order gain synergy 
effects.[AVI02]  

interests of different groups in the 
organisation where the action research 
takes place.[STE04][KJE01] The other 
weaknesses are similar to the case study. 
 

• create a solution for customer 
problem  

• gain scientific findings in the problem 
domain. 

To create a solution for a problem the 
researcher(s) cooperate(s) with involved 
staff of the organisation/company. 
[HER02] Action research is organised as 
an iterative cycle comprising the 
following tasks: diagnose the problem, 
take corresponding action, assess the 
action´s outcome and refine the problem, 
trigger a further iteration if necessary. 
[GIE02] [AVI02] 

Laboratory 
Experiment 

Laboratory experiments allow focussing 
on a small number of specific research 
variables that are of particular interest 
to the researcher. The extent of 
experimental control/manipulation of 
selected variables before and during the 
experiment. [KJE01] This allows an 
isolated and intensive analysis of the 
chosen research variables and their 
relationships.  

The results gained by laboratory 
experiments have a limited relation to 
real-world situations. [KJE01] The extent 
of simplification of the laboratory 
situation may prevent a comparison with 
real-world conditions. [STE04] It is 
therefore questionable whether the results 
are sufficiently generalisable outside the 
laboratory settings.[WYN01] 

Experimental research is based on data 
that is collected in a controlled 
environment (created for the purpose of 
research). Similar to survey research, at 
least one research hypothesis must be 
formulated.[NIC01] The researcher 
manipulates the (depending) variable. All 
other parameters which may impact the 
results remain unchanged, or under the 
control of the researcher, respectively. 
[HER02] The running experiment 
produces the data that is analysed usually 
by means of statistical methods in order 
to draw conclusions.[NIC01] 
 

No 

Field 
experiment 

As with the laboratory experiment, the 
researcher can focus on particular 

In real-world situations/organisations, 
sufficient control of research variables,  

The field experiment is similar to the 
laboratory experiment. However, it is 

No 
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Method Strengths Weaknesses Essence Rel.2 
research variables and their 
relationships. As field experiments are 
conducted in a real-world situation, they 
are more realistic than artificial 
experiments executed in a laboratory 
environment. [STE04] 

of interest to the researcher and thus 
repeatability of the experiment, may 
possibly be difficult to achieve.[STE04] 
Compared to the laboratory experiment, 
the process of data collection is more 
complicated. [WYN01] 

conducted in real-word environments. 
Often, several or more companies/ 
organisations are analysed with an 
experimental design and control.[NIC01]  

Conceptual 
Framework 

The conceptual framework helps to 
identify the relevant research variables 
of the problem domain that are to be 
empirically analysed. It furthermore 
facilitates to make explanatory 
statements in terms of hypotheses 
which formulate the assumed 
relationships between the framework´s 
elements/research variables (cause-
effect)[GRO02,GRO03] In the context 
of applied science research projects, the 
conceptual framework endeavours to 
make praxeological statements in order 
to support the development of practical 
solutions to real-life problems, e.g. in 
enterprises. [GRO02,GRO03][MAR02]  

A major problem may be the limited 
focus of the researcher. This may prevent 
research relevant phenomena of the 
subject domain which are beyond the 
researcher´s state of knowledge, being 
explicitly covered by the conceptual 
framework. As a consequence, relevant 
research elements and their relationships 
may possibly not be covered by the 
research project. 
 
 

The conceptual framework represents an 
organised way generating general ideas 
about the research objects and issues in 
the area of the research problem.[NIC01] 
It describes all relevant research variables 
and assumptions about their 
relationships/behaviour. Therefore the 
conceptual framework represents the 
underlying basis for all research activities 
of a PhD-project. [MAR02]  

Yes 

Table 2-1: Overview of Research Methods
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2.3 Selection and Deployment of Appropriate Research 

Methods – Research Process 

Based on the foregoing methodological overview, this section discusses those research 

methods which offer the best possible support for the single research parts of the thesis. 

The following figure clarifies the research design implying the combined usage of 

different research methods. This is in line with the claim for methodological pluralism 

for research in the Information Systems Science (in Germany: Business Informatics) as 

articulated by Wilde and Hess [WIL01] and additionally emphasised in further literature 

sources, such as [HIR01][NIS01][GIE02] 
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Figure 2-1: Selection and Deployment of Appropriate Research Methods – Research Process 
 

As illustrated in Figure 2-1 the research process comprises of primary and secondary 

research. Nickerson point out that secondary research involves the collection of data 

from previously conducted research in the problem domain and is executed at the 

beginning of the project in the shape of literature research, in order to:[NIC01]  

 

• investigate the research problems related to the implementation of SSW and 

available methodological support  

• clarify what other researchers have already done in the problem area  
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• derive fundamentals/basic principles for the thesis  

• get indications for choosing  research methods that are suitable for this PhD-project.  

 

Although secondary research is essential, primary research represents the predominant 

part of this study as claimed Nickerson in order to:[NIC01] 

  

• collect and analyse original data  

• create alternative solutions to the research problems/issues 

• validate the problem solution/research results. 

 

Referring to Herzwurm [HER02], the entire research process is split into an exploration 

strategy and a construction strategy: the first strategy aims to explore the domain of 

(practical) research problems in the field of the implementation of SSW. For this 

purpose literature research, interviews with key informants and a conceptual research 

framework should clarify issues about methods, tasks and objectives of SSW-

implementation projects. The construction strategy covers the design of an improved 

approach to the implementation of SSW. In this context action research secures the 

practical applicability of the research results, i.e. the designed implementation approach, 

by applying the construction strategy in real-world SSW-implementation projects.  

 

The described strategies also contribute to deductive and inductive research in order to 

draw out appropriate conclusions. To deduce specific assumptions about the effects of 

SSW-implementation methods, research hypotheses are derived from general 

information gathered from secondary research and a key informant study. In addition an 

empirical survey is conducted in order to provide statistical evidence of the deduced 

research hypotheses. Herzwurm stresses that the advantage of deductive research is the 

relatively small degree of uncertainty concerning the validity of the research outcome 

which is however obtained at the expense of less innovative/novel results.[HER02] As 

not all determinants of a software project, (e.g. project environment, behaviour of 

people, etc.) are formally definable, Koziol argues that it is difficult to exclusively use 

deductive methods.[KOZ01] Basili recommends additional inductive research which is 

particularly suitable to illuminate the software implementation process, the project 
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environment and the behaviour of involved people.[BAS02] [KOZ01] With both, the 

design/development and the validation of a new SSW-implementation approach based 

on concrete real-world projects as illustrated in Figure 2-1, the author applies inductive 

research methods. With the inductive processing of the findings gained from the action 

research projects, it is hoped to obtain highly novel research results which can be 

generalised to many SSW-implementation projects. Nevertheless, the author has to be 

aware of the greater uncertainty concerning the validity of research results which 

possibly go along with the hoped for high originality of research findings as stressed by 

Herzwurm.[HER02] Figure 2-1 illustrates that the entire research design is organised in 

the shape of an iterative learning cycle where deductive and inductive research alternate 

as indicated by Koziolek. In this sense the applied research process meets Koziolek´s 

requirements by assuring that differences between deduced research results and real 

world requirements may provide new/modified hypotheses based on induction.[KOZ01]  

 

Herzwurm points out that scientific generation of solutions for the operational practice 

requires the methodological based consideration of the reality and thus the usage of 

empirical research[HER02] which represents a major part of the thesis. However, 

Giesecke and Giesecke-Kopp point out, that empirical studies in the problem domain of 

this PhD-project are also concerned with the people involved in the software 

development and SSW-implementation processes. They thus recommends considering 

qualitative research methods from the social science and psychology in order to deal 

with human behaviour in complex software implementation projects.[GIE02] This 

corresponds with the author´s experiences suggesting that the success or otherwise of 

SSW-implementation projects are very often based on the feelings and motivations of 

customers and their employees who are involved or impacted by the implementation 

process. Therefore this research project adopts qualitative research in the form of key 

informant interviews, conceptual framework and action research as indicated in Figure 

2-1. Giesecke and Giesecke-Kopp indicate that due to a small number of instances in 

the sample, qualitative research allows a deep analysis of the full complexity of research 

issues related to the SSW-implementation process. They underline the openness for 

unexpected results which is a key characteristic of qualitative research [GIE02], is 

assumed to: 

 

• clarify research issues early in the project where research problems are still abstract 
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• validate research results late in the project based on the full complexity of the reality.  

 

As this project employs qualitative research in the every-day environment of the people 

who are directly or indirectly involved in the SSW-implementation process, it further 

aims to address the practical implications of the thesis topic. However, Giesecke and 

Giesecke-Kopp clarify that in a relatively small sample, qualitative research does not 

lead to objective and generalisable research results. Therefore Giesecke and Giesecke-

Kopp [GIE02] and further authors, e.g. [KAP01] recommend a combined usage of 

qualitative and quantitative methods in the subject domain of this PhD-project, in order 

to benefit from their specific advantages.  

 

Quantitative research is conducted in this PhD-project to statistically prove the validity 

of (preliminary) assumptions about research variables in terms of activities and 

objectives of a SSW-implementation project. Giesecke and Giesecke-Kopp [GIE02] 

mention that based on mainly numerical data of a large, representative sample it is 

hoped to acquire research results which tend to be: 

 

• objective, i.e. not influenced by the researcher 

• reproducible 

• statistically reliable in order to generalise them to a greater number of other 

cases/instances, e.g. SSW-implementation projects. 

 

2.3.1 Key Informant Study 

Despite the problem of “generalisation” due to a limited number of key informants, it 

was decided to execute a key informant study which consists of eighteen interviews 

conducted with knowledgeable SSW-experts. As the research problem and assumptions 

about research objects (tasks and objectives of a SSW-implementation, see section 

2.3.2) are still vague in the early research stages, it was hoped that first-hand knowledge 

of experienced SSW-experts would substantially enrich the initial findings. Due to the 

considerable practical relevance of the thesis it is furthermore believed that the early 

involvement of knowledgeable SSW-practitioners will satisfy, in particular, critics from 

practice who are often sceptical of findings gained from (theoretical) research. 
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2.3.2 Conceptual Framework 

The decision was made to develop a conceptual framework which is in accordance with 

Marx and Hüner who claimed that a systematically structured conceptual framework 

should be the professional and methodological basis for every PhD-project.[MAR02] 

Referring to their explanations in [MAR02], the author of the thesis aims to pursue the 

following research objectives by creating a conceptual framework, namely:  

 

• to gain theoretical findings about the research variables, i.e. the tasks and objectives 

of SSW-implementation projects (theoretical research approach), 

• to make recommendations for practice, in terms of design options, for the 

development of a methodological approach for the implementation of SSW 

(pragmatic research approach). 

 

The creation of a SSW-implementation approach is considered as an organisational 

design process which implies a complex decision problem due to the variety of different 

design options. Thus it was decided to adopt Grochla and Herzwurm´s perception of a 

conceptual framework[GRO02][GRO03][HER02] as a tool to organise complex design 

processes. Referring to Herzwurm [HER02], the author aims to create a framework that 

represents the underlying basis describing all design objects of a SSW-implementation 

process which are crucial to execute SSW-projects successfully. Insofar, the identified 

design objects of a SSW-implementation process can be regarded as critical success 

factors of SSW-implementation projects. Basically those design objects/critical success 

factors are categorised as follows [HER01][HER02]: 

 

• Design objectives/goals3 are supposed to control the design process. [HER01]They 

represent the objectives which are pursued with the design of a SSW-implementation 

approach/process. As it is assumed that there are different options in designing a 

SSW-implementation approach, it is intended to use design objectives to evaluate 

different design alternatives for their contribution to achieving those design goals. 

[HER02] As a SSW-implementation approach is applied to execute a SSW-

implementation project and thus to realise the related objectives that are pursued with 

a SSW-project, it is assumed that design objectives and objectives of the SSW-

                                                 
3 Throughout the thesis the terms “objective” and “goal” are used synonymously.  
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implementation project are congruent. Both terms are therefore used synonymously 

throughout the thesis. 

• Design parameters are considered as available options in designing a SSW-

implementation process/approach. Design parameters correspond to the project 

tasks/activities which constitute a SSW-implementation approach/process and have a 

direct impact on the realisation of design objectives. In this sense design parameters 

can be considered as project parameters. Both terms are therefore used 

synonymously throughout the thesis. Design parameters are short-term influenceable 

by the decision-maker in considering alternative design options.[HER01] 

• Design conditions/restrictions represent conditions which are to be taken into 

consideration for the development of the different optional design parameters as 

indicated by Herzwurm. Insofar, design conditions impact the effect of design 

parameters on achieving design goals (indirect impact on design goals) which is why 

they are called design restrictions. [HER02] Design conditions/restrictions in the 

context of a SSW-implementation process cover the multifaceted environmental 

circumstances, e.g. legal conditions, under which a project is executed. In this 

context, they are therefore perceived as project conditions/restrictions. Design 

conditions, in the short-term, cannot be influenced by the decision-maker who 

determines the manipulable design parameters.[HER01] Note that design conditions 

were included first, but needed to be omitted due to the necessary reduction of the 

questionnaire in order to increase the response rate. 

 

With a conceptual framework that consists of all relevant design objects of a SSW-

implementation process it is hoped to provide the basis for deriving all relevant research 

variables that are to be analysed in this project. Using this conceptual base it is 

supposed to make assumptions about the behaviour of the research variables.[MAR02] 

Corresponding research hypotheses ought to depict the assumed relationships between 

design parameters and design objectives which is the main focus of the later empirical 

survey and the related statistical data analysis. 
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The author has considerable knowledge in the subject domain which provides the initial 

input for the conceptual framework. However, to enhance the conceptual framework the 

key informant study ensures additional insights from practice by conducting interviews 

with experienced SSW-experts. Again, based on the interviews it is intended to reveal 

the relevant design objects of a SSW-implementation process and their relationships. To 

validate the findings from the key informant study and to ensure that the framework 

also covers new phenomena and further perspectives, additional literature research must 

be carried out. 

  

At the beginning of the research process, the conceptual framework mainly consists of 

vague assumptions about design objects and their relationships. In this context Marx 

and Hüner point out that initially, by degrees the conceptual framework gains more and 

more significance. They state, in the course of the research process open issues 

concerning research variables and their behaviour/relationships are clarified to gradually 

approach to the research problem.[MAR02] With the stepwise integration of new 

findings it is proposed to arrange an iterative learning cycle by continuously aligning 

assumptions to current insights from practice.[KUB01][KOZ01] By articulating the 

research objects in the shape of the conceptual framework, it should contribute to the 

traceability of the underlying research premise.[MAR02] Marx and Hüner further argue 

that a regulatory and conceptualised basis is required to produce research outputs which 

meet elementary research principles in terms of sustainability and reconstructability. 

They additionally refer to Kubicek [KUB01] by indicating that a conceptual framework 

which regulates research objects in a systematic and comprehensively traceable manner, 

increases the certainty and goal achievement in the research process.[MAR02] 

 

2.3.3 Survey 

Despite the weaknesses of survey research indicated in various literature sources, it was 

decided to conduct empirical survey research in different countries. The aim is to yield 

realistic insights from a greater number of international real-world SSW-

implementation projects. Based on systematically structured questionnaires which 

mainly consist of closed questions, it is intended to gather material which can be 

quantitatively analysed. In doing so, it is proposed to provide statistical evidence for the 
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relevance of the conceptual framework, i.e. research variables and hypotheses. In 

particular it is hoped to draw statistically firm conclusions about the: 

 

• importance and achievement of project goals which are pursued with the 

implementation of SSW  (design objectives) 

• relevance of project activities/tasks constituting the SSW-implementation process 

(design parameters) 

• relationship between single design parameters and single design objectives, i.e. the 

effectiveness of relevant design parameters to fulfil selected design objectives. 

 

Due to the numerous research variables which have to be studied, survey research is 

assumed to be much more suitable than experimental research which is normally 

applied to a small number of research variables as mentioned in Table 2-1. 

Questionnaire surveys facilitate data collection without the researcher´s (physical) 

presence and involvement [KJE01], which is of particular importance as empirical 

research is intended to be conducted in different countries. With large data samples it is 

hoped to meet a major research requirement regarding the generalisation of research 

findings/outputs (see Table 2-1). As mentioned earlier, the questionnaire survey is also 

expected to provide large/sufficient amounts of data from a great number of participants 

in a cost-efficient way.[KJE01] This is a clear advantage over the other research 

methods indicated in Table 2-1. 

 

2.3.4 Action Research 

After conducting the empirical survey research, there are two further research tasks to 

be covered:  

 

• Development of a new SSW-implementation approach to be derived from the design 

parameters that have been proven as statistically significant  

• Validation of the research results, i.e. validation of the derived SSW-implementation 

approach. 
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To meet the topic´s relevance in the practice, it is intended to carry out the 

aforementioned research tasks in real-world project environments of selected 

companies. The relevance to practice as well as the great number of research variables 

are very important for selecting a suitable research method. As laboratory experiments 

are only applicable/feasible in the case of a single or a limited number of research 

variables (see Table 2-1), this form of research seems to be inappropriate. Moreover, 

based on the findings gained from the previous analysis of potential research methods 

(see Table 2-1) the author concluded that field experiments are also not applicable 

because: 

 

• the complete controllability of all conditions/factors of influence and therefore 

• the repeatability of the experiment under the same conditions 

 

can hardly be met in the real environments of SSW-implementation projects. 

 

The author´s employment with an international operating consulting company4 provided 

the opportunity to execute both the development of the SSW-implementation approach 

as well as the validation of the research outcome in the form of real-world projects.  

 

Project 1: Derivation of the SSW-Implementation Method 

To develop a methodological approach that establishes and controls the process of a 

process-driven SSW-implementation, the author carried out a project with the 

previously mentioned consulting company. At that time, SSW-projects were often 

executed in a function-oriented way without a structured life-cycle model.5 This project 

combined the underlying research basis given by the conceptual framework and the 

outcome of the empirical survey research directly with the practical know-how of the 

project team, in order to derive the SSW-implementation approach. 

                                                 
4 The author has been working for different consulting companies as a SSW-expert since 1998. 
5 Process-driven implementation means that the entire implementation process is structured according to 
the company´s business processes which have to be supported/administrated by the SSW. In contrast, 
function-oriented implementation means that the entire implementation process is structured according to 
the often function-driven structures of the SSW. Both types of implementation approaches are explained 
in detail in chapter 4. 
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Projects 2, 3 and 4: Validation of Research Results 

After completion of the initial version of the SSW-implementation approach, the 

consulting company deployed the new life-cycle model in three real customer projects 

which were undertaken in insurance companies. The purpose of these projects was to 

install an insurance-branch specific SSW-module to support the companies´ collection 

and disbursement processes. In doing so, the opportunity arose to validate the research 

results in real project environments under realistic conditions in cooperation with the 

project team consisting of SSW-consultants of the consulting company, IT-staff of the 

insurance companies and the author. 

 

Due to the great number of research variables, the author´s/researcher´s active 

involvement was required in all stages of the four projects to pursue the research 

objectives appropriately. In fact, the active role of the author in the current project work 

and the great number of research variables suggested conducting these research parts as 

action research instead of case study research. Moreover, the intention to pursue not 

only pure research objectives but also the claim to realise the companies’ practical 

project goals supported the decision in favour of action research. 

 

The applied forms of action research facilitated the execution of complex development 

tasks (project 1) and validation activities (projects 2, 3 and 4) within the research 

process. However, the author notes that the practical requirements of the projects as 

well as the tasks´ complexity impeded the development of research results of 

quantitative significance. Thus, the research results cannot be (thoroughly) generalised 

and transferred to other SSW-projects. By validating the SSW-implementation approach 

in three different customer projects and by systematically comparing the validation 

outcomes, it is nevertheless hoped to achieve a sufficient degree of generalisation and 

transferability. In this context it is worth mentioning that the teams of the three projects 

mainly comprised selected SSW-experts who brought in their long-term experience of 

numerous SSW-projects. 

 

2.4 Summary  

The explanations given in this chapter clarified that research on the process-oriented 

implementation of SSW can be assigned to the business informatics/information 
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systems research discipline. It revealed that research in the area of business informatics 

has to address the practical problems of companies. This PhD-project and thus the 

applied research methods have to strive for practical solutions for the companies´ real-

world problems in terms of methodological support to implement SSW to the 

companies´ business processes. However, the author´s investigation of the research 

methods revealed that not all the techniques available are sufficient to deal with the 

practical character and related complexity of the thesis subject. A careful analysis in the 

field of research methods suggested a combined usage of different techniques. This is a 

confirmation of the often formulated claim of methodological pluralism for research in 

the field of information systems science (in Germany: business informatics).[WIL01] 

 

The Chosen Research Methods 

The key informant study with eighteen SSW-experts, conducted in the early stages of 

the PhD-project, yielded valuable findings from practice which helped to clarify 

research goals. The key informant study proved a good supplement to the literature 

research which was also scheduled for the early project stages.  

 

The creation of a conceptual research framework was in particular intended to derive 

recommendations for the practice in terms of design options for the development of a 

methodological approach to the implementation of SSW (see section 2.3.2). In this 

context the basis for defining all the relevant research variables to be analysed in this 

PhD-project could be provided. The application of this conceptual base provided the 

opportunity for making assumptions on the behaviour of the research variables by 

formulating corresponding research hypotheses as indicated in Table 2-1. 

 

Furthermore the decision was taken to conduct an empirical survey as the major 

research strategy to gain insights from a greater number of international real-world 

SSW-implementation projects. This additionally provided the opportunity to analyse the 

role of different cultural project environments. Based on the collected data it was 

possible to draw statistically significant conclusions about the relevance of the 

conceptual framework, (i.e. research variables and assumptions/hypotheses). 

 

Moreover action research was applied in the shape of several real-word customer SSW-

implementation projects executed with an international operating consulting company 
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which acted as the cooperation partner for the author´s action research. Action research 

was decided on because this research method allowed the author to become actively 

involved in the current project (see Table 2-1). This was advisable due to the numerous 

research variables to be monitored. In accordance with Avison et al.[AVI02] the author 

also experienced that action research was particularly capable of linking research and 

practice, meaning that the cooperation of researchers and practitioners yielded valuable 

synergy effects. Against this background action research proved a good means for 

evaluating the practical suitability of the research results. This being crucial due to the 

pragmatic character of the underlying research objectives. 
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3 Basic Terms, Definitions and Explanations 

This chapter provides basic terms and definitions which are relevant to the research 

process. The first section describes the objectives of this research step. The chapter goes 

on with the classification of SSW and provides explanations about the term 

“implementation of SSW”. Subsequently, further essential terms such as “function” and 

“function-orientation”, “business process” and “process-orientation”, etc. are 

categorised and defined. Their relevance for SSW is addressed in each section by means 

of additional explanations. In this context the process-induced inter-functional and intra-

functional dependencies are particularly illuminated. This chapter closes with a 

summary of the main findings gained during this research step. 

 

3.1 Chapter Objectives 

Based on the academic literature it is aimed to introduce the general aspects and 

implications of SSW. In this context it is crucial to be aware of the function-oriented 

structures of many SSW-systems, although the main purpose of SSW is to support 

business processes. Thus it is intended to disclose the problems resulting from the 

contradictory design structures of function-oriented SSW on the one hand and the 

business processes on the other. These are important findings as the subsequent chapter 

4 introduces to general types of SSW-implementation approaches and particularly 

analyses whether the approaches cope with the contradictory function-oriented and 

process-oriented paradigms.  

 

3.2 Standard Software 

There are several explanations, characteristics and definitions available to describe and 

determine what is meant by the term “SSW”. The term “standard” creates confusion 

since such software products are not used by companies without some customisation, 

i.e. companies frequently need to carry out amendments.[GAB02] Nevertheless, some 

of the common definitions are presented in the following. 

 

Heinrich and Roithmayr state that SSW can be described as application software which 

is developed for an anonymous market.[HEI01] Thus, the requirements of a great 
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number of different users or customers need to be taken into consideration.[FER01] In 

this context, Pollock, Williams and Procter point at the transferability as SSW-packages 

are designed for a market not a specific customer.[POL01] 

 

Hansen, Amsüss and Frömmer as well as Mertens judge the definition of SSW as vague 

as there are no objective criteria for the term “standard”, so that this term can be used in 

various ways by different suppliers.[HAN01][MER01] Therefore Hansen, Amsüss and 

Frömmer stress that customers usually regard software products as standardised if 

suppliers denote their software as standard products, without a respective declaration by 

an independent standardisation committee.[HAN01] Gronau states that the term 

“standard” results from industrial-, product-, and security characteristics which achieved 

a widespread market relevance.[GRO01]  

 

Stahlknecht distinguishes between customers’ and suppliers’ view in order to 

characterise SSW.[STA02] From the customers’ point of view such products execute 

clearly defined operational applications, e.g. accounting. Seen from the suppliers’ 

perspective, SSW is universally applicable to different companies, hardware systems, 

and operating systems.[HOH02] Kirchmer supplements Stahlknecht’s definitions by 

mentioning that SSW is characterised by its ability to determine and minimise the effort 

for adapting the system to the company’s requirements.[KIR01]  

 

A common criterion for the classification of SSW-systems is their application domain. 

Here, the literature divides SSW into non-business software on the one hand and 

business applications on the other hand.[HOH02][DIE01][ABS01][KIR01] Whereas 

non-business systems are programs for mathematical and statistical functions, operating 

systems as well as office applications, Staud indicates that business systems support 

(all) business processes of a business domain.[STA01] This sort of SSW can be divided 

into business-line-specific and business-line-independent systems. Business-line-

specific systems support the execution of tasks that belong to companies of a certain 

line of business.[KNÖ01][DIE01] For instance, there are applications for collection and 

disbursement or commission handling which particularly address the requirements of 

the insurance line. 
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By contrast, business-line-independent SSW is used to carry out business tasks that do 

not refer to a certain line of business, such as financial accounting and cost 

accounting.[FER01] Figure 3-1 illustrates the different categories of SSW. Abt and 

Vaher point out that branch-specific SSW becomes more important towards branch-

independent applications. In this context they argue that customer-specific requirements 

can be considerably better covered with industrial SSW.[ABS01][VAH01] 
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Figure 3-1: Classification of Standard Software[KNÖ01] 

 
SSW in the shape of integrated business applications is often denoted as so-called ERP-

systems.[HER03] ERP stands for Enterprise Resource Planning and was originated by 

the research and analysis firm Gartner group in 1990 as an extension of MRP (Material 

Requirements Planning and Manufacturing) and CIM (Computer-Integrated 

Manufacturing).[BAR01] ERP-software is an individually configurable SSW-package 

which consists of multiple integrated components.[WEI01] Herzwurm indicates that 

ERP-systems integrate and automate an enterprise’s information and business 

processes. Herzwurm additionally mentions that most ERP-systems typically comprise 

so-called reference models for branch-specific or branch-independent business 

processes.[HER03] 
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The suppliers of SSW-systems and various sources of the literature often claim that IT 

and in particular business SSW is a major facilitator or even enabler for the 

improvement of business processes.[KNÖ01] Nevertheless, achieving the promised 

benefits in terms of costs, quality and “time-to-market” of new products,[HAM01] also 

depends on how well the standard solution meets the often complex and multifaceted 

requirements of the redesigned business processes.[KNÖ01] It therefore seems 

reasonable to assume that modern SSW in the form of integrated business applications, 

e.g. SSW-families will cope with the multifaceted process requirements of branch-

specific and branch-independent business domains.[KUE02][KUE06] However, 

Kirchmer stresses that the single SSW-modules of SSW-families are still function-

oriented, i.e. their design structure frequently reflects the function-oriented enterprise 

structures.[KIR01] Thus Kirchmer but also Knöll et al. state that although the single 

SSW-modules are part of integrated SSW-families, their function-oriented character 

often impedes the consistent and cross-functional support of business processes. 

[KIR01][KNÖ01]  

 

The previously described understanding is used to establish the following definition of 

the term “SSW” as the underlying premise for the thesis:  

SSW is considered as an integrated business application software with the following 

main characteristics [HER03][KIR01][ABS01][STA02]: 

 

• May comprise of several integrated business software modules/components in terms 

of an integrated software family 

• Single SSW-modules are frequently function-oriented 

• SSW-modules are individually configurable/customisable 

• SSW-modules often consist of reference models for branch-specific and branch-

independent business processes (best practices) 

• Different SSW-modules operate on a common data basis (data integration), i.e. no 

data redundancy.  

 

Please note that the aforementioned characteristics of SSW are also applicable to ERP-

systems. Although ERP-systems are a sub-set of SSW, both terms are often used 
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synonymously in practice. Therefore, throughout the thesis the terms “SSW” and “ERP-

software” are used as synonyms.  

 

3.3 Implementation of Standard Software 

To get a clear understanding of how the term “implementation of SSW” is used in the 

thesis, a definition is to be derived from the previous explanations and from the 

literature. Schulz-Klein states that the pertinent literatures sources do not show a 

common utilisation of the term “implementation”.[SCH05] Often, the term is used for 

the technical system installation as part of the overall implementation 

project.[SCH05][HEI05] However, this limited perception rather corresponds to the 

realisation phase which often merely covers technical project activities, such as 

configuration, programming, system integration and installation. Several authors 

emphasise that SSW has to be embedded in a company´s organisational structure to 

support the business processes.[KEL01][KNÖ01][KUE06][KIR01] Thus it is advisable 

to look for a definition that covers a broader meaning of the term “implementation”. 

Kirchmer also suggests a wider scope of the implementation term by stressing a so-

called organisation-centred implementation. This broader definition assumes that 

modern SSW-systems provide options for the organisational design of a 

company.[KIR01] Insofar the term implementation should also deal with a company´s 

organisational and operational structure.[KNÖ01][KNÖ05][KUE07][BEC01] Thus 

Knöll et al. point out the implementation of SSW usually has an impact on the 

concerned organisational units, and their staff. This is due to the fact that the employees 

of organisational units have to deal with the business processes which are modified 

based on the implemented SSW. Organisational units are elements of a company´s 

organisational structure, e.g. divisions, departments, function teams and process teams, 

etc. as illustrated in Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3.[KNÖ01] To conceptualise the 

implementation term, different authors additionally claim for an appropriate project 

management in order deal with requirements on time, budget, and the allocation of 

resources.[HIN01][LIT01][KNÖ01][KUE07][GRO01] 

 

From the previous explanations the following definition is derived as the underlying 

premise for the entire thesis: The implementation of SSW is carried out in the shape of a 

SSW-implementation project covering all activities, which need to be executed in order 
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to effectively deploy the software in the operational environment of a company´s user 

organisation[SCH05][KIR01] to support the business processes.[KNÖ01][KUE06] The 

SSW-implementation project is usually organised in the form of phases, e.g. analysis, 

conceptual design and realisation.[KNÖ01] 

  

Although it is beyond question that a sufficient project management is crucial to gaining 

overall project success, general project management activities in the entire range are not 

covered by the aforementioned definition. This limitation is necessary to focus on the 

actual tasks that deal with the implementation of SSW-based business processes in the 

closer sense. Project management is in the broader sense relevant for every kind of IT-

project. 

 

In business informatics a systematic and defined procedure or process for problem 

solving which is based on predefined rules can be described by the terms methodology 

or methodological approach.[SCH05][HEI05] A methodological approach can be also 

considered as a set of instructions which prescribe how to systematically proceed in 

order to achieve defined objectives.[SCH05][STA02] Based on the previous 

explanations the term implementation approach is thus defined as a systematic and 

standardised process for the implementation of (standard) software [SCH05][HEI05] 

which is also applicable to the perception of Knöll et al.[KNÖ01]. In this context the 

terms implementation approach, implementation process, and implementation 

methodology are used synonymously throughout the thesis. 

 

3.4 Function Cluster and Function (Function-Orientation) 

IT-systems as well as companies’ organisational structures are often divided into sets of 

functions[KIR01] that share similarities in their execution. Scheer points out that for the 

function-oriented view an enterprise is analysed and organised in terms of functions 

clusters, functions and the hierarchical structures between them.[SCH07] In function-

oriented enterprise structures function clusters comprise functional areas that are 

comparable with respect to the underlying atomic task, but they are not organised in 

accordance with coherent business processes.[KNÖ01] For that reason, a function 

cluster often reflects an IT-system’s, i.e. SSW´s artificial functional module structure. 

Sometimes this module structure depicts organisational responsibilities, as derived from 
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the traditional division of labour. For instance, the “billing of insurance premiums” 

might be a function cluster within an insurance specific billing ERP-sysytem for the 

collections and disbursement processes, shown in Figure 3-2. [KNÖ01] In fact, the 

design structure of SSW often reflects the function-oriented structure of companies and 

their departments.[KIR01] As illustrated in the following example the Billing-ERP-

system is organised in terms of function clusters. They frequently correspond to the real 

structure of the organisational units, i.e. the collection and disbursement departments 

which are impacted by the implementation of the Billing-ERP-system. The figure shows 

that the function clusters of the Billing-ERP-system, such as posting, billing, etc. 

directly refer to the similarly structured function teams of an insurance company´s 

collection and disbursement department. 
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Figure 3-2: Function-Oriented Design Structure of SSW reflects Enterprise Structure 
 
Knöll et al. and Scheer define a function as a business task that supports a company´s 

business-related objectives.[SCH08][KNÖ01] For instance the business tasks/functions 

“claims investigation” including “fraud detection” are to support the objetive “reduction 

of irregular claims for benefits”. Knöll et al. stress that a function can also pursue a 

technical purpose, such as the conversion of data.[KNÖ01] The thesis refers to both 

definitions, i.e. throughout the thesis it is assumed that the term function can be used in 

terms of business functions and technical functions. In this context the thesis 

distinguishes functions into:[KNÖ01] 
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• Manual functions (without IT-support) 

• IT-functions (realised by individually developed software or SSW) 

• Automatic batch functions 

• Dialogue transactions (manual activity with IT-support) 

• Interface functions that serve technical and organisational interfaces between 

systems or organisational units. 

 

Knöll et al. and Scheer indicate that in process-oriented enterprise structures business 

functions that use, modify, and eliminate information objects are organised in terms of a 

dynamic sequence which is denoted as a business process[SCH08][KNÖ01] As the 

literature, e.g.[KNÖ01][KUE02][SCH07] often use the terms “function”, “activity” and 

“task” in a synonymous way the thesis also does not semantically distinguish between 

these terms. 

 

3.5 Business Process (Business Process-Orientation) 

Several authors of the literature point out that since the nineties process-orientation has 

steadily become one of the most relevant concepts for companies which aim at 

optimising their work practices.[FOR01][KNÖ01][KUE07][KEL01]  

Forsberg et al. stress that the primary focus of process-orientation is:  

 

“…on the horizontal and cross-functional flows of activities in  

 an organization –  the business processes” [FOR01]  

 

The literature analysis revealed multifarious explanations about the meaning of the term 

“business process”. For instance, Harrington et al. state that: 

  

“A process is a logical, related, sequential (connected) set of 

 activities that takes an input from a supplier, adds value to  

 it, and produces an output to a customer.” [HAR01]  
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Childe et al. argue in a similar way by pointing at a defined business outcome gained 

from a business process consisting of tasks that are logically connected.[CHI01] 

Davenport supplements the previous explanations by defining a process as:  

 

“…a specific ordering of work activities across time and place, 

 with a beginning, an end, and clearly identified inputs and 

 outputs...” [DAV01]  

 

Knöll et al. indicate that Davenport’s definition does not refer to a company’s clients. 

They further state that although the emphasis on customers as a company’s clients 

becomes noticeably important in process-orientation, some authors, e.g. Schönsleben 

[SCH06] provide definitions which are not restricted to external clients but include 

internal clients.[KNÖ01] Apart from the cross-functional handling of tasks and the 

focus on customer value, Österle claims for software applications, e.g. SSW-systems to 

support a company´s organisational units in operating their process 

tasks.[OES01][KNÖ01] 

 

There are different classifications of business processes available in the literature. Knöll 

et al. provide an overview of how different authors distinguish between different types 

of business processes.[KNÖ01] Earl for instance, mainly distinguishes between core 

processes and service processes. He points out that core processes cover a company´s 

primary value chain activities and focus on external customers. Support processes are 

concerned with administrative activities and internal efficiency but they are not directly 

involved in the primary value chain activites. Earl emphasises that support processes 

produce services for internal customers.[EAR01]  

 

Knöll et al. additionally provide a classification which is common in SSW-

implementation projects. They distinguish into business processes[KNÖ01]: 

 

• which cover a company´s current situation including all deficits (AS-IS-processes) 

• which cover the target situation after the SSW has been implemented (target 

processes) 

• which cover best practices implied by the SSW (reference processes). 
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Based on the previous explanations the term “business process” is defined in the 

following way throughout the thesis: 

 

• A series of interrelated horizontal functions with clearly identified inputs and outputs 

• Cross functional execution of process tasks where the boundaries are not limited to 

organisations and departments 

• The focus is on internal and external customers to be served by a business process. In 

this term a business process needs to produce a measurable customer value. 

• IT-applications, e.g. SSW-systems are of particular importance to efficiently support 

the execution of business process tasks 

• Core processes and support processes are within the scope of the thesis 

• Business processes are regarded as AS-IS, target, and reference processes 

• The terms process and business process are used synonymously. 

 

Figure 3-3 shows the process-oriented organisational structure using the example of an 

insurance company. All core insurance processes, such as new business, renewal 

premium, voluntary payment, life benefit are executed by a certain process team. 

Contrary to the function-oriented (insurance) companies where a single team is often 

just responsible for functions of a specific function cluster, e.g. payment transactions, a 

singe process team executes most of the core insurance processes for a specific 

customer base. 

 

Kirchmer points out that the increasing demand for process-oriented organisational 

structures caused problems with the function-oriented SSW as mentioned earlier in 

section 3.1. He additionally stresses that the different number of implementations 

proves that the different SSW-modules of an integrated SSW-family only support single 

functions/function clusters but not entire business processes.[KIR01] For instance, in 

the German speaking area6 the Billing-ERP-module provided by one of the world-wide 

leading SSW-vendors has been implemented approximately a hundred times. By 

contrast, the ERP-modules for policy management and claims management offered by 

                                                 
6 Austria, Switzerland, Germany 
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the same SSW-vendor have been implemented together about fifteen times. Thus in 

most German insurance companies that deploy the Billing-ERP-module without the 

ERP-systems for policy and claims management the essential core insurance processes 

illustrated in Figure 3-3 cannot be sufficiently supported along the entire value chain by 

means of the deployed function-oriented SSW-modules. Therefore the SSW-based 

insurance platform7 which covers the entire core insurance processes as located in the 

lower left corner of the figure represents an ideal but non-realistic scenario which is 

often used by the SSW-vendor for marketing reasons. 
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Figure 3-3: Process-Oriented Organisation versus Function-Oriented SSW-Structure 
 

Knöll et al. note that the process-induced relations/dependencies between process 

functions covered by different SSW-modules are often neglected by the manufacturers 

of function-oriented SSW.[KNÖ01] Even the relations between SSW-functions of the 

same module are frequently not sufficiently covered due to its function-oriented 

structure. Figure 3-3 exemplifies that the Billing-ERP-module provides all necessary 

collection and disbursement functions. However, the cross-functional dependencies of 

the core insurance processes are not adequately addressed as illustrated by the gaps 

                                                 
7 consisting of the ERP-modules for billing (collection and disbursement), policy management and claims 
management. There are further SSW-insurance modules, e.g. for commission handling which belong to 
the SSW-insurance platform. However, they are not relevant for the core insurance processes illustrated 
in Figure 3-3.  
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between the SSW-functions of the Billing-ERP-module. Knöll et al. additionally blame 

the traditional SSW-implementation approaches which are not usually capable of 

depicting the cross-functional process requirements to the function-oriented SSW-

structure.[KNÖ01] 

 

3.6 Business Domain 

A business domain defines the business scope of a SSW-implementation. A business 

domain includes all relevant business processes, process functions, organisational 

structures, IT-functions, etc.[KUE07] The business domain is a generic term for the 

entire business system on which a SSW-implementation has an impact. For instance, an 

insurance specific sub-ledger accounting system, e.g. the Billing-ERP-system illustrated 

in Figure 3-3, is focused on the collections/disbursement and accounting 

domain.[KNÖ01][KNÖ05] 

 

3.7 Inter-Functional Forward Dependency 

Dependencies between different functions of the same process can occur as forward 

dependencies. It means that the execution of an activity depends on the outcome of a 

function that has been executed earlier within the process. A subsequently executed 

activity is triggered by an earlier activity.[KUE07] For instance, an IT-function is 

executed as a certain type of transaction. Following activities (in other IT-systems) 

depend on the initial business transactions and the processed data groupings. It might be 

necessary to provide later IT-functions with enriched data groupings and the execution 

of very specific interface functions.[KNÖ01][KNÖ05] 

 
Figure 3-4 takes up the example in Figure 3-3 and illustrates that the creation of a new 

insurance contract in the ERP-module for policy management and underwriting triggers 

the business process “new business with initial premium”. The insurance clerk collects 

the posting data for the initial premium by means of a specific transaction provided by 

the Policy-Management-ERP-system. The actual posting of the initial premium8 is 

executed in terms of a subsequent SSW-function in the downstream Billing-ERP-

module. Depending on the transferred posting data the posting function of the Billing-

                                                 
8 which is denoted as “Book Posting Slip, Debit Line Item” - see first function of the Billing-ERP-system 
(Figure 3-4) 
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ERP-system usually executes complex business rules, e.g. for the determination of the 

reconciliation account and revenue account. For this purpose it is frequently necessary 

to enrich the posting data with additional data elements which are usually provided by 

an additional interface programme. Figure 3-4 indicates the business process “new 

business with initial premium” with its forward dependencies between the underwriting 

function of the Policy-Management-ERP-system and the subsequent posting function of 

the Billing-ERP-system.9 To ensure a correct IT-/SSW-based support for all relevant 

business processes, it is crucial to carefully explore the inter-functional forward and 

backward dependencies given in Figure 3-4. 
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Figure 3-4: Intra-Functional and Inter-Functional (Forward and Backward) Dependencies 

 

3.8 Inter-Functional Backward Dependency 

Dependencies between different functions of the same process can also occur as inter-

functional backward dependencies. It means that the execution of an activity depends on 

a function that will be executed later within the process.[KUE07] For the business 

processes “new business with initial premium” and “renewal premium” Figure 3-4 

indicates a backward dependency between the process functions “clear open items” and 

“create invoice”. The underlying business rules of “clear open items” describe how a 

                                                 
9 The example in Figure 3-4 contains further forward dependencies that are not covered by the written 
explanations.  
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process object, e.g. a remittance payment, will be processed, i.e. it requires that a 

remittance payment be cleared by means of a unique reference number. Earlier 

functions that prepare the payment have to consider these business rules, i.e. the billing 

function “create invoice” has to provide the remittance-form with a unique reference 

number in order to guarantee that an automatic clearing can occur after payment. The 

business rules of the later executed function “clear open items” influence the design of 

the earlier executed function “create invoice”. This is a backward dependency which 

means the business rules of the function “clear open items” need to be considered 

within the conception of the earlier function “create invoice”. The earlier process 

function cannot be completely designed before the later process function has been 

finally defined.[KNÖ01][KNÖ05] 

 

3.9 Intra-Functional Dependency 

This type of dependency concerns single functions that occur within several processes. 

Due to the fact that several processes probably use the same IT-function, the particular 

function has to meet the requirements of different processes. That means the function 

must be applicable to different business processes, where each of them usually has its 

own requirements on the function’s execution.[KUE07] Thus, intra-functional 

dependencies concern the conception and implementation of an IT-function which has 

to occur in a wider scope, i.e. for several processes. Intra-functional dependencies might 

either have a conflicting, a complementary or an indifferent influence on the IT-

functions’ implementation. IT-functions need to be carefully consolidated in light of 

these dependencies in order to support different business processes in a correct 

way.[KNÖ01][KNÖ05] 

 

In the example in Figure 3-4 it is assumed that the business processes “new business 

with initial premium”, “renewal premium” and “voluntary payment” are based on 

different and partly conflicting business rules with respect to the clearing of open debit 

posting items with payment entries. The SSW-function “clear open items” therefore 

needs to be configured according to the requirements of the three business processes 
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which use this SSW-function.10 This requires a process of iterative configuration per 

business process and consolidation of conflicting intra-functional dependencies.11 

 

3.10  Summary 

Chapter 3 provided general terms and definitions which are relevant in context of the 

process-oriented implementation of SSW. It was furthermore clarified that single SSW-

modules of integrated SSW-families frequently correspond to the organisational 

structures of companies which are often structured in a function-oriented way, e.g. 

according to function clusters. However, it was also revealed that in the meantime the 

thinking in business processes has become increasingly popular to companies that are 

willing to become more efficient. In this context it was indicated that the function-

oriented character of SSW often impedes a consistent support of a company´s business 

processes. In particular the cross-functional process requirements in terms of inter-

functional dependencies are frequently not satisfactorily covered by function-oriented 

SSW. Therefore it is reasonable to apply the SSW-implementation methodologies 

which are capable of depicting the cross-functional process requirements to the 

function-oriented SSW-structure. 

 

 

                                                 
10 The example in Figure 3-4 contains further intra-functional dependencies which are not covered by the 
written explanations. 
11 This process is described in detail in chapter 7. 
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4 Fundamental Concepts Related to the 

Implementation of Standard Software 

This chapter provides an overview of the two fundamental implementation concepts, 

namely the function-oriented and the process-oriented implementation of standard 

software as indicated in Figure 4-1. These concepts are derived from different literature 

sources and from numerous SSW-projects which were executed by the author during 

the last twelve years. The author´s experience suggests that many implementation 

methodologies described in the literature as well as proprietary approaches of SSW-

vendors and consulting firms can be assigned to one of the concepts.  
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Figure 4-1: Analysis of Fundamental SSW-Implementation Concepts:  

Integration of Literature Research in the Research Process 
 
The initial section considers the objectives of this chapter. The explanations commence 

with analysing the general principle/character of each SSW-implementation concept. As 

mentioned in chapter 3, it is assumed that the process of SSW-implementation is 

executed in the shape of a SSW-implementation project. Thus, it is assumed that the 

following function-oriented and process-driven SSW-implementation concepts also 

establish the different scopes of corresponding SSW-implementation projects. In this 

context detailed explanations regarding the single project phases, the different project 

tasks and the corresponding project organisation are provided in appendix F. A final 
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evaluation clarifies whether the approaches address the treatment of intra-functional as 

well as inter-functional dependencies. The final section summarises the most important 

findings of this chapter. 

 

4.1 Chapter Objectives 

The objective of this chapter is to clarify the actual state of research in the subject 

domain of the implementation of SSW. Therefore, based on literature research it is 

intended to analyse general key concepts for the implementation of SSW. In doing so, it 

is hoped to identify similarities and differences between the analysed concepts. In this 

context the parallels with traditional software development methodologies ought to be 

identified. However, it is mainly aimed at identifying the specific benefits and 

drawbacks of the considered function-oriented and process-driven SSW-implementation 

processes as indicated in Figure 4-1. It is hoped to use these findings to create a 

sophisticated compromise between both concepts based on action research described in 

chapter 7.  

 

4.2 Characteristics of Purely Function-Oriented Approaches 

The function-oriented approaches are driven by the SSW’s functional structures. As 

mentioned earlier in chapter 3, many commercial SSW-systems are not developed in a 

process-driven way, but are structured according to functional areas, i.e. function 

clusters.[KIR01] In this context Gadatsch points out that many ERP-vendors offer 

function-driven software licences, i.e. the costs increase in accordance with the number 

of utilised product functions.[GAD02] This approach is focussed on function clusters 

that are presented by the SSW-system.[KUE08] Single function blocks are extracted 

from the legacy system and realised based on the SSW-system’s function 

clusters.[GAD02] Priess and Schubert mention a function- or department-oriented 

replacement of legacy systems based on a SSW’s function clusters.[PRI01] Therefore 

all project activities of function-oriented approaches, such as requirements analysis, 

functional conception and technical implementation are concerned with these function 

clusters.[KNÖ01][KNÖ05] 
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This function-oriented approach often does not represent a user’s view on coherent 

business transactions, but it considers the artificial structure of an IT-system in terms of 

functional modules. Figure 4-2 depicts four horizontal business processes and six 

business functions.12 The grey-shaded and subscribed functions which are supported by 

the Billing-ERP-system are executed by different business processes. The dashed 

function clusters represent the analysed functional requirements which will become part 

of the SSW-implementation. As one can see function clusters do not incorporate the 

inter-functional backward and forward dependencies, as this approach gives no 

consideration to processes.[KNÖ01] 
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Figure 4-2: Principle of Purely Function-Oriented Approaches 

 
Intra-functional dependencies will also not be systematically uncovered which can lead 

to possibly conflicting process requirements.[KNÖ01][KNÖ05] For instance, the 

function clusters “billing” and “payment transactions” neglect the requirements 

resulting from the inter-functional and intra-functional dependencies of the business 

processes “new business/initial payment” and “renewal payment”.  

 

As can be gathered from Figure 4-2 the backward dependency between the function 

“clear open items” and the earlier function “create invoice” are beyond the 

                                                 
12 The illustrated example refers to the example given in chapter 3. Therefore detailed explanations of the 
inter-functional and intra-functional dependencies illustrated in the example are available in chapter 3. 
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implementation scope of the respective function clusters. This is also the case for the 

intra-functional dependencies. Figure 4-2 clarifies that the function “clear open items” is 

commonly used by the processes “new business/initial premium”, “renewal premium” 

and “voluntary payment”. Each process may have specific and partly conflicting 

requirements on the commonly used function concerning the clearing of open debit 

posting items with payment entries. As mentioned earlier in chapter 3, the resulting 

intra-functional dependencies therefore need to be systematically consolidated when 

configuring the corresponding SSW-function. However, the figure clearly shows that 

intra-functional dependencies are not within the focus of the function-oriented SSW-

implementation as the respective function clusters are not based on business processes. 

 

The function-oriented approaches usually adopt certain key concepts of the waterfall 

model, such as sequentially executed project phases, milestones and stepwise 

refinement. They are related to the following benefits and drawbacks. 

 

4.2.1 Advantages 

Geiss and Soltysiak note that a great number of SSW-implementation projects have 

been carried out by applying waterfall-based/function-oriented project approaches. 

Therefore a tremendous amount of experiences and findings have been gained in the 

meantime which helped to professionalise the execution of such IT-function-driven 

SSW-projects.[GEI01] 

 

All team members have to know only the functions of a certain function cluster. For that 

reason, team members with limited experience of business processes can be trained 

rapidly for a SSW-implementation project. This is an important argument, because both, 

expert users and experienced consultants are scarce resources. Consultants who are 

knowledgeable about a certain function cluster within the SSW can reduce the resource 

bottleneck. In this context, the process owner who knows entire business processes is 

not required.[KNÖ01][KUE06][KNÖ05] Gulla notes that function-oriented 

implementation strategies contribute to the optimisation of resources.[GUL01] 

 

The function-cluster-based decomposition of the SSW-project into several manageable 

sub-projects considerably reduces the overall project complexity.[PRI01] Gadatsch 
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emphasises that those less complex sub-projects are easier to manage which reduces the 

overall project risk.[GAD02] 

 

4.2.2 Drawbacks 

Function-oriented project organisations as part of waterfall-based implementation 

approaches often do not cover a continuous communication between team members of 

different sub-projects. In this context Geiss and Soltysiak suggest that the interaction 

between the parallel working sub-projects are not sufficiently managed.[GEI01] 

 

As mentioned earlier function-oriented approaches may lead to incomplete or 

ambiguous requirements definitions, since inter-functional and intra-functional 

dependencies are not be systematically analysed. The neglect of such dependencies may 

result in the loss of important requirements for the SSW. Hence, the function-oriented 

concept implies a risk of inconsistent analysis results and insufficient software 

configurations. In practice such unidentified functional dependencies are frequently not 

revealed until integration tests are performed. A belated consolidation of functional 

dependencies leads to additional requirements that cause extremely high 

conceptualisation and realisation efforts. The later requirements arise the more 

expensive is their implementation by means of SSW.[KNÖ01][KUE06][KNÖ05]  

 

Geiss and Soltysiak stress the enormous temporal gap between the early requirements 

analysis and the (final) realisation of an ERP-system as a major problem of the 

waterfall-based/function-oriented approach. They argue that potential users are probably 

not able to exactly anticipate their future needs at the time of the requirements 

analysis.[GEI01] As many SSW-implementation projects often have a project duration 

of more than two years, it is obvious that an implemented SSW-system probably just 

meets the requirements of the past. Due to the static character, function-oriented 

implementation approaches are usually not capable of dealing with rapidly changing 

environmental conditions such as legal conditions, technological and methodological 

requirements, etc. As function-oriented SSW-implementation approaches are driven by 

IT-functions, they do not aim at improving the company´s business processes. They 

rather strive for automating the AS-IS-business processes with their inherent deficits 
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and existing weak points. That means function-oriented approaches do not consider 

SSW as an enabler for business process improvement.[KNÖ01][KUE06] 

 

4.3 Characteristics of Purely Process-Oriented Approaches 

The process-oriented approaches are driven by the business domain’s business 

processes.[KNÖ01][OES01][KIR01] Few popular software implementation approaches 

are carried out in a process-driven way, e.g. the proprietary TARGET Enterprise 

approach for the BAAN software.[KUE06] However, Keller and Teufel indicate that 

process-driven project methodologies get more and more important for the 

implementation of SSW-systems.[KEL01] Gadatsch states that the project activities are 

driven by market-oriented aspects,[GAD01] i.e. the requirements analysis, conception 

and realisation are concerned with business processes. These approaches represent a 

user’s view of coherent business transactions.[KNÖ01] Pries and Schubert mention that 

the process-oriented procedure aims at the realisation of complete/entire process chains 

by means of ERP-systems.[PRI01] 
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Figure 4-3: Principle of Purely Process-Oriented Approaches 

 
Figure 4-3 clarifies the general principle of process-oriented SSW-implementation 

approaches. It refers to the previous example illustrated in Figure 4-2 depicting four 

horizontal business processes and six business functions. The grey shaded and 
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subscribed functions fully represent the analysed requirements which will become part 

of the SSW-implementation.[KNÖ01] Contrary to the function-oriented approaches, 

function clusters are not relevant and thus do not prevent the coverage of process 

requirements, such as inter-functional dependencies. 

 

One can see that the process-based analysis incorporates inter-functional backward and 

forward dependencies. Each business process is separately analysed and implemented 

by means of the SSW. An iterative process-based extension of the system is carried out. 

Intra-functional dependencies between processes may not be systematically uncovered, 

which leads to an insufficient consolidation of possibly conflicting process 

requirements. Figure 4-3 clarifies that the (conflicting) requirements on functions, e.g. 

“clear open items”, resulting from the common utilisation by different processes13 are 

not covered by a cross-process analysis, design and realisation and are thus not within 

the scope of process-driven approaches. This is indicated by the striped lines between 

the horizontal processes.[KNÖ01][KUE08] 

 

The process-oriented approaches usually adopt certain key concepts of concurrent and 

iterative life-cycle models (see also appendix F). They are related to the following 

benefits and drawbacks. 

 

4.3.1 Advantages 

This approach supports a more comprehensive requirements analysis for IT-functions 

which is based on the previously analysed processes. As all relevant SSW-functions are 

defined in the context of a certain business process, forward and backward 

dependencies between functions of different functional areas can be analysed in detail. 

[KNÖ01][KUE07] This is to support that SSW-systems realise consistent business 

information[GUL01] which is not restricted due to the artificial/function-oriented 

project structures. Forward and backward dependencies between different process 

functions must be considered [KUE05] in order to reduce the risk of an incomplete 

requirements analysis. 

                                                 
13 Figure 4-3 shows that the function e.g. “clear open items” is commonly used by the processes “new 
business”, “renewal premium” and “voluntary payment”. 
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As process-orientated approaches often comprise at least references to specific process 

analysis and optimisation activities, there is the chance that existing process weak points 

are not merely automated based on the new SSW-system as with function-oriented 

SSW-projects. Therefore project tasks, such as: [ROM03][KNÖ01][KUE05] 

 

• elimination of process objects 

• elimination of functions 

• integration of function 

• automation of functions 

• parallel/concurrent execution of independent functions 

• elimination of loops 

• elimination of processes/partial processes 

• integration of organisational units 

 

may considerably contribute to the improvement of a company´s business processes.  

 

Gulla additionally emphasises that the process-oriented character of SSW-

implementation projects with their specific process improvement aims to contribute to a 

company´s service optimisation. In summary he concludes:  

 

“Business process-orientation ensures that the whole organisation is aligned 

 to achieve business results.” [GUL01] 

 

Gadatsch and Karagiannis argue that the overall project risk declines as the 

implemented partial processes are autarkic. They stress that the order of sub-projects 

which realise single business processes can be organised according to the importance of 

concerned business processes. For example, in the first instance less crucial/critical 

processes can be migrated to the new system. Later on further more critical business 

processes can be additionally implemented based on the findings/experiences gained 

from the initial projects.[GAD02][KAR01] 
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The evolutionary character of process-driven projects enables a rapid development of 

executable process prototypes which are realised by means of SSW.[KNÖ01][KNÖ05] 

This supports the following activities:[KNÖ01] 

 

• Improved Training Capabilities 

From early in the project, key users can be trained by means of executable prototypes 

using authentic business cases from the user’s daily business. This, in fact, supports 

the user’s acceptance for the new system.[GEI01][KEL01] 

• Presentation of Concepts 

The rapid development of business processes serves for demonstration 

purposes.[GEI01][KEL01] Executable phase results/milestones in terms of process 

prototypes give decision makers the impression that progress is being made. They 

demonstrate that the SSW is capable of processing selected business cases at an early 

project stage.[KUE07] Experience suggests that milestones in the shape of 

executable prototypes have a more positive impact on the management’s Go/No-Go 

decision than pure paper concepts.[TUR01] 

Seeing is believing even if the demonstrated solution is still small and not that 

sophisticated. 

• Exploration of Concepts 

Functional requirements which are prototyped can be evaluated more 

precisely.[TUR01][GEI01] In particular, graphical user interfaces (sequence of 

screens required by the process flow, contents of screens, colours, number of data on 

a screen, positioning of fields on the screen, etc.) can be effectively verified with 

users, and dynamically adapted as required. 

 

Gadatsch as well as Pries and Schubert are of the opinion that the effort for 

providing/maintaining interfaces is less compared to function-oriented projects. The 

integrated/continuous business process support implies a reduced number of interfaces 

to be provided/maintained. They argue, that normally only interfaces to service 

processes, such as accounting and HR are to be considered.[GAD01][PRI01] 
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4.3.2 Drawbacks 

The purely process-oriented approach requires highly skilled people. Each team 

member of a process team must be familiar with process-oriented analysis and 

realisation methodologies. In addition, the domain and process experts need to have a 

deep understanding of the company’s business processes. In practice a sufficient 

number of employees with adequate skill levels are usually not available, which 

impedes or even prevents the approach’s application. This problem gets even worse as 

software experts, who are sufficiently familiar with all IT-functions of a process, may 

not be available for each process team.[KNÖ01][KNÖ05] 

 

Keller and Teufel criticize that network-orientated and iterative aspects are often not 

sufficiently covered by process-oriented implementation approaches, although their 

process-oriented character is actually desirous of doing so. They further blame that the 

respective phases and phase tasks are often considered as disjunctive steps which is 

probably due to a simplified way of thinking of the project manager and team.[KEL01] 

 

The purely process-oriented approach does not incorporate intra-functional 

dependencies. Individual functions are considered in the context of a single process, 

independent from other processes. For that reason, the purely process-oriented approach 

impedes the implementation of consistent SSW-functions which are usable in a variety 

of processes.[KNÖ01][KNÖ02] 

 

Process-oriented SSW-implementation approaches stress the necessity for process 

analysis and optimisation and refer to corresponding project tasks. However, concrete 

methodological support in terms of granular project activities, guidelines, templates for 

analysing and improving the AS-IS-processes are often not provided.[KNÖ01] 

 

4.4 Summary 

The previous sections revealed two general approaches to the implementation of SSW. 

It was clarified that principle concepts of both project approaches were partly derived 

from traditional methodologies that have originally been applied to the development of 

individual software. It was proven that the function-oriented methodology is based on 

the traditional waterfall model implying a strictly phase-oriented procedure. This 
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category mainly pursues a SSW-implementation project as a technical challenge. On the 

other hand there is the process-driven methodology which strives for process 

improvements within the scope of a SSW-implementation project. 

 

The analysis of the process-oriented approach showed that in particular the prototypical 

creation of separate business processes corresponds to essential concepts of 

evolutionary system development approaches. Here single phases are executed in an 

incremental way which is one of the major differences to the function-oriented 

approach.  

 

It was pointed out that the function-oriented approach is structured according to the 

SSW-system´s (artificial) function clusters whereas process-driven projects pursue the 

business domain´s view in terms of real business processes. The comparing evaluation 

revealed the existing strengths of the function-oriented and process-oriented approaches. 

However, it also became apparent that both project types are connected with 

considerable weaknesses which have to be taken into consideration. Thus it seems to be 

reasonable to search for a solid compromise which unifies the strengths of both 

approaches and avoids most of their drawbacks.  
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5 Derivation of Success Factors of Standard Software-

Implementation Projects as Research Variables 

The chapter covers the definition of the research variables that are relevant to the 

implementation of standard software and to the related issues investigated by this PhD-

project. As can be gathered from Figure 5-1 the identification and analysis of research 

variables are based on a combination of literature research and a key informant study 

covering interviews with SSW-experts. The key informant study was executed in July 

2002. The following figure clarifies that the research variables are used to derive the 

research hypotheses, this being the foundation for the empirical study documented in 

chapter 6. All research variables and derived research hypotheses constitute the 

underlying conceptual research framework. 
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Figure 5-1: Definition of Research Variables and Research Hypotheses: Integration of the Key 

Informant Study and the Conceptual Research Framework in the Research Process 
 
The chapter starts with the objectives that are pursued in establishing the conceptual 

research framework. The second section is concerned with the general structure and 

thus with the objects of the conceptual research framework. Earlier in chapter 2 it was 

clarified that the conceptual framework describes all design objects of a SSW-

implementation process which are crucial to execute SSW-implementation projects 

successfully. Therefore all research variables representing the conceptual framework´s 
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design objects (design objectives/project objectives, design parameters/project 

parameters) are considered as critical success factors which influence the overall 

success of a SSW-implementation project. Figure 5-1 shows that project objectives and 

project parameters are the initial input for chapter 7 which deals with the creation of an 

improved SSW-implementation approach based on action research. Chapter 5 

commences with detailed explanations about the project objectives that are pursued with 

a SSW-implementation. Subsequently, the project parameters of a SSW-implementation 

process that are expected to impact the project objectives are considered. Based on 

interviews with experienced SSW-experts, both categories of design objects, i.e. the 

project objectives and project parameters are pre-analysed14 regarding their practical 

relevance for SSW-implementation projects. The identified relevant project objectives 

and project parameters are treated as research variables throughout the thesis. The final 

section summarises the main findings of this chapter by providing a variety of research 

hypotheses. Based on the interviewees’ assumptions these research hypotheses 

formulate the interrelations between project parameters and project objectives and are 

then tested by dint of empirical research as reported in chapter 6. 

 

5.1 Chapter Objectives 

Based on the explanations of the conceptual framework given in chapter 2 the main 

objectives of this chapter are: 

 

• to gain theoretical findings about the research variables, i.e. the tasks and objectives 

of SSW-implementation projects. This corresponds to the theoretical research 

approach described in chapter 2. 

• to derive recommendations for practice, in terms of design options, for the 

development of an improved methodological approach for the implementation of 

SSW. This corresponds to the pragmatic research approach explained in chapter 2. 

 

With the conceptual framework it is intended to provide the research basis which 

comprises all relevant research variables that are to be analysed during the research. It is 

furthermore supposed to come up with corresponding research hypotheses that depict 

                                                 
14 The main analysis is executed by means of empirical survey research given in chapter 6. 
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the assumed relationships between project parameters and project objectives which is 

the main focus of the later empirical survey and the related statistical data analysis.  

 

With the key informant study involving interviews with experienced SSW-practitioners 

it is hoped to enrich the initial findings and thus to enhance the conceptual framework 

by additional insights from practice. This is important as the research problem and 

assumptions about research objects (tasks and objectives of a SSW-implementation) are 

still vague at the beginning of this research stage. 

 

It is further intended that the early involvement of SSW-practitioners helps to obtain 

acceptance from other practitioners who often disprove of the results gained from 

(theoretical) research. This is crucial due to the practical relevance of the thesis.  

 

5.2 Essence and Structure of the Conceptual Framework 

This section is concerned with the derivation of success factors of SSW-implementation 

projects as research variables which represent the essence of the conceptual research 

framework. A literature research provided a great variety of definitions whereas a 

number of sources understand the term “success” as the achievement of intended, 

desired or given goals.[MEY01][HER01] Applying this abstract meaning of success to 

a SSW-project, correspondingly implies meeting the project´s underlying budget, 

delivery and business objectives as suggested by Lindberg.[LIN01] 

  

Hagerty addresses a further important aspect by indicating the goal satisfaction level, 

i.e. the degree to which a SSW-project achieved its goals.[HAG01] Nevertheless, many 

SSW-projects do not gain, or even totally fail, the desired benefits, as cited by literature 

sources [SOM01][BAR01][KNÖ03] and surveys [FOR02][CSC01][AMR01] 

undertaken in the SSW-domain. Herzwurm et al. recommend to clarify the determinants 

that have a positive or negative influence on the overall success of projects[HER01]. 

Figure 5-2 illustrates a framework categorising the determinants that are crucial to the 

success of SSW-implementation projects and their interrelations. 
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Figure 5-2: Conceptual Research Framework for Derivation of Success Factors 

 of SSW-Projects adapted from Herzwurm[HER02] 
 
As mentioned earlier in chapter 2, the framework considers the design of a (success-

oriented) SSW-implementation process/approach as a so-called decision problem. 

Design/project goals and design/project parameters are utilised by the underlying 

research approach in terms of research variables. Contrary to design parameters, design 

conditions/restrictions, in the short-term, cannot be influenced by the decision-maker 

who determines the manipulable design parameters.[HER01] As given in Figure 5-2, 

design conditions are e.g. legal restrictions, market restrictions, technical restrictions, 

etc. As mentioned earlier in chapter 2, design conditions were initially included, but 

later needed to be omitted. This was to reduce the scope of the empirical study 

questionnaire in order to increase the response rate (see chapter 6). 

  

The initial identification of the research variables was based on eighteen structured 

interviews. The interviews were conducted with twelve experienced SSW-consultants 

and six leaders of SSW-competence centres of customers companies. The interviewees 

were asked about the project goals, the methodological facets of the implementation 

process (project parameters) and the project restrictions that are crucial for project 

success. Although the interviews yielded essential findings, a further literature research 

provided additional explanations about the identified research variables in order to 

enrich and validate the outcome of the interview process. 
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As illustrated in Figure 5-2 the parameters (facets) of the SSW-implementation process 

and the parameters (facets) of the SSW-project organisation as well as the restrictions of 

SSW-projects, impact the SSW-project goals and thus the overall success of SSW-

implementation projects. The mathematical function in Figure 5-2 reflects the previous 

explanations. It clarifies that the achievement of a specific design/project goal (EG1) 

depends on the impacting design/project parameters (P1,…,Pk) and design/project 

restrictions (R1,…,Rm).  

 

A heuristic cause-effects-model provided in the final section, summarises the 

underlying research hypotheses which are structurally based on the previously described 

mathematical function (without project restrictions). Referring to the explanations of 

Herzwurm et al.[HER01], the research hypotheses, investigated in this project, describe 

the impacts which relevant project parameters have on selected project goals as: 

 

• assumed by the interviewed SSW-experts and 

• validated/confirmed by the literature study. 

 

From the above follows that the research hypotheses express the relationships between 

selected parameters of SSW-implementation projects and the goals that are pursued 

with SSW-implementation projects. Thus the research hypotheses also implicitly deal 

with the effects of the investigated project parameters on the overall success of SSW-

implementation projects.  
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5.3 Research Variable – Design Goals / Project Objectives 

Herzwurm et al. stress that objectives need to be explicitly defined in order to select and 

to evaluate methodological alternatives (parameters).[HER01] Knöll et al. additionally 

claim that goals of SSW-projects have to be precise and measurable to quantify the 

degree of goal achievement (goal satisfaction level).[KNÖ01] All this implies that the 

decision for or against alternative action parameters considerably depends on their 

contribution to goal fulfilment. Österle emphasises that the effects of the derived 

measures (parameters) on the goal attainment have to be measured ideally based on 

operationalised goals. He mentions that operationalised goals are impartially verifiable. 

They help to demonstrate progress made[OES01], e.g. in a SSW-project and to evaluate 

the overall project success.[KNÖ01] 

  

Principally, all goals that are pursued with the implementation of SSW-systems can be 

regarded, in the broader sense, as project goals. The current practice however suggests 

categorising the underlying goals of SSW-projects according to the involved or affected 

organisational units, such as business departments and SSW-competence centre, 

application system development groups, legacy system maintenance units, etc. The 

literature confirms this perception by claiming a cooperation between 

functional/business departments and IT-departments15 [REI01] in order to fulfil 

common and differing objectives. [KNÖ01] The author´s long-term experience in the 

SSW-consulting business suggests that either a functional department or the IT-

department usually act as a sponsor of SSW-implementation projects. This may be the 

reason why in practice the focal point of a SSW-implementation project is often related 

to the objectives that are pursued by the project sponsor, i.e. objectives of the functional 

department or objectives of the IT-department. 

 

Nevertheless, there are objectives that are directly involved with the concerns of the 

SSW-implementation project and therefore not relatable to affected organisational units. 

Such project-specific goals, in the closer sense, often address the requirements on the 

                                                 
15 For the sake of simplicity SSW-competence centre, application system development groups, legacy 
system maintenance units, etc. are considered as organisational units of the IT-department which pursue 
similar objectives with the implementation of SSW. This is despite the fact that they usually act as 
different stakeholders in the daily practice of companies. 
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implementation process, on the project organisation and communication as indicated in 

Table 5-1. As departments that are differently affected will probably pursue different 

interests with the SSW-implementation, Fuchs et al. state that the interrelations between 

single objectives must be clarified. They point out that relevant project goals can be 

complementary, indifferent, competing or even contradictory.[FUC01] Classical project 

management literature, e.g. [HIN01] suggests goal prioritisation to solve/deal with 

conflicting project goals. According to the preceding explanations, one can conclude 

that objectives are of particular importance to SSW-projects as they control all tasks of 

the applied SSW-implementation approach. The following project objectives, given in 

Table 5-1, thus serve as the underlying research variables of the thesis for designing an 

improved SSW-implementation process/approach. Therefore, throughout the 

thesis/research process, objectives are:  

 

• utilised to identify and select project parameters/design alternatives of the SSW-

implementation process 

• utilised to evaluate the effectiveness of selected parameters/design alternatives based 

on: 

• the degree of goal achievement (goal satisfaction level) 

• the overall project success 

• categorised into:  

• objectives of the functional/business departments 

• objectives of the IT-departments 

• methodological objectives concerning the implementation process (project 

objectives in the closer sense).
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Research Variables – Design Goals/Design Objectives16 
Goal Categorisation Goal                                            Sub-Goal 
Goals of the 
Functional/Business 
Department 

Improvement of Business 
Process Quality 

O1 1. Improvement of the business 
processes´ efficiency 

2. Reduction of the business 
processes´ cycle time 

3. Increase the availability of 
process knowledge/improved 
process transparency 

4. Stronger customer-orientation 
5. Complete coverage of the true 

requirements 
6. Continuous consideration of 

new customer needs and a 
changing environment / 
Improvement of process 
adaptability 

Goals of the IT-
Department 

Improvement of IT-System 
Quality 

O2 1. High flexibility 
2. Enhanced maintainability 
3. Loose coupling 
4. Strong functional cohesion 

Efficiency of the SSW-
Implementation Process/ 
Approach 

O3 1. Concentration on essentials 
2. Consideration/reuse of reusable 

artefacts 
3. Alignability of the 

implementation process 
O4-1 Methodological continuity of the 

process/approach 
O4-2 Support/realisation of company’s 

strategic objectives 

Project 
Goals17 

Quality of the 
SSW-Imple-
mentation 
Process/ 
Approach 

Adequacy of the SSW-
Implementation Process/ 
Approach 

O4-3 Sufficient information 
management: 
 
1. Involvement of all relevant 

knowledge carriers 
2. Efficient project 

communication 
3. Sufficient external 

communication 
Table 5-1: Research Variables: Design Goals 

 
The following sections provide a detailed discussion of the objectives given in Table 

5-1 which were initially identified based on the interviews with SSW-practitioners. In 

this context the key informant study validates the objectives´ relevance for SSW-

implementation projects in terms of the following aspects: 

                                                 
16 Design objectives cover all of the above mentioned categories of objectives that are pursued with the 
execution of SSW-implementation projects. Thus they can be regarded as project objectives in the 
broader sense. 
17 These are project-specific objectives in the closer sense as they exclusively address the requirements 
on the implementation process, on the project organisation and communication. Goals of the functional 
department and IT-department are beyond the scope of this goal category. 
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• Importance/priority of each objective 

• Essence of each objective in terms of constituting sub-objectives 

• Categorisation of each objective as shown in the first column of Table 5-1. 

 
The subsequent literature study validates the information gained from the interviews. 

The objectives which are proven as relevant for the SSW-implementation are defined as 

research variables. In this context additional explanations are provided for each relevant 

objective and its sub-objectives. 

 

5.3.1  Research Variable: Objective O1 

Improvement of Business Process Quality 

This research variable is concerned with the need of companies to face rapidly changing 

market and competition conditions that force them to improve their business processes 

in order to maintain their competitive position. Experience through practice, and the 

current literature analysis provide numerous strategies and methods, (such as business 

process reengineering (BPR), lean management, TQM, etc.), which claim to provide an 

improvement in the quality of a company’s business processes. In this context the SSW-

suppliers and the literature regard SSW as the crucial enabler for improving the quality 

of a company´s business processes [KNÖ01] as mentioned in chapter 3. 

 

5.3.1.1 Key Informant Study-Based Validation 

Relevance of the Objective 

The key informant study revealed that most of the interviewed SSW-experts conceived 

the improvement of the business process quality as a relevant objective which has to be 

pursued with the implementation of SSW. In this context they pointed out that available 

methodologies are frequently not suited to improve the business processes within the 

scope of a SSW-implementation project. Figure 5-3 clarifies that fifteen interviewees 

valuated the project goal as very important or important. Just three respondents found 

the process quality improvement as hardly relevant for a SSW-implementation project. 

They argued that the cost pressure on SSW-implementation projects which are often 
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calculated based on tight fixed-price budgets do usually not allow to strive for process 

quality improvements. 
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Figure 5-3: Relevance of the Objective: Improvement of Business Process Quality 

 

Essence of the Objective 

Furthermore, the interviewees were asked about the objective´s essence in terms of the 

sub-objectives that constitute the quality of business processes in context of a SSW-

implementation project.  
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Figure 5-4: Sub-Objectives of the Objective: Improvement of Business Process Quality 

 
All the fifteen SSW-experts that judged the process quality improvement as an 

important or very important objective, regarded the process efficiency improvement and 

the related reduction of process cycle time as relevant sub-objectives. As can be 

gathered from Figure 5-4 these interviewees also conceived the complete coverage of 

the true requirements as a further sub-objective which has to be pursued by a SSW-

implementation project. Fourteen of the interviewed experts were of the opinion that a 
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stronger customer-orientation would be an important aspect of the process quality 

objective. More process transparency based on an improved availability of process 

knowledge was stated by thirteen respondents. Twelve SSW-experts stressed that the 

continuous consideration of changing requirements, i.e. the improved process 

adaptability has to be pursued as a crucial sub-objective throughout the life-cycle of a 

SSW-based business process. 

 

Categorisation of the Objective 

With regard to the categorisation of the objective the key informant study revealed that 

fourteen interviewees assigned the business process quality improvement to the 

functional department´s goals as given in Figure 5-5. They argued that in particular the 

claim for establishing and expanding a company´s competitive position in all relevant 

markets is a very important corporate objective. Thus they emphasised that this forces 

the company’s functional departments to ensure the quality of relevant business 

processes in terms of strong customer-orientation, high flexibility, high efficiency, etc.  

 

14 respondents

1 respondent

Goal of the Functional/Business Department

Goal of the IT-Department

Project Goal

Categorisation of the Objective:

Improvement of Business Process Quality

 
Figure 5-5: Categorisation of the Objective: Improvement of Business Process Quality 

 
As can be gathered from Figure 5-5 just one respondent considered the improvement of 

the business process quality as an explicit project goal which would not belong to the 

functional department. However, the author agrees to the argumentation of the fourteen 

SSW-experts who stated that primarily the functional departments have an interest in 

improving their business processes. Therefore this goal is assigned to the objectives of 

the functional department as indicated in Table 5-1.  
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5.3.1.2 Literature-Based Validation 

The following literature-based explanations refer to the sub-goals of the process 

improvement objective and prove their relevance in the specific context of a SSW-

implementation project: 

 

• Improvement of the business processes’ efficiency 

Reduction/elimination of process weak points is a major concern of a process-driven 

SSW-implementation project to increase the process efficiency.[KNÖ01] In fact, the 

process efficiency considerably influences the quality of a business process and is 

thus of particular importance to business/functional departments. The process 

efficiency indicates the relationship between valued process benefits (valued process 

output) and the valued resources (valued process input).[HEI01] Thus, SSW-induced 

process optimisation is implemented to improve the (valued) productivity of relevant 

business processes based on SSW-systems. 

• Reduction of business processes’ cycle time 

Reduction of process cycle times is a further sub-goal to be achieved on the way to a 

better process quality. In particular process optimisation strategies that are driven by 

SSW may help to realise this aim. The process cycle time in this context is defined as 

the period elapsed from the time of triggering a process up to the time of completing 

the process output.[HEI01]  

• Availability of process knowledge (improved process transparency) 

Another significant ambition concerns the availability/documentation of process 

knowledge. An improved availability of process knowledge increases the 

transparency of the processes between workforce and management. All relevant 

organisational units, concerned staff and responsible managers should have a 

common association to the design object, “business process”. Process modelling is 

said to be a suitable method for storage and provision of process 

knowledge.[KNÖ01] There are a series of further objectives that an improved 

process transparency may influence positively, such as: 

  
• improved work habits and acceptance of those employees who have a substantial 

knowledge of the process[GIE01]  
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• short period of vocational adjustment for new employees.[GIE01]  

• improved starting basis for process optimisation[KNÖ01]  

• increased ability to quickly and precisely respond to inquiries [HOH01] of the 

management, banks, and customers, etc.  

 
• Stronger customer-orientation 

The process-oriented focus of SSW-implementation projects is to enable a company 

to align all relevant business processes more precisely with customer 

needs.[HOH01][WEB01] Ideally, the value-adding business processes should be 

integrated into a customer-oriented or customer-group-oriented company structure. 

In this case a customer-oriented process team could be responsible for the execution 

of certain, or even all the business processes belonging to a specific customer or 

customer-group. 

• Complete coverage of the true requirements 

A further important sub-objective is to capture a company’s real requirements and to 

realise them completely within the scope of a SSW-project.[KNÖ01] In fact, 

incomplete or even incorrect requirements often require readapting the existing 

SSW-configuration and the implemented business processes late in the project. The 

later these requirements appear, the more expensive their realisation will be. The true 

requirements in this case are those resulting from considering entire business 

processes and value chains. For example:[KNÖ01] 

 
• Requirements arising from inter- and intra-functional dependencies  

• Requirements due to process variants, process objects 

• Process optimisation options 

• Process aims. 

 
• Continuous consideration of new customer needs and a changing environment 

A widespread illusion among companies is that their business processes, once 

optimised based on SSW, will operate for years without further adaptation and 

improvement. Kühl et al. point out that this disregards the conditions of the 

operational reality claiming for organisational flexibility and  
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change.[KUE02] Knöll et al. reinforces this statement, they stress a company’s 

readiness and capability to flexibly respond to new or modified requirements, in 

order to preserve the quality of business processes and thus to maintain a competitive 

advantage.[KNÖ01] Hohmann argues in a similar way; to maintain competitiveness 

of an enterprise he claims for continuous process improvements[HOH01] which cope 

with: 

 
• a changing environment, i.e. changing market conditions and new/modified legal 

aspects 

• evolving or changing process objectives 

• experiences gained from the daily business 

• further optimisation potential or problems and defects revealed during the 

routine operation of a business process. 

 
To sum up, the reviewed literature sources generally supported the findings gained from 

the previous interview process. Therefore the objective “improvement of business 

process quality” (O1) (including the previously identified sub-objectives) is defined as a 

research variable. 

 

5.3.2  Research Variable: Objective O2 

Improvement of IT-System Quality  

This research variable reflects the companies´ need to continuously gain improvements 

of their IT-systems to ensure that the underlying business processes are steadily 

supported according to currently changing market and customer requirements. 

 

There is a wide range of definitions available in the literature in order to clarify and 

determine the term IT-system quality/software quality. There are several international 

standard committees, such as ISO, DIN, EN which provide guidelines for the 

standardisation of software quality. According to international standards the quality of 

software products consists of various aspects, i.e. so-called quality criteria. These 

criteria deal with quite different aspects of a software product´s 

appropriateness/suitability.  
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According to Budde the definition of quality needs to be derived from the software 

product´s suitability for its utilisation. This suitability can be divided into three 

categories:[BUD01]  

 

• How well can the product be used in the present state? (Product utilisation) 

• How easily can the software be adapted to new requirements? How easily can 

occurred errors be corrected? (Product alteration/Product change) 

• How easily can the product be transferred to other domains or used in other 

environments? (Product transport) 

 

However, Herzwurm points out that the general software quality definition does not 

sufficiently cover the various customer needs and the different categories of using 

software products[HER02], such as product utilisation, product alteration, etc. 

International standard committees, e.g. ISO, DIN, EN are of the opinion that a high 

quality software development/SSW-implementation process is crucial to a customer-

satisfying software product quality.[HER02] However, the quality of the SSW-

implementation process is considered as a separate objective and will be explained 

separately in the subsequent sections 5.3.3 and 5.3.4. It is not subsumed under the 

objective “improvement of IT-system quality”. 

 

5.3.2.1 Key Informant Study-Based Validation 

Relevance of the Objective 

The key informant study indicated the relevance of the objective. As illustrated in 

Figure 5-6 all participants identified the objective “improvement of IT-system quality” 

as an important or very important SSW-implementation-objective. Most of the 

interviewees argued that many SSW-implementation projects are delayed, or even not 

finished, due to that fact that the quality requirements can not be met. Even if the 

projects are finished the implemented SSW and the adapted surrounding legacy systems 

are often not deployed as originally intended since the realised requirements have 

changed in the meantime. Furthermore the respondents pointed out that poor software 

quality is also characterised by the fact that the SSW-system´s legacy system 
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environment often causes tremendous maintenance costs. These often multiply the 

actual development costs, as stressed by most of the interviewees. 
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Figure 5-6: Relevance of the Objective: Improvement of IT-System Quality 

 
Moreover, they claimed to be aware that the IT-system quality also impacts the quality 

of the underlying business processes which are supported by a company´s application 

systems.18 Therefore most of the interviewees concluded that improving the IT-system 

quality is a major issue to be addressed with the implementation of SSW-systems. 

 

Essence of the Objective 

Fifteen interviewees pointed to the flexibility of IT-systems as an important sub-

objective which contributes to the IT-system quality (see Figure 5-7). In this context 

they claimed that the SSW-system and the system environment should be easily 

adaptable to new or modified business process requirements.  

 

As can be gathered from Figure 5-7 seventeen respondents conceived the 

maintainability as a crucial aspect of the IT-system quality. They stressed that SSW-

projects should enhance the maintainability of legacy systems in order to easily: 

 

• eliminate defects 

• execute system improvements, e.g. regarding performance etc. 

                                                 
18 For example, the reduction of the business process cycle time may depend on whether a manual process 
function can be replaced/automated by a suitable SSW-system function which needs to be tailored to the 
specific customer requirements. Accordingly, flexibility of the application systems is required to improve 
the quality of business processes. 
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Figure 5-7 shows that sixteen interviewees considered the degree of system cohesion 

and coupling as crucial to the maintainability and flexibility of SSW and the 

surrounding applications. In this context they claimed to strive for loosely coupled 

systems with a strong cohesion when integrating SSW into a system environment which 

is often complex and heterogeneous. 
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Figure 5-7: Sub-Goals of the Objective: Improvement of IT-System Quality 

 
All interviewees responded that the sub-objectives flexibility, maintainability as well as 

loose coupling and a strong functional cohesion refer to the quality category “product 

alteration/product change”.[BUD01] Due to the findings gained from the interviews a 

high flexibility and an enhanced maintainability of loosely coupled IT-systems with a 

strong cohesion are considered as sub-objectives of the goal “improvement of IT-system 

quality”. 

 

The key informant study revealed that merely two respondents saw the usability of SSW 

which belongs to the quality category “product utilisation” as a relevant sub-objective. 

However, sixteen interviewees disagreed with this perception. They argued that the 

product utilisation, i.e. the usability of SSW and its functional scope is normally assured 

for all parameterisable customer requirements of a specific business domain. These 

participants furthermore stated that the SSW´s usability is ensured due to a preliminary 

study which normally takes place prior to a SSW-implementation project. None of the 

interviewees stated that the quality category “product transport” encompasses relevant 

sub-objectives. They emphasised that the related quality criteria, such as a SSW´s 
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portability and compatibility are assured by the SSW-vendors. Thus costly action within 

the scope of a SSW-implementation project is therefore usually not necessary in order 

to make a SSW-system portable and compatible to a customer´s IT-system landscape. 

Thus, throughout the thesis both quality categories, i.e. “product utilisation” as well as 

“product transport” are not considered in context of the objective “improvement of IT-

system quality”. 

 

Categorisation of the Objective 

Just two interviewees assigned the improvement of IT-system quality to the objectives 

of the functional department. They argued that the usability of SSW primarily meets the 

users´/functional department´s expectations.  

 

Goal of the Functional/Business Department

Goal of the IT-Department

Project Goal

Categorisation of the Objective:

Improvement of IT-System Quality

16 respondents

2 respondents

 
Figure 5-8: Categorisation of the Objective: Improvement of IT-System Quality 

 
As shown in Figure 5-8, sixteen participants considered the objective as a goal of the 

IT-department. They stated that a long-term flexibility and maintenance enhancement of 

application systems mainly motivate the IT-department. Therefore the author 

categorised this goal as an objective of the IT-department. 

 
The sixteen interviewees nevertheless conceded that the improvement of IT-system 

quality also contributes to a better business process quality. Therefore the IT-systems´ 

maintainability and in particular the flexibility also support corporate objectives, such as 

the reduction of “time-to-market” for new products. Against this background the 

interviewees pointed out that a reduced “time-to-market” in turn, contributes to 

expanding the companies´ competitive position and securing higher margins, etc. 

However, they also emphasised that this would not be sufficient to classify the 

improvement of IT-system quality as a functional department´s objective. 
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5.3.2.2 Literature-Based Validation  

The literature study confirmed that a loose coupling in combination with a strong 

cohesion contribute to the flexibility and maintainability of SSW and the surrounding 

systems.[BAL02][MÜL01][KUE01] [FAE01] Knöll et al. also reveal the importance of 

coupling and cohesion particularly for the integration of SSW into historically grown 

IT-system landscapes with heterogeneous and complex legacy systems.[KNÖ01] 

 

The integration does not only pertain to the provision of technical interfaces aiming at 

loosely coupled systems. The required outcome of this aspect is a quality-improved 

design of the IT-architecture in so far as the SSW and surrounding systems are 

concerned. This also means to precisely define and specify the assignment of functions 

to IT-systems to secure a strong cohesion. Such a division of functions has generally 

been defined in the target processes which need to be designed in light of the SSW’s 

reference processes. A clear functional binding of systems regularly means to adjust the 

IT-systems’ functional scope with respect to the target process definitions. Moreover 

the legacy systems often require functional adjustments in order to eliminate redundant 

and superfluous functions and thus to contribute to a strong system cohesion.[KNÖ01] 

 

In summary, it can be stated that the literature review confirmed the outcome of the key 

informant study. Thus, the author of the thesis defined the objective “improvement of 

IT-system quality” (O2) (including its sub-objectives) as a research variable of the 

conceptual research framework. 

 

5.3.3  Research Variable: Objective O3 

Efficiency of the SSW-Implementation Process/Approach 

In the past the main focus was on how to improve the quality of software products. 

However, more recently authors suggest that the quality of a software system strongly 

depends on the quality of the applied production processes.[HEI03] This view is also 

shared by Balzert who additionally observes that there are different approaches to 

improve the development process quality, including ISO-9000 approach, Total Quality 

Management (TQM), Capability Maturity Model (CMM), Business Engineering, etc. 

[BAL01]  
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According to Kühl et al. there is a parallel between the software development and the 

implementation of SSW in regard to the influence the implementation process quality 

has on the quality of process results.[KUE02] In this context Knöll et al. emphasise that 

the quality of an implementation process is reflected, among others, by its ability to 

support an economically efficient project execution.[KNÖ01] In fact, the achievement 

of an economically efficient execution of a SSW-project is what the research variable 

O3 is concerned with.  

 

5.3.3.1 Key Informant Study-Based Validation 

Relevance of the Objective 

Figure 5-9 shows that almost all participants of the key informant study stressed the 

importance of the objective.  
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Figure 5-9: Relevance of the Objective: Efficiency of the SSW-Implementation Process/Approach 

 
They claimed that efficiency requirements have to be addressed in all phases of the 

SSW-implementation process/project to: 

  

• reduce the SSW-implementation costs in order to meet the project budget constraints 

• gain quick business process improvements 

• reduce the time-to-market for new products and to ensure an early product launch. 
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In this context the reduction of SSW-implementation costs was particularly emphasised 

due to the fact that SSW-projects are often calculated based on a tight fixed-price 

budget.  

 

Essence of the Objective 

Sixteen participants in the study pointed out that focussing on essentials throughout the 

SSW-implementation project is crucial for achieving the underlying time and cost 

objectives. Thus, they claimed that business processes of minor importance regarding 

optimisation needs, strategic relevance, etc. are to be neglected. 
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Figure 5-10: Sub-Goals of the Objective: Efficiency of the SSW-Implementation Process/Approach 
 
As can be gathered from Figure 5-10 all interviewees conceived the reuse of reusable 

artefacts as a relevant sub-objective in order to improve the efficiency of the SSW-

implementation process. They argued that nowadays a fixed-price SSW-implementation 

executed from the outset without reusing “recyclable” results of earlier projects would 

probably fail from an economic point of view.  

 

The alignability of the SSW-implementation process to customer-specific requirements 

was conceived as a relevant sub-objective by fourteen interviewees (see Figure 5-10). In 

this context they complained that available SSW-implementation approaches are often 

extremely complex and provide numerous superfluous project tasks.  
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Based on the response of the interviewed SSW-experts the: 

 

• concentration on essentials 

• reuse of reusable artefacts 

• alignability of the SSW-implementation process  

 

are regarded as relevant sub-objectives of the “efficiency of the SSW-implementation 

process/approach”. 

 

Categorisation of the objective 

As shown in Figure 5-11 five respondents were not able to clearly assign the objective 

to a responsible organisational unit. They argued that the project sponsor which can 

either be the functional department or the IT-department has usually a strong interest in 

the efficiency of the SSW-project. 

 

5 respondents

13 respondents

Goal of the Functional/Business Department

Goal of the IT-Department

Project Goal

Categorisation of the Objective:

Efficiency of SSW-Implementation Process

Abstention from Voting

 
Figure 5-11: Categorisation of the Objective: Efficiency of the SSW-Implementation 

Process/Approach 
 

Thirteen interviewees emphasised that the project management is responsible for 

keeping the implementation costs as low as possible. Therefore they categorised the 

objective as a goal of the SSW-implementation project which complies with the 

author´s point of view. 

 

5.3.3.2 Literature-Based Validation 

The claim for an efficient project execution is a major concern of the project 

management discipline[LIT01] which corresponds to the findings gained from the 

interviews. In addition, several authors of the classical software engineering literature, 

e.g. [BAL01][STE01] state that producing individual software: 
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• with a minimum effort 

• at the lowest possible cost 

• in the least possible time 

 

are objectives of particular concern. 

 

Similar to the development of individual business software, SSW is normally 

implemented to a company’s process organisation based on: 

 

• a predefined implementation process 

• a created project 

• tight time and money constraints. 

 

Accordingly, project management together with the software engineering discipline are 

well suited to produce an economically efficient SSW-project, i.e. minimum 

implementation effort, reduced implementation costs and a short implementation period. 

Heinrich additionally stresses, an implementation process’s efficiency influences the 

economic efficiency of the business processes and the SSW to be implemented [HEI03]  

 

The following literature-based explanations revealed additional findings about the 

relevance and essence of the sub-goals which the interviewed experts previously judged 

as crucial for the efficiency of the SSW-implementation process: 

 

• Concentration on essentials 

Knöll et al. emphasise that concentrating on essential project activities is important 

for the efficiency of the SSW-implementation process. They claim that the cost- 

intensive and time-consuming process documentation must be limited to the relevant 

aspects. For instance, process models are not to be created at an unnecessarily 

granular level, i.e. the depiction of atomic process functions does not provide further 

insights into a process improvement. Consequently, creating extremely refined 

process models (at an atomic level) is in most cases not economically 

reasonable.[KNÖ01]   
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• Consideration/reuse of reusable artefacts 

Reuse of reusable software components has been practiced since the late sixties for 

improving the efficiency of the software development process.[KUE01] For a few 

years now, the literature dealing with the SSW-implementation process, e.g. 

[KEL01] has adopted the principle of reuse from the software engineering. 

Nowadays, a systematic and well-directed reuse of reusable artefacts, particularly 

process standards (reference processes) is proclaimed as a major objective to reach 

lower implementation costs and shorter implementation periods.[KNÖ01] 

• Alignability of the implementation process 

The alignability of the SSW-implementation process ensures that all project tasks, 

milestones and the ensuing results are focussed on the specific characteristics of the 

project. Superfluous activities which do not correspond to the underlying project 

specifics are to be avoided to reduce implementation costs.[KUE06] 

 

In the light of the aforementioned literature findings which clearly confirmed the 

outcome of the interview process, the author assigned the objective “efficiency of the 

SSW-implementation process” as a relevant research variable to the conceptual 

framework. 

 

5.3.4  Research Variable: Objective O4 

Adequacy of the SSW-Implementation Process/Approach  

This research variable refers to an implementation approach’s ability to execute a SSW-

project in a pertinent way. An adequate or pertinent implementation approach should be 

suitable to address the distinguishing features implied by the project’s process-oriented 

character and its technical implications. Accordingly, pertinency is a requirement for a 

methodologically balanced support in order to achieve the multifaceted objectives of a 

process-driven SSW-implementation process. Knöll et al. provided a quality evaluation 

framework for SSW-implementation approaches which encompasses the constituting 

elements of adequacy as important quality aspects.[KNÖ01] 
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5.3.4.1 Key Informant Study-Based Validation 

Relevance of the Objective 

All interviewees criticized that interdependent project results are often not stepwise 

concretised in each project phase.  
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Figure 5-12: Relevance of the Objective: Adequacy of the SSW-Implementation Process/Approach 
 
They argued that business process models and the corresponding SSW-based function 

concepts are often not sufficiently synchronised in terms of the underlying business 

processes. In this context the interviewees explained that many implemented SSW-

systems therefore do not cover the company ´s true business requirements. Thus 

fourteen participants of the study emphasised the importance of an adequate SSW-

implementation process as shown in Figure 5-12. Four of them even conceived the 

objective as very important and additionally demanded that sufficient tools should 

support the methodological continuity in terms of process-orientation. 

 

The interview outcome corresponded totally to the author´s point of view. In numerous 

projects the author experienced that inadequate SSW-implementation processes 

provoked unsatisfactory project results. Therefore the author judged the striving for an 

“adequate SSW-implementation process” as a crucial objective. 

 

Essence of the Objective 

The answers of the interviewees concerning the sub-objectives revealed the expansive 

and multifaceted character of the objective´s essence. Besides the methodological 

continuity (O4-1), fourteen SSW-experts stated that the support of strategic objectives 

(O4-2) is another important sub-objective which contributes to the adequacy of the 
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SSW-implementation process. They argued that this is to ensure that the considered 

business processes are designed and implemented based on corporate strategic 

requirements, i.e. the company’s process visions. 
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Figure 5-13: Sub-Goals of the Objective: Adequacy of the SSW-Implementation Process/Approach 
 
As can be gathered from Figure 5-13 the SSW-experts all replied that a sufficient 

information management (O4-3) is another crucial sub-objective which constitutes the 

adequacy of the SSW-implementation process. They pointed out, the implementation 

process has to cover both the acquisition of relevant information, e.g. customer 

requirements as well as the circulation of important project news and facts. Due to the 

outcome of the interviews the aforementioned aspects are considered as relevant sub-

objectives of the objective “adequacy of the SSW-implementation process”. 

 

Categorisation of the Objective 

As shown in Figure 5-14 sixteen SSW-experts were of the opinion that the project 

management is responsible for the adequacy of the applied SSW-implementation 

approach. Therefore they categorised it as a project goal which corresponded to the 

author´s perception. Thus the categorisation is adopted for the thesis. Just two 

interviewees abstained from voting without giving reasons. 
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16 respondents

2 respondents

Goal of the Functional/Business Department

Goal of the IT-Department

Project Goal

Categorisation of the Objective:

Adequacy of SSW-Implementation Process

Abstention from Voting

 
Figure 5-14: Categorisation of the Objective: Adequacy of the SSW-Implementation 

Process/Approach 
 

5.3.4.2 Literature-Based Validation  

Knöll et al. point out that methods, tools and life-cycle models have a considerable 

impact on the adequacy and thus on the quality of a process-oriented SSW-

implementation process. They further state that process-orientation sets the stage for an 

adequate implementation process. In this context they argue that adequacy in terms of 

process-orientation is an important project goal as it claims that the business process is 

the most significant object which has to direct most project activities. Consequently, the 

entire implementation process needs to be aligned to the customer’s business processes. 

From this follows that process-orientation aims at improving the quality of a SSW-

implementation process so that the quality of the final process results, i.e. (re-)designed 

business processes as well as the implemented system, yield total customer 

satisfaction.[KNÖ01] 

 

Besides the importance of the objective O4 itself, several literature sources confirmed 

the relevance of the following sub-goals in accordance with the interviewed SSW-

experts:  

 

• Methodological continuity of the process/complementarity of the project 

deliverables (O4-1) 

The implementation approach’s methodological continuity means that all project 

phases, their activities and results, i.e. project deliverables are dependent on each 

other. Certain activities are the prerequisite for following activities. Continuity in this 

context presupposes that the underlying project goals and the process-oriented focus 

are to be pursued throughout the implementation process. [KUE06][KNÖ02] For 

instance, a process-driven feasibility study should release a process-driven 
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requirements analysis which again triggers a process-driven realisation phase. 

[KUE06][KNÖ02] In these terms, a process-driven methodological continuity of the 

SSW-implementation process ensures the process-oriented complementarity of the 

produced project deliverables 

 

Methodological continuity also implies a systematic and structured implementation 

process. Process-driven SSW-implementation projects often consider entire customer 

processes and aim at process optimisation in addition to the technical system 

installation. The requirements that are to be realised are usually 

multifaceted.[KNÖ01] Therefore a comprehensive implementation approach is 

required which is systematically structured according to the project’s process-

oriented character.[KUE06] In other words, a systematic and structured approach is 

necessary to cope with the considerable complexity which is immanent in process-

driven SSW-projects. 

• Support/realisation of a company’s strategic objectives (O4-2) 

A further objective is to apply an implementation approach that allows consideration 

for strategic goals throughout the project.[KNÖ03] It is crucial that decisions on 

business process designs are made based on the strategic importance of supported 

corporate objectives. However, a process-driven implementation approach, in this 

sense, does not incorporate the definition and development of new strategic goals.  

Strategy development should take place as a separate activity/project before the 

commencement of the process-oriented software implementation.[KNÖ01] 

• Sufficient information management (O4-3) 

Knöll et al. confirm that a sufficient information management is another important 

sub-objective in order gain: [KNÖ01] 

• an adequate implementation approach which is transparent to all concerned 

stakeholders/organisational units 

• business processes that are largely accepted by the management and concerned 

employees.  
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To achieve a sufficient information management the applied SSW-implementation 

approach has to ensure:[KNÖ01] 

 

• that all relevant knowledge carriers are involved into the SSW-implementation 

process. Knöll et al. point out that in particular the business process owners are 

often not sufficiently available in order to support the project adequately. 

• an efficient project communication between project team members and between 

project committees (internal communication). 

• a sufficient external communication, i.e. all staff should be continuously informed 

from the project’s start in order to promote a positive attitude towards the: 

• project 

• the redesigned business processes  

• the implemented SSW-system. 

 

To sum up, as the statements of interviewees were mostly confirmed by the reviewed 

literature sources the author determines the objective “adequacy of the SSW-

implementation process” (including the described sub-goals) as a research variable.  
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5.4 Research Variable: Design Parameters / Project Parameters 

of the SSW-Implementation Process/Approach 

As explained earlier, project parameters as well as project restrictions have an effect on 

the project objectives19 and therefore impact the overall success of the project. 

However, contrary to project restrictions, project parameters are short-term disposable 

determinants of the project success.[HER01] Due to the assumption that the 

development of a SSW-implementation process is a design task, one can regard the 

approach´s project tasks or activities as design parameters. The intention is therefore to 

select effective project tasks which help to gain an overall project success. Insofar those 

project tasks are to be defined as research variables which are reasonably expected to 

contribute to the achievement of the determined project objectives (design objectives). 

 

The literature claims that the operational and the organisational structure of a SSW-

implementation project needs to harmonise in order to achieve the underlying 

goals.[GRO01][KNÖ01] A holistic project approach therefore supports the alignment of 

an organisational and operational structure in terms of process-

orientation.[KNÖ01][KNÖ05][KUE08] Consequently, optional instruments (design 

parameters) which are available for the design of a SSW-implementation approach can 

be classified into: 

 

• variables of the implementation process (operational structure) 

• variables of the project organisation (organisational structure). 

 

Table 5-2 indicates the design parameters of a SSW-implementation process/approach 

that are defined as underlying research variables for the thesis. 

                                                 
19 In the following for the sake of simplicity, the term project goal/objective is regarded as a project 
goal/objective in the broader sense which covers each goal category indicated in Table 5-1 (including 
goals of the functional and IT-department). 
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Research Variables - Design Parameters of the SSW-Implementation Process/Approach 
Parameter Classification Parameter                     Sub-Parameter 

Business 
Process 
Modelling 

P1 1. Process functions / business tasks  
2. Process flow  
3. Conditions of process functions / 

business tasks  
4. Invoked IT-systems  
5. Organisational units / 

Organisational responsibilities  
6. Business objects  

(AS-IS) 
Business  
Process analysis 

P2 1. Process flow  
2. Process time  
3. Process costs  
4. General (process) weak points  
5. Organisational units / 

Organisational responsibilities  
6. Invoked IT-systems  

Analysis and 
Design 
Elements 

Business 
Process 
Optimisation 

P3 1. Automation of functions  
2. Integration of functions 
3. Parallel/concurrent execution of 

independent functions 
4. Elimination of functions 
5. Elimination of process objects    
6. Elimination of loops 
7. Integration of organisational units 
8. Elimination of processes / partial 

processes (sub-processes) 
 

Process-
Orientation 

P4 n.a. 

Tailoring  P5 n.a. 
Completion 
Criteria 

P6 n.a. 

Operational 
Structure 
 

Character of the  
SSW-Imple- 
mentation 
Process/ 
Approach 

Tool-Support P7 1. Software-based tools 
2. Software-independent tools 

Project Team 
Structure 

P8 1. Functional teams 
2. Process teams 

Project Team 
Composition 

P9 1. Process owner  
2. Domain expert 
3. SSW-expert  
4. IT-expert 

Organisational 
Structure 

Project 
Organisation 
and 
Communication 
 

Project 
Team-Internal 
Communication 

P10 1. Network communication 
2. Star-shaped communication 

Table 5-2: Research Variables: Design Parameters 
 
The following sections provide a detailed discussion of the parameters given in Table 

5-2 which are initially identified based on the interviews with SSW-practitioners. The 

key informant study analyses each identified parameter in terms of the following 

aspects: 
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• Relevance for a SSW-implementation project 

• Essence of each parameter in terms of constituting sub-parameters 

• Impact of each parameter on achieving relevant project objectives given in Table 5-1. 

The expected relationships between parameters and objectives are expressed by 

means of hypotheses. 

 

The subsequent literature study validates the outcome of the key informant study. In this 

context the parameters which are proven as relevant for the SSW-implementation are 

defined as research variables. Furthermore the assumed relationships between 

parameters and objectives that are confirmed by the reviewed literature are adopted as 

research hypotheses. 

 

5.4.1  Research Variable: Parameter P1 

Business Process Modelling (BPM) 

This research variable covers the project activities which are to be executed in order to 

create process models which illustrate the linkage of an operational business solution 

and its realisation in the form of implemented SSW-systems.[KNÖ01] Process models 

refer to the early design documents in SSW-based business process re-engineering 

projects.[KUE02] According to Deiters, process models accompany the entire life-cycle 

of process-driven SSW-projects[DEI01] and foster the different goals of a SSW-

implementation project.  

 

5.4.1.1 Key Informant Study-Based Validation 

Figure 5-15 shows that just two participants of the study stated that BPM should not be 

part of the scope of SSW-implementation projects. They argued that the creation of 

process models is costly and probably not covered by the project budgets.  
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Not Relevant

Relevance of:

Business Process Modelling

2 respondents

16 respondents

 
Figure 5-15: Relevance of the Parameter: Business Process Modelling 

 
However, most of the interviewees stated that BPM is a relevant project parameter 

which potentially impacts the achievement of the relevant project objectives. From their 

point of view BPM should cover the following sub-parameters, i.e. the process models 

should depict the following aspects as indicated in Table 5-2: 

 

• Process functions / business tasks 

• Process flow 

• Conditions of process function / business tasks 

• Invoked IT-systems 

• Organisational units / organisational responsibilities 

• Business objects. 

 

The interviewed SSW-experts expected BPM to influence the achievement of the 

following objectives:  

 

• Improvement of the business process quality (O1), the assumed relationship between 

both research variables is documented in hypothesis H1(P1,O1). 

• Improvement of the IT-system quality (O2), the assumed relationship between both 

research variables is documented in hypothesis H6(P1,O2). In particular, BPM 

covering the invoked IT-systems, system interfaces and supported process tasks was 

mentioned.  

• Sufficient information management (O4-3), the assumed relationship between both 

research variables is documented in hypothesis H14(P1,O4-3).  
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5.4.1.2 Literature-Based Validation  

The previous interview process revealed that BPM is considered as a significant 

component for the successful implementation of business processes in conjunction with 

SSW-systems. An evaluation of the corresponding literature[KNÖ03][KIR01][STA01] 

[GRO01][JAE01] confirmed this impression. 

  

The literature study clarified that the function of BPM is to describe business processes 

in order to understand an organisation’s structure and behaviour.[TIP01] The holistic 

and explicit modelling leads to a complete and comprehensive enterprise model which 

is an ideal starting point for re-engineering measures to achieve required process 

improvements.[JAB01] This indicates an impact of BPM on the quality of business 

processes (O1) as emphasised by the interviewees and expressed in hypothesis 

H1(P1,O1). 

 

Kuehl et al. point out that although BPM potentially increases the effort within a 

project, the resulting process models help to provide the relevant information that 

benefits the communication among the project team members.[KUE02] According to 

this, BPM contributes to a sufficient information management (O4-3) as expected by the 

interviewed SSW-experts and recorded in hypothesis H14(P1,O4-3). In this sense, a 

BPM-based information management helps the project team and potential users to 

understand how the SSW-based future solution fulfils the basic/actual requirements. 

This is crucial for gaining acceptance towards the overall purpose of the project, i.e. 

implemented business processes and the new SSW.[KNÖ01] [KUE02] 

 

Deiters emphasises that the content of process models usually covers a procedural 

model of business functions or activities, a data model, and an organisational 

model.[DEI01] Scheer indicates that the description of data view, function view, and 

organisation view depends on their proximity to the IT-resources. Therefore, IT-

resources need to be additionally considered by each view which leads to the so-called 

IT-resource view[SCH02] In fact, it is exactly the additional IT-resource view provided 

by BPM which allows identifying system deficits regarding cohesion and coupling. 

Insofar, Scheer´s holistic BPM which encompasses an IT-resource view supports the 

hypothesis H6(P1,O2) covering the assumed relationship between BPM and the IT-

system quality (O2). In this context different authors additionally point out that the idea 
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of business process-orientation requires a holistic view on an organisation, its processes 

and IT-systems in order to avoid implementing disconnected and non-integrated IT-

solutions.[CHI01][KIR01][KUE03] An appropriate BPM-approach therefore needs to 

support:[KNÖ01] 

 

• the early stages of BPA (see section 5.4.2) and BPO (see section 5.4.3) 

• the subsequent phases of the SSW-system conception and realisation.  

 

To sum up, the reviewed literature sources generally supported the findings gained from 

the previous interview process. Therefore: 

 

• the parameter BPM (P1) (including the previously identified sub-parameters) is 

defined as a research variable. 

• the assumed contribution of BPM to improving the process quality (O1), IT-system 

quality (O2) and achieving a sufficient information management (O4-3) are 

determined as research hypotheses H1(P1,O1),H6(P1,O2),H14(P1,O4-3).  

 

5.4.2  Research Variable: Parameter P2 

AS-IS-Business Process Analysis (BPA) 

This project parameter comprises the project activities for a BPA including the AS-IS-

business processes that are within the scope of the SSW-implementation. Findings 

regarding the actual process situation ought to contribute to the achievement of the 

relevant project goals which are pursued with a process-driven SSW-implementation. 

 

5.4.2.1 Key Informant Study-Based Validation  

Figure 5-16 shows that only four interviewees disagreed with the analysis of the AS-IS-

business processes. They suggested focussing on the target processes in order to reduce 

the implementation costs. As can be gathered from Figure 5-16, fourteen interviewed 

SSW-experts emphasised the importance of a BPA, including the actual situation. They 

suspected, essential requirements resulting from the flow of the AS-IS-processes might 

be disregarded due to the focus exclusively on the target situation. Therefore they 
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claimed for a BPA that provides a comprehensive model-based documentation 

clarifying potential options for deriving the target processes from the company´s actual 

work practices. 

 

Relevant

Not Relevant

Relevance of:

Business Process Analysis

2 respondents

16 respondents

4 respondents

14 respondents

 
Figure 5-16: Relevance of the Parameter: AS-IS-Business Process Analysis 

 
The participants indicated the following sub-parameters which should be within the 

scope of a BPA: 

 

• Process flow covering all process functions  

• Process period/time per business process, partial process or per process function 

• Process costs 

• General process weak points related to the daily business of the concerned business 

domain 

• Organisational units / organisational responsibilities 

• Invoked IT-systems. 

 

However, the interviewees claimed to limit the BPA-effort. Therefore they 

recommended focussing on strategically important processes and confining the process 

depth to an economically reasonable extent. 

 

According to the findings gained from the interviews BPA has a potential impact on the 

following objectives:  

 

• Improvement of the business process quality (O1), the assumed relationship between 

parameter and objective is documented in hypothesis H2(P2,O1). 
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• Improvement of the IT-system quality (O2), the assumed relationship between 

parameter and objective is documented in hypothesis H7(P2,O2). In this context the 

interviewees emhasised the particular relevance of the BPA-sub-parameter “invoked 

IT-systems”. 

 

5.4.2.2 Literature-Based Validation 

In accordance with the interview findings, numerous authors in the literature stress the 

importance of a BPA as a pivotal step in the entire SSW-implementation 

project.[KEL01][KIR01][KNÖ01][STA01] A BPA forms the basis for many 

subsequent project activities that are concerned with the process design and with the 

system implementation.[KNÖ01][TEW01] The BPA-outcome facilitates the evaluation 

of the processes’ quality in terms of organisational process weak points[KIR01] Note, 

this aspect directly refers to the cause-effect relationship assumed by the interviewed 

SSW-experts documented in hypothesis H2(P2,O1). H2 also corresponds to Kirchmer 

and Tewis stating that a BPA gives valuable indications of possible BPO-

measures.[KIR01][TEW01]  

 

Similar to the relevant BPA sub-parameters responded by the interviewed SSW-experts, 

Knöll et al. claim for a holistic BPA investigating different facets of business processes, 

e.g. objects, concerned IT-system environment, etc.[KNÖ01] In fact, Knöll et al. stress 

to additionally focus on the IT-system environment in order to identify weak points 

concerning coupling and cohesion affecting the quality of concerned legacy systems. 

They argue that initial requirements on improving the coupling and cohesion of legacy 

systems can frequently be detected on a rough level within the BPA-scope and step-

wise refined in the subsequent project activities. They further explain that this top-down 

approach helps to avoid ignoring the elimination of corresponding quality 

deficits.[KNÖ01] The perception of Knöll et al. reflects the essence of hypothesis 

H7(P2,O2) and the interviewed SSW-experts which pointed at the impact on the quality 

of IT-systems (O2) caused by a holistic BPA (P2). 

 

In summary, it can be stated that the literature review confirmed the outcome of the key 

informant study: 
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• Thus the parameter BPA (P2) (including the identified sub-parameters) is defined as 

a research variable.  

• Thus the expected cause-effects of a BPA on the business process quality (O1) and 

on the IT-system quality (O2) are adopted as underlying research hypotheses 

H2(P2,O1),H7(P2,O2) of the thesis.  

 

5.4.3  Research Variable: Parameter P3 

Business Process Optimisation (BPO)  

This research variable is to find out whether and how business process optimisation 

contributes to the successful execution of SSW-implementation projects. Practice 

reveals that the installation of SSW-based solutions often occurs in conjunction with 

improving the respective business processes. Thus the question to be investigated is 

whether BPO-measures have an impact on the objectives that are related to the 

implementation of SSW. As BPO is usually applied in conjunction with BPM and BPA, 

it is expected that the achievement of common objectives is influenced.  

 

5.4.3.1 Key Informant Study-Based Validation 

Figure 5-17 shows that seven participants were not convinced that a SSW-project is a 

suitable means to improve the underlying business processes.  

 

Relevant

Not Relevant

Relevance of:

Business Process Optimisation

2 respondents

16 respondents

4 respondents

14 respondents

7 respondents

11 respondents

 
Figure 5-17: Relevance of the Parameter: Business Process Optimisation 

 
From their point of view the available project staff including externals is usually not 

capable of performing effective BPO-measures. They are frequently focussed on the 

technical SSW-implementation without considering the elimination of process deficits. 

Besides that it was mentioned that fixed-project budgets do usually not cover BPO-

measures in addition to the SSW-implementation.  
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Most of the interviewees were BPO-advocators who perceived the implementation of 

SSW as a good opportunity for BPO. Eleven respondents stated that the exclusive 

deployment of SSW yields only a fraction of the potential optimisations (see Figure 

5-17). They stressed that the majority of the process improvements are due to 

organisational and process redesign activities conducted during the SSW-

implementation projects. In this context the eleven interviewees insisted on BPO-

measures as a relevant parameter of a SSW-implementation project. With respect to the 

sub-parameters which reflect sufficient BPO-tasks, they indicated the following as 

widely used measures:  

 

• Elimination of process objects 

• Automation of functions 

• Elimination of processes / partial processes (sub-processes). 

 

Similar to the output for BPM and BPA, the participants expected that BPO-measures 

influence the achievement of the following objectives: 

 

• Improvement of the business process quality (O1), the assumed relationship between 

parameter and objective is documented in hypothesis H3(P3,O1). 

• Improvement of the IT-system quality (O2), the assumed relationship between 

parameter and objective is documented in hypothesis H8(P3,O2). 

5.4.3.2 Literature-Based Validation 

The literature study confirmed the relevance of BPO-measures for SSW-implementation 

projects. Knöll et al., for instance, state that the extensive employment of IT in terms of 

SSW-systems alone does not lead to optimised processes.[KNÖ01] The BPO-

advocators stress various benefits resulting from an explicit BPO-strategy for SSW- 

implementation projects. BPO in this sense promises benefits in terms of costs, quality 

and “time-to-market” of new products or services.[HAM01] The latter is extremely 

important due to the continuous shortening of product life-cycles.[KNÖ01] BPO 

implies change[HAM01][AVI01] which again claims for flexibility of organisations, 

processes and applied legacy systems.[KNÖ01] These flexibility requirements are 
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addressed by the SSW and its implied reference processes. Reference process models 

provide a best practice view on the process flow with different process variations that 

are supported by the underlying SSW.[KEL01][KIR01] These models are therefore 

flexibly applicable to variable customer requirements and thus are a sufficient means to 

optimise the company’s AS-IS-processes.[KNÖ01][KUE05] In fact, such a reference 

model-based improvement of processes directly refers to the cause-effect relationship 

assumed by the interviewees and thus supports the hypothesis H3(P3,O1). The literature 

provides numerous BPO-measures which can be applied to SSW-projects. 

[KNÖ01][HAM01][KIR01][KUE03] Some of them were previously identified during 

the interviews. Further BPO-measures applicable in SSW-implementation projects are: 

[ROM03][KNÖ01] 

 

• Elimination of functions 

• Integration of functions 

• Parallel/concurrent execution of independent functions 

• Elimination of loops 

• Integration of organisational units. 

 

Unfortunately, the literature review did not identify an explicit statement that BPO-

measures for SSW-projects are suitable to improve the quality of concerned legacy 

systems. Nevertheless, the author assumes that the reference model-based BPO is 

suitable for particularly improving the cohesion of legacy systems. It is expected that 

the SSW-based best practices/reference processes provide hints for the integration of 

(redundant) legacy system functions into the SSW-system. In this sense, the reference 

model-based BPO in conjunction with the BPO-measure “integration of functions” 

contribute to improving the quality of IT-systems in terms of a tight cohesion. Against 

this background the literature explanations on SSW-based BPO-measures, at least 

indirectly, support the interview outcome concerning the assumed impact of BPO on the 

IT-system quality, covered by hypothesis H8(P3,O2).  

 

Finally, it has to be mentioned that both, the interviews as well as the literature research 

suggested BPO as a relevant parameter for a SSW-implementation project. Therefore: 
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• the parameter BPO (P2) (including the identified sub-parameters) is defined as a 

research variable. In addition to the interview outcome the literature provided further 

BPO-measures which are considered as BPO-sub-parameters. 

• the expected cause-effects of BPO on the business process quality (O1) and on the 

IT-system quality (O2) are adopted as underlying research hypotheses H3(P3,O1), 

H8(P3,O2) of the thesis. 

 

5.4.4  Research Variable: Parameter P4 

Process-Orientation  

This research variable refers to the process-oriented procedure where all phases and 

activities of a SSW-project are based on business processes which are considered 

throughout the implementation process. The subject of the analysis is to find out 

whether a strongly process-oriented procedure supports some of the objectives given in 

Table 5-1. Note, the earlier investigated parameters BPM, BPA, BPO contribute to 

process-orientation and support certain objectives, i.e. O1 and O2 as described in the 

previous sections. Therefore one can conclude that a process-oriented SSW-

implementation process does also contribute to achieving those objectives. However, 

separate parameters of a process-oriented SSW-implementation approach, e.g. BPM, are 

not within the focus of interest at this point. The focal point is to investigate the benefits 

from the holistically process-oriented proceeding where each project activity is 

dominated by the underlying business processes, i.e. each project outcome is directly or 

indirectly derived from the business processes. 

 

5.4.4.1 Key Informant Study-Based Validation 

Just two interviewees preferred the traditional function-oriented SSW-implementation 

process (see Figure 5-18). They argued that this procedure provides time and cost 

advantages regarding the project execution due to the neglect of the underlying business 

processes and all related project tasks.  

 

However, Figure 5-18 shows that sixteen SSW-experts emphasised the relevance of the 

process-oriented character which contributes to realising the strategic corporate 
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objectives (O4-2). They claimed to extract concise quantifiable goals on a business 

process level from the high level strategic objectives. Based on these measurable goals 

which are operationalised and assigned to strategic relevant processes, the underlying 

corporate objectives can be considered on each project stage. This is why the 

respondents expected a positive impact of a process-oriented SSW-project on achieving 

corporate objectives. The assumed relationship is documented in hypothesis 

H13(P4,O4-2).  

 

Relevant

Not Relevant

Relevance of:

Process-Orientation

2 respondents

16 respondents

 
Figure 5-18: Relevance of the Parameter: Process-Orientation 

 
Furthermore, the interview process revealed that process-orientation is an appropriate 

criterion to structure a SSW-project consistently. The participants were convinced that a 

process-oriented proceeding can be sustained throughout the implementation process. 

They therefore stated that process-orientation contributes to the methodological 

continuity of the SSW-implementation approach (O4-1) where each project activity is 

dominated by the underlying business processes. The corresponding hypothesis 

H12(P4,O4-1) covers the expected cause-effect relationship.  

 

5.4.4.2 Literature-Based Validation 

Process-orientation has already been described in chapters 3 and 4. As mentioned earlier 

several authors and SSW-providers comply with the outcome of the key informant 

study. They confirm that all phases and activities of a SSW-implementation project 

should be based on business processes.[BAA01][BAA02][SAP01][KIR01][KEL01] 

Each project phase considers all relevant implementation aspects in terms of process-

orientation which ensures the continuity of the applied methodology throughout the 

SSW-implementation project. The entire implementation process is dominated by the 

company´s business processes which supports the complementarity of the project 
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deliverables in terms of process-orientation (O4-1). [KUE06][KUE07][KNÖ04] 

[KIR01][KEL01]  

 

However, as mentioned earlier in chapter 4 the process-oriented procedure usually does 

not incorporate intra-functional dependencies. Individual functions are considered in 

context of a single process independent from other processes. This interferes the 

consistent realisation of SSW-functions that are executed in different business 

processes.[KNÖ01][KNÖ05] Consequently, the reviewed literature sources merely 

confirm with reservations the assumed cause-effect relationship, i.e. hypothesis 

H12(P4,O4-1).  

 

During the literature study the author also found hints which seemed to back the 

hypothesis H13(P4,O4-2) and the impact of process-orientation on corporate objectives 

as assumed by the interviewees. For instance, there is a variety of literature dealing with 

the relationships between corporate objectives and the striving for an improvement of 

the business process quality[HAM01][AVI01][KNÖ01][PFI01] which can be achieved 

by a process-oriented SSW-implementation.[KEL01][KIR01] Earlier in section 5.3.1.2 

it was indicated that the business process quality gained from process-oriented SSW-

implementation projects may directly contribute:  

 

• to improving a company´s efficiency  

• to maintaining the enterprise’s competitive position in the market[HOH01] 

 

which address significant high-level corporate objectives.[SEI01][HEI02] [HUM01] 

 

From the above follows that the interview process and the literature review revealed the 

relevance of process-orientation. Thus: 

 

• the parameter “process-orientation” (P4) is defined as a research variable.  

• the expected impacts of process-orientation on supporting corporate objectives  

(O4-2) and on achieving a methodologically consistent implementation process  

(O4-1) are established as research hypotheses H12(P4,O4-1),H13(P4,O4-2) of the 

thesis. 
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5.4.5  Research Variable: Parameter P5 

Tailoring 

This research variable refers to the necessity of tailoring/adapting the entire 

implementation process to the needs of the specific customer and to the related project 

objectives.[KNÖ02][KUE06][KUE08] However, a customer-satisfaction survey from 

2005, conducted in Germany, disclosed that most proprietary life-cycle models for the 

implementation of ERP-systems do not meet a sufficient tailorability. Often they offer 

standardised sequence plans and procedures which do not deal with the scope, size and 

objectives of the project.[MAR01] Thus the question to be raised is whether tailoring is 

a relevant parameter of a SSW-implementation process to fulfil customer-specific needs 

and objectives.  

 

5.4.5.1 Key Informant Study-Based Validation 

As can be gathered from Figure 5-19 only one participant of the study advised against 

the tailoring mechanism. The interviewed SSW-expert explained that a flexibly 

adaptable SSW-implementation process would require many additional guidelines, 

instructions, descriptions of different project scenarios in order clarify the utilisation. 

However, due to this, the implementation process would become more complex which 

would probably affect its efficiency. 

 

17 respondents

1 respondent

Relevant

Not Relevant

Relevance of:

Tailoring

 
Figure 5-19: Relevance of the Parameter: Tailoring 

 
All of the interviewees were of the opinion that available SSW-implementation 

approaches are frequently very complex and overloaded with unneeded project tasks. 

Therefore seventeen SSW-experts stressed the relevance of a tailoring mechanism that 

affords the opportunity to align the life-cycle model to the customer-specific 

requirements. They complained that there are a variety of project activities provided by 
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the implementation approach which do not correspond to the project type or project 

scenario. They argued that the related obligatory execution of unnecessary project 

activities needlessly increases the price of SSW-projects. In this context they assumed 

that a sufficient tailoring mechanism should help to execute SSW-projects in an 

economically efficient way (O3) which is documented as part of hypothesis H1120. 

 

5.4.5.2 Literature-Based Validation 

Knoell et al. correspond to the relevance of tailoring and its impact on the project 

efficiency as assumed by the interviewees. They point out that life-cycle models 

generally differ depending on the domain and the nature of the system to be 

implemented as well as on the implementation strategy. In order to meet the demand for 

economically efficient life-cycle models (O3), the deployed approaches for the 

implementation of SSW should be tailorable.[KNÖ01] Cancellations of activities ensure 

that only practical tasks are performed and that the production of superfluous 

documentation is avoided.[KNÖ01][CHR01] In this context Schwerin points out that a 

so-called method allocation defines how activities are to be enacted, i.e. which 

modelling concepts, strategies and notations are to be applied.[SCH03] 

 

In summary, it can be stated that the literature review confirmed the outcome of the key 

informant study. Thus: 

 

• the parameter “tailoring” (P5) is defined as a research variable. 

• the expected cause-effects of tailoring on the economic efficiency of the SSW-

implementation process (O3) are adopted as part of the research hypothesis H11. 

 

                                                 
20 Hypothesis H11 expresses the impacting relationships of several parameters, i.e. “tailoring” (P5), 
“completion criteria” (P6) and “tool-support” (P7) and the objective “efficiency of the SSW-
implementation approach” (O3). Thus the complete hypothesis is defined as H11(P5,P6,P7,O3). The 
parameter “completion criteria” is explained in section 5.4.6. Tool-support is covered in section 5.4.7. 
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5.4.6  Research Variable: Parameter P6 

Definition of Completion Criteria  

This variable refers to the expected effects caused by limiting or restricting project 

activities in terms of completion criteria. Thus, the subject of the investigation is to 

clarify whether completion criteria are a relevant means to guide the project team in 

limiting the effort for executing project tasks.  

 

5.4.6.1 Key Informant Study-Based Validation 

All interviewees pointed out that SSW-implementation projects are frequently 

connected with disproportionally high costs due to superfluous quality facilities and an 

inappropriate deployment of the underlying life cycle model. Some of them, for 

instance stated that the development of very detailed business process models is 

unrewarding, laborious and time-consuming. They stressed that it is not necessary to 

document in particular AS-IS-processes on a granular level where the constituting 

process functions can not be further separated into atomic activities. Against this 

background fourteen interviewees claimed for completion criteria as a relevant 

parameter of a standardised SSW-implementation process (see Figure 5-20). They 

stressed that completion criteria must be assigned to each project task for cost reduction 

reasons. In this context the interviewed SSW-experts assumed a strong impact on 

achieving an economically efficient SSW-implementation process (O3). This 

relationship is documented as additional part of the hypothesis H11.  

 

Relevant

Not Relevant

Relevance of:

Completion Criteria

2 respondents

16 respondents

4 respondents

14 respondents

 
Figure 5-20: Relevance of the Parameter: Definition of Completion Criteria 

 
Figure 5-20 shows that four respondents negated the relevance of completion criteria. 

They stressed that apart from a project’s economic efficiency, completion criteria must 

address quality standards in order to strive the project team not to go below the required 

quality level. From their point of view a standardised SSW-implementation approach 
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cannot be capable of anticipating the multifaceted quality requirements of a variety of 

customers. Therefore they argued that standardised completion criteria would probably 

not comply with the quality standards of a specific customer and thus would not ensure 

an appropriate quality of the project results. In this context they concluded that project 

results which do not meet the customer-specific quality requirements cause additional 

costs and thus worsen the efficiency of the SSW-implementation project. 

 

5.4.6.2 Literature-Based Validation 

Prominent life-cycle models of the software engineering, e.g. the spiral model, define 

completion criteria for all constituting project tasks. In this context Gencel points out 

that following issue is to be clarified: 

“How much is enough?” [GEN01]  

 

Fleisch et al. also point at the relevance of completion criteria in order to improve the 

efficiency of SSW-implementation projects. In this context they indicate that 

proprietary ERP-implementation approaches, such as ASAP also set completion criteria 

for work packages and project activities to reduce the project scope, complexity and 

thus costs.[FLE01] In this regard, the results gained from literature research correspond 

to the interview findings. Thus:  

 

• the parameter “definition of completion criteria” (P6) is defined as a research 

variable. 

• the assumed impact of completion criteria on the efficiency of the SSW-

implementation process (O3) is added to the research hypothesis H11.  

 

5.4.7  Research Variable: Parameter P7 

Tool-Support 

This variable is to investigate the necessity of supporting the SSW-implementation 

process by means of efficient tools. The degree of tool-support indicates the extent to 

which an implementation approach provides tools to support the project team 

throughout the implementation process.[KNÖ01] In accordance with Heinrich the thesis 
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considers a tool as a mechanically applicable problem-solving behaviour which is based 

on a methodology.[HEI04][SCH05]  

 

5.4.7.1 Key Informant Study-Based Validation 

Figure 5-21 shows that the question which covered the relevance of tool-support was 

answered by common consent. All eighteen interviewees pointed at the importance of 

sufficient tool support as integral element of a sophisticated SSW-implementation 

approach. They claimed that a holistic SSW-implementation approach must provide 

appropriate tools for each stage of a SSW-project. For instance, software-based tools, 

such as modelling tools for the requirements analysis, parameterisation assistants for the 

realisation phase and tools that support the process-oriented testing. 

 

17 respondents
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Figure 5-21: Relevance of the Parameter: Tool-Support 

 
Software-independent tools were additionally mentioned as important sub-parameters 

for maintaining a SSW-project on-time and budget. In this context the participants 

articulated that sufficient tools particularly for BPM, BPA and BPO have probably a 

strong impact on the economic efficiency of a SSW-project (O3). These expected cause-

effect relationships are reported in hypothesis H11 

 

5.4.7.2 Literature-Based Validation 

In accordance with the interviewees several literature sources dealing with SSW-

implementation methods stress the relevance of tools for SSW-implemenation 

projects.[KIR01][KEL01][KNÖ05][KRC01][KUE06] Tools should be an integral part 

of the life-cycle model in order to contribute to the quality and efficiency of a SSW-

project. Especially proprietary approaches, e.g. ASAP are usually characterised by a 

high availability of supporting tools.[KNÖ01] Toolboxes of ERP-vendors, combine a 

multitude of software-based and software-independent tools for all stages of the SSW-
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implementation process. Martin points out that the variety and complexity of the 

available tools are often not compatible with the scope and size of the project.[MAR01] 

In this context he reminds one that scheduled budgets of SSW-projects are often not 

preserved, due to a lack of sufficient tools. For example:[MAR01] 

 

• Most ERP-vendors provide BPM-tools. However, there are often a lack of reference 

process models that cover all relevant branch-independent and branch-specific 

business domains. 

• Often tools of ERP-vendors do not sufficiently focus on BPO. 

• Tool-support for an automated execution of (process-driven) module tests/integration 

tests is often insufficient or even lacking. 

 

Martin therefore strives customers to carefully verify which tools are provided by ERP-

vendors in order to reduce the SSW-implementation effort for BPM, customising, 

etc.[MAR01] As tools of ERP-vendors often do not satisfactorily support a process-

driven implementation of SSW in terms of BPA and BPO, Knöll et al. suggest that non-

proprietary BPR-tools may be an effective alternative. BPR-tools can be utilised within 

the preliminary project conception, but normally such tools do not dominate the entire 

life-cycle.[KNÖ01] 

 

From the above follows that the interviewed SSW-experts and the reviewed literature 

sources emphasised the importance of sufficient tools as integral components of a 

holistic SSW-implementation process. Thus: 

 

• the parameter “tool-support” (P7) (including the identified sub-parameters) is defined 

as a research variable.  

• the expected cause-effect relationships between tool-support in particular for BPA, 

BPM, BPO and the efficiency of the SSW-implementation process (O3) is added to 

the research hypothesis H11. 
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5.4.8  Research Variables: Parameters P8,P9,P10 

Project Organisation and Communication  

These research variables reflect whether a proper project organisation and 

communication may contribute to the overall success of SSW-implementation projects. 

In this context project team structure (P8), composition (P9) and the project team-

internal communication structure (P10) are focal points of the investigation.  

5.4.8.1 Key Informant Study-Based Validation 

The key informant study revealed that fourteen participants judged the project team 

structure as a relevant parameter of the SSW-implementation process (see Figure 5-22). 

From their point of view, a team composition in terms of process teams has a beneficial 

effect on executing BPM, BPA and BPO activities.  
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Figure 5-22: Relevance of the Parameters: Project Organisation and Communication 

 
The interviewees pointed out that function teams usually require less qualified staff 

regarding process-oriented skills. Therefore both, process teams and function teams 

were defined as meaningful sub-parameters of the parameter “project team structure”. 

The interviewees argued that the decision on process teams versus function teams 

depends on the scope of the project. In this context the participants casted doubt on the 

suitability of function teams for improving the quality of business processes. Figure 

5-22 shows that four participants did not attach importance to the project team structure. 
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However, they explained that crucial to project success is the team composition which 

corresponds to the statements of the remaining fourteen interviewees. Yet, all the 

interviewed SSW-experts clarified that it is often difficult to allocate the required 

resources with a large business process knowledge exclusively for a certain project. 

From their point of view a project team should be composed of process owners, key 

users apart from SSW-experts and legacy system experts. The interviewees responded 

that these project roles are relevant sub-parameters of the team composition as indicated 

in Table 5-2.  

 
As given in Figure 5-22 nearly all participants confirmed the importance of an efficient 

team-internal project communication. On the one hand they claimed for an unimpeded 

exchange of information between project staff, to ensure that each team member is 

comprehensively informed. On the other hand, to avoid an inefficient and costly 

communication which often accompanies an uncontrolled exchange of irrelevant 

information, they stressed that clear communication structures need to be established for 

a SSW-implementation project. In fact, the respondents admitted that the question of an 

optimal communication structure can be discussed controversially. This was probably 

the reason why they were not willing to make a precise recommendation for the 

communication structure.  

 

The participants of the study expected that the project organisation (P8,P9) and 

communication (P10) influence the achievement of the following objectives: 

 

• Improvement of the business process quality (O1), the assumed relationships 

between the parameters and objective are documented in hypotheses 

H4(P8,P9,O1),H5(P10,O1). 

• Improvement of the IT-system quality (O2), the assumed relationships between the 

parameters and objective are documented in hypotheses H9(P8,P9,O2),H10(P10,O2). 

 

5.4.8.2 Literature-Based Validation 

Numerous literature sources also stress the importance of a proper project organisation 

to ensure the overall success of IT-projects/SSW-implementation projects. [LIT01] 

[GRO01][KNÖ01][WEL01] Gronau claims that affected employees, e.g. key users of 
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the new SSW must be involved [GRO01], which indicates that the composition of the 

project team (P9) must be considered as a crucial success factor. Knöll et al. suggest 

that a proper team composition integrates all the project roles and skills that are required 

for gaining SSW-based business process improvements. Business experts in terms of 

process-owners and key users are of particular importance in this context.[KNÖ01] 

However, they mention further project roles, such as SSW-expert, legacy system expert, 

etc. which are important sub-parameters of the project team composition.  

 

Gronau recommends a project organisation which is based on decomposed sub-

projects.[GRO01] Sub-projects are often structured either as function-oriented teams or 

as process-oriented teams as mentioned by the interviewees. With respect to a process-

oriented SSW-implementation which strives for improving the quality of business 

processes, process teams are well-suited and usually gain advantages over function 

teams.[KUE07][KNÖ01]  

 

From the above literature review follows that both, the project team structure and 

composition impact the achievement of the objective “business process quality” (O1) 

which is in accordance with the outcome of the interview process. However, the 

reviewed literature sources did not provide an explicit statement regarding the influence 

on improving the IT-system quality (O2). Due to the fact that a number of authors 

pointed at the general relationship between achieving the overall project success and a 

proper project organisation, it is assumed that the team structure and composition also 

impact the IT-system quality. Therefore the respective assumptions of the interviewed 

SSW-experts are considered as confirmed by means of the literature review. 

Accordingly, the revealed relationships between parameters and objectives are 

determined as research hypotheses H4(P8,P9,O1),H9(P8,P9,O2). 

 

The literature also confirmed the importance of the team-internal communication 

structure as a crucial organisational element for the overall project 

success.[KNÖ01][GRO01][SCH04][NUS01] Therefore the parameter is defined as a 

research variable. However, the reviewed literature neither confirmed nor explicitly 

rejected the impact of the communication structure on the business process quality (O1) 

and IT-system quality (O2) as assumed by the interviewees. Thus the author decided to 

use the expected relationships as research hypotheses H5(P10,O1),H10(P10,O2).  
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Clear and explicit statements to the question, which is the best suitable communication 

structure for a SSW-implementation project, could not be gained from the literature. In 

fact, the literature study revealed different, partly opposed positions. For instance, Hill 

et al. suggest decentralised communication structures for complex tasks which require a 

rather time-consuming and analytical problem-solution process,[HIL01] such as 

network-oriented interaction. Decentralised communication structures enable a rather 

frictionless communication as team members directly communicate with each other. To 

avoid a communication overload, SSW-projects with more than ten team members 

should not be based on (purely) decentralised communication structures. In this case the 

decentralised character should be abandoned by deploying a central team leader that 

coordinates the project communication. Strommer recommends a star-shaped 

interaction structure[STR01] with a coordinated communication via a central 

communication manager which usually contributes to better project results.[KNÖ01] 

 

As the interviewees were not willing to differentiate between different communication 

types, the outcome of the literature study, namely the network-oriented as well as the 

star-shaped communication are defined as sub-parameters. In context of determining the 

hypotheses H5(P10,O1),H10(P10,O2) the author refers to Strommer[STR01] and the 

assumption of Knöll et al.[KNÖ01] saying that a star-shaped communication usually 

provides better project results than the network-oriented communication. 

 

5.5 Summary - Cause-Effects-Model for a SSW-implementation 

Process 

The literature research and the interviews which were conducted with SSW-experts 

prior to the empirical survey, revealed a variety of design/project objectives and 

design/project parameters (of the SSW-implementation process/approach). A total of six 

objectives and ten parameters were selected as relevant to the overall success of a SSW-

implementation project. Based on the selected objectives and parameters fourteen 

research hypotheses were established to express the assumed relationship between 

parameters and objectives (see Table 5-3).  

 

As mentioned earlier each hypothesis indicates the effects of at least one project 

parameter on a certain project objective which correspond to the assumptions of the 
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interviewees and the conducted literature research. The cause-effects-model given in 

Table 5-3 summarises all of the formulated research hypotheses as the basis for the 

statistical analysis which will be provided in the next chapter. Based on the cause-

effects-model the subsequent statistical analysis is to examine all defined hypotheses 

and therewith all the assumed effects of the SSW-implementation process on the project 

objectives: 

 

Hypothesis H1: Business Process Modelling (P1) - Business Process Quality (O1) 

The creation of comprehensive business process models (P1) which reveal the entire 

process flow, business tasks, pre- and post conditions of process tasks, organisational 

responsibilities, etc. is a prerequisite for well-structured business processes and thus 

contributes to improving the business process quality (O1). 

 

Hypothesis H2: AS-IS-Business Process Analysis (P2) - Business Process Quality 

(O1) 

The analysis of a company’s AS-IS-processes (P2) helps to reveal the existing process 

weak points and thus provides a good starting point for improving the business process 

quality (O1). 

 

Hypothesis H3: Business Process Optimisation (P3) - Business Process  

Quality (O1) 

The execution of general techniques for process optimisation (P3) is crucial for 

improving the company´s processes (O1) based on a SSW-implementation project. 

  

Hypothesis H4: Project Team Structure (P8) Project Team Composition (P9) - 

Business Process Quality (O1)  

The process-driven project team structure (P8-2) and an interdisciplinary project team 

composition (P9) are crucial for improving business processes (O1) based on a SSW-

implementation project. 
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Hypothesis H5: Project Team-Internal Communication (P10) - Business Process 

Quality (O1) 

A star-shaped communication structure (P10-2) contributes to a better quality of 

business processes (O1). The alternative network communication (P10-1) does not 

foster satisfactory process improvements. 

 
 

Design/Project Parameters of the 
SSW-Implementation Process / Approach 

Operational Structure Organisational 
Structure 

Analysis and 
Design Elements 

Character of the 
Implementation 

Process 

Project Organisation 
and Communication 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Legend: 
O1 – O4-3: Design/Project Objectives 
P1 –  P10:  Design/Project Parameters 
H1 – H14:  Research Hypotheses 
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Goals of the 
Funct./Busi- 
ness-Dept. 

Improvement of Business Process 
Quality (O1) 

H1 H2 H3     H4 H4 H5 

Goals of the 
IT-Dept. 

Improvement of IT-System Quality 
(O2) 

H6 H7 H8     H9 H9 H10 

Efficiency of the SSW-
Implementation Process/Approach 
(O3) 

    H11 H11 H11    

Methodological 
Continuity of 
the Process/ 
Approach 
(O4-1) 

   H12       

Support of 
Company’s 
Strategic 
Objectives  
(O4-2) 

   H13       

Project 
Goals 

Adequacy of the 
SSW-
Implementation 
Process/Approach 
(O4) 

Sufficient 
Information 
Management 
(O4-3) 

H14          

Table 5-3: Cause-Effects-Model: Relationships between Parameters and Objectives of  
SSW-Implementation Projects 

 

 

Hypothesis H6: Business Process Modelling (P1) - IT-System Quality (O2) 

Business process modelling (P1) that additionally covers the invoked software systems 

(P1-4), including their interfaces and process functions/business tasks (P1-1), enhances 

the IT-System quality in terms of loose coupling and a strong functional cohesion of 

SSW and the surrounding application systems (O2). 
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Hypothesis H7: AS-IS-Business Process Analysis (P2) – IT-System Quality (O2) 

The analysis of a company’s AS-IS-processes, that focuses on the invoked applications 

systems (P2-6), contributes to improving the IT-system quality (O2). 

 

Hypothesis H8: Business Process Optimisation (P3) – IT-System Quality (O2) 

A holistic processes optimisation stage (P3) as part of a SSW-implementation project 

helps to improve the IT-system quality (O2). 

 

Hypothesis H9: Project Team Structure (P8) Project Team Composition (P9) -  

IT-System Quality (O2) 

The process-driven project team structure (P8-2) and the interdisciplinary project team 

composition (P9) are important for improving IT-system quality (O2) based on SSW-

projects. Function-oriented project team structures (P8-1) are not appropriate to realise 

IT-system improvements. 

 

Hypothesis H10: Project Team-Internal Communication (P10) - IT-System Quality 

(O2) 

A star-shaped communication structure (P10-2) helps to improve the quality of IT-

systems (O2). By contrast, satisfactory improvements of IT-systems are not sufficiently 

facilitated by a network communication (P10-1). 

 

Hypothesis H11: Tailoring (P5), Completion Criteria (P6), Tool-Support (P7) - 

Efficiency of the SSW-Implementation Process/Approach (O3) 

The prescription of completion criteria for project tasks (P6), the ability to tailor the 

SSW-implementation process/approach to certain project conditions (P5) and the 

application of BPR-tools for BPM (P7) improve the efficiency of the SSW-

implementation process/approach (O3). 

 

Hypothesis H12: Process-Orientation (P4) - Methodological Continuity of the 

Process/Approach / Complementarity of the Project Deliverables (O4-1) 

The dominance of the business processes21 from which all other project deliverables are 

derived (P4), improves the methodological continuity of the SSW-implementation 

                                                 
21 The dominance of the business processes characterises the process-oriented character of the 
implementation approach. 
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process/approach and thus the complementarity of the resulting project deliverables in 

terms of process-orientation (O4-1). 

 

Hypothesis H13: Process-Orientation (P4) – Support/Realisation of Strategic 

Objectives (O4-2) 

The process-oriented character (P4) of the SSW-implementation process helps to meet 

the company´s strategic objectives (O4-2). 

 

Hypothesis H14: Business Process Modelling (P1) - Sufficient Information 

Management (O4-3) 

Comprehensive process models (P1) improve the availability of relevant information for 

the business units and employees that are affected by the implemented SSW. This again 

contributes to an improved (sufficient) information management (O4-3). 
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6 Empirical Survey 

This chapter covers empirical survey research and provides statistically significant 

results and conclusions which were drawn with particular emphasis on the suitability of 

implementation processes/approaches used to achieve relevant objectives in standard 

software projects. The previous chapters specified the multifaceted benefits, in 

particular business optimisation opportunities to be gained from modern SSW. The 

author has stressed that appropriate life-cycle models, focussing on the company´s 

business processes throughout the SSW-system implementation project, would be 

essential to realise the required business improvements. However, since the effects of 

SSW-systems in business organisations is a relatively new research topic, empirical 

research dealing with the relationship between life-cycle models for SSW-

implementation and attaining process improvement is limited. Therefore the author 

decided to conduct empirical survey research. The surveys were carried out in the USA, 

Germany and Turkey. A further survey was originally planned for the UK. However, 

due to the failed attempts of:  

 

• a survey based on written questionnaires 

• telephone interviews 

  

the planned UK-survey was scrapped.  

 

The first study started in October 2002 in Germany covering different questions on 

project goals, implementation process, and project satisfaction. In total the interview 

process lasted one year. Based on an adjusted questionnaire, a second survey was 

undertaken in the winter of 2004/2005 in the United States and in October 2006 a third 

survey was completed in Turkey. However, due to the unsatisfactory Turkish response 

rate, the results have not been used for the statistical analysis. 

 

As illustrated in Figure 6-1 the conceptual research framework defined in chapter 5, 

represents the basis for this research step. Fourteen research hypotheses and the 

constituting research variables are the main input for the empirical survey research and 

are tested by means of statistical methods. As mentioned earlier, the research variables 
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describe the relevant objectives and parameters of a SSW-implementation process. The 

research hypotheses express the assumed impact of parameters on the objectives. Figure 

6-1 clarifies that those parameters which are statistically proven as effective in terms of 

achieving relevant project goals are the basis on which to develop the semi-process-

oriented SSW-implementation approach.  
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Figure 6-1: Integration of Empirical Survey Research in the Research Process 

 
The subsequent section clarifies the objectives that are assumed to be answered by the 

studies undertaken. This also implies a precise restriction of topics that are not covered 

by the empirical research. The chapter proceeds with organisational and methodological 

aspects of the empirical study. In this context the allocations of the samples, the design 

of the questionnaires as well as the reasons for deciding on specific survey methods are 

sketched. Furthermore, information about the methodological design of the data 

analysis is given. However, detailed explanations concerning the phase-oriented process 

of the empirical study with its consecutive stages and the deployed methodologies are 

provided in appendix A. 

 

The major part of this chapter deals with the results yielded from the statistical analysis 

of the collected data. In this connection the findings concerning project success and 

project termination are elucidated along with the prioritisation and achievement of 

project goals. The subsequent explanations about the statistical analysis of the research 
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hypotheses clarify the correlation between a certain project goal (satisfaction) and a 

specific project activity (parameter). From it conclusions are deduced which indicate the 

suitability of a single project activity for the fulfilment of a project objective. This 

chapter is finalised with a summary of the key findings gained from the empirical 

research. 

 

6.1 Chapter Objectives  

The general aim of this part of the research is to gain an increased knowledge on the 

constitutive characteristics of the SSW-system implementation process and the related 

project goals. The author intends to provide statistical evidence for the relevance of the 

conceptual research framework derived from interviews with experienced SSW-experts 

and previous literature research. Against this background, the empirical research 

specifically aims to answer the following issues: 

 

• Which project goals given in the conceptual framework were really relevant for the 

participants? How did the surveyed firms judge the importance of project goals? 

(Goal prioritisation) 

• How did the respondents fulfil the relevant project goals? (Goal satisfaction level) 

• Which project parameters/activities were actually capable of supporting the 

fulfilment of single goals?  

• Was there any relationship between prioritising and achieving a single project goal 

on the one hand, and the overall success of SSW-implementation projects on the 

other? 

 

It is however not the intention of this research to provide verified justifications for the 

prioritisation and fulfilment of single project goals. Furthermore it is not aimed to 

investigate statistically proved explanations to clarify the influence which a certain 

project parameter had on satisfying a specific project goal. Also it is beyond the scope 

of the project to clarify the reasons for differences between the German and the US-

results. Nevertheless some brief comments are provided in appendix A.  
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6.2 Organisational and Methodological Aspects 

The empirical survey research was organised as a phase-oriented process with 

consecutive stages. The first three phases, the composition of samples, the decision on 

survey methods and the data gathering cover the data collection process. The final stage 

is concerned with the data analysis.  

 

6.2.1 Phase 1: Data Collection - Composition of Samples 

The initial stage of the empirical survey encompasses all activities to do with the 

allocation of samples. The sample is a subset of companies that implemented SSW-

systems.  

 

Survey Countries 

To evaluate the outcome of SSW-implementation projects it was planned to survey 

firms in United Kingdom, Germany, Turkey and United States. The selection of these 

countries was taken for the following reasons: 

 

• According to the Gartner report of the ERP-market share analysis for the years 2003, 

2004 and 2005, five of the worldwide largest providers of ERP-software were SAP, 

Oracle, Sage, Microsoft Dynamics and SSA Global22.[GAR01] These companies, 

apart from Turkey, were founded and had their headquarters in one of the above 

mentioned countries. 

• As in preceding years, considerable parts of the ERP-suppliers´ worldwide 

annual software revenues of 2003, 2004 and 2005 were realised in the UK, USA 

and Germany.[GAR01] From this it was concluded that many SSW-

implementation projects had been executed in the selected countries. It was 

therefore assumed that a sufficient number of ERP-customers would be available 

to take part in the surveys (at least in the UK, USA and Germany). 

• Each of the ERP-vendors offers (proprietary) life-cycle models for the 

implementation of SSW. Based on the surveys, the intention was to gain 

valuable data in order to clarify how those implementation methodologies 

contribute to the satisfaction of project goals and to the overall project success. 

                                                 
22 In 2006 SSA Global was acquired by Infor Global Solutions. 
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• It was intended to gain findings which would be transferable to SSW-implementation 

projects in other European and (North) American countries.  

• It was assumed that UK and Germany considerably differ from Turkey and probably 

from USA regarding the national culture environment. Therefore it was expected that 

the gathered data would be sufficient to reveal similarities and differences in the 

execution of SSW-implementation projects and the related project goals. 

• The cooperation with the University of Wolverhampton, Leuphana University of 

Lueneburg, University of California Los Angeles and Marmara University in 

Istanbul was expected to: 

• facilitate the realisation of the survey 

• improve the surveys’ prospects of success/response rates. 

 

Chosen Industries 

Companies in the following industries were elected as illustrated in Figure 6-2.  

Focusing on these lines of business was constituted by the following arguments: 

 

• Experienced SSW-consultants of Accenture, CSC and Steria Mummert Consulting 

who were interviewed, indicated that as most ERP-projects are executed in the 

selected industries they therefore seemed the most promising for the survey. 

• Apart from business-line-independent SSW, the leading ERP-vendors additionally 

provide specific industrial solutions for the aforementioned industries. This fact 

emphasises the previous statement regarding the quantity of SSW-implementation 

projects carried out in the chosen business segments. 
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Figure 6-2: Industries Selected for the Survey 

 
Acquisition of Contact Data 

Overall, the contact data of three hundred German and one hundred and seventy English 

firms were available for the survey. Most data were provided by Dun & Bradstreet23, 

Creditreform24 and by the consulting company that also acted as the cooperation partner 

for the author´s action research. ERP-reference customers of leading consulting 

agencies and ERP-vendors were separately investigated for the survey. An online 

investigation yielded contact details of further firms that should be interviewed. The 

survey in Turkey covered seventy-six companies which represented all existing Turkish 

SAP-customers. More than nine thousand three hundred US-companies were contacted. 

 

6.2.2 Phase 2: Data Collection – Decision on Survey Methods 

The second stage of the survey process covers all activities to be undertaken for 

deciding on the best suited survey method(s). Due to the fact that the best possible 

method was initially difficult to find, it was necessary to absolve the decision process 

iteratively.  

 

Identification of Survey Methods 

The literature-based investigation of appropriate empirical  survey methods for this 

research project revealed several quantifiable techniques.[TIC01][SJO01][BAS01] At 

                                                 
23 The Dun Bradstreet Corporation (D&B), headquartered in New Jersey, USA is the world´s leading 
provider of credit information on business and corporations.   
24 Creditreform is one of the largest providers of credit information on business and corporations with 175 
offices throughout Europe. 
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first glance those methods using standardised questionnaires seemed to be capable of 

achieving the underlying research objectives. Therefore all the identified techniques 

based on questionnaires were divided into written surveys (postal and web-based) on 

the one hand and structured/standardised telephone interviews on the other. In the table 

given in appendix A, the identified methods are briefly described in terms of strengths 

and weaknesses. Of note, the postal survey´s strengths and weaknesses were also 

exposed for the web-based survey. After evaluation of the identified data collection 

techniques, the decision was initially made to perform a postal questionnaire-based 

survey. 

 

Structure and Content of the Questionnaire 

The original version of the questionnaire comprised twelve pages. However, as the pre-

test elicited poor response rates, the length was reduced to four pages.  

 

The final version of the questionnaire consisted of twenty-two questions covering the 

following segments:  

 

• Statements about failure/success of a SSW-project 

• The stage at which a SSW-project was terminated 

• Indications about the project goals which were relevant to the surveyed companies. A 

selection of predetermined project goals could be appraised regarding 

priority/importance and degree of fulfilment (goal satisfaction level). Respondents 

were requested to mention further goals which they judged as relevant to their SSW-

projects. 

• Indications about the applied implementation approach/methodology. The 

participants had to mention which of the predetermined tasks/activities were applied 

to their SSW-project. In addition, the participants could list further relevant project 

activities. 
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The Pretest and Final Decision on the Survey Method 

Before the actual survey, a pretest was undertaken for the study in Germany, the USA 

and the UK. Firms to be questioned for the pretest were randomly chosen from the 

contact list. The pretest examined the following aspects: 

  

• Fundamental Resonance, e.g. willingness to take part in the survey 

• Comprehensibility, reasonableness/consistency and completeness of the 

questionnaire. 

 

All three pretests failed to produce a satisfactory response rate. In light of the pretest 

results, the following measures were taken: 

 

• As the pretests had yielded unsatisfactory response rates for the postal surveys in the 

UK and Germany, it was decided to change to telephone interviews. 

• In the USA the data acquisition was much more difficult as the first fifty phone calls 

brought no response. It was therefore decided to change to a web-based survey.  

• Reduction of the contents of the questionnaire. 

 

6.2.3 Phase 3: Data Collection – Execution of Data Gathering  

The third phase covers all activities to do with the actual data collection. These partly 

differ depending on the applied survey methods, e.g. telephone survey, web-based 

survey. 

 

Preparation and Execution of the Survey 

To prepare the surveys in the UK and Germany, a separate guideline for conducting 

telephone interviews was provided. In addition, all the companies that were deemed 

suitable for a telephone interview, were contacted for an initial discussion. In view of 

the large number of nearly ten thousand email addresses available for the company 

contacts in the USA it was decided to omit the preparatory interviews.  
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Response to the Survey 

On the whole, the result of the survey was disappointing, especially in the UK with only 

six and Turkey with twelve completed and returned questionnaires. In Germany eighty-

eight questionnaires were filled in and returned, which meant a return quota of almost 

30%. Nine completed questionnaires came from German ERP-consultants who possess 

extensive SSW-project-experience. Seventy-nine questionnaires were completed and 

returned from companies that had ERP-systems already in operation.  

 

The USA returned sixty-one questionnaires, which was a return quota of under 1%. 

However, only thirty-seven respondents completely filled in the questionnaires. All the 

questionnaires from the USA und UK came from companies that were already operating 

ERP-systems. This meant, in contrast to the German study, that the answers occurred 

not through consulting companies. In Turkey the questionnaire was completed 

exclusively by SAP-customers. 

 
Response to the Survey / Questionnaire 

Quantity of Response 
Number of completed 

Questionnaires 

 
Country 

 
Year 

 
Size of 
Sample 

 Internet Survey Telephone Survey 

Number of 
Rejections 

Response 
Rate (%) 

Germany 2002/2003 300 23 65 212 29.3 
UK 2004 170 2 4 164 3.5 

USA 2004/2005 9,386 61 n.a. 9,325 0.64 
Turkey 2006 76 12 n.a. 64 15.8 

Table 6-1: Response to Survey 
 
Of the eighty-eight German companies that took part in the survey, sixty-five were 

interviewed by telephone. Only twenty-three gave the internet questionnaire preference. 

An examination of the returned questionnaires made it necessary to interview nine 

companies to clear up inconsistencies. This did not take place immediately, but at a later 

stage. In the UK, four companies chose the telephone interview and two completed the 

electronic questionnaire. Given the limited return of twelve Turkish and six English 

questionnaires, it was clear that a statistically significant analysis was not possible. For 

this reason, only the data raised in the USA and Germany would be statistically 

analysed. 
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6.2.4 Phase 4: Statistical Data Analysis 

The data analysis applied in this PhD-project comprised several steps, such as the 

“definition of key figures and their assignment to statistical analysis methods” 

which are explained subsequently. Appendix A describes further steps, namely: 

 

• Selection of appropriate tool-support. SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social 

Sciences) was the most important statistical data analysis tool deployed for the thesis 

empirical survey research. A similar statistical data analysis using the same SPSS-

tool and its inherent analysis methods was simultaneously undertaken in another 

PhD-project.[KUE04]  

• Assignment of questionnaire segments/research variables to the scales of 

measurement. 

• Selection of statistical analysis methods. 

• Definition of levels of significance for hypothesis testing. 

 

Definition of Key Figures and Assignment to Statistical Analysis Methods 

Based on the surveyed data the following figures were calculated. The key figures are 

then assigned to the selected statistical analysis methods (see also appendix A):  

 

Overall Project Success 

The corresponding figures about the overall project success describe to what extent the 

surveyed companies successfully executed the considered the SSW- projects.  

 
Overall Project Success 

Analysis 
Method 

Meaning/Essence Tables/ 
Diagrams 

Reference 
Chapters 

Absolute 
Frequency - 
Distribution 

• shows for each possible degree of project 
success the number of participants that reached 
the respective degree of project success 

• covers the frequency of the different degrees of 
project success  

Bar chart 
histogram 
 
Table 

Chapter 6 
 
 
Appendices C,D 

Mean Value • shows the degree of success which the 
companies in the sample achieved on average 

• covers the mean value for project success of the 
considered SSW-implementation projects 

Table Appendices C,D 

Standard 
Deviation 

• shows how widely the values of project success 
spread/disperse from the mean project success  

Table Appendices C,D 

Table 6-2: Statistically Calculated Key Figure - Project Success 
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Project Termination 

The applied statistical methods calculated several figures describing at which project 

stage the surveyed companies terminated the respective SSW-project. 

 
Project Termination 

Analysis 
Method 

Meaning/Essence Tables/ 
Diagrams 

Reference 
Chapters 

Absolute 
Frequency - 
Distribution 

• shows for each possible stage of project 
termination the number of terminated projects in 
the sample 

• covers the frequency of the different stages of 
project termination  

Bar chart/ 
histogram 
 
Table 

Chapter 6 
 
 
Appendices C,D 

Table 6-3: Statistically Calculated Key Figure – Project Termination 
 

 

Goal Priority 

The statistical analysis provided several figures describing which project goals were 

considered as important by the participants. 

 
Goal Priority 

Analysis 
Method 

Meaning/Essence Tables/ 
Diagrams 

Reference 
Chapters 

Absolute 
Frequency - 
Distribution 

• shows for each surveyed project goal and all 
possible goal priority values, the number of 
participants that attached a certain priority value 
to a specific goal 

• covers the frequency of the different priority 
values for each surveyed project goal 

Bar chart/ 
histogram 
 
Table 

Chapter 6 
 
 
Appendices C,D 

Mean Value • shows the mean priority value of each 
investigated project goal 

• clarifies how the participants prioritised a 
project goal on average 

• clarifies which goals were important/ 
unimportant on average 

Bar chart/ 
histogram 
 
 
Table 

Chapter 6 
 
 
 
Appendices C,D 

Standard 
Deviation 

• shows for each project goal how widely the 
priority values spread/disperse from the mean 
goal priority 

• clarifies whether the participants prioritised a 
certain project goal in a similar manner   

Boxplot 
 
 
Table 

Chapter 6 
 
 
Appendices C,D 

Table 6-4: Statistically Calculated Key Figure – Goal Priority 
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Goal Achievement/Satisfaction 

The corresponding figures about the achievement of project goals describe to what 

extent the surveyed companies in the sample reached the underlying project goals. 

 

Goal Achievement/Satisfaction 
Analysis 
Method 

Meaning/Essence Tables/ 
Diagrams 

Reference 
Chapters 

Absolute 
Frequency - 
Distribution 

• shows for each surveyed project goal and for all 
possible goal satisfaction levels, the number of 
participants that achieved a certain goal 
satisfaction level for a certain project goal 

• covers the frequency of the different goal 
satisfaction levels for each surveyed project goal 

Bar chart/ 
histogram  
 
 
Table 

Chapter 6 
 
 
 
Appendices C,D 

Mean Value • shows the mean achievement/satisfaction level 
of each investigated project goal 

• clarifies how the participants achieved a project 
goal on average 

Bar chart/ 
histogram 
 
Table 

Chapter 6 
 
 
Appendices C,D 

Standard 
Deviation 

• shows for each project goal how widely the 
satisfaction levels/achievement values 
spread/disperse from the mean goal satisfaction 
level 

• clarifies whether or not the participants reached 
a certain project goal with a similar satisfaction 
level   

Boxplot 
 
 
 
Table 

Chapter 6 
 
 
 
Appendices C,D 

Table 6-5: Statistically Calculated Key Figure – Goal Achievement/Satisfaction 
 

 

Impact of the SSW-Implementation Process/Approach 

The following figures cover the impact of the SSW-implementation process on the 

respective project goals.  

 
Parameters of the SSW-Implementation Process/Approach 

Analysis 
Method 

Meaning/Essence Tables/ 
Diagrams 

Reference 
Chapters 

Absolute 
Frequency - 
Distribution 

Shows how many participants that applied/did not 
apply a certain project parameter: 
 
• achieved a surveyed project goal (goal 

satisfaction level) in successful projects  
• achieved a surveyed project goal (goal 

satisfaction level) in unsuccessful projects. 
 

Bar chart/ 
histogram  
 
 
 

Chapter 6 
 
 
 
 

Mean Value Following mean values are calculated for project 
goals depending on whether a specific parameter 
was applied: 
 
• shows how the participants prioritised a project 

goal in successful projects on average 

Table 
 
Boxplot 

Chapter 6 
 
Appendices C,D 
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Parameters of the SSW-Implementation Process/Approach 
Analysis 
Method 

Meaning/Essence Tables/ 
Diagrams 

Reference 
Chapters 

• shows how the participants prioritised a project 
goal in unsuccessful projects on average 

• shows how the participants achieved a project 
goal in successful projects on average  

• shows how the participants achieved a project 
goal in unsuccessful projects on average. 

Correlation • shows the strength of correlation between a 
certain parameter and the achievement of a 
surveyed project goal 

• shows the influence of a certain parameter on 
the achievement of a surveyed project goal.  

 

Table 
 
 
 
 

Chapter 6 
 
Appendices C,D 
 
 

Table 6-6: Statistically Calculated Key Figure – Impact of the SSW-Implementation Process 
 
 

6.3 Research Results: Overall Project Success - Project 

Termination 

The following explanations describe how German and US-companies perceived the 

overall success of SSW-implementation projects. In this connection, the results are 

interpreted in light of the stages at which the considered projects were terminated. All of 

the eighty-eight German participants answered the questions regarding project success 

and project termination. Whereas sixty-one US-firms gave particulars about the project 

success, only fifty-four of the participants dealt with the project termination. The right 

chart of Figure 6-3 shows that almost 96% of the German companies, but only 41% of 

the US-firms terminated their SSW-projects after the successfully executed technical 

implementation of the ERP-system. 

 

Almost 20% of the US-projects failed and 11.5% were hardly successful as shown by 

the chart on the left. By contrast only 4.5% of the German firms responded with total 

project failure, but, similar to the US-study, the German data revealed that more than 

10% of the projects were hardly successful. The analysis of project termination further 

revealed that nearly 12% of the US-projects were stopped after the feasibility study as is 

to be gathered from the diagram on the right. Approximately 8% finished the 

conception phase but abstained from the technical implementation stage. However, only 

3.4% of the German projects were stopped without a technical system implementation 

whereas a little more than 1% were terminated after the feasibility study. 
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In viewing the results concerning project success, it is noticeable that the overall project 

success as mentioned by German and US-respondents do not correspond to the 

relatively high rate of successfully terminated projects. In this context it seems 

inconsistent at first glance that merely 58% of the German companies and even less than 

one third of the US-participants replied that their SSW-projects were fully successful, as 

is indicated by the left hand chart. A closer inspection however clarifies that the 

technical system implementation alone, even though successfully executed, does not 

necessarily imply a full project success. In particular German firms, but also US-

respondents in parts, which nearly, medium or even hardly gained the desired project 

success, however reported a successful technical implementation. This in fact confirms 

that the meaning of project success is strongly related to achieving additional project 

goals which do not address purely technical issues alone (as noted in chapter 5). Insofar, 

one can deduce that German and US-respondents regarded the overall success of a 

SSW-implementation project as the fulfilment of further multifaceted project goals 

which were often of a non-technical character.  
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Figure 6-3: Project Success and Project Termination 

 
The following section will therefore illuminate which project goals were really 

important to the German and US-participants and how they fulfilled these objectives. 

Appendices C and D additionally provide charts and tables covering the results of the 

multifaceted statistical analyses. 
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6.4 Research Results: Project Objectives 

Based on the statistical outcome gained from the surveyed firms in USA and Germany 

the subsequent sections provide answers to the following questions:  

 

• Which project goals were considered as relevant?  

• How did the participants prioritise the project goals?  

• How did the respondents achieve these project goals?  

 

6.4.1  Research Variable: Objective O1 

Improvement of Business Process Quality  

On average companies that took part in the German survey attached a high priority to 

the improvement of their business processes (see Figure 6-4). Approximately 60% of 

the participants (fifty-three) conceived improved business processes as a very high 

priority objective. Less than 10% (eight) attached no relevance to the project goal, or 

stressed its low importance. However, generally the surveyed enterprises nearly 

achieved this project objective and 43% (thirty-eight) responded with a full goal 

satisfaction. As illustrated, only 17% (fifteen) failed in satisfactorily improving their 

business processes based on SSW. 

 

The chart on the right shows that the overall success of German SSW-projects was 

directly linked to the improvement of underlying business processes (see Figure 6-4). It 

is remarkable that German participants that finished their projects successfully pursued 

that project goal with a very high priority (mean=appr. 4.6). On average, the illuminated 

successful projects in the sample nearly gained the aimed for process improvements 

(mean=appr. 4.3). By contrast, companies indicating unsuccessful projects merely 

ranked the project goal of medium importance (mean=appr. 3.4). The German study 

proved that unsuccessful projects were hardly able to improve the business process 

quality and therefore, on average reported an unsatisfactory goal fulfilment (mean= 

appr. 1.8) (see Figure 6-4).  
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The US-study provided slightly different results. The surveyed firms valuated the 

project goal less important than the German respondents. The mean value analysis 

disclosed that the US-participants merely laid a medium priority on improving their 

business processes. 30% of the US-firms (eleven), which is considerably more than the 

respective portion of German respondents, indicated no or only a low relevance to the 

objective. Though the US-companies, on average, reached a medium goal satisfaction, 

approximately one-third (twelve) did not improve the business processes satisfactorily 

based on SSW-systems. Yet, 40% (fifteen) nearly or fully gained the desired business 

process quality. 

 

 
Figure 6-4: Relevance of Project Goal: Improvement of Business Process Quality 

 
Similar to the German projects in the sample, the defined goal priority for improving 

business processes influenced the overall success of the illuminated US-projects. From 

the right-hand chart of Figure 6-4 can be gathered that US-firms which responded 

overall project success, conceived the project goal as highly important (mean=appr. 

3.6). An average medium goal satisfaction was measured for these successfully 

terminated projects (mean=appr. 3.2). By contrast, unsuccessful SSW-implementation 

projects merely presumed business process improvement as a medium priority goal 

(mean=appr. 3.1). On average, they hardly achieved the scheduled process 

improvements which roughly corresponded to the German outcome (mean=appr. 2.4) 

(see Figure 6-4). 
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6.4.2  Research Variable: Objective O2 

Improvement of IT-System Quality  

The statistical data proved that the German as well as US-projects, covered by the 

study, conceived improving the IT-system quality as a project goal of high importance 

(see Figure 6-5). Whereas the German projects nearly achieved the underlying 

requirements on the IT-system quality, the US-firms, on average, merely gained 

medium satisfactory quality improvements based on SSW. 
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Figure 6-5: Relevance of Project Goal: Improvement of IT-System Quality 

 
Similar to the previously considered objective, improving IT-system quality obviously 

had a particular impact on the overall success of German projects. On average, a high 

goal prioritization produced a successful SSW-project (mean=appr. 4.4). By contrast 

projects which were regarded as unsuccessful merely attached a medium priority to IT-

quality improvement (mean=appr. 3.4) (see Figure 6-5).  

 

This impression is even intensified when one looks at the meaning of goal satisfaction 

for the project success. Successfully terminated projects were almost able to meet the 

specified quality requirements on IT-systems (mean=appr. 4.3), whereas projects that 

had failed, where hardly able to achieve the quality improvement goal (mean=appr. 

1.8). 
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Contrary to the findings gained from the German data, the US-study proved that the 

objective had no influence on the project success. Successful as well as abortive projects 

conceived this objective as highly important and gained a medium goal fulfilment on 

average (see Figure 6-5).  

 

6.4.3  Research Variable: Objective O3 

Efficiency of the Implementation Process/Approach  

The surveyed German and US-companies were of the opinion that the economic 

efficiency of the implementation process was an important project goal. Thus they 

attached on average a high priority to this objective. The two middle charts of Figure 

6-6 show that more than 40% of the German firms (thirty-six) but less than 20% of the 

US-participants (seven) fully gained the expected efficiency.  

 

 
Figure 6-6: Relevance of Project Goal: Efficiency of the Implementation Process/Approach 

 
However, a look at the number of respondents which did not obtain a satisfactory level 

of goal fulfilment, presents a contrary picture. Whereas only 18% of the German 

projects (sixteen) hardly, or did not achieve an efficient project execution, almost 40% 

of the considered US-projects (fourteen) did not satisfactorily meet the efficiency 

requirements.  
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The right-hand chart of Figure 6-6 confirms that the efficiency of the implementation 

process was vital for the overall success of German projects. Whereas unsuccessful 

projects merely ranked the objective as of medium importance (mean=appr. 3.2), 

projects which were overall successful, very highly prioritised (mean=appr. 4.6) the 

efficiency of the implementation process. The relevance of the project efficiency to the 

overall project success becomes even more obvious when looking at the goal 

satisfaction level. Successful projects nearly achieved the stipulated efficiency 

(mean=appr. 4.2) according to the underlying time and budget constraints. By contrast, 

failed projects were hardly able to meet the project objective (mean=appr. 2.1).  

 

The US-data revealed no considerable influencing relationship between the economic 

efficiency of the implementation project and the overall project success which is a 

major difference to the German study. Figure 6-6 shows that failed as well as 

successfully terminated projects highly prioritised the considered project goal and on 

average achieved a medium satisfactory project efficiency. It is worth mentioning that 

compared with unsuccessful German projects, failed US-projects defined a higher 

priority for the project efficiency and reached a better goal satisfaction. However, the 

comparison of the successful German and US-projects produced quite contrary results. 

 

6.4.4  Research Variable: Objective O4-1  

Methodological Continuity of the Process / Complementarity 

of the Project Deliverables in terms of Process-Orientation 

As can be gathered from the left left-hand chart in Figure 6-7 the surveyed German 

companies treated continuously process-driven project deliverables as a highly 

important project goal. Nearly half the participants (forty-three) even conceived the 

methodological continuity of project deliverables as a very high priority project goal. 

Less than ten companies totally disregarded or lowly prioritised this project objective. 

The empirical study also revealed that on average, the surveyed companies nearly 

achieved this goal. Almost 40% of the enterprises (thirty-four) responded with a full 

objective achievement. However, 17% (fifteen) announced that they were not satisfied 

with the methodological continuity of the deployed implementation process, i.e. the 

complementarity of the project deliverables.  
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The analysis of the US-data showed that the surveyed US-enterprises considered strictly 

process-oriented outcomes of the respective project phases as a medium important 

project goal. The illuminated projects in the sample gained on average, a medium 

satisfactory methodological continuity. However, fourteen firms did not satisfactorily 

meet the target requirements, although 40% (fifteen) nearly or even fully yielded the 

aimed for process-driven complementarity of project deliverables as illustrated in Figure 

6-7. 
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Figure 6-7: Relevance of Project Goal: Complementarity of Project Deliverables 

 
The right-hand chart shows that there was a general dependence between the 

complementarity of project deliverables and the overall success of the surveyed German 

SSW-projects. The mean value analysis revealed that German participants who highly 

prioritised that project goal, (mean=appr. 4.4) were also able to execute the 

implementation project successfully. Unsuccessful projects, on the other hand, merely 

judged the methodological complementarity as of medium importance (mean=appr. 

3.3). The US-study, however, did not confirm such a relationship between project 

success and goal priority. The statistical material revealed that successful as well as 

failed US-projects typically attached a medium priority to the objective. 

 

In looking at the available results it becomes clear that the degree of goal satisfaction 

was even more relevant to the overall success of the considered German SSW-projects. 
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Projects which, on average nearly achieved the desired methodological continuity of 

project deliverables (mean=appr. 4.1) were evaluated as successful. Failed projects, by 

contrast, hardly fulfilled the objective (mean=appr. 2.1) (see Figure 6-7). In contrast to 

the goal priority, the surveyed US-data revealed a connection between achieving the 

required process-orientated complementarity of project results and the overall project 

success. Whereas an unsatisfactory goal fulfilment (mean=appr. 2.3) came along with 

an overall project failure, successfully executed projects achieved a medium satisfying 

methodological continuity (mean=appr. 3.2). 

 

6.4.5  Research Variable: Objective O4-2  

Support/Realisation of Strategic Objectives  

The analysis of the statistical data provided evidence that projects which were 

considered by the German study, highly prioritised a proper coverage of strategic 

objectives. Figure 6-8 illustrates that the interviewed companies were on average, nearly 

able to meet the relevant corporate targets based on SSW-projects.  

 

 
Figure 6-8: Relevance of Project Goal: Support/Realisation of Strategic Objectives 

 
The consideration of corporate targets was regarded as a project objective of medium 
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implementation with medium satisfaction. Approximately 40% of the surveyed US-

enterprises (fifteen) indicated near or total goal satisfaction as depicted in the middle 

chart of Figure 6-8. Nearly one-third of the participants (twelve) mentioned that they 

had not satisfactorily succeeded in dealing with the corporate objectives based on SSW-

projects. 

 

In looking at successfully executed German projects, one must stress that strategic 

objectives had a particular influence on the project success. Typically, companies that 

had successfully implemented the software and completed the project, regarded the 

compliance of corporate targets as a project concern of high priority (mean=appr. 4.3). 

On average, those projects nearly gained full satisfaction with respect to the realisation 

of strategic objectives (mean=appr. 4.1). By contrast, unsuccessful SSW-projects 

conceived the realisation of strategic objectives as of medium importance (mean=appr. 

3.3). The unsatisfactory coverage of corporate objectives (mean=appr. 2.0) also led, on 

average to a failure of the project as sketched in the right-hand chart of Figure 6-8. 

 

In contrast to the German results, the US-survey showed that the importance assigned to 

corporate objectives in successful SSW-projects (mean=appr. 3.4) did not considerably 

diverge from failed projects (mean=appr. 3.2). Both unsuccessful as well as successful 

SSW-projects achieved the objective to a medium extent.  

 

6.4.6  Research Variable: Objective O4-3  

Sufficient Information Management  

The German firms stressed the importance of a sufficient information management 

which included the acquisition and provision of all relevant information throughout the 

project. On average, the surveyed participants assigned a high priority to this project 

goal. By contrast, the US-firms in the sample described this project goal as 

comparatively less important. Approximately 30% of the US-projects (eleven), even 

responded that the objective had no relevance, or a low priority, as illustrated in Figure 

6-9. 

 

In comparing the results for goal satisfaction there were less significant differences 

between both studies. Figure 6-9 shows that the concerned German projects gained a 
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nearly satisfactorily information management. The illuminated US-projects were, on 

average, able to establish a medium satisfying information management throughout all 

phases of the SSW-implementation process. 

 

 
Figure 6-9: Relevance of Project Goal: Sufficient Information Management 

 
The statistical evaluation of the gathered data showed that the overall success of 

German projects was considerably influenced by a sufficient information management. 
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implementation projects that had failed as illustrated in Figure 6-9. Similar to the 
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impact on whether or not a SSW-project was carried out successfully. Whereas 

successful projects almost fully met the requirements on a sufficient information 

(mean=appr. 4.1) management, unsuccessful projects were hardly able to reach the 

objective (mean=appr. 2.0). 
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acquisition and provision of required project information as of medium importance. 

Furthermore a medium satisfying fulfilment of that project goal (mean=appr. 3.3) was 

measured regardless of project success or project failure. 

 

6.5 Research Results: Research Hypotheses and  

SSW-Implementation Process/SSW-Project Method 

Based on the collected German and US-data, the following explanations summarise the 

most important results of the statistical analysis concerning the influence of the SSW-

implementation process on the respective project goals. The focal point is on the impact 

that each relevant project parameter/project activity of the SSW-implementation process 

had on the achievement of a certain project goal. The influence of each relevant project 

parameter on a certain project goal is depicted (separately for the German and US-

results) by means of the following type of table. 

 
Project Goal 1,…,m 

Goal Priority 
(Mean Value) 

Goal Achievement 
(Mean Value) 

 
Correlation 

Applied Not 
Applied 

Applied Not Applied 

 
Investigated 

Parameter of the 
SSW-

Implementation 
Process GER USA GER USA GER USA GER USA GER USA 

Parameter 1,…,n Strength of 
Coherence / 
Correlation 
Coefficient 

 
Level of importance /  
Degree of Significance 

 
Degree of Achievement /  
Goal Satisfaction Level 

Table 6-7: Impact of a Project Parameter on a Project Goal 
 

Investigated Parameter of the SSW-Implementation Process: 

This column covers a certain project parameter of the SSW-implementation process 

which was surveyed regarding its influence on a certain goal of a SSW-project 

 

Correlation: 

This column indicates the strength of influence that a certain parameter had on the 

achievement of a certain goal of a SSW-project. Table 6-8 shows the scale of values 

which is applied to measure the strength of coherence.  

 

Correlations which have been proven as not significant, i.e. which do not fulfil the level 

of significance of 0.05, are abolished. 
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Correlation Coefficient  
Strength of Correlation Negative Positive 
No Correlation          (no) -0.0999999 to  0.00 0.00 to 0.0999999 

Weak Correlation     (weak) -0.2999999 to -0.10 0.10 to 0.2999999 
Medium Correlation (med) -0.4999999 to -0.30 0.30 to 0.4999999 

Strong Correlation    (strong) -1.00           to -0.50 0.50 to 1.00 
Table 6-8: Strength of Correlation 

 

Goal Priority (Mean Value) – Applied / Not Applied: 

The corresponding columns of Table 6-7 show the average priority (mean value) of a 

certain SSW-project goal in case of: 

 

• applying the investigated project parameter of the SSW-implementation process 

• not applying the investigated project parameter of the SSW-implementation process. 

 

Mean Goal Priority 
Priority Level Value Range 

Not Relevant                (no) 1.00 to 1.50 
Low Priority                 (low) 1.51 to 2.50 
Medium Priority           (med) 2.51 to 3.50 
High Priority                 (high) 3.51 to 4.50 

Very High Priority        (v.high) 4.51 to 5.00 
Table 6-9: Mean Goal Priority – Value Range 

 

Goal Achievement: 

The corresponding columns of Table 6-7 show the average achievement (mean value) of 

a certain SSW-project goal in case of: 

 

• applying the investigated project parameter of the SSW-implementation process 

• not applying the investigated project parameter of the SSW-implementation process. 

 

Mean Goal Achievement / Fulfilment 
Achievement/Satisfaction Level Value Range 

Not Achieved                 (no) 1.00 to 1.50 
Hardly Achieved            (hardly) 1.51 to 2.50 
Medium Achievement    (med) 2.51 to 3.50 
Nearly Achieved             (near) 3.51 to 4.50 
Fully Achieved               (full) 4.51 to 5.00 

Table 6-10: Mean Goal Achievement – Value Range 
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6.5.1 Hypothesis H1: Business Process Modelling (BPM) (P1) - 

Business Process Quality (O1) 

The creation of comprehensive business process models (P1) which reveal the entire 

process flow, business tasks, pre- and post conditions of process tasks, organisational 

responsibilities, etc. is a prerequisite for well-structured business processes and thus 

contributes to improving the business process quality (O1). 

 

Confirmation of the Hypothesis 

The statistical data of the German study yielded considerable evidence for the 

correctness of the hypothesis. As indicated in Table 6-11 the survey revealed, the 

creation of process models has a strong correlation with improving business process 

quality. 

  
Objective: Improvement of Business Process Quality 

Objective Priority  
(Mean)  

Objective Achievement  
(Mean) 

 
 

Correlation 
Applied Not Applied Applied Not Applied 

 
 

Project Parameter 

GER USA GER USA GER USA GER USA GER USA 
BPM strong med high high  high med near near hardly med 
Table 6-11: Coherence between BPM (P1) – Business Process Quality (O1) 

 
The US study also confirmed the hypothesis, however not as clearly as the German 

appraisal did. The US-survey merely revealed a medium contribution of BPM to 

improving the quality of the business processes. 

 

Relevance of the Objective “Improving Business Process Quality” 

The evaluation of the objective´s importance in the context of BPM provided 

comparable findings to hypothesis 2 which will be presented in the following section. 

Independent of whether process models were created, German companies generally 

judged the improvement of process quality as a high priority project goal (see Table 

6-11). The US-study revealed that companies deploying BPM in SSW-projects also 

conceived achieving process improvements as a highly important objective. However, 

US-firms that neglected to create business process models, merely attached a medium 

priority to the project objective as shown in Table 6-11. 
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Relevance of the Parameter “Business Process Modelling” 

As illustrated in Figure 6-10 approximately three-quarters of the German firms 

confirmed that they applied BPM to realise business process improvements, whereas 

24% did not deploy any process models.  
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Figure 6-10: Relevance of Parameter: BPM 

 
By contrast, the majority of US-respondents mentioned that they carried out SSW-

projects without BPM. Only fifteen participants actually created process models to 

contribute to better business processes as displayed in Figure 6-10. 

 

Figure 6-11 shows that all German companies that created business process models 

depicted the business process tasks and approximately 92% of them considered the 

process flow. Figure 6-11 clarifies that the business process tasks and flow were 

covered by every surveyed US-enterprise that conceived BPM as a relevant project task. 
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Figure 6-11: Sub-Parameters of BPM – Distribution of Frequency 

 
Two-thirds of the German interviewees depicted the pre-/post conditions of process 

tasks in their process models whereas approximately 77% covered the invoked IT-

systems and the organisational units being responsible for the pictured process tasks. 

The relative frequencies of the latter two modelling aspects in the US-sample were 

considerably lower and amounted to only about 46% and 60%, respectively.  
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Figure 6-11 indicates that more than two-thirds of the German enterprises indicated that 

they focused on business objects. Only 40% of the US-firms that created process 

models covered business objects and the conditions of process tasks. 
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Figure 6-12: Contribution of BPM to Improve Business Process Quality 

 
On average, German firms that created process models nearly achieved the wanted 

process quality improvements as indicated in Table 6-11. Figure 6-12 shows that more 

than half of them (thirty-five) even gained an excellent/full goal achievement. Less than 

5% of the companies (three) which applied BPM did not succeed in gaining the 

prescribed process improvements. By contrast, most of the companies that did not 

perform BPM (twelve), hardly fulfilled or even totally missed the objective. However, 

just three companies fully reached the aimed for process improvements without BPM. 

 

As is to be gathered from Table 6-11, BPM provoked an overall near goal achievement 

for the US-firms that aimed at improving the quality of their business processes. This 

mirrored a similar result to the study performed in Germany.  As can be seen in Figure 

6-12 only two companies were not able to accomplish a satisfactory business process 

quality. Unlike the German respondents, US-firms that totally neglected BPM gained on 

average the desired business process improvements with medium satisfaction (see Table 

6-11). One-third of them (seven) nearly or fully achieved the objective as illustrated in 

Figure 6-12. Nevertheless, in 45% of the cases, companies which neglected to create 

process models, could not achieve sufficient business process improvements. 
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6.5.2  Hypothesis H2: AS-IS-Business Process Analysis (BPA) (P2) – 

Business Process Quality (O1) 

The analysis of a company’s AS-IS-processes (P2) helps to reveal the existing process 

weak points and thus provides a good starting point for improving the business process 

quality (O1). 

 

Confirmation of the Hypothesis 

The empirical survey in Germany clearly confirmed the hypothesis. It proved a medium 

coherence between an improvement of the business process quality and a holistic AS-

IS-BPA that explores process flow, process time, process costs, process weak points, 

responsible organisational units and invoked IT-systems (see Table 6-12). 

 

The US-survey also corroborated the correctness of the hypothesis but not as clearly as 

the German. It revealed that a BPA that particularly focuses on the process weak points, 

influences the business process quality.25 In this context a medium coherence was 

measured as mentioned in Table 6-12. 

 
Objective: Improvement of Business Process Quality 

Objective Priority 
(Mean) 

Objective Achievement 
(Mean) 

 
 

Correlation 
Applied Not Applied Applied Not Applied 

 
 

Project Parameter 

GER USA GER USA GER USA GER USA GER USA 
AS-IS-BPA med med high high high med near near med hardly 

Table 6-12: Coherence between AS-IS-BPA (P2) – Business Process Quality (O1) 
 

Relevance of the Objective “Improving Business Process Quality” 

The mean value analysis of the objective priority provided similar results for both 

German and US-firms. The German study shows that improving business processes, in 

context with a SSW-implementation project, was generally valued as a project objective 

of high importance, regardless of an AS-IS-BPA. US-firms exploring the AS-IS-

processes also attached a high priority to the project objective. Anyhow, US-companies 

that abandoned performing a BPA still pursued the improvement of business process 

quality as an objective of medium importance as indicated in Table 6-12. 

 

 

                                                 
25 A significant correlation between further aspects of a BPA (such as process flow, process time, etc.) 
and the achievement of process quality improvements could not be proven.   
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Relevance of the Parameter “AS-IS-Business Process Analysis” 

As shown in Figure 6-13, 75% of the German participants valuated a BPA as a relevant 

project task for improving the quality of business processes. Only 25% mentioned that 

they had not explored the AS-IS-processes in the context of a SSW-project. 
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Figure 6-13: Relevance of Parameter: AS-IS-BPA 

 
Figure 6-13 shows that 95% of the US-firms regarded the analysis of their AS-IS-

business processes as an applicable task to SSW-projects that also aim at business 

process improvement. Only two companies stated that they did not carry out a 

systematic BPA, which might mean that US-firms paid more attention to exploring the 

AS-IS-processes than the Germans did. 

 

However, a more detailed evaluation relativises the aforementioned impression. As 

Figure 6-14 shows, German firms addressed the respective BPA-sub-parameters more 

frequently than the surveyed US-firms. This is due to the broader BPA-scope applied in 

German SSW-projects which encompasses more single analysis aspects simultaneously 

than US-projects. 
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Figure 6-14: Sub-Parameters of AS-IS-BPA – Distribution of Frequency 

 
Figure 6-14 clarifies that over two-thirds of the German firms that explored the AS-IS-

processes covered each aspect of a holistic BPA. For almost all (98.5%), the process 

weak points and in fact for all of them, the process flow were particularly relevant. For 
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the majority of the US-firms (71.4%) the process flow was also an important analysis 

aspect, whereas only 42.9% of the respondents systematically focused on process weak 

points. For these companies, observing the process costs had a higher relevance 

(57.1%), but for German firms it was even higher, where approximately three-quarters 

stated that they dealt with the process costs. The remaining analysis aspects were also 

covered considerably more frequently by the German participants. In particular the 

organisational units and the invoked IT-systems were relevant for more than 80% of the 

German companies and therefore played a much more important role than for US-firms.  

As can be gathered from Figure 6-15, the majority of German firms that analysed their 

AS-IS-processes reached the strived for processes improvements. The quality 

improvement objective was nearly or fully achieved in 90% of the cases (fifty-nine). 

Respondents that totally refrained from executing an AS-IS-BPA were able, on average, 

to achieve a medium goal fulfilment (see Table 6-12). 41% of these stated that they had 

totally failed in gaining any process improvements. However, only three companies did 

not obtain sufficient process improvements despite a holistic BPA as illustrated in 

Figure 6-15. 
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Figure 6-15: Contribution of AS-IS-BPA to Improve Business Process Quality 

 
The US-study revealed that companies analysing the AS-IS-processes in terms of 

process weak points, on average nearly accomplished the scheduled project objective, as 

indicated in Table 6-12. This finding is confirmed by Figure 6-15 showing that merely 

two respondents did not gain the expected process improvements after analysing the 

AS-IS-processes. In comparison, companies that completely neglected inspecting the 

process weak points, on average, hardly achieved the objective (see Table 6-12). Nearly 

40% of them completely missed the objective. Nevertheless, twelve US-firms gained 
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improved business processes without performing an AS-IS-BPA as illustrated in  

Figure 6-15. 

 

6.5.3  Hypothesis H3: Business Process Optimisation (BPO) (P3) - 

Business Process Quality (O1) 

The execution of general techniques for business process optimisation (P3) is crucial for 

improving the company´s processes based on a SSW-implementation project (O1). 

 

Confirmation of the Hypothesis 

The German survey confirmed the correctness of the hypothesis. It clarifies that the 

companies’ business processes can be improved based on the implementation of SSW 

by applying the appropriate BPO-measures. Significant statistical data proved a strong 

correlation between achieving the objective and the parameter BPO as indicated in 

Table 6-13.  

 
Objective: Improvement of Business Process Quality 
Objective Priority 

(Mean) 
Objective Achievement 

(Mean) 

 
 

Correlation 
Applied Not Applied Applied Not Applied 

 
 

Project Parameter 

GER USA GER USA GER USA GER USA GER USA 
BPO strong med high high high low near med hardly hardly 

Table 6-13: Coherence between BPO (P3) – Business Process Quality (O1) 
 
Although not as clearly as the German data, the statistical outcome of the US-study also 

corroborated the hypothesis. In accordance with the findings of the preceding 

hypotheses, a correlation of medium strength was measured between process quality 

and BPO. 

 

Relevance of the Objective “Improving Business Process Quality” 

Table 6-13 clarifies that the German participants generally valued the objective as 

highly important. US-companies taking specific BPO-actions, such as indicated in 

Figure 6-17, also attached a high priority to the project goal. However, the statistical 

data clearly revealed that US-projects without BPO ranked process quality improvement 

as a low priority objective. 
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Relevance of the Parameter “Business Process Optimisation” 

More than three-quarters of the German respondents applied BPO-measures to SSW-

implementation projects. 24% indicated BPO-tasks were not relevant as Figure 6-16 

shows. Only about half of the US-firms applied BPO-measures. 

 

 
Figure 6-16: Relevance of Parameter: BPO 

 
Apart from eliminating processes, the majority of German firms generally applied the 

wide range of BPO-measures given in Figure 6-17 to enhance the business process 

quality. In particular, automating as well as integrating process functions were of 

considerable importance for all the participating German companies willing to actively 

engage in BPO. Approximately three-quarters of them parallelised functions and also 

eliminated superfluous functions and process objects. 
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Figure 6-17: Sub-Parameters of BPO – Distribution of Frequency 

 
By contrast, US-firms did not pay particular attention to the parallelisation and 

elimination of functions. Figure 6-17 shows that only about 42% and 31%, respectively, 

of the respondents conceived those methods as relevant for BPO. However, automating 

functions and eliminating process objects were judged as worthwhile by all participants 

that deployed BPO-measures. Unlike the German respondents, eliminating 

processes/sub-processes was relevant for almost 90% of the US-firms that dealt with 

BPO in SSW-projects. More than half-the German firms and approximately two-thirds 
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of the US-companies that covered BPO, pursued loop elimination and organisational 

integration as illustrated by Figure 6-17.  

 

The mean value analysis of the statistical data disclosed that German SSW-projects with 

a BPO-scope nearly achieved the process quality improvement goals (see Table 6-13). 

Only three firms failed in gaining the aspired process improvements as illustrated in 

Figure 6-18.  

 

The US-survey proved, that BPO in context with SSW-implementation projects, yielded 

on average an overall medium goal achievement. Nevertheless, 63% of them (twelve) 

nearly or totally reached the aimed for process improvements. Four companies did not 

achieve the project objective despite BPO. 

 

 
Figure 6-18: Contribution of BPO to Improve Business Process Quality 

 
A total neglect of BPO resulted in hardly any goal fulfilment for German as well as US-

firms as indicated in Table 6-13. However, slightly more than half the US-projects 

without BPO were able to realise process quality improvements as shown in Figure 

6-18. 
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6.5.4  Hypothesis H4: Project Team Structure (P8) Project Team 

Composition (P9) - Business Process Quality (O1)  

The process-driven project team structure (P8-2) and an interdisciplinary project team 

composition (P9) are crucial for improving business processes (O1) based on a SSW-

implementation project. 

 

Confirmation of the Hypothesis 

The hypothesis was confirmed by the German survey. Project teams which were 

organised according to business processes and covering process owner, domain expert, 

SSW-expert, etc. yielded improved business processes. Table 6-14 shows that the 

German results produced a medium negative correlation between the project parameter 

“function-oriented team structure” and the project objective “improvement of process 

quality”, i.e. function teams had a negative impact on the goal achievement.  

 
Objective: Improvement of Business Process Quality 

Objective Priority 
(Mean) 

Objective Achievement 
(Mean) 

 
Correlation 

Applied Not Applied Applied Not Applied 

 
Project Parameter 

GER USA GER USA GER USA GER USA GER USA 

Project Team Structure 
 
 

Function-Oriented 
med 

negative 
med high high v.high med med med near hardly 

Process-Oriented strong no v.high high high med near med med med 

Project Team Composit. 
 
 

Process Owner strong no high high high med near med med med 
Domain Expert strong med26 high high high med near med med med 

SSW-Expert med no high high high med near med hardly med 
Legacy System Expert med weak27 high high high med near med med med 

Table 6-14: Coherence between Project Team Structure and Composition (P9,P10) – Business 
Process Quality (O1) 

 
The US-study gave no proof that a process-oriented project team structure and 

interdisciplinary project teams produced improved business processes. Thus the 

hypothesis was not accepted by the US-study. 

 

Relevance of the Objective “Improving Business Process Quality” 

German firms predominantly valued the objective as highly important. Table 6-14 

shows that companies that had established process teams even attached a very high 

                                                 
26 The correlation was not significant at the 0.05 level. 
27 The correlation was not significant at the 0.05 level. 
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priority to this project goal. US-respondents indicating the relevance of the project team 

structure and composition also stressed the high importance of improving business 

processes. In contrast, a medium goal importance was responded by US-projects which 

set no great store in interdisciplinary teams organised in a process-driven or function-

oriented way as indicated in Table 6-14. 

 

Relevance of the Parameter “Project Team Structure” 

Figure 6-19 shows that almost two-thirds of the German participants preferred a 

process-driven team structure for a SSW-implementation project. 

 

 
Figure 6-19: Relevance of Parameter: Project Team Structure 

 
Most of them reached the desired process improvements, as illustrated in Figure 6-20. 

Only two companies failed in achieving better processes. However, thirty-one firms 

established a function-oriented project organisation which merely led to a medium goal 

achievement as given in Table 6-14. 

 

 
Figure 6-20: Contribution of Project Team Structure to Improve Business Process Quality 

 
In comparison, the US-data provided contrary results. Whereas more than half the 

projects were based on function-oriented structures, only 24% of the US-firms 
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established process teams. The US-study also revealed that function-oriented SSW-

implementation projects gained on average, medium process quality improvements, as 

depicted in Table 6-14. Figure 6-20 shows that eleven firms nearly or fully achieved the 

objective. Only three participants did not yield any process improvements despite a 

function-oriented project organisation. Eighteen companies that did not establish 

function-oriented project team structures (see Figure 6-19), hardly achieved on average 

the strived for process improvements, as given in Table 6-14. However, as mentioned 

earlier, the process-oriented team structure alone did not influence the quality of the 

business processes of the surveyed US-firms. 

 

Relevance of the Parameter “Project Team Composition” 

Considerably more than half of the US-respondents and approximately 74% of the 

German firms stressed the particular relevance of the process owner to SSW-

implementation projects. Figure 6-21 shows that domain experts and IT-system experts 

were relevant to more than 70% of the German respondents. However, not even half the 

US-participants mentioned the relevance of the domain expert (appr. 41%) and the IT-

system expert (appr. 48%). 85% of the German respondents considered the SSW-expert 

as relevant to the project team. By contrast, just 43% of the concerned US-projects 

deployed a SSW-expert to enhance the business process quality. 

 

 
Figure 6-21: Relevance of Parameter: Project Team Composition 

 
The process owner usually acts as a team leader of the process teams and is also 

responsible for a smooth internal communication within the team.28 The author made 

the experience that the process owner incorporates the most important role in order to 

realise the scheduled process quality improvements. Figure 6-22 illustrates that 

approximately 85% of the German respondents (fifty-eight) who nearly or fully 

                                                 
28 Further findings are provided in the context of hypothesis 5 which covers the team-internal 
communication structure. 
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achieved the underlying project objective, deployed process teams with process owners. 

None of the projects that incorporated the process owner role totally failed in getting the 

desired improvements. However, almost half the respondents (eleven) which neglected 

deploying process owners were not able to meet the process quality requirements as 

shown in Figure 6-22. 

 

 
Figure 6-22: Contribution of Project Team Composition – Process Owner to Improve Business 

Process Quality 
 
The German data provided an overall near goal achievement for all further project roles 

(given in Figure 6-21) which were valued as relevant (see Table 6-14). Firms stating 

that those project roles were not required, merely gained medium satisfactory process 

improvements. The survey also revealed that companies hardly yielded the desired 

process quality, if project teams did not incorporate SSW-experts. By contrast the US-

data, that can be gathered from Table 6-14, shows that US-firms generally reached 

medium satisfactory process improvements regardless of the establishment of 

interdisciplinary project teams.  

 

6.5.5  Hypothesis H5: Project Team-Internal Communication 

Structure (P10) - Business Process Quality (O1) 

A star-shaped communication structure (P10-2) contributes to a better quality of 

business processes (O1). The alternative network communication (P10-1) does not 

foster satisfactory process improvements. 
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Confirmation of the Hypothesis 

The correctness of the hypothesis was clearly confirmed by the German study. The data 

shows that a team-internal star-shaped communication considerably facilitates in raising 

the business process quality (see Table 6-15). The data also revealed that there is no 

significant correlation between a network-oriented communication structure and the 

process quality objective. 

 

The US-study provided different results which do not correspond to the German 

findings. A medium impact on the process quality was identified for the projects whose 

team-internal communication was based on network-oriented structures. Noticeable 

business process improvements due to a star-shaped team communication could not be 

proved as indicated in Table 6-15. Therefore, the hypothesis was not accepted for the 

US-survey. 

 
Objective: Improvement of Business Process Quality  

Project Parameter Objective Priority 
(Mean) 

Objective Achievement 
(Mean) 

 
Correlation 

Applied Not Applied Applied Not Applied Project Team-Internal 
Communication Structure GER USA GER USA GER USA GER USA GER USA 

Network Communication 
weakly29 
negative 

med high high v.high med med near near med 

Star-Shaped Communication strong no v.high high high med full med med med 
Table 6-15: Coherence between Project Team-Internal Communication Structure (P10) – Business 

Process Quality (O1) 
 
Relevance of the Objective “Improving Business Process Quality” 

Table 6-15 points out that in general the objective attracted a high attention. Both, 

German as well as US-participants, who were concerned with the team-internal 

communication structure, emphasised the high importance of improving business 

processes. German respondents favouring a star-shaped structure, even attached a very 

high priority to the objective. US-firms that did not systematically organise a team-

internal communication structure valued the objective as merely medium important. 

 

Relevance of the Parameter “Project Team-Internal Communication Structure” 

56% of the German projects in the sample were based on star-shaped communication 

structures as shown in Figure 6-23. Figure 6-24 illustrates, that all of them nearly or 

fully reached the scheduled process improvements. 33% implemented a network 

                                                 
29 The correlation was not significant at the 0.05 level. 
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communication which merely yielded a medium goal achievement on average (see 

Table 6-15). Ten German firms and sixteen US-participants did not mention any type of 

team-internal communication. 

 

Network Communication

Star-Shaped Communication

Relevance of: Team-Internal

Communication Structure

Germany

Not applicable

28 firms
33%

49 firms
56%

10 firms
11%

Germany

13 firms
35%

8 firms
22%

16 firms
43%
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Figure 6-23: Relevance of Parameter: Project Team-Internal Communication Structure 

 
Approximately one-third of the US-respondents argued for a network-oriented 

communication structure, as indicated in Figure 6-23. Figure 6-24 clarifies that most of 

them were able to realise the prescribed process quality requirements. Just two 

respondents could not satisfactorily optimise their business processes despite a network 

communication. 

 

 
Figure 6-24: Contribution of Project-Team-Internal Communication Structure to Improve Process 

Quality 
 
Figure 6-24 shows, that a minority of eight US-companies established project teams 

with a star-shaped communication structure and 50% of them failed in gaining better 

business processes. Only three firms nearly or even fully achieved the project objective. 
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6.5.6  Hypothesis H6: Business Process Modelling (BPM) (P1) -  

IT-System Quality (O2) 

Business Process Modelling (P1) that additionally covers the invoked software systems 

(P1-4), including their interfaces and process functions/business tasks (P1-1), enhances 

the IT-system quality in terms of loose coupling and a strong functional cohesion of 

SSW and surrounding application systems (O2). 

 

Confirmation of the Hypothesis 

The findings gained from the German survey provided evidence for the hypothesis, i.e. 

process models depicting IT-systems and business tasks that are supported by IT-

systems, improve loose coupling and functional coherence of software applications. The 

study exposed that both modelling elements had a strong impact on the goal 

achievement (see Table 6-16).  

 
Objective: Improvement of IT-System Quality 

Objective Priority 
(Mean) 

Objective Achievement 
(Mean) 

 
Project Parameter 

 
Correlation 

Applied Not Applied Applied Not Applied 
BPM GER USA GER USA GER USA GER USA GER USA 

Business Tasks strong med high high high med near near hardly med 
IT-Systems strong no v.high high high high full med med med 

Table 6-16: Coherence between BPM (P1) – IT-System Quality (O2) 
 
By contrast, the US-study did not clearly confirm the hypothesis. Whereas the statistical 

data indicated a medium impact of modelling process functions on the IT-system 

quality, a significant coherence between depicting software applications in process 

models and IT-system quality could not be proven. Thus the hypothesis was merely 

accepted regarding the influence of modelling business tasks on the goal attainment. 

 

Relevance of the Objective “Improving the Quality of IT-Systems” 

Table 6-16 shows the particular importance of the underlying project objective. German 

companies taking part in the study perceived the quality improvement of the IT-systems 

as a highly important project goal, regardless of creating process models with business 

tasks. Firms covering the invoked IT-systems in process models even attached a very 

high priority to that project goal.  
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In accordance with the German participants, US-respondents also pointed to the 

objective´s high importance in the case of BPM with business tasks. US-firms that did 

not pay attention to the modelling of business tasks considered the objective as medium 

important. However, covering the processes´ IT-systems in process models did not 

impact the objective priority. US-firms indicated that they generally attached a high 

priority to the project goal regardless of illustrating their IT-systems in process models. 

 

Relevance of the Parameter “Business Process Modelling – Business Tasks” 

Figure 6-25 shows, that approximately 77% of the German respondents mentioned that 

they had created process models that illustrated the business tasks. This was associated 

with an overall near goal achievement on average, as indicated in Table 6-16. More than 

60% of them (forty-one) even accomplished full objective satisfaction, as is to be 

gathered from Figure 6-26. Less than 5% of the companies modelling business tasks 

(three) were not able to improve the IT-systems sufficiently. A minority of twenty 

German respondents neglected to create process models dealing with business tasks (see 

Figure 6-25). Table 6-16 shows that those firms hardly gained the wanted improvements 

of their applications systems on average. 
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Relevance of:

Business Process
Modelling - Business Tasks

Germany

66 firms
77%

20 firms
23%

Germany
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41%
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US

 
Figure 6-25: Relevance of Parameter: BPM – Business Tasks 

 
The US-study revealed that only 41% of the firms taking part in the US-survey 

produced process models that included business tasks (see Figure 6-25). Similar to 

German respondents, those companies nearly yielded the specified quality 

improvements of the considered application systems as indicated in Table 6-16. Only 

three companies failed in producing a better quality of their systems as illustrated in 

Figure 6-26. 

 

A major difference to the German study, is that the desired IT-system quality could be 

achieved without focussing on business tasks in process models. More than half the US-
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companies (twenty-two) disregarded process models with business tasks which was 

associated with an overall medium goal achievement on average (see Table 6-16). 

However, more than one-third of them (eight) nearly or fully achieved the project 

objective as illustrated in Figure 6-26. 
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Figure 6-26: Contribution of BPM - Business Tasks to Improve IT-System Quality  

 

Relevance of the Parameter “BPM – IT-Systems” 

As given in Figure 6-27, 59% of the German firms surveyed, provided process models 

that additionally contained the processes´, invoked IT-systems and their interfaces. This 

provoked on average, full objective satisfaction, as per mean value given in Table 6-16. 
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Figure 6-27: Relevance of Parameter: BPM – IT-Systems 

 
However, a better IT-system quality could also be reached without creating process 

models that covered the processes´ application systems. In this case an overall medium 

goal achievement was measured as indicated in Table 6-16. Figure 6-28 shows that 

sixteen German firms nearly or fully accomplished the desired system quality 

improvements without integrating IT-systems in process models.  
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Only seven US-interviewees described the development of process models, that 

depicted IT-systems, as a relevant project task. The majority, 81% did not, as illustrated 

by Figure 6-27. Nonetheless, the mean value consideration given in Table 6-16 clarifies 

that both, BPM with or without inclusion of the invoked application systems, provoked 

a medium goal achievement on average. This indeed confirms that there was no 

relationship between the modelling of IT-systems and the improvement of the IT-

quality of those systems. 

 

 
Figure 6-28: Contribution of BPM - IT-Systems to Improving IT-System Quality 

 

6.5.7  Hypothesis H7: AS-IS-Business Process Analysis (BPA) (P2) –  

IT-System Quality (O2) 

The analysis of a company’s AS-IS-processes, that focuses on the invoked applications 

systems (P2-6), contributes to improving the IT-system quality (O2).  

 

Confirmation of the Hypothesis 

The outcome of the German survey provided significant evidence for the correctness of 

the hypothesis. The study revealed a strong correlation between a BPA that focuses on 

the invoked applications systems and the objective of improving the system quality. 

This showed that an early examination of the processes´s application systems as part of 

a holistic BPA, helps to optimise the invoked IT-systems in terms of functional 

coherence and loose coupling.  
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By contrast, the US-study merely provided a weak and not significant correlation 

between the investigated research variables as indicated in Table 6-17.30 Therefore the 

hypothesis was only confirmed for the German data. 

 
Objective: Improvement of IT-System Quality 

Objective Priority 
(Mean) 

Objective Achievement 
(Mean) 

 
Project Parameter 

 
Correlation 

Applied Not Applied Applied Not Applied 
AS-IS-BPA GER USA GER USA GER USA GER USA GER USA 
IT-Systems strong weak v.high v.high high med full near med med 

Table 6-17: Coherence between AS-IS-BPA – IT-Systems (P2-6) – IT-System Quality (O2) 
 

Relevance of the Objective “Improving IT-System Quality” 

The examination of IT-systems in the context of a BPA did not considerably influence 

the objective priority, as indicated by German respondents. On average, the participants 

that confirmed the relevance of the project task also valued the improvement of the IT-

system quality as a very high priority goal. However, firms that did not focus on the IT-

systems in context of a BPA also stressed the high importance of the project objective 

(see Table 6-17). 

 

US-firms analysing IT-systems also attached a very high priority to the project goal. 

Companies that mentioned that they had not dealt with the IT-systems, on average 

judged the objective as medium important. 

 

Relevance of the Parameter “AS-IS-BPA – IT-Systems” 

Approximately two-thirds of the German respondents described a BPA covering the IT-

systems, as a relevant project task (see Figure 6-29). 
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Figure 6-29: Relevance of Parameter: AS-IS-BPA - IT-Systems 

 

                                                 
30 The correlation was not significant at the 0.05 level. 
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In 93% of the cases (fifty-one), where companies focused on this task, the aimed for 

software improvements could be nearly or totally achieved. The data returned that about 

90% of the companies (forty) that mentioned a full goal fulfilment had analysed their 

IT-systems as part of a BPA (see Figure 6-30). However, a desired enhancement of 

software quality could be nearly or fully achieved without analysing the invoked 

application systems, as was the reply from twelve German companies. Nevertheless, 

fourteen of fifteen projects that failed in achieving satisfactory IT-system quality 

improvements totally neglected this BPA-task, as illustrated by Figure 6-30.  
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Figure 6-30: Contribution of AS-IS-BPA – IT-Systems to Improve IT-System Quality 

 
Unlike the German results, the US-study, however, yielded that the majority of 81% of 

the participants did not analyse the IT-system quality based on a BPA, as shown in 

Figure 6-29. This produced a medium goal achievement according to the mean value 

consideration, given in Table 6-17. Just seven firms gave attention to the invoked IT-

systems. Figure 6-30 shows that five of them nearly or fully gained the scheduled 

software quality enhancements. 

 

6.5.8  Hypothesis H8: Business Process Optimisation (BPO) (P3) – 

IT-System Quality (O2) 

A holistic processes optimisation stage (P3) as part of a SSW-implementation project 

helps to improve the IT-system quality (O2).  
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Confirmation of the Hypothesis 

The German survey provided significant data for the strong impact of BPO on the 

quality of invoked software applications (see Table 6-18). This implied that the 

hypothesis was clearly accepted, i.e. the application of appropriate BPO-methods, such 

as eliminating as well as integrating (IT-system) functions, improve IT-systems in terms 

of functional cohesion and loose coupling.  

 
Objective Priority 

(Mean) 
Objective Achievement 

(Mean) 
Correlation 

Applied Not Applied Applied Not Applied 

 
Project Parameter 

GER USA GER USA GER USA GER USA GER USA 
BPO strong weak high high high med near near hardly med 

Table 6-18: Coherence between BPO (P3) – IT-System Quality (O2) 
 
The correctness of the hypothesis could not be proven based on the US-data, which did 

not reveal a significant correlation between the project parameter and project goal.31 

 

Relevance of the Objective “Improving IT-System Quality” 

The objective priority is not (noticeably) influenced by whether or not German 

respondents applied the respective project parameter. As given in Table 6-18, German 

participants generally attached a high priority to the project objective.  

 

The data showed that US-projects that dealt with BPO, also valued that project goal as 

highly important. Firms that did not deploy specific BPO-methods defined the 

improvement of application systems as a medium priority goal. 

 

Relevance of the Parameter “Business Process Optimisation” 

German companies deploying BPO as an integral stage of an SSW-implementation 

project, nearly reached on average, the required IT-system improvements as mentioned 

in Table 6-18. Forty-one of them fully achieved the project objective as illustrated in 

Figure 6-31. Only four participants failed in improving their IT-systems, despite 

applying BPO-methods. However, it is remarkable that nearly 90% of the respondents, 

which nearly or fully reached the project goal, executed a BPO-stage. The German data 

also clarified that companies which were not willing to optimise their business 

processes based on a SSW-implementation project hardly achieved the desired software 

quality improvements, as indicated by Table 6-18.  

                                                 
31 The correlation was not significant at the 0.05 level. 
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US-firms that paid attention to BPO nearly met, on average, the scheduled IT-system 

quality requirements. The mean value consideration indicated a medium goal 

achievement in cases where BPO-activities were neglected (see Table 6-18). 

 

 
Figure 6-31: Contribution of BPO to Improve IT-System Quality 

 

6.5.9  Hypothesis H9: Project Team Structure (P8) Project Team 

Composition (P9) - IT-System Quality (O2) 

The process-driven project team structure (P8-2) and the interdisciplinary project team 

composition (P9) are important for the improvement of IT-system quality (O2) based on 

SSW-projects. Function-oriented project team structures (P8-1) are not appropriate to 

realise IT-system improvements.”  

 

Confirmation of the Hypothesis 

The hypothesis was accepted due to the findings gained from the German data. The 

study disclosed that there is a strongly negative correlation between the function-

oriented team structure and the project objective. That means that the definition of 

function teams (instead of process teams) negatively affected the improvement of the 

IT-system quality. In contrast, a process-driven project organisation and a team 

composition covering important project roles, such as domain and SSW-experts, were 

proved to foster an improvement of the IT-systems. The domain expert role strongly 

coheres with the considered project objective (see Table 6-19). 
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The US-survey did not confirm the hypothesis. The process teams which encompass 

interdisciplinary project roles produced no significant impact on the IT-system quality. 

Table 6-19 indicates weak and not significant correlations between the objective and 

function-oriented project teams that also included domain experts and legacy system 

experts. 

 

Objective: Improvement of IT-System Quality 
Objective Priority 

(Mean) 
Objective Achievement 

(Mean) 

 
Correlation 

Applied Not Applied Applied Not Applied 

 
Project Parameter 

GER USA GER USA GER USA GER USA GER USA 

Project Team Structure 
 
 

Function-Oriented 
strongly 
negative 

weak32 high high v.high med med near fully med 

Process-Oriented strong no v.high high high high fully med med med 

Project Team Composit. 
 
 

Process Owner med no high high high med near med med med 
Domain Expert strong weak33 high high high med near near med med 

SSW-Expert med no high high high med near med hardly med 
Legacy System Expert med weak34 high high high med near med med med 

Table 6-19: Coherence between Project Team Structure and Composition (P8,P9) – IT-System 
Quality (O2) 

 

Relevance of the Objective “IT-system Quality” 

The improvement of the IT-system quality was an important project goal for the 

German participants. Those who favoured a process-driven team structure valuated this 

objective as of very high importance (see Table 6-19).  

 

US-firms which perceived the project team structure and an interdisciplinary project 

team composition as relevant project parameters, also indicated a high priority of the 

project goal. However, US-respondents which conceded no relevance to the function-

oriented structure of interdisciplinary project teams merely attached, on average, a 

medium priority to the objective. 

 

Relevance of the Parameter “Project Team Structure” 

Figure 6-32 shows that approximately 80% of the German projects (fifty-one) that 

nearly or fully met the requirements on the IT-system quality were based on a process-

                                                 
32 The correlation was not significant at the 0.05 level. 
33 The correlation was not significant at the 0.05 level. 
34 The correlation was not significant at the 0.05 level. 
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oriented team structure. Only one company failed to satisfactorily reach the objective 

despite a process-based project organisation. In comparison, the function-oriented 

project team structure led to a medium goal achievement as indicated in Table 6-19.  

 

The US-data provided a slightly different picture. A process-oriented project team 

organisation was largely ineffective for most of the US-respondents. By contrast, almost 

two-thirds of the US-projects with function teams (twelve) nearly or fully gained the 

desired system improvements (see Figure 6-32). Only four firms that preferred 

functional project team structures did not sufficiently reach the scheduled project goal. 

 

 
Figure 6-32: Contribution of Project Team Structure to Improve IT-System Quality 

 

Relevance of the Parameter “Project Team Composition” 

The German data revealed that the domain expert had the strongest influence on 

improving the IT-system quality (see Table 6-19). Fifty-seven of sixty-six surveyed 

firms that established project teams with domain experts nearly or fully fulfilled the 

scheduled software quality as illustrated in Figure 6-33. However, 50% of the German 

projects (ten) that did not deploy domain experts, were unable to realise the wanted IT-

quality improvements. 

 
Seven of ten US-projects that failed in improving the IT-system quality satisfactorily, 

had abstained from deploying domain experts as illustrated in Figure 6-33. By contrast, 

US-firms with available experts in the target domain nearly achieved the project 

objective on average (see Table 6-19). 
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The mean value consideration of the German survey (see Table 6-19) revealed an 

overall near goal fulfilment for all of the remaining project roles. Participants that 

neglected to cover those project roles realised IT-improvements to a medium 

satisfaction level. German projects without SSW-experts hardly realised any system 

improvements. US-firms generally gained a medium satisfactory IT-system quality, 

independent of whether they incorporated the available resources such as process 

owner, SSW-expert and legacy system expert (see Table 6-19). 

 

 
Figure 6-33: Contribution of Project Team Composition – Domain Expert to Improve IT-Systems 

Quality 
 

6.5.10 Hypothesis H10:  

 Project Team-Internal Communication Structure (P10) –  

 IT-System Quality (O2) 

A star-shaped communication structure (P10-2) helps to improve the quality of IT-

systems (O2). By contrast, satisfactory improvements of IT-systems are not sufficiently 

facilitated by a network communication (P10-1). 

 

Confirmation of the Hypothesis 

The German survey identified, that a star-shaped team-internal communication 

produced a strong impact on the quality of IT-systems. However, a noticeable impact of 

network-oriented communication structures on improving the IT-systems could not be 

proven (see Table 6-20). For this, the hypothesis was entirely accepted for the German 

data. 
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Unlike the German findings, the US-data returned that a star-shaped communication 

structure does not significantly influence improving the quality of application systems. 

However, Table 6-20 indicates a positive and statistically significant impact on the IT-

system quality through network-based communication. That means the network-based 

communication structure contributed to improving the IT-system quality. Note, this 

contradicts the hypothesis H10. The hypothesis is therefore rejected for both types of 

team-internal communication. 

 
Objective: Improvement of IT-System Quality 

Objective Priority 
(Mean) 

Objective Achievement 
(Mean) 

 
 

Correlation 
Applied Not Applied Applied Not Applied 

 
 

Project Parameter 

GER USA GER USA GER USA GER USA GER USA 
Project Team-Internal 

Communication 
 
 

Network 
Communication 

weakly 
negative weak high high v.high med near near near med 

Star-Shaped 
Communication 

strong weakly35

negative 
v.high high high high full med med med 

Table 6-20: Coherence between Project Team-Internal Communication Structure (P10) –  
IT-System Quality (O2) 

 

Relevance of the Objective “Improving IT-System Quality” 

Table 6-20 shows that the project objective was important to both German and US-firms 

in their aim to establish systematic team-internal communication structures. German 

participants ranked the IT-system quality as a very high priority goal in the context of a 

star-shaped project communication.  

 

Relevance of the Parameter “Project Team-Internal Communication Structure” 

The following figures illustrate the pertinence of the team-internal communication 

structure in the context of improving IT-system quality. Most of the forty-nine German 

companies which stressed the importance of a star-shaped communication fully 

achieved the project objective. Only one of them was hardly able to improve the 

application systems, as illustrated in Figure 6-35.  

 

The twenty-eight SSW-implementation projects with a network-oriented 

communication structure (see Figure 6-34) nearly achieved the project goal on average 

(see Table 6-20). However, almost the same mean value was quantified for all of the 

                                                 
35 The correlation was not significant at the 0.05 level. 
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participants that decided against a network communication. This outcome therefore 

corresponds to the preliminary hypothesis stating that a network-based communication 

does not considerably foster IT-system quality improvements. 

 

 
Figure 6-34: Relevance of Parameter: Project Team-Internal Communication Structure 

 
Figure 6-35 illustrates that only three US-firms with a star-shaped communication 

nearly or fully gained satisfactory IT-system quality improvements and three firms 

failed the project objective.  

  

 
Figure 6-35: Contribution of Project Team-Internal Communication Structure to Improve  

IT-System Quality 
 
By contrast, the network-oriented communication structure provoked a better goal 

achievement. More than 60% of the thirteen projects with a network communication 

nearly, or fully succeeded in improving the concerned application systems. Only two 

firms were not able to realise satisfactory system improvements through SSW-projects 

as indicated in Figure 6-35. 
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6.5.11 Hypothesis H11: Tailoring (P5), Completion Criteria (P6), 

 Tool-Support (P7) - Efficiency of the SSW-Implementation 

 Process/Approach (O3) 

The prescription of completion criteria for project tasks (P6), the ability to tailor the 

SSW-implementation process/approach to certain project conditions (P5) and the 

application of BPR-tools for BPM (P7) improve the efficiency of the SSW-

implementation process/approach (O3). 

 

Confirmation of the Hypothesis 

The hypothesis was accepted for the German data. The study revealed that the 

efficiency of the implementation process was considerably influenced by a project 

method that is adaptable to customer-specific requirements or certain project types, e.g. 

implementation project or release changeover/upgrade project, etc. The availability of 

specific completion criteria for project tasks and BPR-tools to facilitate BPM also 

strongly coheres with the project goal, as indicated in Table 6-21. 

 
Objective: Efficiency of the SSW-Implementation 

Process/Approach 
Objective Priority 

(Mean) 
Objective Achievement 

(Mean) 

 
 

Correlation 

Applied Not Applied Applied Not Applied 

 
 

Project Parameter 

GER USA GER USA GER USA GER USA GER USA 
Tailoring strong med v.high high high med near near med med 

Completion Criteria strong weak36 v.high high high high near near med med 
Tool-Support strong weak37 v.high v.high high med full near med med 

Table 6-21: Coherence between Tailoring (P5), Completion Criteria (P6), Tool-Support (P7) – 
Efficiency of the SSW-Implementation Process/Approach (O3) 

 
At least in parts, the US-analysis also corroborated the correctness of the hypothesis. In 

this context the sample showed that a tailorable project method had a medium influence 

on improving the efficiency of the implementation approach. However, the surveyed 

data did not reveal a statistically significant impact of the remaining parameters on 

achieving the project objective. 

                                                 
36 The correlation was not significant at the 0.05 level. 
37 The correlation was not significant at the 0.05 level. 
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Relevance of the Objective “Efficiency of the Implementation Process/Approach” 

German as well as US-respondents stressed the particular importance of an efficient 

SSW-implementation process, as is to be gathered from Table 6-21. US-firms which 

negated the relevance of tailoring and BPR-tools merely attached on average a medium 

priority to the objective. 

 

Relevance of the Parameter “Tailoring” 

Figure 6-36 illustrates that approximately two-thirds of the German participants but 

only 19% of the US-firms in the sample applied a project method which is adaptable to 

project-/customer specific needs.  
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Figure 6-36: Relevance of Parameter: Tailoring 

 
The mean value consideration given in Table 6-21, shows that both German and US-

projects with a tailorable implementation approach nearly achieved the project goal.  

 

 
Figure 6-37: Contribution of Tailoring to Improve the Efficiency of the SSW-Implementation 

Process/Approach 
 
Figure 6-37 clarifies that an efficient implementation project can be achieved without a 

tailorable project method. In fact twelve of those US-firms nearly or fully reached the 

wanted project efficiency. However, 88% of the German firms (fourteen) and 93% of 
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the US-participants (thirteen) that failed in achieving the required project efficiency 

were negative about the relevance of the tailoring mechanism. 

 

Relevance of the Parameter “Completion Criteria” 

Figure 6-38 illustrates the relevance of completion criteria for project tasks providing 

virtually the same picture. Whereas 66% of the German respondents acknowledged the 

importance of the parameter, more than 80% of US-participants actually did not use 

prescribed completion criteria for project tasks.  
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Figure 6-38: Relevance of Parameter: Completion Criteria 

 
Most of the German firms and the US-companies that applied completion criteria to 

limit the effort of the project tasks, nearly or even fully achieved the considered project 

objective, as depicted in Figure 6-39. 

 

 
Figure 6-39: Contribution of Completion Criteria to Improve the Efficiency of the  

SSW-Implementation Process/Approach 
 
Figure 6-39 denotes that efficiently executed implementation projects are not 

necessarily dependent on a project approach which offers completion criteria for each 

project activity. To sum up, German as well US-firms in the sample were able to 
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achieve on average a medium satisfactory project efficiency, despite unavailable 

completion criteria (see Table 6-21). 

 

Relevance of the Parameter “Tool-Support - BPR-Tools for BPM” 

Figure 6-40 shows that 56% of the German participants confirmed the significance of 

BPR-tools especially for BPM. Most of them fully achieved the scheduled project 

objective, as pictured in Figure 6-41.  

 

 
Figure 6-40: Relevance of Parameter: Tool-Support - BPR-Tools for BPM 

 
However not even a quarter of the surveyed US-firms deployed such tools to improve 

the efficiency of SSW-implementation projects. As Table 6-21 indicates, those 

companies, on average, nearly reached the required project efficiency. 

 

 
Figure 6-41: Contribution of Tool-Support - BPR-Tools for BPM to Improve the Efficiency of the 

SSW-Implementation Process/Approach 
 
The data revealed that 44% of the German firms and actually more than three-quarters 

of the US-participants refused BPR-tools for processes modelling (see Figure 6-40). 

This resulted on average in a medium satisfying project efficiency (see Table 6-21). 

Nevertheless, Figure 6-41 indicates that nearly 80% of the US-firms (eleven) and all the 
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German respondents (sixteen) that almost or totally failed the project objective, did not 

deploy BPM-tools in SSW-implementation projects. 

 

6.5.12 Hypothesis H12: Process-Orientation (P4) – Methodological 

 Continuity of the Process/Approach / Complementarity of the 

 Project Deliverables (O4-1) 

The dominance of the business processes from which all other project deliverables are 

derived (P4), improves the methodological continuity of the SSW-implementation 

process/approach and thus the complementarity of the resulting project deliverables in 

terms of process-orientation (O4-1). 

 

Confirmation of the Hypothesis 

The German data emphasised the correctness of the hypothesis. It proved that the 

process-oriented character of the SSW-system implementation process helped to 

produce project deliverables that are based on the requirements of the business 

processes (methodological complementarity). 

 
Objective: Complementarity of Project Deliverables 

Objective Priority 
(Mean) 

Objective Achievement 
(Mean) 

 
Correlation 

Applied Not Applied Applied Not Applied 

 
Project Parameter 

GER USA GER USA GER USA GER USA GER USA 
Process-Orientation strong no v.high high med med near med med med 

Table 6-22: Coherence between Process-Orientation (P4) – Complementarity of Deliverables (O4-1) 
 
The US-survey did not confirm the correctness of the hypothesis because there was no 

correlation between process-orientation and the underlying project goal (see Table 

6-22). 

 

Relevance of the Objective “Complementarity of the Project Deliverables” 

US-respondents indicating the relevance of process-orientation also stressed, on 

average, the high importance of the project objective. German participants even judged 

the complementarity of the project deliverables as very highly important. Both German 

and US-projects in the sample which neglected the dominance of the business processes 

attached a medium priority to the objective. 
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Relevance of the Parameter “Process-Orientation” 

Figure 6-42 shows that nearly two-thirds of the German firms but only a quarter of the 

US-companies applied a process-driven approach to implement SSW.  
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Figure 6-42: Relevance of Parameter: Process-Orientation 

 
Most of those German firms (fifty) nearly, or fully reached the required 

complementarity of the project deliverables, as illustrated in Figure 6-43. None of them 

stated that they had totally failed the project objective.  
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Figure 6-43: Contribution of Process-Orientation to the Complementarity of Deliverables 

 
Figure 6-42 shows that just 36% of the German but 76% of the US-participants did not 

continuously deal with the business processes throughout the implementation process. 

The mean value consideration clarified that this produced a medium goal achievement 

for the German firms as indicated in Table 6-22. 

 

The data revealed that US-projects, independent of whether they used a process-driven 

implementation approach, achieved on average, a medium satisfactory complementarity 

of the project deliverables (see Table 6-22). This confirms the earlier finding of the 
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missing correlation between business process-orientation and complementarity of 

project deliverables. 

 

6.5.13 Hypothesis H13: Process-Orientation (P4) – 

Support/Realisation of Strategic Objectives (O4-2) 

The process-oriented character (P4) of the SSW-implementation process helps to meet 

the company´s strategic/corporate objectives (O4-2). 

 

Confirmation of the Hypothesis 

The hypothesis was accepted based on the findings gained from the German data.  It 

was proved that process-orientation facilitates to derive measurable process 

requirements from strategic goals and thus, eases their compliance throughout the 

project. A strong impact was measured between a process-driven SSW-implementation 

approach and the realisation of corporate goals based on the implemented business 

processes (see Table 6-23). 

 
Objective: Support/Realisation of Strategic Objectives 

Objective Priority 
(Mean) 

Objective Achievement 
(Mean) 

 
Correlation 

Applied Not Applied Applied Not Applied 

 
Project Parameter 

GER USA GER USA GER USA GER USA GER USA 
Process-Orientation strong no v.high high med med near med med med 
Table 6-23: Coherence between Process-Orientation (P4)–Support of Strategic Objectives (O4-2) 

 
The US-study did not provide a significant correlation between process-orientation and 

the realisation of strategic goals. The hypothesis was thus rejected. 

 

Relevance of the Objective “Support/Realisation of Strategic Objectives” 

Both German and US-firms that stressed the significance of process-orientation, also 

emphasised a particular concern for realising strategic goals based on SSW-

implementation projects. German respondents even attached a very high priority to the 

project objective, as indicated in Table 6-23. By contrast, German and US-projects that 

were not based on a process-driven approach valued the realisation of strategic 

requirements as only of medium importance. 
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Relevance of the Parameter “Process-Orientation” 

The majority of German firms (fifty-one) that applied a process-driven project approach 

were nearly or fully able to cover the underlying strategic goals throughout the 

implementation process (see Figure 6-44).  
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Figure 6-44: Contribution of Process-Orientation to Support/Realise Strategic Objectives 

 
The figure also clarifies that fifteen from sixteen companies which did not satisfactorily 

meet the strategic requirements refused a process-oriented implementation of SSW. 

Also, strategic objectives could be covered without applying process-driven project 

approaches, namely to a medium satisfaction (see Table 6-23.) 

 

Similar to hypothesis H12, the US-study revealed that process-orientation made no 

impact on the project´s ability to deal with strategic goals. On average, the illuminated 

SSW-projects in the US-sample reached a medium satisfying coverage of strategic 

requirements, as indicated in Table 6-23. Note, this exactly complies with the earlier 

finding that process-orientation did not correlate with the realisation of strategic goals. 

 

6.5.14 Hypothesis H14: Business Process Modelling (BPM) (P1) –  

 Sufficient Information Management (O4-3) 

Comprehensive process models (P1) improve the availability of relevant information for 

the business units and employees that are affected by the implemented SSW. This again 

contributes to an improved (sufficient) information management (O4-3). 
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Confirmation of the Hypothesis 

The analysis results of the German data confirmed the correctness of the hypothesis, as 

is to be gathered from Table 6-24. The study clarified that a project marketing using 

business process models, significantly improves the external communication of the 

project. This, in turn, enabled the firms to provide the concerned business units, 

employees/users with all relevant information about the new SSW and corresponding 

process modifications. 

 
Objective: Sufficient Information Management  

Objective Priority 
(Mean) 

Objective Achievement 
(Mean) 

 
Correlation 

Applied Not Applied Applied Not Applied 

 
Project Parameter 

GER USA GER USA GER USA GER USA GER USA 
BPM strong med high high high med near near hardly med 

Table 6-24: Coherence between BPM (P1) – Sufficient Information Management (O4-3) 
 
The hypothesis was also accepted for the US-study but not as clearly as for the German. 

Table 6-24 shows that the application of process models yielded a medium impact on 

the project objective. 

 

Relevance of the Objective “Sufficient Information Management” 

German firms, in general, as well as US-participants that organised a process model-

based information management valued the objective as highly important. However, US-

projects that did not apply BPM judged the project goal as of medium importance (see 

Table 6-24). 

 

Relevance of the Parameter “Business Process Modelling” 

Figure 6-45 emphasises the particular ability of comprehensive business process models 

to support the project-external communication with organisational units and concerned 

staff. Approximately 90% of the German firms (fifty-nine) were able to improve the 

information management by means of business process models. Figure 6-45 shows that 

more than half the firms (thirty-five) completely fulfilled existing requirements on the 

information management. However, only 11% (seven) were hardly able to achieve a 

sufficient information management. On average, German participants that did not create 

business process models were hardly able to gain a sufficient information management 

(see Table 6-24). 
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Figure 6-45 indicates that the majority of the US-firms that used business process 

models nearly or completely achieved the project goal. 83% of the firms (ten) that failed 

in providing employees with suitable information about the SSW-project did not deploy 

business process models. US-projects that abstained from using process models for the 

purpose of informing employees reported medium goal satisfaction on average (see 

Table 6-24). 
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Figure 6-45: Contribution of BPM to Sufficient Information Management 

 

6.6 Summary and Conclusions 

The previous sections provided the results gained from the empirical studies which were 

conducted in the USA and Germany. The analysis of the German and the US-data 

indicated that the technical implementation of a SSW-system alone did not necessarily 

imply full project success. Numerous German and US-participants did not gain full 

project success although they mentioned a successful technical SSW-implementation. 

Therefore it was inevitable to conclude that apart from purely technical issues, further 

multifaceted project goals had to be additionally considered in order to describe the 

meaning of project success. Please note that a summary of findings and conclusions on 

the applied data collection and analysis methods is provided in appendix A.  

 

The main findings concerning the investigated research variables are summarised 

below. In this context similarities and differences between the results of both studies are 

briefly covered: 
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• The German interviewees prioritised all the objectives as highly important on 

average. The US-participants merely judged the relevance of most of the the 

investigated objectives, e.g. the improvement of the business process quality (O1) as 

of medium importance. By contrast, in particular the improvement of the IT-system 

quality (O2) which is a rather technical-driven objective was highly prioritised by the 

US-firms. 

• The German study disclosed that approximately 80% of the considered SSW-projects 

gained near or full project success. By contrast, a near or full success of the 

investigated SSW-implementation projects was achieved by only 41% of the US-

participants. On average, the surveyed German firms nearly achieved the pursued 

objectives whereas the US-respondents gained merely a medium fulfilment of the 

project goals. 

• The German survey revealed that most participants judged nearly all the investigated 

methodological parameters as relevant tasks of a SSW-implementation project. In 

this context the study clearly proved the effectiveness of each relevant parameter to 

contribute in achieving the investigated project objectives. Thus, all of the analysed 

research hypotheses were corroborated based on the collected German data. One 

main conclusion to be drawn is the suitability of the investigated SSW-

implementation projects to improve the business processes based on process-oriented 

activities such as BPM, BPA and BPO.  

 

This was also proven for the US-projects in the sample, even though the measured 

impact of BPM, BPA and BPO on improving the business process quality was not as 

strong as for the German projects. However, besides the aforementioned classical 

process-driven project activities, the majority of analysed parameters, such as the 

definition of process teams, BPR-tools, etc.: 

• were not relevant to most of the surveyed US-firms 

• were not effective to fulfil the respective goals of US-projects 

    which contradicts the findings gained from the German study. Only four hypotheses  

    were fully and two hypotheses were partly accepted for the US-data. All  

    remaining hypotheses were rejected which is a considerable difference to the German 

    results. 
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7 Development of the Semi-Process-Oriented Standard 

Software Implementation Approach 

This chapter describes an improved approach to the implementation of standard software 

which was developed based on a real project executed in cooperation with an international 

operating consulting company. Figure 7-1 shows that strengths and weaknesses of function-

oriented and process-driven implementation approaches described in chapter 4 were 

considered for the semi-process-oriented approach (semi-approach). The intention was to find 

a sophisticated compromise between both types of implementation approach. In doing so, the 

single elements of the semi-approach were derived from the design/project parameters 

constituting the conceptual framework in chapter 5 as illustrated in Figure 7-1. However, only 

the parameters which were statistically proven as being effective in achieving one or more of 

the relevant design/project objectives of the conceptual framework were considered for the 

semi-approach. In such cases each effective parameter is part of at least one, and in some 

cases more than one, research hypothesis.  
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Figure 7-1: Development of the Semi-Approach: Integration of Action Research in the Research Process 

 
The chapter commences with the objectives pursued in developing the semi-approach. The 

chapter continues with a brief overview of the consulting company that acted as the 

cooperation partner for the development of the semi-approach. As mentioned in chapter 2, 

action research does not merely aim to fulfil the academic goals of the researcher, but also 
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deals with the pragmatic requirements of the company executing the action research project. 

Therefore the specific requirements which the consulting company (cooperation partner) had 

on the semi-approach are subsequently presented in the context of the project description. 

There, the organisational project structure is distinguished from the operational project 

structure. The subsequent section then provides a rough overview of the semi-approach. The 

main part of the chapter however presents the relevant elements of the semi-approach. 

Detailed descriptions are additionally available in appendix E. Several explanations are taken 

from the author’s book.[KNÖ01] However, the semi-approach has advanced in the meantime, 

due to: 

 

• the findings gained from the empirical survey research in Germany. 

• the steering committee of the R&D-development project. These advancements are 

mentioned in the present chapter in context of the phase-specific semi-approach-elements 

(see section 7.7). 

• additional practical requirements of further domains of the cooperation partner, e.g. 

banking (see section 7.8). As these enhancements are specific to the characteristics of the 

cooperation partner, they are not covered by the PhD-version of the semi-approach.  

• the recommendations for improvements made by the interviewees during the validation 

process (see chapter 8). 

 

7.1 Chapter Objectives 

The main objective of this part of the action research is to come up with effective elements of 

an improved process-driven SSW-implementation approach which are not restricted to: 

 

• a specific company or company type 

• a specific line of business 

• a specific SSW-product of a certain SSW-vendor. 

 

With the development of the semi-approach it is intended to meet the constructive character 

of this PhD-project as emphasised in chapter 2. Therefore action research embodies a 

constructive strategy which ought to be pursued by dint of this development project. 
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Based on this development, it is proposed to yield research results of highly practical 

usability. This is to comply with the research´s relevance to practice as pointed out in the 

previous chapters. 

 

With the semi-approach it is hoped to create a sophisticated compromise between the 

function-oriented and the process-driven types of SSW-implementation processes. In this 

context it is intended to keep the advantages of each approach and to avoid most of their 

drawbacks as documented in chapter 4. 

 

The elements of the semi-approach are intended to be derived from those design/project 

parameters whose statistical relevance/significance were proven by means of the empirical 

studies documented in chapter 6. In this case, the elements of the semi-approach contribute to 

those objectives of the conceptual framework which were also proven as being relevant to the 

companies which participated in the empirical surveys. Hence the intention of this chapter is 

not to introduce the semi-approach as an all-embracing life-cycle model, but rather to a subset 

of elements that are proven to be effective to deal with the objectives that are important to 

SSW-projects. 

 

7.2 Overview of the Consulting Company / Cooperation Partner 

The cooperation partner is part of an international operating consulting enterprise with 

subsidiaries in various countries. In Germany the company belongs to the leading consulting 

service organisations for management, organisational and IT-consulting. In particular the 

execution of business process improvement projects in connection with SSW-

implementations, e.g. SAP pertains to their core business operations. The cooperation partner 

offers consulting services for various lines of businesses, such as insurance, banking, public 

management, healthcare, transport, telecommunication, etc.  

 

7.3 Description of the Research & Development Project 

The development of the semi-approach started in March 2001 in the shape of an in-house 

Research and Development project (R&D-project) without external customers. The R&D-

project was initiated by the cooperation partner´s insurance area. The SSW-insurance 

department acted as project sponsor. To date the consulting company deployed both, purely 

function-oriented as well as purely process-driven SSW-implementation approaches. The 
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inherent weaknesses of both approaches described in chapter 4 provided the motivation for 

the company´s insurance area to initiate this project. 

 

The project was halted for a period in May 2001 to replenish lack of personnel in important 

customer projects with employees from the R&D-project. After analysing the results of the 

empirical study in Germany the R&D-project was continued in October 2003. In March 2004 

the project was terminated with the first applicable productive version of the semi-approach. 

 

7.3.1 Outline of Project Requirements defined by the Cooperation Partner 

In addition to the aims and objectives of the research project mentioned in section 7.1, 

additional requirements were formulated for the consulting company itself. However, in some 

cases those requirements were not generalisable as they were specifically related to the 

insurance domain and/or to a certain SSW-product.38 Those specific requirements needed to 

be extracted from the scope of the PhD-project. In the following some of the most important 

requirements of the cooperation partner are briefly explained: 

 

The increasingly intensified competition in the SSW-consulting market (especially in the 

insurance domain) frequently forces consulting companies, such as the cooperation partner to 

offer SSW-implementation projects at a competitive fixed-price. However, in the past, several 

fixed-price SSW-projects in the insurance domain were undertaken unprofitably. Therefore it 

was a particular requirement of the cooperation partner to create a project method which: 

 

• enables the organisation to offer SSW-projects at a competitive fixed-price to their 

customers in the insurance domain, and 

• simultaneously forces the project team to keep the project within the boundaries of the 

budget. This virtually corresponds to the objective “economic efficiency” which was also 

part of the conceptual framework described in chapter 5. 

 

                                                 
38 The SSW-insurance department of the cooperation partner executed projects which were concerned with the 
implementation of SSW-products particularly provided by one of the world-wide leading SSW-vendors. The 
respective SSW-vendor provides specific ERP-modules for each core insurance process. All ERP-modules are 
part of the SSW-vendor´s reference architecture for the insurance business. 
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In this context a reduction of skilled staff (process experts, SSW-experts), particularly 

necessary for the execution of process-driven SSW-implementation projects, was requested 

(see chapter 4).  

 

Often customers from the SSW-insurance department demand a cost-benefit analysis shortly 

after the SSW-implementation project has started. For these cases the cooperation partner 

required a SSW-implementation approach which additionally provides activities for 

performing a cost-benefit analysis covering the following key performance indicators: 

 

• Cost-Comparison Method and Capital Value (Net Payment Value – NPV) 

• Amortisation Calculation (Payback Period) and Internal Rate of Return (IRR) 

• Cash Flow Calculation (ROI-Calculation) and Total Cost of Ownership 

 

Although this is an important aspect, it is not considered by the thesis because it is not directly 

related to process-orientation. 

 

Due to the absence of proper method support, the consulting company frequently failed to 

exploit the process improvement potential implied by specific SSW-products for the 

insurance business. As a consequence the SSW-insurance department executed many SSW-

implementation projects in a mainly technical-driven way. Therefore it was stipulated that the 

new approach needs to support the project team in analysing, modelling and optimising 

relevant business processes.  

 

The SSW-implementation approach should apply templates for all relevant project results, 

such as process models, business and technical concepts, user training material, parameter 

settings, test cases in order to reduce project duration times and project costs. These results 

are specific to the insurance domain and to the particular SSW-product(s) of a certain SSW-

manufacturer. Thus, they were not considered by the PhD-project. 

 

Due to the fact that SSW-based reference processes are often available in the shape of event-

driven process chains, the cooperation partner required that BPM-support should also be 

based on event-driven process chains. Thus, the ARIS-BPM-tool must be integrated into the 

new approach (see sections 7.6.6, 7.7.1) 
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The implementation method should use the cooperation partner´s data base consisting of best 

practice business processes from the insurance domain for collection and disbursement, 

claims management, commission handling, policy management. Furthermore, the 

implementation method should be capable of interacting with the consulting company´s 

methods/tools for a cross-stage quality management, project management and controlling. All 

elements of the approach, such as tools, check lists, guidelines, templates, process models, 

etc. should be made available via the company´s intranet. As these requirements are specific 

to the system environment of the cooperation partner, they were not considered by the thesis. 

 

7.3.2 Organisational Project Structure 

The project team consisted of three SSW-consultants from the insurance domain and two 

employees from the cross-industry SSW-competence centre. Another two team members 

came from the quality management department which was also responsible for life-cycle 

models, methods, tools. The author of the thesis acted as project manager (see Figure 7-2).  
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Legend:

The author of thesis acts as project manager Reports to 

Provides initial information;

no active project participation

 
Figure 7-2: Organisational Project Structure–Action Research: Development of Semi-Approach 

 
It was not intended to involve further branches, e.g. banking in order to keep the project costs 

and complexity manageable. Hence it was not required by the cooperation partner to create a 

company-wide SSW-implementation approach which covered the specific requirements of all 

branches. 
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The insurance consultants and the SSW-competence centre staff were scheduled with 30% 

and 20% project capacity, respectively. The insurance consultants formulated the 

requirements on the implementation method in context of the SSW-products belonging to the 

cooperation partner´s range of insurance consulting services. The SSW-competence centre 

staff had to make sure that the implementation approach could be generalised to software 

products of different SSW-vendors. The project team members from the quality management 

department worked four days a week on the project. They were responsible for realising the 

requirements which were taken up. Here, the cooperation partner´s specific guidelines for the 

development of methods and life-cycle models had to be taken into consideration. 

 
Consultants of other domains did not take an active part in the project. One representative of 

each relevant industry merely provided initial information with respect to the implementation 

methods utilised in SSW-projects beyond the insurance domain. Twice a month the project 

manager/author provided a status report to the steering committee about the project progress, 

problems and open issues which had to be decided on. The steering committee was 

represented by the leader of the quality management department and the leader of the SSW-

insurance department. 

 

7.3.3 Operational Project Organisation 

The project comprised four separate phases as given in Figure 7-3. 
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Figure 7-3: Operational Project Organisation–Action Research: Development of Semi-Approach 
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Requirements Analysis 

In the initial project stage which took four weeks, the requirements (mainly provided by the 

insurance consultants), were developed and checked for feasibility. The identification and 

definition of feasible requirements were based on several workshops involving insurance 

consultants and staff from the quality management department. After resumption of the R&D-

project in October 2003, a two-week requirements analysis was again conducted. This was to 

derive demands on the semi-approach obtained from the results of the empirical study. 

 

The result was a target specification comprising prioritised requirements to be realised by 

means of the semi-approach. It was intended to separate the following types of requirements: 

 

• Generalisable requirements to be considered by the PhD-project which are based on the 

chapter objectives mentioned in section 7.1. Those requirements were based on the 

parameters of the conceptual framework which were statistically proven as effective. 

• Specific requirements as given in section 7.3.1 which partly correspond to the 

characteristics of the cooperation partner, the insurance domain, and the insurance-specific 

SSW-products that are deployed for the collection and disbursement processes, claims and 

policy management. 

 

Conceptual Design/Conception Stage 

The conceptual design stipulated exactly how to realise the previously specified requirements 

in the form of the semi-approach. One important aspect was to conceptualise how to convert 

the relevant parameters of the conceptual framework into the elements of the semi-approach. 

In this context it was essential that a single parameter could be converted into at least one or 

sometimes more than one semi-approach-element. The respective conceptual design tasks are 

presented in Figure 7-3. 

 

Realisation 

The realisation stage covered all activities to do with: 

 

• creating the conceptualised elements that constitute the semi-approach 

• embedding the semi-approach the into the existing method and tool environment of the 

cooperation partner 
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• implementing the accessibility of the semi-approach via the cooperation partner´s intranet. 

 

Verification 

Due to the fact that the validation of the semi-approach could not be scheduled within the 

scope of this R&D-project, specific verification workshops were executed. In these 

workshops the project team introduced all elements of the semi-approach to the consultants of 

the SSW-insurance department. In this context a few prioritised change requests were defined 

which required a return to the previous project stages. Nevertheless, at the end of the 

verification stage the steering committee was recommended to adopt the semi-approach to the 

company´s method-data base and to release the semi-approach for the operative project 

business. 

 

7.4 Semi-Approach - Overview 

The semi-approach is based on the basic phases of the SSW-implementation life-cycle as 

indicated by Knöll et al.[KNÖ01] 
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Figure 7-4: Simplified Phases of the Semi-Process-Oriented SSW-Implementation Approach[KNÖ01] 

 
As depicted in Figure 7-4, the technical and the domain-specific elements have been 

compared with respect to their importance in the project’s progress. Domain specific elements 

address, for instance, design decisions for business processes and requirements on the 

functional conception of the SSW. Such elements are relevant for the early phases of the 

project.  
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A technical focus becomes more relevant as the project moves into the realisation phase in 

which parameterisation concepts and program specifications have to be realised and tested. 

However, even the conceptual phases have to take into consideration fundamental technical 

elements such as technical interfaces to collaborating systems, data migration, the overall IT-

architecture, etc. as they may have a significant influence on later realisation activities. 

Prototyping is an accompanying project activity for single business processes that might be 

realised by means of the SSW for demonstration purposes. Each of the three phases covers in 

principle the same elements of interest with a different level of detail.[KNÖ01] This is 

illustrated in Figure 7-4 and in Table 7-1.39 The table shows how the elements are addressed 

during the project´s execution. Comprehensive explanations of the elements which are in the 

scope of the PhD-project are provided in the following sections. 

 
Phase-Specific Elements of the Semi-Approach 

Element of 
Interest 

Phase 1: Preliminary 
Conception 

Phase 2: Detailed 
Conception 

Phase 3: 
Realisation 

Scope of 
PhD-Proj. 

 
 

Process Design 
(E8,E9,E10) 

 

• Process analysis 
based on process 
modelling 

• Process optimi-
sation based on 
process modelling 

• Refinement of AS-
IS-, ideal-, and 
target processes 

• Concept of 
organisational 
changes 

Implementation of 
target processes is not 
directly covered by the 
semi-approach40 

Yes 

 
 

Functional 
Design 
(E11) 

 

• Identification of 
relevant SSW-
functions 

• Analysis of 
functional 
requirements 

• Conception of initial 
SSW-based 
solutions 

Refinement of funct. 
design in terms of 
specification of: 
• configurable 

solutions 
• non-configurable 

solutions 
• required data 

entities 

Technical realisation of 
• configurable and  
• non-configurable 

solutions 

Yes 

 
 

Training 

• Identification of 
groups to be trained, 
e.g. key-user 

• Analysis of topics to 
be trained 

• Execution of project 
team training 

• Preparation of 
training material 

• Creation of SSW-
prototype for 
training purposes 

• Execution of key-
user training 

Execution of end user 
training 

No 

 
Authorisation 

Derivation of job 
profiles from target 
processes 

• Derivation of SSW-
relevant roles 

• Definition of autho- 
risation profiles 

 

Implementation of 
authorisation profiles 
and their assignment to 
users 

No 

                                                 
39 The semi-approach comprises further phase-specific elements, e.g. cost benefit analysis, data migration, user 
training (see Table 7-1). However, as these elements are not related to the research variables/design parameters 
given in chapter 5, they are not within the scope of the thesis. Phase-independent elements of the semi-approach, 
e.g. regarding the structure of the project organisation are explained in the following sections. 
40 The implementation of target processes is not usually part of a SSW-implementation project although it 
implies organisational changes. However, a SSW-implementation project might support accompanying 
organisational projects that implement new organisational structures and a process organisation based on 
optimised target processes.  
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Phase-Specific Elements of the Semi-Approach 
Element of 

Interest 
Phase 1: Preliminary 

Conception 
Phase 2: Detailed 

Conception 
Phase 3: 

Realisation 
Scope of 

PhD-Proj. 
 

Interfaces/Tech-
nical Integration 

(E12) 
 

• Identification and 
analysis of relevant 
interfaces 

• Rough conception 
of interface 
functions and 
functional binding 
of legacy systems 

Specification of: 
• logical interface 

structures 
• relevant 

interfaces/interface 
programs 

• required legacy sys- 
tem modifications 

Realisation of:  
• interface programs 
• legacy system 

modifications 
• extensions of the 

SSW-interface for 
additionally 
required attributes 

Yes 

 
 

Testing 
(E13) 

 

• Rough test planning • Detailed test 
planning 

• Identification of test 
objects 

• Specification of test 
cases 

• Creation of test data 
• Execution of tests 
• Creation of error 

documentation 

Yes 

 
 
 

Data Migration 

• Identification and 
analysis of data 
entities and amount 
of data to be 
migrated 

• Rough conception 
of a migration 
strategy 

• Definition of data 
migration rules for 
data mapping / 
converting 

• Selection of data 
migration tools 

• Verification of 
legacy data´s quality 

Execution of data 
migration 

No 

 
 
 

Cost Benefit 
Analysis 

• Identification and 
selection of relevant 
analysis methods 

• Quantification of 
parameters in terms 
of costs and benefits 

• Calculation of 
relevant ratios 

n.a. n.a. No 

Table 7-1: Phase-specific Elements of the Semi-Approach 
adapted from [KNÖ01] 

 
Generally the preliminary conception starts with the process design covering a process 

analysis and optimisation which is the basis for the following IT-/software function design 

and all further conception and realisation elements. That means the semi-process-oriented 

life-cycle is driven by business processes. However, contrary to purely process-driven project 

life-cycles, the semi-approach does not perform the functional conception and realisation for a 

single business process in isolation of the remaining processes. A software function is treated 

for all processes that use this function [KNÖ01] including all inter-functional forward and 

backward dependencies as well as intra-functional dependencies as indicated in Figure 7-5.  

 

The project´s view will be temporarily switched to a more function-oriented view, i.e. the so-

called semi-process-oriented view. The semi-process-oriented view is based on a new 

construct, which is named process-function-context (PFC). A PFC represents the execution of 

a business function, which is frequently realised as an IT-/SSW-function, within one 

particular business process. Note that one business function might be executed within 
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different business processes which may lead to several or even numerous PFCs as illustrated 

in Figure 7-5. Each business process could have specific requirements on the same business 

function, i.e. each business process requires a more or less particular execution of the same 

function. Therefore the functional requirements of a certain process are developed for each 

PFC. They will be consolidated with the requirements of other business processes. [KNÖ01] 
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Figure 7-5: Semi-Process-Oriented Principle of Process-Function-Contexts[KNÖ01] 

 
The example given in Figure 7-6 illustrates the semi-process-oriented implementation of 

business functions based on the SSW-system which specifically realises the collection and 

disbursement processes (billing processes) of insurances companies.  
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Figure 7-6: Semi-Process-Oriented Principle of Process-Function-Contexts – Example 
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As illustrated the SSW-functions 1, 3 and 6 are used by more than one of the business 

processes. SSW-function 6 “clear open items”, for instance, is executed within the collection 

and disbursement processes “new business/initial premium”, “contract renewal/renewal 

premium” and “voluntary payment” where each process has its own requirements on the 

execution of function 6. Thus the functional requirements of the processes 1, 2 and 3 need to 

be developed for each of the resulting PFCs, i.e. PFCs 1.6, 2.6 and 3.6. In this context the 

SSW-function 6 needs to be carefully consolidated in light of the resulting intra-functional 

dependencies in order to support business processes 1, 2 and 3 in a correct way. This causes 

iteration of single activities within a project phase in particular for the functional design. 

However, it does not lead to an iterative execution of all project phases. In contrast to the 

purely process-oriented approach, the entire system will not be developed incrementally. Yet, 

the main result types, such as the blueprint concept and the software specification are based 

on business processes. Therefore the PFCs 1.3, 2.3 and 3.1 need to additionally address the 

respective process-induced backward dependencies and the PFC 4.5 the forward dependency 

caused by the influencing PFC 4.2. 
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Figure 7-7: Semi-Process-Oriented SSW-Configuration 

adapted from [KNÖ01] 
 
Although the realisation phase is carried out once, each SSW-function will be parameterised 

repeatedly for every process, i.e. for all relevant PFCs. Figure 7-7 takes up the previous 

example and indicates the configuration and consolidation of single SSW-functions which are 

grouped according to function clusters. Although not all the illustrated SSW-functions are 
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used by the processes in the example, it is assumed that there are additional business 

processes which require the parameterisation41 of further SSW-functions. However, in the 

example it is assumed that the business processes “new business/initial premium”, “renewal 

premium” and “voluntary payment” are based on different and partly conflicting business 

rules with respect to the clearing of open debit posting items with payment entries. The SSW-

function “clear open items” therefore needs to be configured according to the requirements of 

the PFCs 1.6, 2.6 and 3.6. This requires a process of iterative configuration per PFC and 

consolidation of conflicting intra-functional dependencies. [KNÖ01] This process will be 

described in more detail in section 7.7.4. 

 

7.5 Assignment of Semi-Approach-Elements to Design Parameters 

The semi-approach comprises two categories of elements: phase-independent and phase-

specific elements. In the following each semi-approach-element of each category is assigned 

to those design/project parameters which were proven as statistically relevant/significant. The 

following tables therefore show for each semi-approach-element the corresponding design 

parameters and the supported project objectives as well as the assigned statistically confirmed 

hypotheses.  

 
Semi-Process-Oriented SSW-Impl.-Approach Supported Research Variables 
Phase-Independent Semi-Approach-Element Parameter Objective Hypothesis 
No. Denotation Denotation No. No. No. 
E1 Semi-Process-Orientation  Process-Orientation P4 O4-1,O4-2 H12,H13 

E2 
Semi-Process-Oriented Project Org. 
Process-based Project Team Structure 
and Composition 

Project Team Structure 
and Composition 

P8 
P9 

O1,O2 H4,H9 

E3 
Semi-Process-Oriented Project Org. - 
Rotational Team Member Assignment 

n.a. 

E4 Star-Shaped Communication Structure 
Project Team-Internal 
Communication Structure 

P10 O1,O2 H5,H10 

E5 Tailoring Tailoring  P5 O3 H11 
E6 Readiness and Completion Criteria Completion Criteria P6 O3 H11 

E7 
Tool-Support of: 
• Software-based tools 
• Software-independent tools 

Tool-Support  P7 O3 H11 

Table 7-2: Assignment of Phase-Independent Semi-Approach-Elements to Research Variables 
 

Table 7-2 outlines the phase-independent elements of the semi-approach which are relevant 

throughout the SSW-implementation process. These elements refer to the organisational 

structure of the project and to the characteristics of the SSW-implementation process. They do 

                                                 
41 The configuration of SSW-functions according to customer-specific requirements is based on parameter 
settings which must be filled in configuration tables existing for each SSW-function. Thus the SSW-
configuration is often named “parameterisation” or “customising”.  
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not refer to tasks/activities to be done by the project team. The rotational team member 

assignment (E3) is a special feature of the semi-process-oriented project organisation and not 

covered by any of the design parameters given in Table 7-2. 

 

Table 7-1 and Table 7-3 indicate the phase-specific elements. These elements, such as BPA, 

are not (equally) relevant in each project phase. Elements, e.g. functional design which are 

applied in all phases are covered with a phase-specific level of detail as already mentioned in 

section 7.4. Contrary to the phase-independent semi-approach-elements, the phase-specific 

elements refer to executable project tasks/activities.  

 
Semi-Process-Oriented SSW-Impl.Approach Supported Research Variables 

Phase-Specific Semi-Approach-Element Parameter Objective Hypothesis 
No. Denotation Phase Denotation No. No. No. 

E8 
Business Process 
Modelling 

Preliminary, 
Detailed 
Conception 

Business Process 
Modelling 

P1 
O1,O2, 
O4-3 

H1,H6, 
H14 

E9 
Business Process 
Analysis 

Preliminary 
Conception 

(AS-IS) Business Process 
Analysis 

P2 O1,O2 H2,H7 

E10 
Business Process 
Optimisation 

Preliminary 
Conception 

Business Process 
Optimisation 

P3 O1,O2 H3,H8 

E11 Functional Design 

Preliminary, 
Detailed 
Conception, 
Realisation 

n.a. 

E12 
Interfaces/Technical 
Integration 

Preliminary, 
Detailed 
Conception, 
Realisation 

n.a. 

E13 Testing 

Preliminary, 
Detailed 
Conception, 
Realisation 

n.a. 

Table 7-3: Assignment of Phase-Specific Semi-Approach-Elements to Research Variables 
 
Table 7-3 clarifies that elements E11,E12,E13 are not directly derived from significant design 

parameters. As these elements are based on process-function-contexts, they can be considered 

as a consequence resulting from the semi-process-oriented character of the semi-approach. 

 

7.6 Phase-Independent Semi-Approach-Elements 

The following explanations summarise the characteristics of each phase-independent semi-

approach-element. In some cases it was necessary during this R&D-project to take particular 

actions, for example due to the intervention of the steering committee. These cases are also 

included in the following explanations.  
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7.6.1 Element E1: Semi-Process-Orientation 

As mentioned earlier the semi-process-oriented character of the implementation approach is 

represented by the sophisticated compromise between process-orientation and function-

orientation. This compromise is given by the semi-approach´s main construct, the so-called 

process-function-contexts (PFC) which are derived from the business processes in the process 

design stage. The PFC which combines a process view as well as a functional focus, is the 

unique selling point of the approach, i.e. the PFC is the special distinguishing mark towards 

function-oriented and process-driven SSW-implementation approaches. Most of the activities, 

tools and templates, etc. which are unique to the semi-approach are based on the PFC-

construct. All result types that are to be produced during the different phases of a semi-

process-oriented SSW-implementation project are derived from the PFCs. [KNÖ01] 

However, the intentions of this project is not to provide a completely novel SSW-

implementation approach without reusing valuable concepts, techniques, tools, etc. from 

existing function-oriented and process-driven project life-cycle models. Thus, the already 

mentioned compromise does also imply to adopt, i.e. to reuse proven elements, such as BPA 

and BPO procedures, questionnaires and interviews, etc. Therefore, apart from concepts, 

techniques, etc. that are unique to the semi-approach, some semi-approach-elements also 

include techniques, etc. that are in common use for: 

  

• either function-oriented or process-driven SSW-implementation projects 

• function-oriented as well as process-driven SSW-implementation projects. 

 

The main difference to traditional approaches entails that the reused/adopted techniques are 

concretised according to the requirements of the single semi-approach-elements. For instance, 

the semi-approach provides BPA-questionnaires and corresponding guidelines covering 

specific questions, etc. to guide the project team in developing the requirements on the 

collection and disbursement processes of insurance companies. Function-oriented and 

process-oriented life-cycle models usually recommend using questionnaires for BPA only. 

Normally, they do not provide concrete support in the shape of structured questionnaires with 

ready-made questions for specific issues. 
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Table 7-2 showed that semi-process-orientation is related to/derived from the research 

variable/design parameter “process-orientation” (P4) of the conceptual framework. It is 

therefore assumed that semi-process-orientation also contributes to the objectives: 

 

•  “complementarity of the project deliverables” and thus to the “methodological continuity” 

of the applied SSW-implementation approach (O4-1) 

•  “support/realisation of strategic objectives” (O4-2) 

 

according to the hypotheses H12,H13 which were confirmed by the German empirical study. 

 

All semi-approach-elements are dominated by the semi-process-oriented character. The 

multifaceted character of semi-process-orientation is therefore reflected by the different semi-

approach-elements which again constitute the semi-approach. Thus any action taken in the 

course of this project is presented in context of the respective semi-approach-elements. 

 

7.6.2 Elements E2,E3: Semi-Process-Oriented Project Organisation 

Not least because of the results of the empirical survey research all participants of the R&D-

project agreed that the project organisation would be an important ingredient of the semi-

approach. The requirements analysis revealed no significant differences between the 

cooperation partner´s needs and the PhD-project requirements on the semi-process-oriented 

project organisation. Thus the R&D-project team members of the quality management 

department conceptualised a solution according to the indentified requirements. The main 

parts of the conceptualised project organisation are briefly mentioned in the following: 

 

The structure and composition of the semi-process-oriented project organisation is based on 

well-organised committees as given in Figure 7-8, which are partly derived from the various 

implementation approaches of the cooperation partner. The depicted committees differ by 

their life span. The project team, steering committee, advisory board, and the executive 

project management exist only for the project’s duration. Project office, SSW-competence 

centre (SSW-CC), and task-force will be maintained independently of a single project, since 

they offer their services to many projects. The semi-approach additionally recommends a 

proven distribution of responsibilities between the involved project committees of a SSW-

implementation project [KNÖ01] (see appendix E). 
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The establishment of an additional task-force with highly skilled and long-term experienced 

consultants was initiated by the author/leader of the R&D-project. Task-force members 

contribute to solving extraordinarily sophisticated, complex and often unforeseeable problems 

which cannot be covered by the permanent project staff. They participate temporarily on site 

to create a proper solution for the customer. This is contrary to the SSW-CC which 

exclusively provides permanent remote SSW-technical support to SSW-projects without 

customer contact. 

 

ProcessTeam B
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SSW-CC
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Project Team
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ProcessTeam A
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Key-User
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Legacy-System-Developer

Project Administrator

Domain Team

 
Figure 7-8: Semi-Process-Oriented Project Organisation[KNÖ01] 

 
Unfortunately, the steering committee did not approve the conceptualised solution for a 

project organisation during its meeting at the end of the conceptual design phase. They 

particularly rejected the establishment of a project task-force for the following reasons: 

 

• To have highly-skilled specialists available for temporary and unpredictable/non-plannable 

project participations will probably lead to an insufficient degree of resource utilisation. 

However, as such highly-skilled consultants are very cost-intensive the steering committee 

claimed that a high degree of resource utilisation must be ensured so that the consulting 

company´s SSW-insurance department can achieve its ambitious profitability targets. 

• However, if such experts are not reserved for unpredictable task-force project 

deployments, they can probably not be removed from other SSW-implementation projects 

on time in order to undertake temporary task-force responsibilities. 
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Subsequent to the steering committee meeting the author/leader of the R&D-project and one 

R&D-project team member analysed the SSW-implementation projects which had been 

executed by the SSW-insurance department of the cooperation partner during the last five 

years. In this context the following aspects were investigated: 

 

• What sort of special problems had to be addressed by consulting the project task-force? 

• In which phases of the SSW-implementation project task-force members were required? 

• How many person-days did it take to address each of the identified problems? 

 

Based on this data the author/leader of the R&D-project created a catalogue with special 

tasks/problems assigned to project phases and handling time (person-days). In this context the 

author additionally anticipated the extraordinarily ambitious project tasks due to the semi-

process-oriented character of future SSW-implementation projects. For example, the complex 

and sophisticated consolidation of inter-functional and intra-functional dependencies will 

probably require temporarily involving task-force experts who support the permanent project 

team. In the next steering committee meeting the author/leader of the R&D-project was able 

to demonstrate the predictability and thus the ability to plan/schedule the required 

involvements of task-force experts in SSW-implementation projects. Based on the provided 

information the steering committee approved the creation of a task-force group as part of the 

semi-process-oriented project organisation. 

 

Nevertheless, basic elements of the semi-process-oriented project organisation are: 

 

• Process-based project team structure and composition (E2) 

• Semi-process-oriented rotational team member assignment (E3). 

 

Table 7-2 clarified that the semi-approach-element E2 is derived from the design parameters 

P8,P9. Due to the hypotheses H4,H9 which were confirmed by the empirical research study in 

Germany, the objectives “improvement of business process quality” (O1) and “improvement 

of IT-system quality” (O2) are fostered by the element E2. As element E3 enhances the semi-

process-oriented project organisation it is expected that the rotational team member 

assignment also contributes to achieving the objectives O1,O2. This is despite the fact that 

element E3 was not directly derived from a significant design parameter (see Table 7-2).  
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7.6.2.1 Element E2: Process-Based Project Team Structure and Composition 

Contrary to the function-oriented SSW-implementation process, the semi-approach implied 

project organisation is not based on function cluster-oriented sub-project teams. It utilises 

process teams which are responsible for the analysis, optimisation and the SSW-based 

implementation of entire business processes for which specific project roles have been 

defined.[KNÖ05] According to the semi-approach a project team consists of a professional 

project manager/leader, repository manager, legacy system developer(s), etc. as well as 

several process teams, which are established in dependence of the identified business 

processes. Depending on the project complexity, the semi-approach guidelines restrict the 

number of processes which are to be assigned to a single process team to a maximum of three. 

This is based on the findings gained during the requirements analysis workshops which 

illuminated the complexity of the insurance business processes that had been frequently 

implemented by means of SSW in previous projects of the cooperation partner. The semi-

approach suggests that the project management role should be shared by an internal employee 

and an external consultant.[KNÖ01] This shared project management had been proven in 

numerous SSW-implementation projects and was thus adopted by the semi-approach. 

 

During the steering committee meeting in the conceptual design phase there was a 

controversial discussion on the necessity and the feasibility to establish process teams. The 

leader of the SSW-insurance department argued that the available consultants do not provide 

sufficient skills to execute, in particular, the process-oriented project tasks adequately. It was 

stressed that this was due to the fact that SSW-implementation projects of the cooperation 

partner were always carried out in a function-oriented way regardless of the underlying 

business processes. Accordingly, the SSW-consultants were trained in professional, SSW-

technical and methodological respects to implement SSW-systems based on functions or 

function clusters, respectively. Yet, the intention of the R&D-project was that the semi-

process-oriented project organisation should strive for involving customer employees such as 

key-users in process teams. However, the key-users should be able to cover all the project 

tasks including those which are related to the process-driven character of the SSW-

implementation process. Whether or not this would be realistic, strongly depends on the 

degree to which the customer company is already based on a process organisation. To clarify 

this issue, the author/leader of the R&D-project analysed the projects (SSW and non-SSW-

projects) which had been executed by the company´s insurance area during the previous five 

years. For this purpose the organisational structure of forty-five Swiss, Austrian and German 
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insurance companies were considered. The analysis revealed that just two insurance 

companies totally implemented a process organisation with process teams ensuring a case-

closing processing. Figure 7-9 shows that nineteen of the forty-five considered insurance 

companies partly realised a process organisation whereas the major part, 54%, had not yet 

started to migrate to a process organisation although most of them were willing to do so.  

 

Process organisation is not implemented

Process organisation partly exists

Process organisation is fully implemented

19 firms
42%

24 firms
54%

2 firms
4%

 
Figure 7-9: Frequency Scale – Degree of Process Organisation 

 
The R&D-project team members of the quality management department validated the results 

by making inquiries with other lines of the cooperation partner, namely banking and the 

industrial sector. The response showed that banks and companies of the industrial sector have 

often realised process-oriented organisational structures to a similar extent of the insurance 

companies. Therefore the author/leader of the R&D-project decided to pursue two variants for 

creating a process-based project team. These consider the degree to which a company is 

already based on a process organisation in order to derive process teams for a SSW-

implementation project: (Details see appendix E) 

 

• Variant 1: Process organisation partly exists 

• Variant 2: Process organisation is not yet implemented 

 

The common element of both variants is the process team which needs to be composed of a 

process owner and if necessary several key-users. Each key-user cooperates with one SSW-

expert for one SSW-/IT-function or more than one function of the same SSW-function cluster 

if utilised by a single business process. As SSW-experts usually cannot be provided by the 

customers, the author/project leader recommended that experienced SSW-consultants be 

engaged. Both, the key-user and the SSW-expert form a tandem. Each process team consists 

of several tandems according to the number of different SSW-function clusters which are 

involved in a single business process. All tandems are required to conceptualise and realise 

the functions of the new SSW-system. [KNÖ01] 
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7.6.2.2 Element E3: Rotational Team Member Assignment 

A historically evolved functional division of labour in many (insurance) companies has 

yielded experts for single activities occurring in many processes. To invalidate the criticisms 

of the steering committee regarding the lack of skilled staff for process teams, the 

author/leader of the R&D-project suggested that the key-user´s functional knowledge is 

usually applicable to several processes.  

 

To validate this statement one SSW-insurance consultant from the R&D-project analysed the 

SSW-implementation projects, carried out by the SSW-insurance department during the last 

five years42. The investigated projects were organised in a function-oriented way which 

means the application domain to be covered by the SSW was divided into function clusters. In 

most cases one key-user was responsible to conceptualise and realise the requirements of the 

entire application domain43 to be met by the SSW-functions of one function cluster. In semi-

process-oriented projects the same application domain is represented by corresponding 

business processes. To estimate the composition of the requirements in semi-process-oriented 

SSW-implementation projects additional experts for insurance business processes were 

consulted to the R&D-project: 

 

• Approximately 70% of the requirements were estimated to be function-oriented which do 

not consider process induced requirements resulting from intra-functional and inter-

functional dependencies. It is thus assumed that a key-user who is responsible for a certain 

function cluster can cover this type of requirements for all processes that use this SSW-

function cluster. 

• Approximately 30% of the requirements were supposed to be process-oriented and mainly 

caused by the consolidation of intra-functional and inter-functional dependencies. In this 

context it was estimated that a key-user without being familiar with the underlying 

business processes and without a process-oriented thinking would probably not be able to 

cope with this type of requirements completely. However, it is expected that the guidance 

and support provided by the respective process owners will help the key-users to gradually 

deal with the process-induced requirements in the course of the project. 

 

                                                 
42 nine projects covered the collection and disbursement processes and two referred to the claims management  
43 e.g. collection and disbursement, claims management, policy management 
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Not least because of the major part of function-oriented requirements, it appears to be sensible 

to assign certain key-users to more than one process team in order to utilise their functional 

knowledge for the realisation of all relevant processes. Such a rotational assignment of team 

members is also applicable to SSW-experts who implement a SSW-/IT-function in more than 

one PFC. Therefore the semi-approach arranges the rotational team member assignment for 

entire tandems provided that the same or similar SSW-/IT-functions (of the same function 

cluster) occur in different processes.[KNÖ01] Insofar such a team member rotation exactly 

constitutes the semi-process-oriented character of the implementation approach where the 

process-oriented view is temporarily switched to a more function-oriented focus. This is 

exemplarily shown in Figure 7-10 where tandem 1 takes the responsibility for realising the 

SSW-/IT-function 1 for all PFCs that result from the common utilisation of function 1 in all 

three business processes.  
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Figure 7-10: Rotational Team Member Assignment between Process Teams[KNÖ01] 

 
A rotational assignment of key-users and SSW-experts to several process teams is a 

peculiarity of the semi-approach in order to utilise the usually function-oriented expert 

knowledge in a process-driven way. This is contrary to the function-oriented and process-

oriented types of SSW-implementation approaches (see chapter 4) which do not consider the 

assignment of a single team member to more than one sub-project team/process team. 
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The semi-approach guidelines suggest a rotational team member assignment, if the company 

has partially, but not completely implemented a process organisation (variant 1) or not yet 

started to migrate to all-round processing teams (variant 2). In both cases the more or less 

pronounced lack of skilled staff with a broad and deep process knowledge and system know-

how should be (partially) compensated by means of a rotational assignment of SSW-experts 

and key-users. To support process owners and the related tandems one or more domain teams 

composed of experienced professional experts with a broad view on the application domain 

should be established. Domain team support, such as providing information on dependencies 

and interfaces between process functions is especially important in the case of variant 2 where 

process-experienced staff, in particular process owners are not sufficiently available (at least) 

in the early project stages.[KNÖ01] 

 

7.6.3 Element E4: Star-Shaped Communication Structure 

This semi-approach-element is related to the research variable/design parameter P10 of the 

conceptual framework and is supposed to support achieving the design objectives 

“improvement of business process quality” (O1) and “improvement of IT-systems” (O2). This 

is based on the confirmed hypotheses H5,H10.  

 

The semi-approach adopts the claim for a star-shaped communication structure as argued by 

Strommer[STR01] and Knöll et al.[KNÖ05]. By contrast, the implementation approaches 

which were described in chapter 4 did not provide any hints for the development of project 

team- internal communication structures. The semi-approach guidelines assume that process 

owners are responsible for coordinating the communication between team members as they 

have internalised the processes, their implications and the mutual dependencies between 

activities.[KNÖ01] 

 

A process owner covers an important part in the overall process design. Key-users and SSW-

experts may also attend the process design stages, but their particular responsibilities are for 

the later functional conception and parameterisation of the system. As mentioned earlier, 

several key-users may be assigned to the IT-/SSW-functions. Interfaces between IT-/SSW-

functions and the side effects of parameterisation require decisions to be made by several 

different team members. Thus the semi-approach suggests that process owners coach their 

team members on the inter-functional dependencies between functions and decide which team 

members need to cooperate to ensure interlocking IT-/SSW-functions.[KNÖ01] 
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The cooperation and coordination between the key users/SSW-experts of different tandems is 

based on a centralised project team structure with a star-shaped communication as illustrated 

in Figure 7-11. Information flows will be dynamically initiated by the process owner as 

required. Team members temporarily cooperate to solve the open functional integration and 

interface questions. Figure 7-11 clarifies that a permanent communication channel is 

established only between tandems and the process owner. In contrast to a network 

communication model, which promotes equal knowledge acquisition of all team members, a 

star-shaped communication limits knowledge transfer to selected team members providing 

partial system information for system induced tuning needs. The star-shaped/centralised 

communication structure is another element to reduce the implications of lacking staff, who 

are familiar with the business processes to be implemented.[KNÖ01] 

 

 
Figure 7-11: Star-shaped Communication Structure[KNÖ01] 

 
Yet, the cooperation partner has always carried out SSW-implementation projects on the basis 

of a network communication model. Thus highly-skilled key-users and SSW-experts with a 

long-term project experience are accustomed to an unregulated project communication. They 

may consider a controlled communication via a certain process owner/process team leader as 

paternalism to some extent which possibly affects their motivation, etc. Thus the author/leader 

of the R&D-project stressed that the semi-approach guidelines must explicitly strive the 

management of the SSW-implementation project to explain the previously described necessity 

for a star-shaped communication structure already during the project-kick-off meeting. 
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7.6.4 Element E5: Tailoring  

This semi-approach-element aims to address the claims for flexibly adapting the entire SSW-

implementation process to the requirements of a specific customer. This was particularly 

stressed by the R&D-project team members coming from the quality management 

department. The semi-approach thus provides criteria for a tailorable life-cycle model which 

means that irrelevant considerations can be dynamically omitted from the model´s scope, 

whereas other necessary aspects can be additionally integrated. Tailoring as represented by 

the semi-approach corresponds to the conceptual framework´s design parameter P5. The 

empirical exploration of the design/project objectives clarified that the “efficiency of the 

implementation process/approach” (O3) is supported by tailoring which is a major concern of 

the semi-approach. This was confirmed by means of the hypothesis H11. 

 

The authors/leader of the R&D-project experienced that tailoring is rather an abstract claim. 

Concrete criteria or even measures to flexibly tailor a SSW-implementation process are not 

provided by the common function-oriented and process-driven approaches. To find 

meaningful criteria for establishing tailoring mechanisms, the author/leader of the R&D-

project and one team member of the quality management department interviewed the 

company´s project managers who had executed SSW-projects in the insurance domain in the 

previous five years. The semi-approach classifies the surveyed criteria as follows, in order to 

provide the opportunity to derive/tailor an appropriate variant according to the specific needs 

of a certain SSW-project:[KNÖ01] (see appendix E) 

 

• Tailoring by project type 

Different types of projects, such as: 

• initial implementation project 

• release changeover/upgrade44 project 

• software based CPI-project (Continuous Process Improvement) 

• software based CPE-project (Continuous Process Extension) 

 

                                                 
44 The terms “release changeover” and “release upgrade” are used synonymously throughout the thesis. 
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may be executed during a SSW´s utilisation. Each project type is particularly based on an 

evaluation of business processes in a slightly different way which requires tailoring the 

implementation approach according to the type of project which ought to be carried out. 

 

• Tailoring by general project conditions 

General project conditions, such as: 

• rigid project deadlines 

• limited personnel resources 

• characteristics of the target domain / business domain properties 

• high complexity of the IT-/system infrastructure  

 

probably influence the scope of single project activities or even the entire project. 

Therefore the customer-specific conditions of a SSW-implementation project need to be 

addressed by tailoring the semi-approach accordingly. 

 

• Tailoring by the project objectives 

Project objectives, such as: 

• the aspired degree of BPO 

• the aspired reusability of project results 

• the aspired migration from a functional organisational structure to a process 

organisation 

 

considerably influence the type and scope of the required semi-approach-elements. In 

particular an eventually aimed organisational migration probably necessitates extending 

the project scope by including proper organisational development measures.  

 

7.6.5 Element E6: Definition of Readiness and Completion Criteria  

This semi-approach-element covers the definition of readiness criteria (pre conditions) and 

completion criteria (post conditions) for each phase-specific element and its constituting 

project steps/tasks/activities.[KNÖ01] Table 7-2 clarifies that the definition of completion 

criteria is represented by the design parameter P7. According to the confirmed hypothesis 
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H11 this semi-approach-element fosters the design/project objective “efficiency of the 

implementation process/approach” (O3). Insofar this semi-approach-element guides the 

project team in limiting the scope of project activities to avoid superfluous effort for not 

required quality levels.  

 

The definition of well-defined completion criteria is particularly important to process-oriented 

SSW-implementation projects to limit the often time-consuming and cost-intensive effort for 

BPM and BPA. In particular the project team representatives of the SSW-insurance 

department emphasised the necessity for completion criteria as most of the SSW-

implementation project contracts with customers are based on fixed-price conditions. As 

mentioned earlier, several fixed-price SSW-projects of the cooperation partner were not 

carried out in budget. The team members of the SSW-insurance department indicated that this 

was partly due to missing completion criteria.  

 

The project team members of the quality management department additionally claimed that 

completion criteria must be based on the cooperation partner´s underlying quality standard. 

During the requirements analysis workshops the author/leader of the R&D-project realised 

that most of the participants had different ideas on what the proper completion criterion for a 

certain project activity should be. It was extraordinarily difficult to define precise completion 

criteria for the process analysis and modelling elements of the semi-approach. This was 

despite the fact that the author/leader of the R&D-project who moderated the workshops, 

additionally invited experts for BPA and BPM. As the first workshop gained no significant 

results the author/leader of the R&D-project scheduled a further workshop session which was 

additional to the author´s original expectations. 

 

To support the management in monitoring the project status, the semi-approach guidelines 

recommend apart from completion criteria to additionally provide readiness criteria (pre-

conditions) for phase-specific elements. However, that was not so difficult as defining the 

completion criteria as in most cases the readiness criteria could be directly derived from the 

post conditions of the subsequent project activity. In the following sections readiness and 

completion criteria are indicated for each phase-specific semi-approach-element.  
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7.6.6 Element E7: Tool-Support 

The semi-approach addresses the importance of tool-support for SSW-implementation 

projects as already pronounced in chapter 5. Tools are an integral part of the semi-approach 

whereas the level of tool-support varies through the semi-approach implied project 

phases.[KNÖ01] The tool-support provided by the semi-approach corresponds to the design 

parameter P7. Due to the confirmed hypothesis H11 tool-support contributes to the 

“efficiency of the implementation process/approach” (O3) as proven by the empirical study in 

Germany. The evaluation of function-oriented and process-driven types of implementation 

approaches showed that a comprehensive software-independent and software-based tool-

support is particularly available by the proprietary approaches, such as ASAP (SAP). By 

contrast, non-proprietary methods usually do not offer a variety of specific tools for each 

project phase and related project activities.  

 

For each phase and related phase-specific semi-approach-elements various proper tools were 

determined. These tools were distinguished into software-based tools and software-

independent tools and are assigned to the phase-specific semi-approach-elements which are 

described in the following sections.  

 

Software-Independent Tools: 

Software-independent tool-support for all semi-approach-elements, in particular for the 

process analysis and optimisation covers, for instance:[KNÖ01] 

 

• guidelines  

• templates, standardised documentation structures  

• questionnaires 

• a model repository providing a comprehensive selection of model types covering all 

important process design and conceptual needs of a (semi-process-oriented) SSW-

implementation project. 

 

After the requirements analysis workshops the author selected existing software-independent 

tools from the company´s tool-database in order to verify their general reusability in 
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the context of the semi-approach. Although most of the selected tools are based on general 

concepts which are frequently applied in IT- and BPO projects, the author’s analysis revealed 

that they could not be reused for the semi-approach due to the following reasons: 

 

• Most questionnaires, concepts, workshop slides, etc. referred to a concrete customer 

situation with specific conditions which prevented a generalisation and reuse in the form of 

templates and standardised documentation structures. 

• Most tools lacked the process-oriented character as they were almost without exception 

created based on function clusters. 

• The selected tools were not well-matched which means the tools of the different project 

phases did not depend on each other. Normally, the detailed concept should cover the same 

aspects as the preliminary concept, however on a more refined level of abstraction. This 

was not the case with the analysed tools. 

 

Due to the information gained from the requirements workshops the author realised that not 

all of the software-independent tools could be realised in the shape of completely abstract 

templates. To gain added value from reuse of ready-made project deliverables, it was 

necessary that tools such as questionnaires, concepts, process models, etc. provided content to 

some extent. The author emphasised during the project team meetings reusable project 

deliverables providing content that could be adapted/concretised to customer/project specific 

requirements would: 

  

• ensure that each SSW-implementation project did not need to create all project deliverables 

from the outset  

• enable cost reductions and thus compliance to the often very tight calculated fixed-price 

project budgets 

• contribute to a homogenous quality of project deliverables according to the cooperation 

partner´s predefined quality standard. 

 

Due to the costly creation of reusable software-independent tools which provide not only 

documentation structures but also contents, not all of the required tools could be realised by 
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the R&D-project. Therefore the author decided in coordination with the steering committee 

that: 

  

• reusable templates with contents are merely created for the SSW-implementation projects 

covering the reorganisation of collection and disbursement processes of insurance 

companies. The reason being that SSW-projects covering the Billing-ERP-system 

implementation for the collection and disbursement processes were the highest-selling 

service tender of the cooperation partner´s SSW-insurance department. 

• reusable templates are merely created in the form of questionnaires and workshop slides 

for the requirements analysis, preliminary and detailed conceptual design without technical 

focus. In SSW-implementation projects the creation of those project deliverables is usually 

more costly than the parameterisation/configuration and the customer-specific adaptation 

of so-called user-exits in terms of additional coding. Thus the realisation of project 

templates for concepts, etc. will usually offer bigger potential savings. 

 

The author and one team member from SSW-insurance department provided the contents 

which were concerned with the collection and disbursement processes and the respective 

SSW-functions of the Billing-ERP-module. Another team member from the quality 

management department was additionally involved in the template creation process in order to 

ensure the compliance of the cooperation partner´s quality standards. However, the author 

realised difficulties on deciding: 

 

• which contents were sufficiently generalisable in order to be adopted/covered by the 

reusable templates, 

• which aspects/topics covered by reusable templates should be adaptable to the 

requirements/conditions of later projects in order to enable a meaningful template reuse, 

• which aspects/topics covered by reusable templates should not be adaptable to the 

requirements/conditions of later projects in order to sufficiently benefit from the reference 

processes/best practices implied by the SSW. 

 

Software-Based Tools: 

Although the approach is not software tool-driven, it applies the approved ARIS (modelling) 

Tool Set throughout the analysis, conceptual stages and partly in the realisation phase. All 
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available model types of the semi-approach´s model-repository are administrated by means of 

the ARIS Tool Set (see section 7.7). ARIS offers the possibility to link company specific 

models with the SSW-repository of different SSW-vendors.  

 

One can navigate through its own processes up to an elementary level where an elementary 

process function/activity represents a SSW-transaction. Users get access to different software 

components by choosing the modelled function/activity. The following SSW-components are 

accessible this way:[KNÖ01] 

 

• SSW-transactions (application level, i.e. in order to apply/utilise the SSW-system) 

• Parameterisation tables (implementation level, i.e. to configure the SSW-system) 

• User documentations (documentation level, i.e. to access to SSW-manual, reference 

process/best practice models, etc.). 

 

However, the semi-approach is not proprietary, i.e. modelling tools of different vendors are 

applicable.  

 

7.7 Phase-specific Semi-Approach-Elements 

In the following, the phase-specific elements of the semi-approach are explained. As these 

elements are not (equally) relevant in each project phase, the explanations are given in the 

context of the concerned project phase(s). The development of the phase-specific elements 

considered the following aspects: 

 

• Tasks to be executed in context of a specific semi-approach-element 

• Required information for the respective tasks of a semi-approach-element 

• Outcome of a semi-approach-element 

• Techniques that are provided in order to execute the different tasks of a semi-approach-

element 

• Project roles required for the semi-approach-element 

• Guidelines, templates and tools that are developed/available for each element in order to 

support the project team in using the semi-approach 
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• Completion criteria that are stipulated for each task that belongs to a certain semi-

approach-element 

• Action to be taken by the author or by the R&D-project team in case of difficulties, etc. 

 

7.7.1 Element E8: Business Process Modelling (BPM) 

The semi-approach assigns business process modelling in the context of a SSW-

implementation project to the preliminary conception phase. BPM is conducted particularly 

for the process analysis and optimisation (see sections 7.7.2, 7.7.3). The creation of business 

process models represents the basis for deriving all further project deliverables. If a SSW-

project supports additional complementary organisational projects which implement new 

organisational structures and process organisations, the semi-approach stipulates a refinement 

of process models for the detailed conception phase.45  

 

BPM is to support the objectives “improvement of business process quality” (O1), 

“improvement of IT-system quality” (O2) and “sufficient information management” (O4-3). 

The effectiveness of BPM in the context of the defined objectives was confirmed by the 

German and US study through the hypotheses H1,H6,H14 as indicated in Table 7-3. BPM is 

usually an integral part of process-driven project life-cycles. Thus different popular 

proprietary and non-proprietary approaches for the process-oriented implementation of ERP-

systems are based on sophisticated tools for BPM. The function-oriented type of SSW-

implementation does not include BPM.[KNÖ01] 

 

7.7.1.1 Execution of BPM 

(i) The Preliminary Conception Phase 

As mentioned earlier, the semi-approach considers BPM not as an isolated project element, it 

is rather conducted as an integral part of the BPA and BPO-elements of the semi-approach. 

As both elements have specific requirements on BPM, the creation of process models will be 

described later in the context of the semi-approach´s process analysis and optimisation. 

 

 

                                                 
45 However, such refinement of process models resulting in a detailed conception is usually not required for 
SSW-implementation projects. 
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(ii) The Detailed Conception Phase 

In the case of additional organisational projects which should be supported by the SSW-

implementation, the semi-approach assigns the following project tasks to the detailed 

conception phase:[KNÖ01] 

 

• Refinement of AS-IS and target process models down to a level where single atomic tasks 

are described. Here the semi-approach assumes that organisational projects require a 

different view on processes in terms of other refinements and other modelling objects. 

Note that the target process models of the preliminary conception depict dialogue 

transactions, batch processes, etc. These modelling objects do not necessarily represent the 

most detailed level from a professional point of view, because they are primarily intended 

for the software implementation. Here, the semi-approach provides concrete hints to guide 

the project team in refining the process models from the preliminary conception (see 

appendix E). 

• Provision of further information for the planning of organisational measures, e.g. forming 

process teams, assigning new tasks to employees, task enrichment of places, extended 

responsibilities, etc. Again, the implementation of organisational measures is to be 

undertaken by other projects or internal departments, e.g. auditing, human resources. 

• Translation of process models in different modelling notations. This is obviously a worst 

case scenario, but practice shows that different departments or projects often apply 

different methodologies which do not correspond to the BPM-element of the semi-

approach. Other notations might also imply other types of models and other modelling 

objects.  

 

7.7.1.2 Preconditions/Required Information 

(i) The Preliminary Conception Phase 

The required information for BPM in the preliminary conception phase is stipulated by the 

preconditions of the semi-approach-elements BPA and BPO which integrate BPM (see 

appendix E). 

 

(ii) The Detailed Conception Phase 

The required information for the detailed conception phase is given by the process models 

which are used/created in the preliminary conception phase (see section 7.7.1.3). 
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7.7.1.3 Outcome 

(i) The Preliminary Conception Phase 

The semi-approach stipulates the following process models to be created in the BPA and 

BPO-stages:[KNÖ01] (see also sections 7.7.2, 7.7.3) 

 

• AS-IS-process model is not unique to the semi-approach but it is not wide-spread in 

context of the implementation of SSW 

• Ideal process model is unique to the semi-approach (compared with other topical SSW-

implementation approaches) 

• Target process model. This model type is not unique to the semi-approach. Its creation is 

usually recommended by most of the popular process-driven SSW-implementation 

approaches, e.g. Kirchmer´s SSW-implementation approach, etc. 

• Reference process model if not provided with the SSW. In this case its creation is a 

peculiarity of the semi-approach. 

 

(ii) The Detailed Conception Phase 

The outcome of the detailed conception represents refinements and enhancements of the 

process models given in the preliminary conception. 

 

7.7.1.4 Techniques  

The central technique of the semi-approach´s BPM-element is the event-driven process chain 

(EPC) which shows the flow of a business process. All process models fall back on the 

notation of the EPC regardless of whether a company´s AS-IS-processes, ideal or target 

processes or even the SSW reference processes are to be depicted.46 EPCs represent the 

control/process view which combines all important views on a company: [SCH02] [KNÖ01] 

 

• Data view is concerned with the crucial issue, what are the company´s inherent data and 

what is their structure? All events and states of the process chain are represented by 

information objects, i.e. data entities and their attribute values.[SCH02] 

• Functional view in terms of process functions: 

                                                 
46 The EPC-technique is part of the ARIS-concept. The scientific foundation of the ARIS-concept was developed 
by August-Wilhelm Scheer who is the founder of the (former) IDS Scheer AG. 
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• Manual process functions  

• IT-/software supported process functions, i.e. dialogue transactions and batch 

functions 

• Technical functions, i.e. interfaces between software systems which convert output 

data of system A to input data of system B  

• Pre- and post conditions of a process function (occurrences that release a function, and 

describe the result of the function) 

• Organisational view which depicts the company´s organisational units and their 

hierarchical structures.[SCH02] 

• IT-resource view which is no separate view shows the company´s IT-systems.  

 

Based on EPCs the control/process view combines the views described above. It allows their 

integration and depiction within dynamically executed business processes. In this context 

Scheer and Joost point out that the control view illustrates which organisational units are 

responsible for the execution of certain functions. It also shows what data are processed by 

which functions and it describes the pre- and post conditions for a function´s execution. 

[SCH02] It shows the IT-systems´ integration of dialogue and batch functions into the 

business process, i.e. it visualises the way in which the involved IT-systems support the 

relevant process functions. To support the project team in using EPCs for the creation of 

process models, the semi-approach provides guidelines for utilising the graphical symbols and 

notation rules (see appendix E). 

 

7.7.1.5 Required Roles 

The required roles which should be involved in the process of creating and refining process 

models correspond to the roles which are required for BPA, BPO and process refinement in 

the detailed conception phase. Frequently, BPM is conducted by external consultants and/or 

SSW-experts as they are familiar with BPM-methods, the business domain and the reference 

processes of the SSW. The respective process owner as process expert needs to review the 

quality of the process models. As different key-users often have a very detailed knowledge of 

partial processes or certain process functions, they should also participate in the BPM-

process. Technical project team members, e.g. legacy system programmers should not be 

concerned with BPM. They often tend to shift the focus to technical aspects, which may lead 
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to the illustration of batch functions on a very granular level which is nonviable for BPA and 

BPO.[KNÖ01] 

 

7.7.1.6 Guidelines Templates Tools 

The semi-approach adopted Becker, Rosemann and Schütte´s principles of regular modelling 

(German: “Grundsätze ordnungsmäßiger Modellierung” (GOM) which provide a framework 

of quality factors that need to be addressed by a project team when modelling business 

processes.[ROM01] (see appendix E) One of the most important quality factors in this context 

is the principle of economic efficiency which is responsible for determining an upper limit on 

the intensity of modelling by taking economic aspects into account. Although a systematic 

consideration of this principle can be difficult, all the semi-approach-elements which are 

concerned with BPM are restricted, for instance, by means of specific completion criteria 

which regulate the BPM-effort according to this quality factor. 

 

However, as the principles of regular modelling represent abstract recommendations, the 

semi-approach additionally provides concrete support in order to guide the project team in 

creating process models that meet the required quality factors:[KNÖ01] 

 

• Concrete conventions for process models which are specific to the semi-approach although 

they are based on Becker, Rosemann and Schütte´s abstract principles of regular 

modelling. They particularly address the internal condition of a model in the form of 

syntactical rules, and they aim for economic efficiency by limiting the modelling scope.  

• A model repository which encompasses a comprehensive selection of model types 

addressing all important conceptual needs of a process-oriented SSW-implementation 

project is illustrated in Figure 7-12. These types of models are an inherent part of the ARIS 

Toolset, which is the BPM-tool recommended by the semi-approach. In accordance with 

the principles of regular modelling in terms of economic efficiency and relevance, an 

extensive evaluation of the available ARIS models has led to this selection. A value chain 

model, a process selection matrix, an organisation chart as well as an EPC-based business 

process model, illustrated in Figure 7-12, mainly cover the organisational aspects that are 

relevant to a SSW-implementation. These model types are therefore mainly applied for 

BPM in the early stages of the semi-approach covering BPA and BPO. By contrast, an 

application system diagram, interface and attribute assignment diagrams as well as the 
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specification of conversation algorithms and converting programs, reflect a rather technical 

view on the SSW-implementation project. Thus, these model types mainly support the 

technical conception and technical implementation of the SSW.  

• Guidelines for utilising the graphical symbols and notation rules to create EPC-based 

process models. 

• Concrete hints for refining process models for the detailed conception phase represent a 

particular feature of the semi-approach. 

 

R/3

Value-Chain-Model

Process-Selection-Matrix

SAP-Application-Diagram

Reference
Processes

Customer

Processes

Organisation

Chart

Application
System

Diagram

Interface Diagram

Attribute
Assignment Diagram

Algorithm Specification

Is-used-by
Is-refined-by  

Figure 7-12: Model Repository: Selection of ARIS-Models47[KNÖ01] 
 

7.7.1.7 Completion Criteria/Post Conditions 

(i) The Preliminary Conception Phase 

The post conditions refer to the completion of the respective process models which are 

created in the context of BPA and BPO. Thus, the completion criteria are provided and 

explained in the sections 7.7.2, 7.7.3. 

 

(ii) The Detailed Conception Phase 

The completion criteria of BPM in the detailed conception phase refer to the refinement and 

enhancement of the process models which were initially created in the preliminary 

conception:[KNÖ01] 

                                                 
47 Detailed explanations of the ARIS-method and the ARIS-models are available in [ARI01] 
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• The required refinement level has been depicted by means of the process models 

• The required modelling objects have been supplemented 

• Organisational changes have been documented. 

 

7.7.1.8 Action/Involvement of the R&D-Project Leader and the Project Team 

As mentioned earlier BPM is an integral part of BPA and BPO. Thus the action which was 

taken by the author/leader of the R&D-project and the project team members is described in 

the context of BPA and BPO.  

 

7.7.2 Element E9: Business Process Analysis (BPA) 

The analysis of the AS-IS-business processes is conducted in the preliminary conception 

phase. As can be gathered from Table 7-3 this semi-approach-element corresponds to the 

design parameter P2 of the conceptual framework. Due to the approach´s process-oriented 

character, the BPA provides the basis for all subsequent elements of the semi-approach 

concerned with the process design and with the system´s functional conception and 

realisation, etc. Due to the confirmed hypotheses H2,H7 the objectives “improvement of 

business process quality” (O1) and “improvement of IT-system quality” (O2) are supported 

with this element.  

 

The function-oriented SSW-implementation approach which was evaluated in chapter 4 does 

not cover any BPA-activities as it considers SSW-projects from a rather technical point of 

view. There are several popular proprietary and non-proprietary process-driven SSW-

implementation methods which also emphasise the importance of a holistic analysis of a 

company´s AS-IS-business processes. However, they do not provide concrete methodological 

support in terms of granular project activities, guidelines, templates, etc. 

 

The following explanations cover the methodological support offered by the semi-approach to 

guide project teams in conducting an AS-IS-business process analysis in SSW-

implementation projects:  
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7.7.2.1 Preconditions/Required Information 

Identification and Selection of a limited Number of Important Processes 

Typically, there are a great number of business processes which potentially could be analysed 

in the early stage of a SSW-implementation project. As not all of them can be analysed, a 

sound decision in favour of important processes should be based on predefined process 

characteristics. For instance, one may focus on strategic processes, rather than internal service 

processes. A process selection portfolio can be used to identify relevant processes for the 

further analysis activities. However, the process selection is not part of the SSW-

implementation project. This needs to be done beforehand as part of a feasibility study for 

instance.[KNÖ01] 

  

Definition of measurable Objectives on a Process Level 

In order to implement SSW so that it supports the company´s strategic goals, precise 

operational objectives on a process level must be derived. For example: shifting 30% of all 

incoming payments to new payment methods, reduction of returned direct debits up to 40% 

based on the implementation of a new SSW-system for the collection and disbursement 

processes of the composite insurance line. However, costly strategic studies are normally not 

covered by the often tight SSW-project budgets. Thus the definition of measurable goals on a 

process level must be systematically derived from the corporate objectives prior to the SSW-

implementation project.[KNÖ01] The selection of important processes and the assignment of 

quantified objectives are not supported by the semi-approach´s BPA-elements.  

 

7.7.2.2 Execution of BPA 

The semi-approach recommends dividing the process analysis into three successive 

steps:[KNÖ01] 

 

Step 1: Decomposition of Processes 

To avoid intricate process models which rapidly become very complex at a detailed level the 

semi-approach recommends considering decomposed partial processes. The challenge of this 

step is to determine partial processes that are logically coherent. Therefore the semi-approach 

provides some hints to support the project team in defining partial processes: [KNÖ01] 
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• Definition of partial processes reflects changing organisational responsibilities. A partial 

process may be defined within the boundaries of an organisational unit. Succeeding 

activities performed in other organisational units may lead to further definitions of partial 

processes. 

• Definition of partial processes according to different involved IT-systems. The IT-systems´ 

functional coherence determines which functions are to be regarded as partial processes. 

For instance, if an insurance company operates a collection system and a separate dunning 

system, it may be sensible to define two partial processes, e.g. “Incoming Payments” and 

“Dunning”. 

• Definition of partial processes according to new involved business objects. Since processes 

are object-driven, it may be sensible to take a new relevant object, e.g. an insurance policy 

or an insurance application, as an occasion to define a new partial process. Example 1: 

business object “insurance application” is processed within the “underwriting” process. 

Example 2: “first notice of loss” is processed within the “claims” process. 

• Definition of partial processes will result from intermediately occurring external events, 

which ensure the continuation of an interrupted process. For instance, a bank’s 

announcement of returned direct debits through an incoming file may initiate the execution 

of further collection activities. 

 

Step 2: Analysis of Partial Processes 

The semi-approach organises the analysis of each partial process in terms of process flow, 

process functions/activities, participating organisational units and supporting IT-systems. The 

exact scope of the analysis in terms of information scope must be individually tailored 

according to the project requirements. In contrast to other popular process-driven SSW-

implementation approaches48 it is a peculiarity of the semi-approach to guide the project team 

in defining the required refinement level per partial process for the further analysis. Such 

considerations lead to process models and further descriptions developed according to the 

processes´ importance and the need for economic efficiency[KNÖ01] (see appendix E).  

 

Step 3: Identification of Weak Points 

During the process analysis, weak points ought to be identified. The semi-approach prescribes 

three steps as recommended by Steinbuch [STE02]: 

                                                 
48 such as Kirchmer´s process-oriented SSW-implementation approach 
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• Investigation of weak points in the process execution. The description of the weak points 

needs to refer to a precise outcome for the process, e.g. poor ratio between manual 

payment clearings and automatic payment clearings (collection process). 

• Quantification of the occurred weak points in order to uncover those weak points that are 

of major interest for further investigation. The occurrence of weak points or defects should 

be quantified in terms of frequencies by means of precisely defined measurement units, 

e.g. number of incoming payments that cannot be cleared automatically (collection 

process). 

• Causes should be analysed for each important weak point. The models and the activity 

tables of the AS-IS-processes are to be used to find out the process function, i.e. the 

activity that caused the weak point(s). 

 

The semi-approach suggests the following categories which take up and supplement the 

classification in [SCH02] in order to reveal potential weaknesses: (see appendix E)  

 

• Procedural, e.g. high waiting periods between activities 

• Functional, e.g. certain activities do not contribute to the actual purpose of the process; 

they are merely executed to provide support for the process 

• Organisational, e.g. insufficient professional knowledge of staff and poor training facilities 

• Information, e.g. complete client information is not available, so that customer inquiries 

can not be answered satisfactorily 

• Technical, e.g. few automatic functions, but high manual activities. 

 

7.7.2.3 Outcome 

The semi-approach defines three major types of results which need to be produced during the 

BPA:[KNÖ01] 

 

Model of AS-IS-Business Processes 

An AS-IS-process model covers the present situation of the process flow. It covers the 

following essential characteristics of AS-IS-processes: 
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• All process functions in the form of parallel or sequential process steps. Such process 

functions are graphically distinguished into: (see appendix E) 

• Manual process function 

• Automatic batch function 

• Dialogue transaction 

• Interface function 

• The pre- and post-conditions of each process step 

• All performing organisational units 

• The functions´ important input- and output information 

• The involved IT-systems as well as their technical interfaces. 

 

Function Dependency Table 

A further major outcome of BPA is the function dependency table. The author/leader of the 

R&D-project developed this reusable template specifically to capture all inter-functional 

dependencies between the process steps of the AS-IS-processes. Thus the function 

dependency table is unique to the semi-approach. The inter-functional dependencies are 

derived from the AS-IS-process models. This table is used to define the requirements 

resulting from forward and backward dependencies. Although later BPO-activities might 

eliminate single process functions and thus related inter-functional dependencies, it is 

important to identify such dependencies for the AS-IS-processes as they provide clues for the 

subsequent design of ideal and target processes[KNÖ01] (see appendix E). 

 

Function/Activity Tables 

If AS-IS-process models reach the defined refinement level, further documentation of refined 

functions/activities is required. [KNÖ01] For this purpose the semi-approach supplies four so-

called function/activity tables which force the project team to describe each process function 

at the lowest refinement level (see appendix E).  
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7.7.2.4 Techniques 

There are different techniques to investigate the required information during the BPA-stage, 

such as:[KNÖ01] 

 

• Workshops 

• Interviews with a vey limited circle 

• Questionnaires for staff. However, the process flow cannot be investigated this way. 

Questionnaires can be used to find out additional information on activity levels. 

 

The semi-approach considers that interview techniques are of a major importance for the 

analysis. Usually, several interviews are required to analyse the selected processes in 

sufficient detail. Successive interviews for one process should be scheduled closely together. 

The semi-approach provides comprehensive guidelines which precisely instruct the project 

team in preparing and executing interviews in context of a BPA (see appendix E). These 

guidelines precisely explain the interview structure and the issues to be addressed by the 

interviewer and how to review and to document the interview results. These interview 

guidelines to support the gathering, review and documentation of BPA-data, are a specific 

feature of the semi-approach.[KNÖ01] This is despite the fact that interviews are generally 

not a novel technique to support the requirements analysis in IT-projects. 

 

7.7.2.5 Required Roles 

The semi-approach indicates the owners of the selected business processes, in combination 

with single key-users or members of the domain team as preferred interview partners. An 

external consultant that is familiar with the business domain and with BPA-techniques should 

attend or even moderate the interview process. SSW-experts may also participate in the BPA-

stage if they are familiar with creating AS-IS-process models. It is important that the 

interview partners need to be available throughout the process analysis period. The company 

must guarantee the availability of the aforementioned roles in the shape of competent staff. 

[KNÖ01] 
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7.7.2.6 Available Guidelines, Templates and Tools 

To support the project team in conducting a BPA the semi-approach provides the following 

guidelines, templates and tools. Some of them have already been mentioned in the previous 

explanations: [KNÖ01] 

 

• Modelling conventions and prescribed notations for (AS-IS-) process models 

• Modelling tool which is sufficient to create process models by means of event-driven 

process chains 

• Hints for the refinement of business processes 

• Guidelines for the execution of interviews 

• Guidelines for the categorisation of process weak points 

• Templates for the description of process functions (function/activity tables) 

• Template for the description of inter-functional dependencies (function dependency table). 

 

7.7.2.7 Completion Criteria/Post Conditions 

Again, to meet the criterion of economic efficiency, completion criteria are particularly 

important in order to constraint the extent of the analysis efforts. The semi-approach supports 

the project team in defining proper completion criteria for the BPA by considering the 

following aspects:[KNÖ01] 

 

• Determine the process depth for creating the AS-IS-process models. In this context the 

hints for the refinement of business processes need to be taken into account. 

• Determine the process length 

• Limit the number of process variants to be analysed 

• Restrict the modelling objects to be covered by the AS-IS-process models. 

 

The post conditions of the BPA which are implied by the corresponding completion criteria 

are as follows: [KNÖ01] 
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• Each of the analysed processes has been modelled according to the defined level of 

refinement. 

• All inter-functional dependencies derived from the AS-IS-process models are completely 

documented according to the structure of the function dependency table. 

• Each process has been precisely described on an activity level given by the structure of the 

applied activity tables. 

• Obvious process shortcomings have been catalogued according to the guidelines for 

categorising process weak points.  

 

7.7.2.8 Action/Involvement of the R&D-Project Leader and the Project Team 

As the SSW-insurance department of the cooperation partner always executed SSW-

implementation projects in a function-oriented way until 2003, the members of the R&D-

project were not sufficiently familiar with the analysis and the corresponding modelling of the 

business processes to be covered by the SSW. Thus the author/leader of the R&D-project who 

had executed numerous process analysis and optimisation projects in the past, developed most 

of the BPA and BPM features that are specific to the semi-approach. 

  

Another essential task of the author was to counter criticisms of the steering committee. In 

particular the leader of the SSW-insurance department argued that the analysis and modelling 

of the AS-IS-processes would be very costly although he admitted the general importance of 

these semi-approach-elements. He stressed that these elements would cause an add-on effort 

in comparison to the traditional function-oriented approach. He thus assumed an additional 

charge of the already tight fixed-price budgets of many SSW-projects. However, not all of the 

SSW-implementation projects are based on fixed-prices but are invoiced at cost. Thus the 

author realised that type and scope of the project budget had to be considered as project 

conditions which should be addressed by tailoring of the semi-approach.  

 

Normally, SSW-projects of the cooperation partner are usually executed based on a 

preliminary study in order to evaluate the technical feasibility beforehand. In view of the 

steering committee´s criticism, the author realised an additional option which facilitated to 

reduce the BPA-scope, suggested by the semi-approach. Therefore the author enriched the 

cooperation partner´s method for executing a preliminary study by a procedure for a quick-

check of the AS-IS-processes. This quick-check procedure is supposed to be executed in 
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addition to the evaluation of the technical feasibility. In this context the steering committee 

was informed that the quick-check was estimated with a small budget amounting to 

approximately five man-days and would aim at identifying the existing process weak points 

on a rough level. During the steering committee meeting the author clarified that: 

  

• the results of the initial quick-check are supposed to be refined by the BPA-element of the 

semi-approach (if required)  

• the tailoring mechanism facilitates that type and scope of the semi-approach´s BPA can be 

adapted to the project conditions, e.g.: 

• the SSW-implementation project: 

• is contracted at a (tight) fixed-price or 

• is invoiced at cost 

• the SSW-implementation is based on a preliminary study: 

• which additionally comprised a quick-check of the AS-IS-processes 

• which did not comprise any BPA-activities 

• the costs for the BPA could be considerably reduced as the quick-check results ought to be 

reused. This would lead to a corresponding discharge of the fixed-price budget. 

 

Furthermore the author clarified that the small quick-check budget would require a very 

systematic and strongly template-driven procedure based on reusable/standardised check-lists, 

questionnaires and activity lists, etc. This systematic procedure tightly guides the project team 

and thus prevents costly activities which are not specified by the guidelines of the quick-

check. However, the author emphasised that the development of a template-driven quick-

check procedure needs to be arranged beyond the semi-approach development based on a 

separate R&D-project. In view of the author´s explanations the steering committee approved 

the development of the tailorable semi-approach process analysis in conjunction with a 

procedure for a quick-check of the AS-IS-processes. The steering committee granted a 

separate budget for the development of the quick-check procedure. In this context the steering 

committee additionally delegated the development responsibility for the quick-check 

procedure to the R&D-project in order to gain synergy effects from the semi-approach 
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development. Once again the steering committee claimed to start with the collection and 

disbursement processes covered by the respective Billing-ERP-module. 

 

7.7.3 Element E10: Business Process Optimisation (BPO) 

The optimisation of business processes refers to the preliminary conception phase of the semi-

approach. This project element is derived from the research variable/design parameter P3 

given by the conceptual framework. It is supposed to contribute to achieving the investigated 

design objectives “improvement of business process quality” (O1) and “improvement IT-

system quality” (O2). The efficiency of this parameter in connection with these objectives 

was proven by the hypotheses H3,H8 which were confirmed based on empirical survey 

research. 

 

As the function-oriented type of SSW-implementation completely disregards business 

process-oriented structures of the target domain, any kind of BPO is not within the 

methodological scope of such a technical-driven project life-cycle. As mentioned earlier in 

chapter 4, process-driven project approaches emphasise the need for process improvement by 

means of the SSW. However, concrete methodological support in terms of granular project 

activities, guidelines, templates to improve the AS-IS-processes are often not provided. In 

particular SSW-vendors deliver proprietary project approaches which often aim at realising 

the reference processes implied by the SSW without considering the company´s AS-IS-

processes (sufficiently).  

 

7.7.3.1 Preconditions/Required Information 

BPO as organised by the semi-approach proceeds on the assumption that a comprehensive 

AS-IS-process analysis has been conducted beforehand. Thus the outcome of the BPA-stage 

provides the required input information for BPO.  

 

Software vendors often deliver reference models for data entities and business processes 

together with the software. Models of reference processes provide a best practice view on the 

process flow as it is supported by the underlying SSW.[KNÖ01] Therefore, reference process 

models as part of the SSW represent further information which is utilised for this semi-

approach-element. 
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7.7.3.2 Execution of BPO 

The semi-approach recommends the following three steps to conduct BPO:[KNÖ01] 

 

Step 1: Selection of Reference Models 

Normally SSW-vendors allow a selection of reference processes by means of specific 

navigation tools. For this case the semi-approach has no specific guidelines to support the 

selection process. Available reference processes are usually listed in a tree structure according 

to their application domain, e.g. collection and disbursement, claims management, etc. Often 

a drill down mechanism accesses the wanted model by a stepwise opening of the relevant 

sections that structure the entire reference model into partial processes and business functions. 

In practice new SSW-systems often do not provide complete reference models. In this case 

the semi-approach guides the project team in depicting rudimentary reference models. SSW-

experts who can be consulted from the SSW-vendor have to provide their knowledge and 

experiences to yield process descriptions that reflect the implications of the system. Self-

created reference models need to be established in the process-selection matrix in order to 

provide access to these models via the software application map.[KNÖ01] 

 

Step 2: Optimisation of AS-IS-Processes 

Step 2 of this semi-approach-element creates a proposal for an individualised ideal model. 

The semi-approach encourages the project team to build an ideal model that fits the 

company´s requirements without any restrictions. Ideal models implied by the semi-approach 

show all improvements identified by the reference processes and by the weak point analysis.  

For this purpose the semi-approach forces the project team to disregard any technical, 

organisational and political restrictions that may prevent an improvement from a short-term 

realisation.[KNÖ01] 

 

The semi-approach distinguishes two different variants of utilising reference process models: 

 

Variant 1: Reference Processes for Comparison with AS-IS-Processes 

In this case the semi-approach guides the project team in stepwise comparing the AS-IS-

process functions with the functions of the reference process as indicated in Figure 7-13. 
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Each refined AS-IS-process function documented in the function/activity tables needs to be 

assessed against the applicability of the reference process functions. [KNÖ01] 

A comparison of functions of the AS-IS-process and the reference process is supposed to: 

 

• confirm the applicability of the SSW-functions, i.e. that the SSW fulfils the functional 

requirements implied by previous manual activities and by the legacy system functions 

• reveal functional gaps that require individual adaptations and extensions of the SSW-

system. 

 

Reference
Model

AS-IS-
Model

Ideal
Model

 
Figure 7-13: Variant 1 – Reference Process for Comparison[KNÖ01]adapted from [ROM02] 

 
Having identified an adequate SSW-function the following criteria are recommended by the 

semi-approach in order to provide the project team with a starting point for the analysis of the 

functional coverage: [KNÖ01] 

  

• Which events release the execution of the function? 

• What is the outcome of the function? 

• How is the outcome´s representation? 

• Which methods/techniques are applied to produce the outcome? 

• What information is required to produce the outcome? 
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Variant 2: Reference Processes as a Pattern without considering AS-IS-Processes 

Another optimisation approach implies that an AS-IS-model does not exist which might be 

due to a very tight project budget so that the analysis of AS-IS-processes could not be covered 

by the project scope. 

 

Reference
Model

Ideal
Model

 
Figure 7-14: Variant 2 – Reference Process as a Pattern[KNÖ01] 

 
In this case the semi-approach utilises the reference process as a pattern which enables the 

project team to create individual ideal processes. Here the project team is instructed to 

develop the ideal process by eliminating certain parts of the reference process and by adding 

individual extensions without considering the requirements and weak points of the AS-IS-

business processes. Variant 2 is represented in Figure 7-14.[KNÖ01] Again, the semi-

approach considers an AS-IS-process analysis as an elementary part of a SSW-

implementation project. Thus variant 2 is not recommended by the author of the thesis. 

 

Step 3: Approval of the optimised Processes / Derivation of the Target Process Model 

The derivation of the target process models is based on the approval of ideal processes which 

means an acceptance of the recommended optimisation measures. The semi-approach forces 

the project team to select the improvements with a considerable strategic or organisational 

impact as they need to be confirmed by a higher project committee, e.g. advisory board. 

Those optimisations that have been approved will become part of the target processes. They 

are relevant for the short-term implementation of the redesigned processes. In contrast, 
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rejected improvements remain as part of the ideal model, but will not be integrated into the 

target model. As illustrated in Figure 7-15, the semi-approach defines the following measures 

to support the project team in deriving the target processes from the ideal processes:[KNÖ01] 

 

 
Figure 7-15: Derivation of Target Model[KNÖ01] 

 
• Adopt approved improvements 

Several parts of the ideal model will be approved and thus designated for immediate 

realisation within the scope of the current SSW-project. Those parts are to be adopted by 

the target model. 

• Reject infeasible improvements 

Several parts of the ideal model will be rejected because they are not desirable or feasible. 

They will not be integrated into the target model. 

• Postpone improvements 

Several parts of the ideal model will be postponed and thus designated for future CPI-

projects aiming at continuous process improvement. They do not yet become part of the 

target model. 

• Add further improvements/requirements 

It is also possible that the advisory board or the steering committee decide to add further 

requirements as target processes that have not been part of the ideal model. The semi-

approach provides the following hints for adding improvements: 

Target model

Ideal model

Approved
Rejected

Postponed

Added
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• The realisation of the ideal process design requires a considerable amount of resources 

in terms of staff capacity and time. A shortage of these resources forces the advisory 

board to regard an alternative solution. 

• Interdependencies with other projects do not allow the realisation of the ideal model, 

but require a certain process design that has not previously been considered. 

• Internal circumstances impose additional measures that need to be realised as a 

temporary solution. For instance, it is intended that the SSW executes a data 

interchange with another system that is still under construction and which cannot be 

finished by the end of the SSW-implementation. 

 

7.7.3.3 Outcome 

The semi-approach defines five major types of results which need to be produced during the 

BPO-stage[KNÖ01]: 

 

Model of the SSW-implied Reference Processes 

As mentioned earlier, the project team should create (at least) a rudimentary process model 

with the SSW-implied reference process model if this is not delivered by the SSW-vendor.  

 

Model of Ideal Processes 

As mentioned earlier the ideal process model covers all improvements that are identified by 

the reference model and the weak point analysis without any restrictions which might prevent 

a short-term realisation. The creation of ideal process models is a particularity of the semi-

approach which is not covered by other popular process-oriented SSW-implementation 

approaches mentioned in chapter 4. 

 

Model of Target Processes 

The target process model is derived from the ideal process model. It shows the target situation 

by incorporating the optimisations that have been approved by the advisory board. The target 

model is usually intended for the short-term realisation as previously explained. 

 

Function Dependency Table 

The optimisation element of the semi-approach covers a function dependency table showing 

all forward and backward inter-functional dependencies between functions of the ideal 
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process and the target process. This table serves as an input for the subsequent functional 

design where requirements on IT-functions and data structures can be derived from the 

dependencies. 

 

Function/Activity Table – Optimisation Table 

The specific optimisation table (function/activity table) which was used to describe initial 

optimisation proposals during the BPA is completed in the BPO-stage. The completed 

optimisation table consists of precise descriptions on activity levels regarding the technical, 

political and organisational feasibility and the quantification of the optimisation benefits. 

 

7.7.3.4 Techniques 

The semi-approach provides different techniques to conduct BPO by means of a SSW-

implementation project: [ROM03][KNÖ01] (see also appendix E)  

 

• Automation of functions which assumes that manual functions can be automated by means 

of the SSW and by necessary system extensions. The semi-approach conducts optimisation 

at a transaction level, i.e. the project team has to assign the SSW-functions to the AS-IS-

process´ manual activities.  

• Elimination of functions: The semi-approach supports the project team in identifying 

functions which potentially can be eliminated by the following categories:[ROM03]  

• Functions which can be outsourced.  

• Functions which do not add any value 

• Functions which become superfluous when using the new system.  

• Elimination of objects in order to reduce the process complexity by abolishing redundantly 

stored information and their objects. 

• Digitising objects: If an object cannot be eliminated it could be meaningful to automate it 

because access and retrieval of a digitised object incurs lower costs and reduces manual 

intervention. [ROM03] 

• Integration of system functions which leads to a modified distribution of functions between 

IT-systems in order to increase functional coherence of the systems. The semi-approach 

aims at implementing IT-functions together with other functions according to their 
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operational context. The functional division of labour becomes more transparent this way 

and interfaces between systems can be standardised. For integrated IT-systems 

implemented in a process-driven way, the number of IT-systems and the number of 

interfaces are reduced. For instance, an assignment of all collection- and disbursement 

functions in one system for all insurance lines leads to the abolition of line specific systems 

and the reduction of interfaces. 

• Elimination of loops by eliminating the reasons for the repeated execution of the function. 

• Parallelisation of functions in order to reduce cycle times by concurrent execution of 

functions which have been sequentially executed so far and which do not depend on each 

other. 

• Integration of organisational units. This resource based optimisation technique of the semi-

approach aims to reduce the number of interfaces between organisational units by 

increasing the responsibility of single organisational units.[ROM03] Distributed tasks of 

the same professional context can be consolidated and assigned to the same responsible 

unit. Organisational integration alongside a process’s activities leads to modified 

responsibilities, less interfaces, and a reduced communication overhead. Integration 

possibilities may be gathered from AS-IS-process models, by means of correspondingly 

changing organisational units alongside a process’s steps. However, rearranged 

responsibilities directly affect the involved staff. For that reason, this optimisation 

technique must be carefully considered together with organisational development 

measures.  

 

7.7.3.5 Required Roles 

The owners of the processes that are to be optimised and a SSW-expert who is familiar with 

the reference processes implied by the SSW are recommended to participate in the BPO-

stage. If required, key-users may also attend if they have sufficient BPO-experience. An 

external consultant who is familiar with the business domain and BPM- and BPO-techniques 

should additionally be involved. The advisory board or steering committee needs to 

participate in the final approval of the proposed process improvement measures.[KNÖ01] 
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7.7.3.6 Available Guidelines, Templates and Tools 

To support the project team in optimising the analysed AS-IS-processes the semi-approach 

recommends the following guidelines, templates and tools.[KNÖ01] Some of them have 

already been mentioned in the previous explanations: 

 

• Modelling conventions and prescribed notations for (ideal and target) process models  

• Modelling tool which is sufficient to create process models by means of event-driven 

process chains 

• Hints for the refinement of business processes 

• Template for the description of optimisation measures on activity level (optimisation table) 

• Template for the description of inter-functional dependencies (function dependency table) 

• Detailed explanations including examples for the proposed BPO-techniques. 

 

7.7.3.7 Completion Criteria (Post Conditions) 

The semi-approach indicates the following completion criteria of the respective BPO-

tasks:[KNÖ01] 

 

• A reference model is available for each of the chosen business processes 

• All AS-IS-processes have been regarded in light of the reference processes 

• Optimisations have been clearly described by means of ideal models and on the activity 

level by means of the optimisation table 

• All functional dependencies are completely documented 

• A decision for the processes´s target design has been agreed 

• The processes´s target design is documented in the shape of target process models. 

 

7.7.3.8 Action/Involvement of the R&D-Project Leader and the Project Team 

Apart from the author, the R&D-project team had almost no experience in BPO. As 

mentioned earlier, this was due to the traditional function-oriented approach applied to most 

of the cooperation partner´s SSW-projects. Again this function-oriented approach implied 
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a technical-driven project execution without BPO-activities. Thus it was decided to 

temporarily consult two process experts of the company´s process insurance unit. In two 

workshop sessions the author and the process experts illuminated the eligible process 

improvement measures which were previously deployed in several classical BPO-projects. In 

this context the BPO-techniques which seemed to be applicable to SSW-implementation 

projects were integrated into the semi-approach. 

 

The author/leader of the R&D-project faced the problem that the SSW-vendor did not deliver 

models with the collection and disbursement reference processes covered by the Billing-ERP-

module. However, reference process models are a crucial means for conducting BPO in SSW-

implementation projects. The cooperation partner thus claimed that the semi-approach had to 

provide reference process models in particular for the SSW-projects covering the SSW-based 

optimisation of the collection and disbursement processes. The author had to consult project 

external SSW-experts for the Billing-ERP-module to yield support in creating the SSW-based 

reference process models. This was necessary as the author and the core project team were not 

able to cover all relevant collection and disbursement functions of the Billing-ERP-system. 

 

The process experts who were not familiar with SSW were amazed at the tremendous BPO-

potential provided by the SSW-insurance modules and their customizable reference processes. 

Due to the considerable variability of the ERP-modules, they assumed that the optimisation 

techniques, such as automation of functions, elimination of functions, etc. would probably be 

more often, easily and cost-effectively applicable in SSW-implementation projects than in 

individual software development projects. 

 

During the steering committee meeting at the end of the detailed conception phase the leader 

of the SSW-insurance department refused the creation of ideal models as recommended by 

the semi-approach. Similar to the AS-IS-process models, it was argued that additional effort 

for ideal models would not be covered by the fixed-price budgets of most SSW-insurance 

projects. The steering committee members thus claimed to abolish the conceptualised solution 

of ideal models. They stressed that it would be sufficient to create target process models 

which depict the SSW-based process improvements/target processes that are short-term 

realisable. Therefore the semi-approach version which covers the specific requirements of the 

cooperation partner´s SSW-insurance department does not provide ideal process models. The 

steering committee was informed that the omission of creating ideal models would probably 
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prevent the comprehensive identification of potential process improvements regardless of 

technical, organisational and political restrictions (see section 7.7.3.2). Therefore the PhD-

version of the semi-approach explicitly recommends the creation of ideal process models.  

 

7.7.4 Element E11: Functional Design 

The functional design is relevant to all semi-approach phases, i.e. the preliminary conception, 

detailed conception and the realisation phase. This semi-approach-element is not directly 

connected with any of the research variables (design parameters and design objectives) of the 

conceptual framework. It is derived from the approach´s semi-process-oriented character.  

 

7.7.4.1 Preconditions/Required Information 

Most of the numerous tasks of the functional design element require various types of 

information. Thus the semi-approach stipulates for each functional design task the required 

information (see appendix E). 

 

7.7.4.2 Execution of Functional Design 

(i) The Preliminary Conception Phase 

The preliminary functional design creates initial solutions based on the SSW-system. For this, 

the SSW-functions of the target business processes are analysed. An initial concept is drafted 

which shows how to realise the target processes’ requirements based on the software’s 

standardised functionality. In the following the major steps which are based on the semi-

process-oriented process-function-contexts are sketched:[KNÖ01] 

 

Step 1: Identification of Relevant SSW-Functions 

At the beginning of the functional design the semi-approach claims to extract the relevant 

SSW-functions from the target processes. Based on this initial step the project team needs to 

evaluate whether the identified functions cover the company’s requirements sufficiently. All 

functional design activities are concerned with the identified software functions. SSW-experts 

and process owners who are responsible for one or more processes go through relevant target 

process models and the related activity tables. All identified SSW-functions are separated 

from non-SSW-functions, e.g. manual activities, legacy system functions. Each extracted 

SSW-function is mapped to the target processes which use that function. A function 
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assignment matrix is prepared that way. It indicates the occurrence of each SSW-function 

within the underlying target processes, which is denoted as a process-function-context. 

 

Function Cluster: 1

Process-Function Context
No. SSW

Fct.
SSW
Fct.

Dep.
Type

 Target
Proc.

1 1b 2
2 1b 3c F 2

Function Cluster: 2

Process-Function Context
No. SSW

Fct.
SSW
Fct.

Dep.
Type

 Target
Proc.

1 2 1
2 2 3b B 1

Target Process 1 Target Process 2

1a 1b

3a 3b

3c

4

1

2

3a 3b

5

Target ProcessFct.
Clust.

SSW
Fct. Proc.1 Proc.2

1 1b X
2 2 X
3 3a X X
3 3b X X

3 3c X

Proc. Depend.
Fct.

Influenc.
Fct.

Type of
Depend.

Descr.

1 2 3B Backwar ........
2 3c 1b Forward ........

Function Dependency Table

Function Assignment Matrix

Function Cluster: 3

Process-Function Context
No. SSW

Fct.
SSW
Fct.

Dep.
Type

 Target
Proc.

1 3a 1
2 3a 2
3 3b 1

4 3b 2 B 1
5 3b 2
6 3c 2
7 3c 1b F 2

Process-Function-Context Matrix

 
Figure 7-16: Creation of Process-Function-Context Matrices[KNÖ01] 

 
Figure 7-16 depicts an example where the function assignment matrix is used for two target 

processes. The SSW-functions (1b, 2, 3a, 3b, 3c), which occur within the target processes 

(1, 2), refer to three different SSW-function clusters (1, 2, 3). Normally, these function 

clusters are implied by the SSW and clearly defined from the beginning. They can be gathered 

from the product description. If not, SSW-experts are usually able to cluster extracted SSW-

functions with minor effort. In the example functions 1 and 5 of process 1 and functions 1a 

and 4 of process 2 are manual activities. Thus they do not appear within the function 

assignment matrix. 

 

After this, the semi-approach claims to create a process-function-context matrix for each 

function cluster. Such a matrix covers the PFCs that belong to a specific function cluster. 

Figure 7-16 shows three process-function-context matrices derived from the function 

assignment matrix. The semi-approach recommends grouping PFCs that way, because the 

later requirements analysis workshops are carried out according to function clusters. 

  

Furthermore, inter-functional dependencies identified during the process design step must be 

assigned to the relevant process-function-context matrix. The functions that are involved in 
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such a dependency constitute a separate PFC. The relevant forward and backward 

dependencies are gathered from the function dependency table which was created by the BPA 

and BPO-elements. In Figure 7-16 two functional dependencies lead to four entries in the 

process-function-context matrices.  

 

Step 2: Analysis of Functional Requirements 

The requirements analysis is performed by means of workshops. Each workshop addresses all 

SSW-functions of a specific function cluster. The analysis workshops combine function-

oriented and process-oriented aspects to reveal: 

 

• customer-specific business rules / functional requirements to be met by a SSW-function 

• requirements of data entities and their attributes and cardinalities.  

 

Figure 7-17 shows that the identified requirements of SSW-functions and their data are 

recorded by means of separate requirements catalogues which are generated from the 

previously produced process-function-context matrices. The semi-approach suggests 

examining a SSW-function in an iterative manner. Each PFC gathered from the requirements 

catalogues triggers a further analysis cycle. Therefore the number of required analysis cycles 

amounts to the number of identified PFCs for the relevant SSW-function. 

 

Functional Requirements 

Function-orientation means that a single SSW-function is separately analysed for each 

business process that uses it. Therefore a specific SSW-function must be analysed for each 

relevant PFC. The process-oriented focus is reflected by the analysis of dependencies between 

different SSW-functions of the same business process. Again, these inter-functional 

dependencies may occur as forward or backward dependencies. Each inter-functional 

dependency is represented by a single PFC in the catalogue for functional requirements as 

illustrated in Figure 7-17. In this case PFC 2 represents a forward dependency. 
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Requirements on Data 

The project team needs to identify data entities which are relevant to the identified SSW-

functions. Figure 7-17 indicates that the table “Description of activity specific IT-support” 

created in the BPA is a good means for deriving those data entities that are used by the 

previously extracted SSW-functions. The table reveals that SSW-function 1b utilises entity 1 

and entity 8. Moreover, the forward dependency between SSW-functions 1b and 3C 

represented by PFC 2 is related to entity 1 as illustrated in the generic example. The semi-

approach guidelines claim to extract data entities which are relevant to the business domain. 

Technical parameters, which just control technical or internal system procedures must not be 

considered. The extracted data must be assigned to the corresponding PFCs. Note, the 

extraction of data is based on the assumption that all selected entities occur in the system’s 

standardised data structures. Otherwise the system would not provide sufficient IT-support to 

the underlying business processes. Consequently, the SSW’s underlying reference data model 

given in Figure 7-17 is adopted without major modifications. That means data modelling in 

terms of entity relationship modelling is not covered by the implementation approach. 

 

 
Figure 7-17: Creation of Documents for the Requirements Analysis[KNÖ01] 

 
The illustrated reference data model indicates that the cardinalities of the relationship between 

entity 1 and entity 8 are flexibly adaptable. To some extent SSW usually allows the flexible 

definition of the cardinalities of relationships between business data entities.  
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The following example aims to clarify such variably configurable relationships. A 

standardised sub-ledger system for the administration of insurance policyholder accounts can 

be configured to different customer-specific requirements. The example is based on the 

assumption that the SSW allows the flexible definition of cardinalities for the relationship 

between “insurance policy” and “policyholder account”. The example shows the different 

requirements of two insurance companies. 

 
Customer-specific 

 Cardinalities 
Insurance 
Company 

Requirements Data 
Entity: 

Account 

Data Entity: 
Policy 

Insurance 
Company AB 

A policyholder’s various policies must be settled via one 
common policyholder account. That means only one 
policyholder account administrates all insurance policies 
of a certain policyholder. 

1 N 

Insurance 
Company XY 

Each policy must be administrated by a separate 
policyholder account. That means each policyholder 
account settles exactly one policy.  

1 1 

Table 7-4: Example – Flexible Cardinalities[KNÖ01] 
 
The analysis of company-specific requirements on flexible cardinalities is considered during 

the subsequent workshop sessions. However, the semi-approach guidelines suggest that 

relationships with variable cardinalities and their related entities should be selected 

beforehand in order to prepare the workshops appropriately. Normally, the SSW expert is able 

to provide the required information. Moreover, product descriptions of the system as well as 

the SSW’s underlying reference data model usually indicate such relationships. 

 

Step 3: Conception of an Initial Solution 

The conception stage aims to draft an initial solution for the configuration of the SSW’s 

dialogue transactions and batch functions. Here, the project team implicitly evaluates whether 

the SSW is able to address the requirements of a certain PFC. If possible, several variants for 

solutions should be defined. The different variants are then evaluated in terms of benefits and 

drawbacks. Although the conception outlines how the SSW can deal with target process 

requirements, the initial solution has a non-technical character with IT-aspects only playing a 

subordinate role during the preliminary conception.  

 

The description of an initial solution must clarify whether it is based on the SSW’s 

standardised functions, extending customer-exits, or additional programming (add-on 

developments). A solution for certain requirements cannot always be conceptualised based on 
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the SSW´s configurable standard functionality. Some SSW suppliers provide modules for the 

extension of certain SSW-functions, so-called customer-exits to realise customer-specific 

requirements. The semi-approach claims for the preliminary conception phase that for each 

PFC the customer-exit’s function and program flow should be specified on a rough 

professional level. If neither configurable system functionality nor customer-exits fit the 

requirements of a PFC, additional software development might be the appropriate way to deal 

with gaps. Additional modules extend or adapt the SSW’s functional range. If functional 

extensions are unavoidable, the initial conception should indicate how the add-on 

development will deal with the respective PFC requirements. As with the requirements 

analysis, conception is an iterative process. The semi-approach guidelines stress that all 

relevant PFCs are successively considered. The consolidation of conflicting requirements for 

a certain SSW-function that occurs in different PFCs is not part of this stage. Here an initial 

solution is sketched for each PFC independently, i.e. intra-functional dependencies are not 

regarded here. In contrast, requirements that are caused by the process flow need to be 

considered. Therefore PFCs, that reflect inter-functional dependencies are part of the initial 

solution. 

 

The previously created catalogues which contain the requirements on SSW-functions and data 

are the basis for the conception. The semi-approach suggests extending these catalogues by 

additional columns in order to prepare them for documentation purposes. The initial solutions 

for functional and data-specific requirements have to be documented separately for each PFC. 

Figure 7-18 illustrates the linkage between the different relevant deliverables of the 

preliminary concept phase in order to conceptualise the initial solution. 

 

Due to the stepwise refinement of project deliverables, the previously created functional 

requirements catalogue needs to be extended by means of additional columns which 

specifically describe the initial solution. Again, the semi-approach suggests considering 

different solution variants if possible. The function concept catalogue in the example includes 

separate columns for two different solutions (see Figure 7-18). The column “Basis” indicates 

whether a solution is based on configuration “C”, customer exits “E”, or additional software 

development “A”. In the example, the function conception catalogue covers two different 

solutions, which were conceived for PFCs 3,4,5. For each PFC only one solution will be 

selected for realisation. In the example, PFCs 1,3,4,5,6 can be depicted by means of 

configurable standard functionality.  
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In contrast, the requirements of PFC 2 cannot be covered by the system’s standard options for 

business solutions. However, there is a certain customer-exit, which can be adapted 

correspondingly. Figure 7-18 shows that the application system type diagram indicates the 

customer-exit that is available to extend/adapt SSW-function 3a from PFC 2. Thus there is a 

linkage between a SSW-function depicted in the target process model and an available 

customer-exit illustrated in the application system type diagram. The particular requirements 

resulting from the forward dependency of PFC 7 require a solution which is based on 

additional software development. This also applies to the solution variant B of PFCs 3,4,5 as 

they are also conceptualised as add-on developments. For each relevant SSW-

transaction/batch-function the system-technical name/identifier should be indicated. This 

information can be gathered from the software’s reference model. Although the system’s 

transaction/batch-function identifier is rather IT-oriented, its assignment to each PFC will 

support further conception and realisation activities. The column “Descr” provides further 

information which defines a conceptualised solution more precisely. The semi-approach 

provides additional hints and examples in order to guide the project team in conceptualising 

the data-specific aspects in the preliminary conception phase (see appendix E).  

 

 
Figure 7-18: Creation of a Function Concept Catalogue[KNÖ01] 

 
The last step of the preliminary conception is represented by a decision making process. A 

decision needs to be made for each PFC that has more than one potential solution variant. The 
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selection activity is not trivial. Thus the semi-approach supports the project team by dealing 

with the following issues: 

 

• Are the requirements of PFCs sufficiently covered? 

• Are the implementation costs of a certain solution covered by the project budget? 

• Will a solution cause further costs beyond the pure implementation costs? For example 

maintenance costs, etc.  

• Is the solution compatible to future SSW-releases? 

• Is the solution realisable within the scheduled project period? 

• Are the members of the project team sufficiently skilled for a proposed solution? For 

instance, solutions that are based on add-on developments require skilled programmers 

who are familiar with the software development environment provided by the SSW-

supplier. 

 

(ii) The Detailed Conception Phase  

In the detailed conception phase the initial solution is prepared for the following realisation 

phase. Only those solutions which were selected by the previous decision making process are 

refined. The preliminary concept of each PFC is refined in light of the SSW and related IT-

relevant aspects. Normally, refinement consists of many activities/aspects. The author’s 

experience suggests that the activities in the detailed conception can vary significantly 

depending on the software product. For example, certain activities to refine a solution for the 

administration of a company’s human resources are probably not relevant to a solution for a 

sub-ledger accounting system. Furthermore, certain activities in the detailed conception are 

strongly connected with SSW-products of certain vendors. To guide the project team in 

refining the preliminary concept, the semi-approach provides a list of important tasks which 

have to be executed for each PFC [KNÖ01] (see appendix E).  

 

The detailed conception covers configurable solutions based on the SSW´s standardised 

functionality, non-configurable solutions that are not covered by the SSW´s standard 

functions and data specifications. The configurable solution is refined for each PFC separately 

and documented by means of the detailed function concept catalogue. Thus, a solution is not 

consolidated if the underlying SSW-function is used for different PFCs, i.e. intra-functional 
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dependencies are only considered in the realisation phase. By contrast, non-configurable 

solutions refer to customer-exits and system-extension (add-on programs) which have to meet 

the requirements of different PFCs. Therefore a separate program specification is not created 

for each PFC, the requirements of different PFCs must be consolidated beforehand. 

Consolidation means considering potentially conflicting requirements of different PFCs and 

defining a common specification. The semi-approach additionally guides the project team in 

refining and consolidating the specification of data that are included in the data catalogue 

covering the relevant data for each PFC [KNÖ01] (see appendix E). 

 

(iii) The Realisation Phase 

In the realisation phase the technical implementation and configuration of the SSW are carried 

out. This covers all realisation activities to adapt or to extend the SSW system to customer-

specific needs. This also includes the closing down of unrequired SSW-functions. The 

realisation is based on program and data specifications and documentation that describes 

configurable solutions. All related project activities of this phase are concerned with the 

transfer of process-oriented solution conceptions to the function-oriented SSW: [KNÖ01] 

 

Step 1: Realisation of Configurable Solutions 

The major concern is the definition of configuration settings based on the detailed function 

concepts. The detailed conception considered solutions for single PFCs but not the intra-

functional dependencies between them. In contrast, a configured system requires their 

consolidation. As a certain SSW-function may occur in several PFCs, it has to deal with the 

requirements of different processes. Consolidation in this sense means configuring the SSW-

function with proper parameter settings so that the SSW-function is applicable to all relevant 

PFCs. Each PFC may have specific requirements on the execution of the function. 

Consolidation aims to avoid conflicting requirements of different business processes. Figure 

7-19 shows the transition from business processes (process-orientation) to PFCs (semi-

process-orientation) which was executed in the preliminary conception. 

 

Each detailed conception is transferred from a semi-process-oriented solution specification 

per PFC to function-oriented system modules. As mentioned earlier in chapter 3 the SSW 

system’s internal structures are often function-oriented. Thus a realisation of configurable 

solutions can be described as the transition of semi-process-orientation to function-orientation 

as indicated in Figure 7-19. A consolidation is necessary because semi-process-oriented 
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business solutions are transferred to a system with function-oriented modules. If a SSW is 

modularised in a process-driven way, a consolidation of process-driven solution specifications 

is probably not required. 

 

Figure 7-19 shows that SSW-function 3a occurs in two PFCs. A configuration setting that 

corresponds to either of the PFCs may be suitable for one target process but it would probably 

not meet the requirements of the other process. Therefore, proper consolidation activities have 

to deal with requirements of both PFCs (intra-functional dependencies). For this the semi-

approach claims that a SSW-function which occurs in different PFCs is configured in an 

iterative manner. Each PFC triggers a further configuration cycle. The semi-approach 

provides additional guidelines to support the project team in executing the iterative 

configuration with consolidation (see appendix E). 

 

 
Figure 7-19: Realisation of Configurable Solutions[KNÖ01] 

 

Step 2: Realisation of Non-Configurable Solutions 

The realisation of non-configurable solutions based on program specifications, which describe 

the requirements on customer-exits and add-on programs, have to be converted into program 

code. As the underlying program specifications already address the requirements of all 

relevant PFCs a complex consolidation of conflicting intra-functional dependencies is not 

necessary in the realisation phase.  
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7.7.4.3 Outcome 

The semi-approach guidelines suggest the following outputs to be created for the functional 

design (see also appendix E). As mentioned earlier, the outputs are based on previously 

created target processes. Most of the functional design results are based on templates which 

are unique to the semi-approach. The semi-approach claims that the functional design and its 

corresponding results need to be continuously refined in the consecutive project 

phases.[KNÖ01] 

 

(i) The Preliminary Conception Phase 

• Function assignment matrix which maps each relevant SSW-function to the target 

processes that use that function  

• Process-function-context matrix covering the PFCs that belong to a specific function 

cluster 

• Catalogues of functional requirements and data requirements for each function cluster  

• Function concept catalogue covering different solution variants for each PFC 

• Data catalogue for the SSW with data extensions  

• A selected solution for each PFC 

• If required, a prototype for single PFCs. 

 

(ii) The Detailed Conception Phase 

• Detailed function concept catalogue for configurable solutions  

• Consolidated algorithm specification for each customer-exit and add-on development  

• Consolidated data specification for each logical data entity mentioned in the data 

catalogue. 

 

(iii) The Realisation Phase 

• Completely configured and consolidated system (based on standardised functions) 

• Implemented customer-exits and add-on programs. 
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7.7.4.4 Techniques 

Applicable techniques are not specific to the semi-approach. However, the semi-approach 

adopts the following for the preliminary conception:[KNÖ01] (see appendix E) 

 

• Workshops to support the requirements analysis for each function cluster. The semi-

approach provides several guidelines to structure and execute a workshop.  

• Prototyping for selected PFCs. The semi-approach provides hints to support the project 

team in prototyping.  

 

7.7.4.5 Required Roles 

SSW-experts and key-users cover most of the functional design activities in all project phases 

of the semi-approach. The process owners are partly involved in the requirements analysis 

and take part in deciding on an initial solution if different variants are available. The decision 

making process is also supported by the project manager and the steering committee. The 

legacy system developer also contributes to the functional design, e.g. by supporting the 

SSW-expert in creating the data catalogue, etc. The members of the tasks-force support the 

design of initial SSW-based solutions and the treatment of gaps.[KNÖ01] 

 

7.7.4.6 Available Guidelines, Templates and Tools 

The semi-approach provides various guidelines, templates and tools covering the functional 

design in each project phase (see appendix E). Some of the most important and semi-

approach-specific ones are:[KNÖ01] 

 

• Guidelines for the iterative configuration process 

• Template for the process-function-context matrix and function assignment matrix 

• Template for the function concept catalogue, etc. 
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7.7.4.7 Completion Criteria/Post Conditions 

The semi-approach defines for each of the numerous functional design tasks of each project 

phase specific completion criteria (see appendix E). 

 

7.7.4.8 Action/Involvement of the R&D-Project Leader and the Project Team 

It was actually intended to give the project team members of the SSW-insurance department 

the task of developing the methodology for the functional design. It was assumed that their 

long-term experience of many function-oriented projects would contribute to the development 

of this rather function-oriented semi-approach-element. However, it became apparent that the 

long-term experience inspired the project team to adopt the traditional function-oriented ideas 

with all the inherent deficits, e.g. the disregard of target processes and their inter-functional 

and intra-functional dependencies. To secure that methodological support for the functional 

design would be based on the previous semi-approach-elements BPA and BPO, etc. the 

author/leader of the R&D-project: 

 

• explicitly defined corresponding requirements, in particular claiming that the PFC must be 

the central construct of the functional design, 

• scheduled an additional review workshop which particularly evaluated whether the 

methodological migration from process-orientation to function-orientation would meet the 

specified requirements. 

 

The members of the steering committee criticised the unequal treatment regarding the 

consolidation of intra-functional dependencies/conflicting requirements in the detailed 

conceptual design of configurable and non-configurable solutions. Again, contrary to non-

configurable solutions, a solution which is based on a configurable SSW-function is not 

consolidated if the underlying SSW-function is used for different PFCs. It was argued that the 

disregard of potentially resulting conflicting requirements in the detailed conception would 

prevent that: 

 

• detailed findings concerning the technical feasibility of intra-functional dependencies 

could be gained as early as possible. In this case sound statements about the technical 

feasibility could not be made before the realisation phase.  
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• the detailed conception really covers all requirements including those resulting from intra-

functional dependencies. Thus the SSW-expert needs to create proper parameter settings 

based on an incomplete conceptual design. The leader of the SSW-insurance department 

argued that SSW-experts would not be used to executing complex realisation tasks such as 

the consolidation without corresponding specification. Thus, it was feared that 

conceptualisation late in the realisation phase might lead to configured SSW-functions 

which unsatisfactorily deal with the conflicting requirements of different PFCs. 

 

To deal with the criticised aspects the author/leader of R&D-project triggered the following 

adaptations to the semi-approach: 

 

• Those SSW-functions which have to meet complex conflicting requirements of different 

PFCs are to be realised in the form of a rudimentary prototype in order to: 

• explore the technical feasibility of the identified intra-functional dependencies already 

in the preliminary conception phase. This is:  

• to secure that realisable configurable standard solutions would meet the 

conflicting requirements 

• to have enough time to check the technical and economic efficiency of non-

configurable solutions if the explorative prototyping in the preliminary 

conception yielded that a customisable standard solution would not be 

realisable. 

• develop a textual customising concept which is partly derived from the created 

prototype. This concept is not supposed to provide comprehensive and granular 

settings for each parameter. Based on a general selection of crucial parameter types 

the customising concept rather focuses on evaluating different solutions on the 

complex consolidation of conflicting requirements. It thus provides the 

conceptualisation of a well-balanced semi-process-oriented solution to the 

consolidation problem. It furthermore represents an obligatory realisation instruction 

and thus prevents the neglect of intra-functional dependencies during the configuration 

process. 
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7.7.5 Element E12: Interfaces/Technical Integration 

Similar to the functional design, the technical integration is not directly connected with any of 

the research variables given in chapter 5. However, due to the fact that SSW usually needs to 

be integrated into an insurance company´s heterogeneous IT-architecture, often with many 

organically grown legacy systems, the semi-approach offers methodological support for the 

technical integration. By contrast, the author experienced that available SSW-implementation 

approaches often neglect this aspect as they treat the SSW-implementation process as a major 

configuration issue and thus rather focus on the system´s inherent standard functions. Due to 

the semi-process-oriented character of the technical integration, all support measures are 

based on the PFCs. The technical integration is concerned with the coupling and cohesion of 

IT-systems, i.e. this aspect aims to realise:[KNÖ01] 

 

• interfaces between the SSW and the surrounding systems 

• a clear functional binding of systems which means to adjust the IT-systems’ functional 

scope with respect to the target process definitions. 

 

7.7.5.1 Preconditions/Required Information 

There is numerous information required to execute the different project tasks dealing with the 

technical integration. The semi-approach indicates for each task the required information (see 

appendix E). 

 

7.7.5.2 Execution of the technical integration 

(i) The Preliminary Conception Phase 

The preliminary conception consists of three major steps:[KNÖ01] 

 

Step 1: Identification of Relevant Interfaces 

All interfaces are depicted in the target process designs as technical interface functions 

together with participating IT-systems as well as sending and receiving data structures. For 

integration purposes, the semi-approach claims to identify all interfaces within the target 

processes first. The semi-approach guidelines stress that each interface function needs to be 

analysed for each target process in which the interface occurs. Thus an identified interface 

function is considered as a PFC. In this context the semi-approach offers specific hints and 
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examples which help the project team to identify and design interfaces by means of the target 

processes (see appendix E). 

 

Step 2: Analysis of Identified Interfaces 

The semi-approach recommends modelling an interface diagram (see appendix E) for each of 

the identified interfaces depicting the logical structures for the sending and receiving 

interfaces. The starting point for the analysis of these attribute structures is the data required 

by the target IT-functions of the receiving system. The receiving attributes of an interface 

must incorporate these data attributes. All required data attributes have been identified in the 

functional design per PFC. A data catalogue results from the functional design for each SSW-

function cluster. Such a data catalogue contains all necessary standard data attributes for each 

SSW-function per target process. Furthermore, it defines data attributes that extend the SSW-

standard, i.e. attributes which are required additionally. In contrast, it is possible that certain 

standard data attributes are not required. If so, they do not appear in the data catalogue, which 

means that they are not relevant for the interface. Moreover, the data catalogue includes the 

source system from which the data are to be provided.  
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Figure 7-20: Semi-Process-Oriented Integration of Data Catalogues[KNÖ01] 

 
In Figure 7-20, one target process executes two SSW-functions of different function clusters. 

For that reason two data catalogues have been defined in the functional design. Each entry in 

the data catalogue represents a PFC. This simplified example includes only one PFC per data 
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catalogue. Analysis revealed that “partner” data are required for both SSW-functions which 

led to one separate PFC 1-1 in the data catalogue of SSW-function (cluster) F1 and PFC 1-2 

in the data catalogue of F2. F1 uses the following partner attributes: “name”, “address”, 

“bank”, and “phone”. In contrast, F2 just uses “name” and “bank”. However, all attributes 

must be provided by legacy system “A”. For that reason, all attributes become part of the 

receiving attribute structure of interface IF1. One can see that the interface diagram collects 

all partner data of both data catalogues for that particular interface (see Figure 7-20). For the 

specification of the logical interface structure in the interface diagram, the semi-approach 

suggests to go through each function cluster specific data catalogue. 

 

As described earlier, the data catalogue may contain several lines for each PFC depending on 

the number of different data entities that need to be described.  
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Figure 7-21: Analysis of Several Interfaces[KNÖ01] 

 
The example given in Figure 7-21 shows that function cluster F1 “administration of master 

data” contains two lines for PFC 1-1, because two different data entities are relevant, namely 

“business partner” and “contract data”. The functional design revealed that these data must be 

provided by different legacy systems, i.e. A and B. Two different interfaces IF1 and IF2 are 

depicted in the target process design. An interface diagram has to be modelled for each of 

these interfaces.  
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As illustrated in the example it is possible that each entity leads to a single interface between 

the SSW and the delivering system. In the example the entity “partner” is depicted by a 

separate interface IF1. The Interface diagram for the interface IF2 refers to the entity 

“contract” mentioned in the data catalogue for function cluster F1 “administration of master 

data”. 

 

As described in Figure 7-20 and Figure 7-21 the attributes of the receiving interface structure 

can be easily gathered from the data catalogues that result from the functional design. This 

receiving structure determines the data attributes that need to be provided by the respective 

sending system. On that basis, the semi-approach guidelines claim to analyse whether the 

sending system is really able to deliver the relevant attributes, i.e. whether the attributes are 

semantically equivalent in the sending and in the receiving system. Note, it is possible that an 

attribute has a different meaning in different systems. If so, the interface program probably 

has to enrich or modify the respective attributes. 

 

Step 3: Conception 

This step covers the conception of interface functions and the functional binding of legacy 

systems. Functional binding in this context does not mean the assignment of functions to 

atomic software modules. The semi-approach guidelines use this term for the assignment of 

IT-functions to entire software systems. 

 

Conception of Interface Functions 

Interface functions operate the interface, i.e. to provide the data as they are required by the 

SSW. For data exchange purposes an interface may carry out the following functions: 

 

• Conversion of data into a format that is required by the receiving system. 

• Enrichment or addition of data, if the sending system cannot provide all the required data. 

Additional data might be enriched by means of internal calculations or by retrieving this 

data from other systems. 

• Plausibility check of the data to be exchanged in order to prove the data’s correctness. 

• Existence check for master data in the receiving system. For instance, if transaction data to 

be exchanged, requires the existence of certain master data, the interface might check 

whether this master data is already available in the receiving system. 
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The semi-approach emphasises that the SSW often does not provide interface programs that 

comprise these functions to a sufficient extent. Thus the realisation of additional interface 

programs is often necessary. The execution of the above mentioned interface functions 

depends on the: 

 

• quality of the available data in the legacy systems  

• target processes that determine which data is required 

• receiving SSW that requires certain data formats. 

 
The encapsulation of these functions in the form of interface programs helps to avoid 

modifications of the SSW’s standardised programs. The project team needs to conceive each 

of these interface functions for all target processes that make use of the interface. Figure 7-22 

shows that the utilisation of interface IF1 in target process 1 is presented by PFC 1-1 

whereas the execution of IF1 in process 2 leads to the separate PFC 2-1.  
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Enrichment/addition of data .............. 
Plausibility checks for received data ..............
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Figure 7-22: Conception of Interface Functions[KNÖ01] 

 
The functional requirements catalogue should be used to specify the requirements on interface 

programs. For instance, the execution of interface functions such as data enrichment depends 

on process inherent preconditions. A certain business transaction might need certain data 

attributes that other business transactions do not require. For that reason, an interface PFC is 

regarded as a filling variant in terms of data attributes and attribute values. A stepwise 
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consideration of each interface function in light of all business transactions leads to a 

catalogue of all relevant: 

 

• data attributes and their values 

• interface functions that are supposed to provide the necessary data. 

 

If the execution of interface functions depends on very specific business transactions with 

possibly different variants, the semi-approach guidelines additionally suggest using decision 

tables to determine how the interface operates such complex preconditions. 

 

Conception of Functional Binding 

Implementing the SSW on the basis of the target process designs leads to a new functional 

cohesion of the surrounding legacy systems. That means the division of functions between the 

IT-systems and the SSW must be modified in light of the SSW’s functions: 

 

• Obsolete legacy system functions become redundant and will be replaced by SSW-

functions. 

• Certain legacy system functions must be modified in order to cooperate with the SSW 

appropriately. 

• Certain SSW-functions are probably not intended for an implementation. Such 

modifications of the SSW were conceived in the functional design (see section 7.7.4). 

 

AS-IS-process models depict current process activities/IT-functions as well as assigned 

legacy systems. In contrast, target processes show how the IT-functions of the SSW and the 

legacy systems will operate the business transactions in the future. The target process design 

has determined the division of functions between the IT-systems in a process-driven way. The 

semi-approach guidelines claim for a comparison of AS-IS-processes and target processes in 

order to reveal: 

 

• IT-functions that are shifted from legacy systems to the SSW system 

• side effects that arise in other IT-systems due to an assignment of IT-functions to the SSW 

system 
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• legacy system functions for which modifications need to be carried out in order to 

cooperate with the SSW system. 

 

The semi-approach guidelines suggest that the consideration of necessary legacy system 

modifications should be carried out per legacy system and for each business process. This is 

illustrated in Figure 7-23 for the legacy systems A and B. 
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Figure 7-23: Conception of Functional Binding[KNÖ01] 

 
Each business transaction might impose specific modifications and must therefore be 

analysed, separately. Thus it is recommended analysing the requirements on modifications in 

a PFC-oriented way. The preliminary conception of the necessary legacy system 

modifications are documented by means of the functional requirements catalogue. In the 

illustrated example the functions 1b and 2 of legacy system A and the functions 3a, b and c 

are to be integrated into the SSW. The corresponding modifications of the legacy systems 

need to be documented for each eliminated function by means of a separate PFC, i.e. PFCs 1-

1, 1-2 cover the required modifications of system A and PFCs 1-3, 1-4, 1-5 refer to the 

eliminations of the functions 3a, b and c that are intended for system B.  

 

In addition the earlier mentioned activity tables are suggested by the semi-approach. In this 

context the optimisation table is of particular importance as it describes the integration of 

(legacy) system functions into a responsible (SSW) system (see also appendix E). 
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(ii) The Detailed Conception Phase 

The detailed conception adopts the preliminary conception’s interface diagrams and 

requirements specifications for:[KNÖ01] 

 

• logical interface structures 

• interface programs 

• modifications of surrounding systems. 

 

From this the semi-approach guidelines claim to create technical specifications for the final 

realisation. This is illustrated in Figure 7-24. An interface diagram and a table of functional 

requirements were created for the interface “IF1” in the preliminary conception.  
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Figure 7-24: Interface Specification[KNÖ01] 

 
Both the sending and the receiving logical interface structures need to be technically 

described by attribute assignment diagrams. A program specification must be created from the 

table of functional requirements. Flow charts or pseudo code notations are applicable to this 

task. 

 

The previous preliminary conception analysed the interfaces in the form of process-function-

contexts, because different business transactions may have particular requirements on the data 
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that need to be provided via the interface. Each target process might utilise a specific 

combination of attributes and therefore expects the delivery of specific attribute values. This 

is why several interface diagrams may exist for the same interface. A consolidation of these 

interface diagrams is necessary when the interface is technically specified in the form of an 

attribute assignment diagram. The semi-approach guidelines stress that the consolidation of 

all the requirements on interface functions is also necessary in order to provide a technical 

specification for an interface program that serves all relevant business transactions without 

conflicting attribute values. The semi-approach provides specific hints to support the project 

team in consolidating the relevant interface diagrams and in creating technical specifications 

for interfaces (see appendix E). 

 

(iii) The Realisation Phase 

The relevance of technical integration in the realisation phase is to do with the:[KNÖ01] 

 

• realisation of interface programs 

• realisation of legacy system modifications 

• extension of the SSW’s interface structures for additionally required attributes. 

 

However, the semi-approach does not provide specific support for the technical integration in 

the realisation phase. Usually appropriate company-specific program conventions are 

applicable.  

 

7.7.5.3 Outcome 

The semi-approach guidelines suggest the following outputs to be created for the technical 

integration. Due to the semi-process-oriented character the outputs are based on 

PFCs:[KNÖ01]  

 

(i) The Preliminary Conception Phase 

• Conception of the process specific interfaces 

• Conception of the affected legacy system functions and the required modifications 

• Overview of the target architecture. 
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(ii) The Detailed Conception Phase 

• Technical specification of sending and receiving data structure 

• Technical specification of interface programs 

• Technical specification of all required modifications for surrounding systems. 

 

(iii) The Realisation Phase  

• Interface programs 

• Legacy system modifications 

• Extended SSW interface structures according to additionally required attributes. 

 

7.7.5.4 Techniques 

The semi-approach does not recommend specific techniques for the technical integration. 

Often, the requirements analysis in the preliminary stage is based on workshops or interviews. 

 

7.7.5.5 Required Roles 

Legacy system developers and SSW-experts are involved in all project activities. The 

respective process owners merely support the identification and analysis of relevant interfaces 

in the preliminary conception phase.[KNÖ01] 

 

7.7.5.6 Available Guidelines, Templates and Tools 

The semi-approach provides various guidelines, templates and tools covering the technical 

integration aspect in each project phase (see appendix E).  

 

7.7.5.7 Completion Criteria/Post Conditions 

The semi-approach defines for each task to be executed for the technical integration several 

specific completion criteria (see appendix E). 
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7.7.5.8 Action/Involvement of the R&D-Project Leader and the Project Team 

The semi-process-oriented procedure for technical integration was worked out by the 

author/leader of R&D-project. To support the author during the requirements analysis an 

external expert for legacy systems was consulted from the cooperation partner´s competence 

centre for software basis technology.  

 

The steering committee did not approve the conception of functional binding. It was argued 

that the modification of the legacy systems to improve the systems´ cohesion would not be 

workable in fixed-price projects. They worried that customers might abandon the plans to 

implement a new SSW in light of the often cost-intensive modifications required for the 

system adaptations. Thus they advocated addressing only the absolutely necessary 

modifications referring to interfaces, data enrichment, etc. Based on a lengthy discussion 

illuminating the controversial view points, it was defined that the semi-process-oriented 

procedure for improving the functional cohesion of legacy systems would not be arranged as 

an obligatory project task. It was decided to provide the methods for the functional binding as 

an optional feature which can be made available by means of tailoring. 

 

7.7.6 Element E13: Testing 

The semi-process approach is concerned with the quality of the SSW and the legacy systems 

of the target IT-architecture that integrates the SSW-system. Thus the semi-approach provides 

specific testing activities for each project phase.  

 

7.7.6.1 Preconditions/Required Information 

Numerous information is required to execute the testing. The semi-approach defines for each 

task the required information (see appendix E). 

 

7.7.6.2 Execution of Testing 

(i) The Preliminary Conception Phase 

In the preliminary conception, planning of the test tasks occurs in light of organisational and 

technical aspects. This planning is independent of technical specifications and professional 

conceptions of the system. For instance, test levels, i.e. function test, module test, etc., roles, 

and responsibilities are defined. Technical aspects comprise a description of the test system as 
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part of the entire software architecture and the utilisation of test tools. The semi-approach 

guidelines precisely define the tasks that have to be covered by the project team [KNÖ01] 

(see appendix E). 

 

(ii) The Detailed Conception Phase 

The detailed test conception is concerned with the stepwise specification of test cases as 

described in the following [KNÖ01]:  

 

Test cases are based on functional designs, interface specifications and target process designs. 

Thus the specified requirements determine the specification of test cases. First, test objects 

need to be identified. A test object is a part of the SSW’s conceptual design which provides a 

checkable software function. Figure 7-25 clarifies that test objects for the function test should 

be directly adopted from the process-function-context matrix.  
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Figure 7-25: Derivation of Test Objects and Test Cases[KNÖ01] 

 
The semi-approach suggests considering each PFC as a test object. All test objects together 

reflect the implemented functionality from the user’s perspective. As illustrated in the 

example these test objects need to be refined down to a level of single functions from which 

equivalence classes may be derived. Test cases will be specified for equivalence classes and 

boundary values. Finally test cases need to be assigned to test-series. Figure 7-25 depicts how 

test cases are specified for function tests. It shows a collection of test cases for function 
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cluster 1.  The example also shows that each target process is considered as a test object for 

the integration test. The semi-approach guidelines provide detailed guidelines for the 

following test tasks:[KNÖ01](see appendix E) 

 

• Identification of test objects including test object refinement and identification of 

equivalence classes 

• Detailed organisational and technical test planning 

• Specification of test cases.  

 

(iii) The Realisation Phase 

Testing in the realisation phase covers:[KNÖ01] 

 

• the creation of test data 

• execution of tests for all test levels 

• creation of error documentation 

• approval of faultless test objects. 

 

Although the semi-approach describes general test tasks for the realisation phase, semi-

approach specific support is not provided. Nevertheless, the semi-approach formulates general 

hints and guidelines for the execution of testing in the realisation phase (see appendix E).  

 

7.7.6.3 Outcome 

The following outputs need to be created according to the semi-approach guidelines for 

testing:[KNÖ01] 

 

(i) The Preliminary Conception Phase 

• Test system definition 

• Test levels 

• Test roles and responsibilities 

• Test tools. 
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(ii) The Detailed Conception Phase 

• Test objects and refined functions to be tested 

• Precisely planned test procedures and personnel resources 

• Specified test cases. 

 

(iii) The Realisation Phase 

• Test data 

• Faultless test objects, defective test objects 

• Error documentation and development orders for system corrections. 

 

7.7.6.4 Techniques 

The semi-approach guidelines suggest black-box testing which is commonly applied to most 

SSW-implementation projects.  

 

7.7.6.5 Required Roles 

Test manager, legacy system developers and SSW-experts are involved in almost all project 

activities to do with testing. Process owners and key-users are concerned with the 

identification of test objects, the definition of test cases in the detailed conception phase and 

take part in the testing in the realisation phase[KNÖ01] (see appendix E). 

 

7.7.6.6 Available Guidelines, Templates and Tools 

The semi-approach provides various guidelines, templates and tools covering the testing in 

each project phase (see appendix E).  

 

7.7.6.7 Completion Criteria/Post Conditions 

The semi-approach defines for each test task specific completion criteria (see appendix E). 
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7.7.6.8 Action/Involvement of the R&D-Project Leader and the Project Team 

The author/leader of the R&D-project worked out the procedure for the semi-process-oriented 

testing. This was due to the fact that the author had led an academic seminar for the students 

of the Master Course “Advanced Software Technology” as a cooperation project of the 

University of Wolverhampton and the Leuphana University of Lueneburg. This seminar was 

about testing of software application systems and thus qualified the author to develop a 

procedure for a semi-process-oriented testing of SSW-systems. The steering committee fully 

approved the presented test procedure. 

 

7.8 Summary and Conclusions 

Chapter 7 provided a pragmatic life-cycle model for the implementation of standardised IT-

systems in conjunction with the improvement of business processes. It was clarified that the 

semi-process-oriented implementation approach is a reasonable compromise between purely 

process-driven and function-oriented life-cycle models. The gains of both paradigms were 

adopted while their inherent drawbacks were avoided. It was pinpointed, that the approach’s 

semi-process-oriented character ensures the holistic consideration of inter-functional and 

intra-functional dependencies. Therefore, a company’s optimised business processes can be 

implemented by means of SSW-systems, though their inherent structures (modularisation) are 

frequently function-oriented instead of process-driven.[KNÖ01] 

 

During this research project the author faced the following problems: 

 

• Through the break in the project it was not possible, at the re-launch to continue in the 

conception phase. It was necessary at first to re-enter into the requirements analysis stage 

to identify new and changed demands, especially from the results of the empirical study. 

• The members of the R&D-project team were often not sufficiently able to anticipate the 

process-oriented needs that a SSW-implementation method has to cover. This was despite 

the fact that all team members of the SSW-insurance department were experienced SSW-

consultants. However, their expertise particularly referred to the function-oriented 

approaches as these provided the predominant methodological basis for the projects that 

had been executed by the SSW-insurance department. Thus the author had to adopt more 

R&D-tasks than originally planned, e.g. the development of the BPA and BPO elements of 

the semi-approach. In this context it was also necessary to consult project-external process 
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experts of cooperation partner´s process insurance unit who were familiar with the process 

paradigm in order to fill the unexpected gaps of knowledge. 

• The consideration of the organisational structure of forty-five Swiss, German and Austrian 

insurance companies revealed that just two totally implemented a process organisation 

with process teams and a case-closing processing. Thus the author could not assume that 

available staff of customer organisations was always sufficiently familiar with the process 

paradigm in order to readily take on the roles of process owner or key-user in SSW-

implementation projects. The R&D-project team therefore worked out two variants for a 

semi-process-oriented project organisation in consideration that the company structure has 

not been sufficiently migrated to a process organisation with adequately skilled key-users 

and process owners. 

• It was difficult to accommodate some of the cooperation partner´s specific requirements 

with the main research objectives concerning generalisability, product- and domain-

independence of research results. In particular, the fact that SSW-implementation projects 

of the cooperation partner´s SSW-insurance department are often based on tight fixed-price 

budgets, induced the steering committee to claim for modification of some semi-approach-

elements. The members of the steering committee feared that some features, such as: 

• the analysis and modelling of AS-IS-business processes: 

• the improvement of the legacy system´s degree of cohesion 

• the modelling of ideal processes 

     would possibly not be covered by most of the fixed-price budgets. However, in some 

     controversial discussions between the author and steering committee it was decided to 

     create two versions of the semi-approach. The version for the PhD-project comprised the 

     semi-approach-elements without alignment to the specific requirements of the cooperation 

     partner, to the insurance domain and to the SSW-products of a certain SSW-vendor. 

     However, to meet the needs of the project sponsor, namely the SSW-insurance department 

     of the cooperation partner it was decided to make the controversial features tailorable, 

     meaning that some of the former obligatory elements would be optional, such as the 

     analysis and modelling of AS-IS-processes. Just a few features, e.g. the creation of ideal 

     process models, were completely dropped in the version of the SSW-insurance department. 
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The semi-approach was also presented to the other lines of business of the cooperation 

partner. Several of its domains, such as banking, public sector, telecommunication, as well as 

the line-independent SSW-cross centre registered interest in deploying the semi-approach for 

their SSW-consulting business. Three months after the R&D-project had been finished, the 

banking department and the SSW-cross centre adopted the original “PhD-version” of the 

semi-approach. However, both departments carried out modifications regarding the deployed 

modelling tools and the provided templates for the requirements analysis workshops and for 

the specification of requirements on user-exits and add-on programs. 
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8 Validation of the Semi-Approach/Research Results 

The chapter summarises the outcomes gained from the validation of the research results. The 

validation was carried out by means of three real-world customer projects which took place in 

the insurance domain. The projects were carried out by the SSW-insurance department of the 

consulting company that had already acted as the cooperation partner for the development of 

the semi-approach (see chapter 7). All the projects were concerned with the implementation 

of the Billing-ERP-module for supporting the collection and disbursement processes49 by 

applying selected elements of the semi-approach. Figure 8-1 shows that the validation results 

flow, if necessary, into the revision of the conceptual research framework and the 

corresponding semi-approach-elements. This is in accordance with the iterative character of 

action research which requires the execution of learning cycles consisting of problem 

analysis, taking appropriate action, assessing action, etc. [GIE02] [AVI02]  
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Figure 8-1: Validation of Research Results: Integration of Action Research in the Research Process 

 
The chapter starts with the objectives of the validation process. This section only focuses on 

the related research objectives, i.e. the project objectives pursued by the customer companies 

are not described here. Afterwards, additional information is provided to the applied research 

methods in order to illustrate the general explanations given in chapter 2. The next section 

                                                 
49 As mentioned earlier, this ERP-module was provided by one of the world-wide leading SSW-vendors which 
offers SSW-systems for all core insurance processes. The Billing-ERP-module for the collection and 
disbursement processes is part of the SSW-vendor´s reference architecture for the insurance business. 
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offers general data of the insurance companies which executed the standard software 

implementation projects. In this context the number of employees and annual sales, etc. are 

relevant figures. This section also mentions the projects´ organisational structure and the 

different project objectives if they are related to the design objectives covered by the 

conceptual research framework (see chapter 5) and the empirical research (see chapter 6). The 

main part of this chapter deals with the validation of each semi-approach-element applied in 

the different customer projects. At the end of this chapter the main findings and conclusions 

are summarised. 

 

8.1 Chapter Objectives 

Due to the pragmatic character of the thesis subject, the main aim of this research process was 

to validate the results of the empirical research and the derived semi-approach-elements 

regarding their practical relevance. For this purpose the following objectives were pursued by 

applying the semi-approach in three different real-world customer projects: 

 

• To gain findings on whether the author or the project team had to take 

extraordinary/unexpected action during the projects. For instance, certain tasks had to be 

executed to deal with unexpected problems. 

• Validation of the empirical results gained from the statistical data analysis which was 

executed for the formulated research hypotheses. 

• Validation whether the applied semi-approach-elements are suitable to contribute to 

achieving the relevant project objectives. 

• To gain pointers regarding required improvements of applied semi-approach-elements. 

• To gain pointers regarding further elements which are not covered by the semi-approach. 

 

8.2 Additional Information of the Applied Research Methods 

As mentioned earlier, action research was the main research method applied for the validation 

process. To retrieve information/data which could be analysed for validation purposes, the 

interview technique was additionally deployed.  
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Three months after completion of the SSW-implementation projects, the respective managers 

of the IT-department and the collection and disbursement department/accounting department 

were interviewed. The interviews were conducted by the author. The interviews were based 

on a structured questionnaire (see appendix B) and covered the following issues: 

 

• Evaluation on whether the relevant project goals50 could be achieved? The following rating 

scale was available to support the interviewees in evaluating the degree of goal 

achievement (goal satisfaction level as reported by the interviewees): 

• 1 = not achieved 

• 2 = hardly achieved 

• 3 = medium achievement 

• 4 = nearly achieved 

• 5 = fully achieved 

• Which of the applied semi-approach-elements contributed to the fulfilment of a relevant 

project goal? The following rating scale was provided to the interviewees in order to 

measure the strength of contribution of each semi-approach-element towards goal 

achievement (strength of correlation as reported by the interviewees): 

• 1 = no/small contribution 

• 2 = medium contribution 

• 3 = strong contribution   

• 4 = very strong contribution. This category was additionally defined due to the request 

       of the interviewees.  

• Recommended improvements for each applied semi-approach-element. 

• Recommended supplements which should be considered as additional activities of an 

existing semi-approach-element or as an entirely new semi-approach-element. 

 

                                                 
50 Project objectives which were considered by the conceptual framework (chapter 5) and the empirical survey 
research (chapter 6). Other project objectives were not covered by the interviews. 
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8.3 The Customer Projects 

The three customer projects for validating the semi-approach took place in two different 

insurance companies. The following sections introduce the insurance companies which 

applied the semi-approach and describe the organisation and the objectives of the customer 

projects. 

 

8.3.1 Projects in a German Insurance Company: Projects 1 & 2  

Two research relevant projects were carried out in a medium-sized primary insurance 

company in Germany. The company sells the entire product-range of life- and non-life 

insurance products. Both projects were executed as a cooperation between the consulting 

company51, the insurance company´s collection and disbursement department52 and an in-

house IT-service company.53  

  

Prior to the commencement of the projects, the management decided to standardise the 

accounting systems within a strategic SSW-based IT-platform. In this context it was planned 

to replace the existing homegrown billing systems by means of the earlier mentioned Billing-

ERP-module for the collection and disbursement processes. 

 

The replacement of the existing systems was organised in the form of three successive SSW-

projects. The author functioned as the acting project manager for the: 

 

• initial SSW-implementation addressing the collection and disbursement processes of the 

life insurance business (project 1) 

• SSW-roll-out for the automobile insurance business (project 2). 

 

The author did not participate in the third project covering the property insurance branch. Due 

to this fact only project 1 (initial implementation of the Billing-ERP-system) and project 2 

(roll-out of the Billing-ERP-system for the automobile insurance business) were within the 

scope of the validation process. 

                                                 
51 As mentioned earlier the consulting company is the cooperation partner of the author´s action research. 
52 The insurance company´s collection and disbursement department was the sponsor of both projects. The major 
tasks were the collection of insurance premiums and the disbursement of insurance benefits, etc.  
53 This company offered various IT-services exclusively to the insurance company.  
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The management of the insurance company defined the following objectives54 which were not 

separated for each SSW-project. This was due to the fact that the implementation of the 

Billing-ERP-module was considered as a single measure from several tasks for realising the 

SSW-based accounting strategy. The definition of separate SSW-projects was due to 

organisational reasons. 

 

8.3.1.1 Project Objectives 

• Reduction of maintenance costs amounting to at least 30% due to: 

• a proven coherence/clear functional binding of the collaborating systems, i.e. the 

Billing-ERP-module, the upstream policy management system(s) and the downstream 

general ledger system 

• standardised interfaces between collaborating systems. 

• Improvement of business processes in the collection and accounting department which 

were scheduled to gain a reduction of process costs by 30%.  

• Improved customer service, a more efficient and rapid reply to customer inquiries based on 

a common customer account which administrates all: 

• life insurance products 

• non-life insurance products, i.e. automobile and property insurance of a particular 

customer. 

 

8.3.1.2 The Initial Implementation of the Billing-ERP-System: Project 1 

Project 1 covered the initial implementation of the Billing-ERP-module to support the 

selected collection and disbursement processes of the life insurance business. During the 

running of project 1, another project started which aimed at replacing the existing homegrown 

policy administration system by means of a SSW-based policy management system. For the 

Billing-ERP-module, the new policy system was an upstream system which provided:  

 

• master data, in terms of insurance contracts 

                                                 
54 The mentioned project objectives were directly related to the investigated design/project objectives given in 
the research framework in chapter 5. There were other specific project objectives which however could not be 
assigned to the project objectives covered by the thesis. Thus they were not considered for the validation. 
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• posting data for premiums, life benefits, repurchasing, insurance fees, etc.  

 

Although the new Billing-ERP-system had to be connected to the policy system, both systems 

were implemented in the form of two separate projects. The various business processes 

triggered by the policy system, which would lead to master and posting data transfers to the 

Billing-ERP-system, were clarified in a separate preliminary study executed prior to project 1.  

 

8.3.1.3 Organisation of Project 1 

Apart from the author, another five SSW-consultants of the cooperation partner participated 

in the project: Four experts for the Billing-ERP-module and one so-called SSW-base expert 

for SSW-technical issues, such as sizing, etc. The ERP-consultants were scheduled with 

100% and the SSW-base expert with 30% capacity. Just one actuary scheduled with 30% 

project capacity was part of the project team. He was the expert for the policy management 

and administration processes which triggered data transfers to the Billing-ERP-system. Four 

employees of the insurance company´s collection and disbursement department and three staff 

members of the in-house IT-service company belonged to the project team. The initial 

planning scheduled four project days a week for the team members of the collection 

department and three project days a week for the IT-service staff.  

 

8.3.1.4 Roll-out of the Billing-ERP-System: Project 2 

Project 2 represented the roll-out of the Billing-ERP-module to support the collection and 

disbursement processes of the automobile insurance business. As the already in project 1 

implemented ERP-module had to be prepared for the additional automobile insurance 

processes, this roll-out-project was considered as a CPE-project for a continuous process 

extension in accordance with the semi-approach guidelines. In contrast to the initial 

implementation project, the roll-out-project had to realise the collection-relevant business 

processes triggered by the upstream poor-maintainable home-grown policy system. In 

accordance with project 1, the Billing-ERP-system had to be connected to the downstream 

general ledger system and to the business partner system.55 All collection-relevant business 

processes were identified in a preliminary study which was executed three months prior to the 

roll-out-project. 

                                                 
55 Both, the general ledger system as well as the business partner system were provided by the same SSW-vendor 
of the Billing-ERP-system for the collection and disbursement processes. 
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8.3.1.5 Organisation of Project 2  

Apart from the actuary the entire project team of the initial implementation project also 

executed the roll-out-project. Instead of the actuary, two process experts of the automobile 

insurance contract administration took part in the project. The capacity of the project team 

members was similar to project 1 with the exception of the process experts who were 

scheduled with three days a week.  

 

8.3.2 Roll-Out-Project in a Swiss Insurance Company: Project 3 

The third action research project was executed with an international operating Swiss 

insurance group.  

 

Preliminary Aspects of Project 3 

In the following, two SSW-projects56 are sketched which had been carried out prior to the 

actual action research project 3. The project results from the two previous SSW-projects had 

to be regarded as preconditions for project 3. Both projects had been concerned with the 

implementation of the Billing-ERP-module for the collection and disbursement business. This 

was based on the fundamental decision of the management saying that this ERP-module 

should be implemented as a company-wide billing sub-ledger system. The implementation of 

the SSW-based general ledger system that was provided by the same SSW-vendor of the 

Billing-ERP-system was also part of the decision. The initial SSW-implementation covered 

the life and pension insurance business. 

 

Another management decision covered the development of a new unit-linked life insurance 

product. Because the scheduled time to market launch was very short, the new product had to 

be provided with only a very limited scope of product characteristics. For this reason the new 

product was regarded as a light version of the unit-linked life insurance. In addition only the 

most necessary business processes for the new product should be considered for the ERP-

system implementation. The required alignment of the Billing-ERP-system was completed in 

a separate roll-out-project. 

                                                 
56 The author of the thesis belonged to the project teams and took on the role of the SSW-expert for the function 
cluster “payment transaction”. However, these projects were not part of the author´s action research.  
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Fundamental Aspects of Project 3 

The actual action research project was started approximately three years after the market 

launch of the light version of the unit-linked life insurance product. It was a further roll-out of 

the Billing-ERP-system for an absolutely new unit-linked life insurance product with an 

intended market launch nine months after the commencement of project 3. In contrast to the 

light version the new product was: 

 

• a full version that provided all features of a sophisticated unit-linked life insurance product 

without limitations, 

• designed for all common and extraordinary business processes of the unit-linked life 

insurance business.  

 

Thus the essence of project 3 was to implement the business processes of the until-linked life 

insurance product (full version) into the already operating Billing ERP-system. The collection 

and disbursement business processes which had already been implemented by the previous 

two SSW-projects had to be taken into consideration. Therefore this SSW-roll-out-project was 

executed as a CPE-project. In this context the company also decided to align the already 

operating policy management system to the additional requirements of the new product. 

Accordingly, the policy management system had to generate all the insurance contract data 

and posting data which had to be processed by the Billing-ERP-system. The Billing-ERP-

system, in turn, had to summarize and transfer premium and benefit postings to the general 

ledger system (in accordance with the German projects 1 and 2). 

 

The management also requested for an improvement in the effectiveness and customer-

orientation of the underlying business processes. Of particular importance were the business 

domains policy management, premium collection and disbursement of assurance benefits and 

accounting. In the past several projects had been carried out to achieve more efficient 

customer-oriented business tasks based on SSW. However, earlier BPO-efforts had failed due 

the fact that: 

 

• available policy systems were not able to cover the specific requirements of the company’s 

unit-linked life insurance business.  
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• available collection and disbursement systems were not able to sufficiently meet the 

company’s claims for more customer-orientation. In particular the so-called new 

dimension insurance products, e.g. the newly developed sophisticated full version of the 

unit-linked life insurance could not sufficiently be covered by a holistic and comprehensive 

customer account which had to process all premiums and disbursement postings for all life 

and non-life insurance policies of a particular customer.  

• most of the former SSW-projects were considered from a mainly technical point of view 

due to a lack of methodological support for BPO. Because of this, it was decided to deploy 

the semi-approach. 

 

8.3.2.1 Project Objectives 

The following objectives were connected with the roll-out of the Billing-ERP-system for the 

unit-linked life insurance business: 

 

• 30 % reduction of process cycle time due to case-closing processing of each sub-process 

with “one face to the customer-care” and process teams.  

• 35 % automation of manual activities in the area of new business and dunning to reduce 

the process costs in the policy administration and collection and disbursement departments.  

• Reduction of up to 20% contract cancellations caused by dissatisfied customers.  

• 20 % reduction of IT-costs. 

 

8.3.2.2 Organisation of Project 3 

The management of the company decided to establish two separate sub-projects because of 

the very complex BPO and implementation tasks. One project dealt with implementing the 

business processes for administrating the new insurance product in the policy management 

system.57 The other project covered the roll-out of the Billing-ERP-system and the adaptation 

of the general ledger system58. This SSW-roll-out-project was carried out in cooperation with 

the IT-department and accounting department which was responsible for both, the general 

ledger and the sub-ledger (collection and disbursement) processes. The author and one 

                                                 
57 This sub-project was not part of the author’s action research. 
58 This sub-project was part of the author’s action research. 
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employee of the accounting department were responsible for the SSW-project management. 

The project team comprised five process teams. Five consultants of the consulting company´s 

SSW-insurance department took on the role of the SSW-expert in the process teams. Another 

three customer employees of the accounting department acted as key-users. Two SSW-

programmers and one SSW-base expert of the customer’s SSW-competence centre59 also 

participated in the project. Each staff of the consulting company was scheduled full time. The 

key-users of the accounting department had a project capacity of 50%. The involved SSW-

competence centre staff, i.e. the SSW-programmers were initially scheduled for two project 

days a week in the realisation phase. However, this was increased by 20% at the end of the 

detailed conception phase, because the true programming efforts, due to the now available 

specification, could be defined more precisely. 

 

8.4 Evaluation of the Projects 

In accordance with the research objectives, each semi-approach-element which was applied in 

at least one of the three customer projects is considered as follows: 

 

• Particular action taken by the author/process team 

• Validation of the research results 

• regarding the suitability of the applied semi-approach-element to contribute to 

achieving the project objectives which are related to the conceptual research 

framework  

• gained from empirical research  

• Reasonable improvements/enhancements of the semi-approach. 

 

8.4.1 Validation of Phase-Independent Semi-Approach-Elements 

The following explanations cover the validation outcome of the phase-independent semi-

approach-elements. 

 

                                                 
59 The SSW-competence centre was part of the IT-department. 
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8.4.1.1 Element E1: Semi-Process-Orientation 

As given in Table 8-1 the achievement of the project objectives: 

 

• Methodological continuity of the process/complementarity of project deliverables (4-1) 

• Support/realisation of strategic objectives (O4-2) 

are validated in context of the semi-process-oriented character of the applied implementation 

approach. 

 

8.4.1.1.1 Particular Action Taken by the Author/Project Team 

At the beginning of the Swiss project (project 3) the author realised that 

quantitative/operationalised project objectives were not sufficiently available to contribute to 

the achievement of corporate strategic goals. Note, the availability of measurable goals is an 

obligatory pre-condition for starting a semi-process-oriented SSW-implementation project as 

all applied semi-approach-elements must be aligned to these objectives. The author thus 

initiated an extracurricular goal definition workshop involving the manager of the IT-

department, the manager of the accounting department and the manager of the life insurance 

policy administration department. The following tasks were executed: 

 

• Derivation of quantitative/operationalised project objectives from the high level corporate 

strategic objectives. 

• Selection of the business processes which were of particular importance for the 

operationalised objectives and thus for the SSW-implementation project. 

• Assignment of measurable objectives to the selected processes, i.e. definition of precise 

quantitative objectives on a process level. 

 

However, as mentioned in chapter 7, costly strategic studies are normally not covered by the 

often tight SSW-project budgets. Thus the definition of measurable goals on a process level 

must usually be derived from the corporate objectives prior to the SSW-implementation 

project. The selection of important processes and the assignment of quantitative objectives are 

therefore not within the scope of the semi-approach. Particular action in this context was not 

taken in projects 1 and 2 as all required information was sufficiently available. 
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8.4.1.1.2 Validation of Research Results 

The interviewees of the Swiss insurance company stated that the strategic corporate objectives 

(O4-2) were nearly achieved. They emphasised that the satisfactorily coverage of relevant 

strategic objectives was strongly impacted by the semi-process-oriented project character of 

the implementation approach (E1). The German manager of the collection and disbursement 

department also assumed that the underlying corporate objectives could be satisfactorily 

realised by means of projects 1 and 2. However, as the roll-out/CPE-project of the property 

insurance business60 had not yet been started at the time of the validation interviews, his 

valuation had to be considered as not definite. Nevertheless, the interviewees of the German 

insurance company confirmed that the semi-process-oriented character of the semi-approach 

strongly contributed to the realisation of strategic corporate objectives. As can be gathered 

from the right-hand columns of Table 8-1 the results of the German empirical study, i.e. the 

correctness of hypothesis H13, was confirmed by the findings gained from the validation 

interviews. This contradicts the results of the US-American empirical research which did not 

reveal a contribution of the design parameter “process-orientation” to the achievement of 

strategic objectives. 

 
 

Conceptual Research 
Framework 

 
Correlation as reported 

by the Interviewees 

Degree of Objective  
Achievement as reported 

by the Interviewees 

Confirmation of 
Empirical Research 

Results 
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Approach- 

Element 

 
Design/ 
Project 

Objective 

 
Hypo-
thesis 

Proj.1 
GER 
Initial 
Impl. 

Proj.2 
GER 
Roll 
Out  

Proj.3 
Swiss 
Roll 
Out 

Proj.1 
GER 
Initial 
Impl. 

Proj.2 
GER 
Roll 
Out  

Proj.3 
Swiss 
Roll 
Out 

 
GER 

 
USA 

O4-1: 
Methodologi-
cal Continuity/ 
Complementa-
rity of Project 
Deliverables 

H12 strong strong strong near near near yes no 
 

E1: Semi-
Process-

Orientation O4-2:  
Support of 
Strategic 
Objectives 

H13 strong strong strong near near near yes no  

Table 8-1: Validation of Semi-Approach-Element E1 
 
The managers of the Swiss and the German insurance companies were also satisfied with the 

(semi-)process-oriented complementarity of the project deliverables (O4-1) created by the 

three projects. The Swiss IT-manager stressed that the consolidated program specifications 

and the SSW-configuration settings were technically linked to the models of the underlying 

target collection and disbursement processes. He noted that this would allow making a 

                                                 
60 As mentioned earlier this CPE-project was not within the scope of the author´s action research. 
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reference to the real-world view of users and their daily business at any time even in the rather 

technical realisation phase of IT-projects.  

 

The manager of the collection and disbursement department of the German insurance 

company stated that the (semi-)process-oriented character of the project results considerably 

improved the vocational adjustment of new staff. The managers confirmed that the semi-

process-oriented approach, applied in the three projects, strongly contributed to the 

methodological complementarity of the project results in each phase. This corresponds to the 

outcome of the German empirical study which also revealed a strong correlation between the 

design parameter “process-orientation” and the design objective “methodological continuity 

of the implementation process”. Therefore the correctness of hypothesis H12, proven by the 

German empirical study, was also confirmed by the author´s action research. By contrast, the 

results of the US-survey which did not identify any coherence between both research 

variables could therefore not be corroborated (see Table 8-1). 

 

8.4.1.1.3 Recommendations for Improvements 

The interviewees of the Swiss insurance company recommended extending the semi-approach 

by mechanisms for the definition of measurable goals based on the underlying strategic 

corporate objectives. They argued that preliminary studies often just focus on the technical 

feasibility of the planned implementation of SSW. Thus, one could not unconditionally 

assume that all project objectives would always be operationalised on a process level prior to 

the SSW-implementation project. The recommendations of the Swiss interviewees were 

discussed with the R&D-project team and the quality management department of the 

consulting company. It was decided to create some rough hints which should help to derive 

measurable goals from the strategic corporate objectives. However, it was also decided to 

continue abstaining from providing concrete guidelines, templates and tools, etc. This is due 

to the fact that the derivation of measurable goals from corporate objectives is not normally 

covered by the budgets of SSW-implementation projects. 

 

8.4.1.2 Elements E2,E3: Semi-Process-Oriented Project Organisation,  

E4: Star-Shaped Communication Structure 

This section refers to the application of the semi-approach-elements E2,E3,E4 in the three 

customer projects and focuses on their contribution to:  
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• improving the underlying collection and disbursement processes (O1) 

• improving the corresponding IT-systems (O2) which support the collection and 

disbursement processes. 

 

8.4.1.2.1 Particular Action Taken by the Author/Project Team 

Both the German and the Swiss insurance companies were functionally organised in the 

important branches that were relevant for the projects, i.e life insurance and automobile 

insurance business. That meant that both companies had not performed any organisational 

migration towards process teams in terms of case-closing processing with “one face to the 

customer-care” at this time in the execution of the projects. This resulted in using the 

accessible variant 2 of the semi-approach for the team structure and composition. For both, 

the Swiss and the German projects, the required number of key-users and process owners with 

a comprehensive process knowledge was not available. Therefore the following measures for 

the composition of the process teams to establish a process-based project team structure (E2) 

had to be carried out in the three SSW-projects:  

 

Initial SSW-Implementation Project (Project 1) in the German Insurance Company 

Four process teams were established, each consisting of four key-users of the collection and 

disbursement department and four SSW-experts of the consulting company. As the actuary 

was the only team member with a broad knowledge of the selected customer processes, he 

took on the process owner role and acted as team leader of all process teams. But with a 

planned project capacity of 30% at his disposal, it became clear shortly after commencement 

of the project that he could not manage it alone. For this reason, the decision was taken to 

split the role of process team leader. Therefore the author of the thesis additionally took on 

the assistant leader role for every process team.  

 

SSW-Roll-Out-Project (Project 2) in the German Insurance Company 

Four teams were also formed for the roll-out-project, while two process experts were 

available. They came from the automobile insurance contract administration department. Both 

process experts took on the role of the process owner. This involved the leadership of two 

process teams for each of them. 
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SSW-Roll-Out-Project (Project 3) in the Swiss Insurance Company 

In the Swiss SSW-project the author of the thesis took on the role of process owner and thus 

the leadership of three of the five process teams. The leadership of the other two process 

teams was adopted by the customer project manager, due to the fact that he was already team 

leader in the accounting department and therefore possessed a good process knowledge. 

 

Measures which were taken in all three Projects 

In each of the three projects, two process training workshops were carried out by process 

experts of the consulting company. They were only consulted for the running of the 

workshops and therefore did not belong to the project teams. In these crash-course workshops 

the key-users and partly the process owners, were provided with required knowledge of the 

relevant collection and disbursement processes. On account of personal shortage none of the 

companies in any of the projects could build a so-called domain team possessing experts from 

the respective insurance branches. 

 

8.4.1.2.2 Validation of Research Results 

During the interviews neither the German nor the Swiss managers wanted to make a definite 

statement on the reaching of goals O1,O2. Shortly after the termination of the projects61, the 

interviewees stated that they could only reveal tendencies. The German and the Swiss 

mangers declared that at the present moment they believed that the pursued improvements of 

the: 

 

• collection and disbursement process quality (O1) 

• IT-system quality (O2) 

 

would be nearly realised (see Table 8-2). 

The interviewees of all three projects were prepared to make only a valuation of the process-

based team structure (E2) but not of singular project roles. This was because an assessment of 

the project team composition in terms of project roles would involve a name classification and 

therefore the possibility of evaluating each project member. Passing on personal data to 

                                                 
61 As mentioned earlier the interviews took place three months after project termination. 
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external sources62 was not permitted because of data protection. Hence, unlike the empirical 

survey research, no valuation can be performed of single project roles of a process team. 

 

For projects 1 and 3 it was reported, that a process-based team structure had a medium 

influence on improving the business processes (O1) (see Table 8-2). The interviewees noted 

that only the process owner, as process expert, had executed the required BPO-measures. The 

other project members for reasons of too little: 

 

• process knowledge 

• methodical knowledge of BPA and BPO 

 

could not participate so strongly in the improvement of the process quality (as one had 

expected from a process-based project team structure). 

 

Conceptual Research 
Framework 

 
Correlation as reported 

by the Interviewees 

Degree of Objective  
Achievement as reported 

by the Interviewees 

Confirmation of 
Empirical Research 

Results 
 

 
 
 

Semi-Approach- 
Element 

 
Design/ 
Project 

Objective 
Hypo-
thesis 

Proj.1 
GER 
Initial 
Impl. 

Proj.2 
GER 
Roll 
Out  

Proj.3 
Swiss 
Roll 
Out 

Proj.1 
GER 
Initial 
Impl. 

Proj.2 
GER 
Roll 
Out  

Proj.3 
Swiss 
Roll 
Out 

 
 
 

GER 

 
 
 

USA 
E2: Process-
based Team 
Structure  

H4 med strong med 
yes in 
parts 

no  

E3: Rotational 
Team Member 
Assignment 

n.a.63. med  strong strong n.a. n.a. 

E4: Star-shaped 
Communication 
Structure 

O1: 
Improve- 
ment of  
Business 
Process 
Quality 

H5 med strong strong 

near near near 

yes in 
parts 

no 

E2: Process-
based Team 
Structure 

H9 strong strong strong yes no 

E3: Rotational 
Team Member 
Assignment 

n.a.64 strong strong strong n.a. n.a. 

E4: Star-shaped 
Communication 
Structure 

O2:  
Improve- 
ment of 
IT-System 
Quality 

H10 strong strong 
very 

strong 

near med near 

yes no 

Table 8-2: Validation of Semi-Approach-Elements E2,E3,E4 
 
Contrary to this, the managers of the German insurance company reported that the building of 

process teams (E2) for the roll-out-project (project 2) had a strong influence on the achieved 

                                                 
62 The author of the thesis was at the time of the questioning an external consultant, who neither belonged to the 
employed staff of the German nor to the Swiss insurance company. 
63, 64 As mentioned earlier in chapter 7 (sections 7.5 and 7.6.2), the element E3 was not directly derived from a 
certain design parameter. Therefore element E3 is not related to a statistically analysed hypothesis. 
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improvements of the automobile insurance processes (O1) as indicated in Table 8-2. The 

manager of the collection and disbursement department gave two main aspects as the reason 

for this: 

 

• The difference to the initial SSW-implementation project (project 1) was that one process 

expert/owner was responsible for the leadership of only two process teams. This enabled 

the process owners to concentrate on the improvement of a significantly smaller number of 

processes. 

• Both the SSW-experts and the key-users in the roll-out-project had already carried out 

project 1. In project 1 especially the key-users concentrated on gaining knowledge of the 

process-orientated project execution. The interviewees stated that with the gained 

experience, the key-users were able to involve themselves more strongly in the execution 

of the BPA and BPO-tasks than had been the case in project 1. That meant the process 

teams were able to contribute a great deal more to improving the business processes in 

project 2, in which not only the process experts but also the key-users played an active 

role.  

 

As can be gathered from Table 8-2 the interviewees reported that for both project 2 and 

project 3 the rotational assignment of team members (E3) to different process teams strongly 

influenced the improvement of the business process quality (O1). The collection and 

disbursement manager of the German insurance company stated clearly, the key-users, 

especially in project 2, could be flexibly inserted into a number of process teams. Their 

involvement resulted in an improvement of the respective process functions. The reasons 

cited were the BPA/BPO-knowledge and the fundamental understanding of the inter-

functional dependencies between process functions that the key-users in project 1 had 

acquired and now was being used in different process teams in project 2. In contrast, the 

managers stated that the assignment of rotating team members in project 1 had a medium 

influence on business process quality (see Table 8-2). The reasons they gave were that the 

key-users in the initial SSW-implementation project were still very much involved in gaining 

knowledge of the business processes and methods of the semi-process-orientated project 

execution. 

 

As shown in Table 8-2 the same result, as previously for the element E3, was mentioned by 

the interviewees for the valuation of the star-shaped communication structure (E4). For the 
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projects 2 and 3 the interviewed managers claimed, by means of the respective process owner, 

the initiated and controlled communication between different tandems of a process team, 

facilitated the exposure of the process-induced dependencies between process functions. Thus 

both the key-users and the SSW-experts were much better able to understand and realise the 

process-oriented requirements of the target processes and their relevant intra- and inter-

functional dependencies than had been the case in previous function-oriented projects. To this 

extent the interviewees were of the opinion that the star-shaped communication structure 

contributed strongly to improving the process quality (O1). In this context the Swiss managers 

explained that each respective project team member only secured the information actually 

needed for the conception and implementation of the process-orientated requirements. An 

overload of superfluous information in the individual tandems could therefore be avoided. 

 

The interviews revealed that the semi-approach-elements E2,E3,E4 had, in all three projects, a 

strong influence on achieving the respective improvement of IT-system quality (O2). The IT-

manager of the Swiss insurance company stated that the star-shaped communication structure 

in project 3 had in fact contributed very strongly to the qualitative improvement of the 

relevant IT-systems. The process team leaders of the project that implemented the policy 

system and the process team leaders of the SSW-roll-out-project (project 3) coordinated the 

temporary cooperation between the process teams which were responsible for the realisation 

of the interfaces between both systems. The Swiss IT-manager explained that the coordination 

of the cooperation between both projects was particularly demanding, because: 

 

• the allocation of the collection and disbursement functions between the policy system and 

the Billing-ERP-system with a clear functional cohesion needed to be settled. 

• the newly developed unit-linked life insurance product for the reporting of payments 

required developing a completely new interface between the billing system and the policy 

administration system. 

 

The Swiss IT-manager noted that the satisfactory mastering of these tasks for the technical 

integration was only possible through the star-shaped communication structure. 

 

Concerning the influence of the semi-approach-elements E2,E4 on reaching an improved IT-

system quality (O2) the validation results clearly confirmed the findings gained from the 

German empirical study. Thus, proving the correctness of the hypotheses H9,H10. In 
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comparison, the interviews revealed that the process-based team structure (E2), only in 

project 2 and the star-shaped communication structure (E4) only in projects 2 and 3, 

contributed strongly in reaching an improved process quality (O1). In the projects 1 and 3 the 

element E2 and in project 1 the element E4 only had a medium influence on achieving the 

objective O1. This was the reason why the German analysis results for the hypotheses H4,H5 

were confirmed, but not so clearly as in the cases of hypotheses H9,H10. By contrast, the 

interviews did not confirm the US-survey which revealed no relevant influence of the 

process-based team structure and the star-shaped communication structure on O1 and O2.  

 

8.4.1.2.3 Recommendations for Improvements 

The managers of both companies did not approve the definition of domain teams as 

recommended by the semi-approach guidelines. Their reasoning was that in companies which 

are mainly organised on a function-oriented basis, there are not enough process experts 

available for both domain teams and process teams. The author of the thesis agreed with the 

interviewees, that often not enough process experts were available for the SSW-

implementation projects. Nevertheless the recommendation for building domain teams would 

remain. This was to make clear to the managers responsible for the project, not only technical 

personnel but also domain and process experts were required for the improvement of the 

quality of business processes on the basis of SSW. 

 

8.4.1.3 Elements E5: Tailoring, E6: Completion Criteria, E7: Tool-Support 

The intention of this section is to clarify how the project objective “efficiency of the SSW-

implementation process/approach” (O3) was achieved by the three customer projects. In this 

context the influence of the above mentioned semi-approach-elements is of particular 

importance. However, in context of the semi-approach-element E6 only the definition of 

completion criteria was covered by the three action research projects. Both companies 

refrained from defining specific readiness criteria for each phase-specific semi-approach-

element in order to remain within the project budget.  

 

8.4.1.3.1 Particular Action Taken by the Author/Project Team 

In addition to the project team members of the Swiss project, two members of the customer 

quality assurance department took part in the initial project kick-off meeting. Their intention 
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was to validate whether the semi-approach would comply with in-house quality and project 

methodology standards. In terms of the above mentioned semi-approach-elements it was 

claimed that the predefined completion criteria (E6) and the software-independent tools (E7) 

had to be verified by the customer´s quality assurance department prior to the project. To 

clarify the open issues the author/project manager organised two additional workshops with 

all project team members and the two employees of the customer´s quality assurance 

department. This was time-consuming as almost every completion criterion was challenged 

and needed to be explained or harmonised in light of the various wishes and requirements of 

the different workshop participants. The second workshop was about the software-

independent semi-approach tools. Criticisms were made that most of the templates and ARIS-

model types were not sufficiently explained which would complicate or even prevent their 

utilisation by potential users. Due to this objection the author and the members of the R&D-

project team created additional documents with comprehensive explanations and application 

guidelines for almost every template and ARIS-model type. By contrast, there was no need to 

take any action worth mentioning in context of the German projects. 

 

8.4.1.3.2 Validation of Research Results 

The surveyed managers of the Swiss and the German insurance companies praised the 

economically efficient execution of the projects. They stated that the objective O3 could be 

nearly achieved by the three projects (see Table 8-3).  
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E5: Tailoring strong strong strong yes 
yes in 
parts  

E6: 
Completion 
Criteria 

strong strong strong yes no 

E7: Tool-
Support 

O3: 
Efficiency of 
the SSW-
Implemen-
tation Process  

H11 

strong strong strong 

near near near 

yes no 

Table 8-3: Validation of Semi-Approach-Elements E5,E6,E7 
 
The Swiss and the German interviewees were convinced that the tailorability of the semi-

approach (E5), the availability of predefined completion criteria (E6) as well as the available 

tool-support (E7) strongly influenced the satisfactory achievement of the efficiency objective. 

This was despite the fact that the completion criteria and the templates had to be considerably 
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adapted to the specific needs of the Swiss insurance company. However, the Swiss 

interviewees mentioned in this context that the semi-approach provided a good starting point 

in order to derive the company-specific completion criteria and project templates with minor 

effort.  

 

The IT-manager of the German insurance company underlined the specific tailoring 

mechanisms for CPE-projects which guided the roll-out-project team in consolidating the 

requirements of the automobile insurance processes (project 2) with the initially implemented 

requirements of the life insurance processes (project 1). He stressed this guided consolidation 

of intra-functional dependencies ensured an economically efficient configuration of those 

Billing-ERP-system functions which were commonly used by the life insurance and the 

automobile insurance processes. 

 

All in all, the validation results confirmed the findings gained from the empirical survey 

research in Germany and therefore the correctness of hypothesis H11. By contrast, the results 

of the US-survey were in the main not corroborated by the validation process as indicated in 

Table 8-3. This was particularly due to the fact that the US-data did not reveal any influence 

of the parameters “completion criteria” and “tool-support” on achieving the project objective 

regarding an efficient SSW-implementation process (O3). However, the statistical analysis of 

the US-data at least disclosed a medium impact of the parameter “tailoring” on the objective 

achievement. Thus, in context of the semi-approach-element E5, the hypothesis H11 could be 

regarded as partly confirmed. 

 

8.4.1.3.3 Recommendations for Improvements 

The interviewees of the Swiss insurance company claimed additional guidelines which 

describe in more detail how to utilise the various semi-approach templates and the model-

repository. As mentioned earlier, this suggestion was partly realised at the beginning of the 

SSW-project in Switzerland. In the meantime further comprehensive hints, guidelines and 

explanations have been added to the semi-approach in order to ease the application of the 

software-independent semi-approach tools. 
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8.4.2 Validation of Phase-Specific Semi-Approach-Elements 

The following explanations refer to the validation of the phase-specific semi-approach-

elements. 

8.4.2.1 Elements E8: BPM, E9: BPA, E10: BPO  

The subsequent sections demonstrate how the semi-approach-elements (E8–E10) in the 

German and Swiss insurance projects had contributed to reaching:  

 

• an improved quality of the collection and disbursement processes (O1) 

• an improvement of the IT-system quality (O2), especially for the policy management and 

collection and disbursement systems, and the downstream financial accounting systems  

• sufficient information management (O4-3). 

 

8.4.2.1.1 Particular Action Taken by the Author/Project Team 

The preliminary study, carried out prior to the German SSW-implementation projects 

(projects 1 and 2) by the customer´s SSW-competence centre and collection and disbursement 

department, yielded rudimentary models depicting the AS-IS collection and disbursement 

processes as well as the aspired target processes. To reduce the costs for BPM (E8), BPA (E9) 

and BPO (E10) it was proposed to reuse the available process models. In this context the 

project team faced the following problems: 

 

• Due to insufficient knowledge about the Billing-ERP-system the team members of the 

preliminary study had disregarded many potentialities for improving the collection and 

disbursement processes. Therefore the target process models contained numerous 

superfluous manual activities which could have been eliminated by means of 

corresponding batch functions of the Billing-ERP-system. 

• The available process models were rudimentary, i.e. elementary details such as 

organisational units were not covered.  

• The process models were available in the form of tables which were created by means of 

MS-Powerpoint. Unfortunately the Powerpoint-slides could not be automatically converted 

into ARIS-process models. 
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Due to the above mentioned aspects the process models of the preliminary study could not be 

reused gainfully. Therefore the author had to convince the customer´s management to execute 

the process design elements from the outset. This required a budget increase of thirty person-

days which was approved by the manager of the collection and disbursement department.  

 

8.4.2.1.2 Validation of Research Results 

As can be seen from Table 8-4, all the interviewees were in agreement that the three process 

design elements had a strong influence on attaining an improvement of the processes (O1). 

The Swiss manager of the accounting department saw a very strong correlation between the 

BPO-element (E10) and the number of manual process functions that were eliminated. Hence, 

within three months from going-live with the Billing-ERP-system, the number of incoming 

payments that were manually processed was reduced by 35% by means of a completely new, 

more powerful clearing control. According to the interviewee, this not only contributed 

considerably to an improvement in the efficiency of the collection processes but also to a 

reduction of the business process cycle time. 

 

At the time of the questioning, the improvements of the IT-system quality (O2), attained 

through the initial German implementation project (project 1), could only be valued with a 

medium objective achievement (see Table 8-4). The reason being, the individually developed 

legacy policy system and the legacy billing system could not, at the time, be completely 

replaced by the SSW-based policy management system, and the Billing-ERP-system, 

respectively. The cause was that in the new SSW-systems certain functions for the 

administration of policy loans were not yet available in the form required by the customer. 

This meant that the normal life insurance business ran on the new systems and the policy loan 

business on the legacy systems, thus producing increased maintenance costs.  

 

The IT-manager of the Swiss insurance company only saw a medium influence of the three 

semi-approach-elements on the obtained good improvement of the IT-system quality (see 

Table 8-4). He stressed that not the process design elements E8-E10 but the semi-approach-

element for the technical integration (E12) was mainly responsible for the improved cohesion 

and coupling of the involved IT-systems. This resulted in a substantial reduction in 

maintenance costs within the first three months. However, the interviewees of the German 

customer thought that the process design elements revealed, at an early period in the project, 

the existing deficits of the IT-systems. This specifically applied to the analysis and modelling 
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of the IT-systems and their interfaces on the basis of AS-IS-processes (elements E8,E9) which 

particularly helped to improve the policy administration system of the automobile insurance 

business (project 2). 
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E8: Business 
Process 
Modelling 
(BPM) 

H1 strong strong strong yes 
yes in 
parts 

E9: Business 
Process 
Analysis 
(BPA) 

H2 strong strong strong 
yes in 
parts 

yes in 
parts 

E10: Business 
Process Opti-
misation 
(BPO) 

O1:  
Improvement 
of Business 
Process 
Quality 

H3 strong strong 
very 

strong 

near near near 

yes 
yes in 
parts 

E8: Business 
Process 
Modelling 
(BPM) 

H6 strong strong med 
yes in 
parts 

yes in 
parts 

E9: Business 
Process 
Analysis 
(BPA) 

H7 strong strong med 
yes in 
parts 

no 

E10: Business 
Process Opti-
misation 
(BPO) 

O2:  
Improvement 
of IT-System 
Quality 

H8 strong strong med 

med near near 

yes in 
parts 

no 

E8: Business 
Process 
Modelling 
(BPM) 

O4-3: 
Sufficient 
Information 
Management 

H14 strong strong strong near near near yes 
yes in 
parts 

Table 8-4: Validation of Semi-Approach-Elements E8,E9,E10 
 
All the interviewees agreed on the fact that there was a strong connection between the semi-

approach-element BPM (E8) and the attainment of sufficient information management (O4-3) 

as indicated in Table 8-4. Henceforth, the different model types of the model repository, with 

their various abstraction levels could be utilised to inform: 

 

• the different project committees  

• the management  

• the employees affected by the implementation of the Billing-ERP-system 

• other generally interested company employees 
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on the project in a target-group-specific way. 

 

To sum up, as can be gathered from Table 8-4, the German empirical survey results were 

confirmed by the action research projects. The correctness of the hypotheses H1,H3,H14 were 

even fully confirmed.  

 
The Swiss managers revealed merely a medium influence of the process design elements 

E8,E9,E10 on achieving a better IT-system quality (O2). Therefore the hypotheses H6,H7,H8 

could be clearly corroborated only for the German action research projects. The hypothesis 

H2 could only be regarded as partly confirmed because the German empirical study merely 

gained a medium impact of a BPA (E9) on improving the business process quality (O1). The 

three action research projects however revealed a strong influence on the objective O1 caused 

by the semi-approach-element E9 as indicated in Table 8-4. 

 

Apart from the hypotheses H7,H8, the results of the US-survey were also confirmed by the 

action research projects, although not as clearly as in most cases of the German empirical 

study (see Table 8-4). As the data gathered from the US-survey did not reveal a statistically 

significant correlation between the project parameters BPA, BPO and the objective O2, the 

US-results for the hypotheses H7,H8 could not be confirmed through the validation process.  

 

8.4.2.1.3 Recommendations for Improvements 

The interviewees of the German insurance company claimed, provided process models 

already exist, to develop them further by means of the semi-approach-elements E8,E9,E10 in 

order to reduce the project costs. Prior to the commencement of the German projects, it was 

fundamentally planned to reuse existing process models at least for informational purpose, 

provided their contents were correct and up-to-date. ARIS also offers the possibility of 

importing process models which were produced with other BPR-tools into its model 

repository and then utilising them. 

 

8.4.2.2 Elements E11: Functional Design, E12: Technical Integration,  

E13: Testing 

As mentioned earlier, the semi-approach-elements E11,E12,E13 were not derived directly 

from the corresponding projects parameters of the conceptual research framework. 
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Consequently there were no hypotheses for the validation process that had been statistically 

proven beforehand by means of empirical survey research. Therefore, contrary to most of the 

previous semi-approach-elements, the interviewees could not be confronted with a 

statistically proven correlation between the respective project parameters and project goals. 

To nevertheless make a validation, the interviewees were asked which of the project goals 

were influenced by the semi-approach-elements E11,E12,E13. 

 

The managers of both the German and the Swiss insurance companies saw a coherence only 

between the above mentioned semi-approach-elements and the following project goals: 

 

• Improvement of the collection and disbursement processes (O1) 

• Improvement of the IT-system quality (O2), especially of the relevant policy management 

systems, collection and disbursement systems, and the downstream financial accounting 

systems. 

The interviewees stated that other project goals of the conceptual framework apart from 

O1,O2 would not be influenced through the above mentioned semi-approach-elements. 

 

8.4.2.2.1 Particular Action Taken by the Author/Project Team 

Functional Design (E11) 

As mentioned earlier, before the German roll-out-project (project 2) a technical SSW-release 

upgrade of the Billing-ERP-system was carried out. This resulted in existing/implemented 

SSW-functions being equipped with an increased complexity and variability. Especially the 

SSW-function “process incoming payments” and the connected function “clear open items” 

were through the SSW-vendor completely redesigned. However, this resulted in very complex 

configuration tables/customising tables with a multitude of possible parameter settings to 

variably deal with the increasingly expanding requirements from payment relevant customer 

processes.  

 

Unfortunately before the commencement of project 2, there was very little detailed 

information on the new SSW-release available. Consequently, the additional demands from 

the automobile insurance business were difficult to realise by the team members who were 

responsible for the function cluster “payment transactions”. In particular the setting of 

corresponding parameters for the consolidation of intra-functional dependencies produced 
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enormous difficulties, due to the, in parts, extremely complex customising tables65. The intra-

functional dependencies resulted because the previously singular used function, “clear open 

items”, had to be expanded to incorporate the additional PFCs of the automobile insurance 

business.  

 

To eliminate the knowledge deficiency of the project team as quickly as possible, an expert 

for the new the Billing-ERP-system release was consulted directly from the SSW-vendor. He 

gave the project team a crash course on the new and more complex opportunities for 

configuring the function cluster “payment transaction”. 

 

Interfaces/Technical Integration (E12) 

Realisation of Interface Functions in the Initial SSW-Implementation Project (Project 1) in 

Germany: 

The downstream general ledger system required for postings of life insurance contracts, 

additional actuarial posting information for the special ledger. Some of the additional 

actuarial posting information was specifically tailored to the life insurance business of the 

German insurance company. Thus it was not available:  

 

• in the Billing-ERP-system´s standardised data structures for postings 

• in the standardised data structures of the new SSW-based policy management system 

• in the standardised data transfer structures and procedures for the transfer of posting data 

from the policy management system to the Billing-ERP-system 

• in the standardised data transfer structures and procedures for the transfer of general ledger 

posting data out of the Billing-ERP-system into the general ledger system.  

 

Because the standardised data transfer structures and procedures of the Billing-ERP-system 

were insufficient for transferring the posting data66 from the policy management system to the 

billing system, a special interface programme was developed. For every relevant business 

process that needed to be posted out of the policy management system to the Billing-ERP-

system, the data requirements were designed for the interface programme. This meant that 

every business process that used this specific posting interface, resulted in a separate 

                                                 
65 Several customising tables/configuration tables were much more complex after the SSW-upgrade of the 
Billing-ERP-system. 
66 including all the additional actuarial posting information required by the special ledger 
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interface-PFC, which represented the specific requirements on that interface programme. 

Beside the usual interface functions67, the data enrichment of additional actuarial posting 

information68 was an important requirement. 

  

Adaptation of the Automobile Insurance Policy System in the German SSW-Roll-Out-Project 

(Project 2) 

The legacy policy system for the administration of automobile insurance policies was an old 

monolithic system, which had grown organically, e.g. it included functions that actually 

belonged to other systems. For example, the policy management system covered, together 

with the policy administration and the calculation functions, a great deal of collection and 

disbursement functions, e.g. for the creation of premium invoices, and the disbursement of 

certain benefit types, etc. Also further collection and disbursement functions were distributed 

in various systems. Due to this fact the automobile insurance policy system as well as the 

legacy collection and disbursement system lacked sufficient functional cohesion which 

considerably affected their adaptability and maintainability. Furthermore, the IT-staff that 

were responsible for the development of the respective legacy systems had, in the meantime, 

left the company and therefore could not provide any information on necessary modifications 

which additionally impeded the systems´ maintainability. Hence obsolete collection and 

disbursement functions which were covered by the legacy automobile insurance policy 

system had become redundant and would be replaced by corresponding functions of the 

Billing-ERP-system. In some cases the simple elimination of the collection and disbursement 

functions was not possible because these functions were an integral part of more complicated 

functions which covered the administration and calculation of insurance contracts. This 

required expensive modifications of the legacy policy system in order to release the collection 

and disbursement functions out of the complex policy management functions. 

 

Adaptation of the Billing-ERP-System in the Swiss SSW-Roll-Out-Project (Project 3) 

Because the newly developed insurance product was a unit-linked life insurance product, the 

main task of the policy management system was the investment of customer payments in 

funds. Hence it was necessary that the Billing-ERP-system, for all business processes 

involving incoming payments, e.g. full payments, partial payments, payment cancellations, 

                                                 
67 i.e. conversion of posting data into the format of the Billing-ERP-system, plausibility check and existence 
check for master data in the receiving system 
68 which was not provided as data attributes by the SSW-based policy management system 
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etc. passed on the corresponding payment details to the policy management system. There 

existed no standardised interface between the Billing-ERP-system and the policy management 

system and therefore this had to be a completely new development. However, the business 

processes of the new full-scope unit-linked life insurance product and the conditions for the 

purchase of funds, were not, at the commencement of the project, completely defined. This 

information deficit greatly increased the cost of the interface development that had been 

agreed on in the project plan and budget. 

 

8.4.2.2.2 Validation of Research Results 

Table 8-5 provides the validation results of the semi-approach-elements E11,E12,E13. 
 

Conceptual Research 
Framework 

 
Correlation as reported 

by the Interviewees 

Degree of Objective  
Achievement as reported 

by the Interviewees 

Confirmation of 
Empirical Research 

Results  
 

Semi-
Approach- 

Element 

Design/ 
Project 

Objective 

Hypo-
thesis 

 

Proj.1 
GER 
Initial 
Impl. 

Proj.2 
GER 
Roll 
Out  

Proj.3 
Swiss 
Roll 
Out 

Proj.1 
GER 
Initial 
Impl. 

Proj.2 
GER 
Roll 
Out  

Proj.3 
Swiss 
Roll 
Out 

 
GER 

 
USA 

E11: 
Functional 
Design 

n.a. strong strong strong n.a. n.a.  

E12: Interfaces 
/Technical 
Integration 

n.a. med med med n.a. n.a. 

E13: Testing 

O1: 
Improvement 
of Business 
Process 
Quality 

n.a. strong strong strong 

near near near 

n.a. n.a. 
E11: 
Functional 
Design 

n.a. strong strong strong n.a. n.a. 

E12: Interfaces 
/Technical 
Integration 

n.a. strong strong 
very 

strong 
n.a. n.a. 

E13: Testing 

O2: 
Improvement 
of IT-System 
Quality 

n.a. med med med 

near med near 

n.a. n.a. 
Table 8-5: Validation of Semi-Approach-Elements E11,E12,E13 

 

Functional Design (E11) 

The German manager of the collection and disbursement department and the Swiss manager 

of the accounting department were of the opinion that the semi-approach-element E11 with all 

its methods, guidelines and templates, had strongly improved the collection and disbursement 

processes (O1) (see Table 8-5). They also stated that the distribution of processes into PFCs 

during the functional design stage would ensure sustaining the process-oriented character 

when realising the process functions based on the Billing-ERP-system. In this connection the 

Swiss manager clarified that the company´s real process-oriented requirements, covering 

inter-functional and intra-functional dependencies, could thus be realised in project 3. In 

addition, the German and the Swiss IT-managers emphasised that the semi-process-oriented 
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functional design considerably contributed to the respective improvements of the quality of 

the IT-systems (O2) reached in the three projects as indicated in Table 8-5. For the Swiss 

project it was explicitly remarked that through the consolidation process prescribed by the 

semi-approach, the additional requirements of the new unit-linked life insurance product 

could be harmonised with the already in the Billing-ERP-system implemented business 

processes. This was despite the fact that the additional business rules particularly for the 

clearing of open items, partly conflicted with the previously realised processes for incoming 

payments. Hence the functional design element strongly contributed to adapting flexibly the 

core insurance and accounting systems69 and therefore the relevant collection and 

disbursement processes70. The Swiss managers stressed, there existed a fundamental problem 

which had appeared now and again in previous IT-projects. One presumed that this problem 

had been resolved for future projects with the functional design element. The problem was 

that even the existing SSW-systems in the IT-infrastructure could not be flexibly aligned 

satisfactorily to changing market requirements despite sophisticated technical configuration 

mechanisms. The reason given was the insufficient methodological assistance of the 

previously applied SSW-implementation approaches. 

 

Interfaces/Technical Integration (E12) 

The interviewees reported that the semi-approach-element E12 only produced a medium 

impact on the improved quality of the business processes (O1) in the three projects (see Table 

8-5). By contrast the German IT-Manager mentioned that the semi-process-oriented technical 

integration strongly contributed to the IT-quality improvements (O2) which were gained in 

the projects 1 and 2.  

 

Nevertheless the German manager was sceptical, whether the planned fundamental changes in 

the legacy policy system for automobile insurance contracts (project 2) would be worth the 

effort. Though he conceded that three months after the implementation of the Billing-ERP-

system for the automobile insurance business, the maintenance effort required for the policy 

management system had been reduced by 20%. Especially the identification and elimination 

of errors were greatly simplified because the relevant collection and disbursement functions 

                                                 
69 As mentioned earlier, the flexible adaptability and expandability of a SSW-system are sub-objectives of the 
project objective “improvement of IT-system quality” (O2). 
70 As mentioned earlier, the “continuous consideration of new customer needs in a changing environment” and 
the corresponding flexible adaptation of the underlying business processes are sub-objectives of the project 
objective “improvement of business process quality” (O1). 
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existed, in the sense of functional cohesion, only in the Billing-ERP-system and were not 

distributed in various legacy systems. 

 

The Swiss IT-manager stressed, that in project 3 collection-specific IT-functions, e.g. billing 

could be shifted from the policy management system to the Billing-ERP-system, leaving the 

policy management system exclusively for the administration and calculation of life insurance 

policies. This also signified that collection and disbursement functions for the life insurance 

business would not be arbitrarily dispersed on various policy systems. 

 

The Swiss manager was nevertheless disappointed that the Billing-ERP-system (at the time of 

project 3), did not provide a standardised interface to the policy management system which 

adequately met the company-specific rules for the reporting of incoming payments.71 He 

conceded that at the commencement of the SSW-project, the product development department 

had not predetermined the business processes and their rules for the purchase of funds. Hence, 

all business rules for the creation of payment advices to the policy management system which 

trigger the fund purchasing had to be completely developed by the project team with support 

from the product development department. Consequently, for all relevant business processes 

that are involved in incoming payments, interface PFCs had to be constructed. Henceforth, it 

was ensured that each interface function could be completely designed for the requirements of 

each relevant business process. Through the semi-approach implied encapsulation of the 

business rules and the resulting interface functions, it would be possible to flexibly implement 

into the interface programme future business rules at a later time. The Swiss manager 

emphasised that the flexible adaptability/expandability was an important qualitative 

improvement of the collaboration between the policy system and the collection and 

disbursement system. Thus the Swiss IT-manager summed up that the semi-process-oriented 

measures for the technical integration made a very strong contribution to improving the 

quality of the concerned policy management and collection and disbursement systems as 

shown in Table 8-5. 

 

Testing (E13) 

Both the German and the Swiss managers stated that the semi-process-oriented testing had a 

strong influence on the quality of the business processes (O1) (see Table 8-5). All the 

interviewees agreed that element E13 had only a medium influence on improving the IT-

                                                 
71 In the meantime, the Billing-ERP-system incorporates a more sophisticated standard interface to the policy 
management system, enabling the reporting of payment entries for unit-linked life insurance policies. 
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quality (O2) in terms of flexibility and maintainability based on loosely coupled IT-systems 

with a tight cohesion.  

 

For the Swiss project it was stressed that through the different test levels and the handling of 

every PFC as a separate test object, a very good control could be achieved on whether the 

customer requirements had been implemented completely and correctly in the target processes 

and supporting IT-systems. For example: 

 

• Requirements arising from inter- and intra-functional dependencies 

• Requirements due to process variants, process objects and corresponding business rules 

• Predefined process cycle times, etc. 

 

Nevertheless the interviewees were of the opinion, that the semi-approach supported black-

box testing alone was not sufficient to assess whether the defined goals, regarding an 

improvement of the IT-system quality, would be attained. 

 

8.4.2.2.3 Recommendations for Improvements 

The interviewees recommended not restricting the semi-approach-oriented testing to black-

box tests, but to additionally support (static) reviews. In this context so-called peer ratings 

were discussed, which are usually executed by six to twenty participants, e.g. programmers 

and software engineers. Based on a set of criteria the participants (peers) inspect whether the 

respective software systems meet the defined requirements especially in terms of loose 

coupling and tight cohesion and thus the connected requirements on maintainability and 

flexibility. However, it is important to derive the concrete criteria early in the preliminary 

conception phase from the given project objectives referring to the IT-quality improvement. 

The R&D-project team72 and the author were of the opinion that a static test which assesses 

the systems´ architectures exclusively in the test stage was not meaningful. This was due to 

the fact that necessary amendments in assigning functions to IT-systems for improving the 

systems´ cohesion could only be realised just before the scheduled end of the project. This 

again would require very costly modifications of the systems’ architectures which probably 

could not be carried out in time and budget. In fact, such assessments should be part of a 

                                                 
72 The R&D-project team of the consulting company which developed the semi-approach 
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continuous quality management which should start in the preliminary conception phase. This 

claims for a very early assessment of the distribution of functions on IT-systems based on 

target process models in order to verify whether the systems´ cohesion meets the stipulated 

criteria. Note, such a continuous quality management based on various guidelines and 

templates, etc. is an integral part of the semi-approach and thus provides sufficient support for 

the semi-process-oriented testing. 

 

8.5 Conclusion 

The applied action research in the form of three real-world customer projects and the later 

interviews were sufficient methods to validate the results of the empirical research and the 

derived semi-approach-elements regarding the practical relevance. The selected interviewees, 

IT-managers as well as the managers of the collection and disbursement 

department/accounting department were well-prepared for the interviews. This was due to the 

fact that they had received the questionnaire four weeks prior to the interviews. This gave 

them the opportunity to carefully investigate the given questions and to gather all the facts 

and data required for their response. The interviewees stated that the period which had elapsed 

from the termination of the customer projects until the interviews, was appropriate to gain 

reliable findings regarding the practical relevance of the applied semi-approach-elements. 

However, regarding the achievement of the objectives O1,O2 the interviewees were only 

willing to reveal tendencies so shortly after the termination of the projects. 

 

The author experienced that most of the semi-approach-elements required particular action to 

be taken in the three projects. This was necessary to some extent in order to overcome 

unexpected obstacles which affected the applicability of the respective semi-approach-

elements. In some cases the extraordinary measures were costly and time-consuming and 

resulted in a budget increase. For example, as the process models which were created in the 

preliminary study prior to the German SSW-projects could not be reused gainfully, it was 

decided to execute the process design elements (E8–E10) from the outset. However, this was 

connected with an additionally required thirty person-days. 

 

The findings gained from the interviews and during the three projects confirmed the practical 

relevance and applicability of all applied semi-approach-elements. The validation process 

revealed that all applied semi-approach-elements were sufficient to improve the previously 
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deployed SSW-implementation approaches which were often purely function-oriented. The 

interviewees stated that the semi-process-oriented character of the applied elements was 

particularly qualified to eliminate the shortcomings resulting from the predominant technical 

focus of available approaches. 

 

One main finding of the validation process was that most of the semi-approach-elements 

strongly contributed to the achievement of the respective project objectives. This was in tight 

accordance with the outcome gained from the empirical survey research conducted in 

Germany. That means the correctness of the hypotheses H1–H14 which had already been 

statistically proven by the German study was also corroborated by the interviewees. However, 

the results of the US-study were only partly confirmed by the validation process and not as 

clearly as the German outcome. In some cases the findings gained from action research and 

from the interviews even contradicted the outcome of the US-survey. The reasons for 

differences are assumed to be very similar to those explaining the differences between the 

German and US-survey results (see appendix A). 

 

For some semi-approach-elements further (minor) amendments were recommended by the 

interviewees although none of the elements were rejected during the interviews. However, in 

most cases the recommendations were not meaningful or not generalisable because they 

referred to customer-specific requirements. Thus the R&D-project team and the author of the 

thesis had to neglect them for further upgrades of the semi-approach. By contrast, the claims 

of the Swiss interviewees for additional guidelines which describe in more detail how to 

utilise the various semi-approach templates and the model repository were approved and 

realised by now.  
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9 Findings and Recommendations 

This research project was concerned with the multifaceted objectives that companies wanted 

to achieve with the implementation of standard software and how available life-cycle models 

contributed to the achievement of such objectives. It also investigated how SSW has become 

increasingly significant in realising business process optimisation which is why SSW has 

frequently been considered an enabler to efficient business processes. The literature research 

revealed that the huge investments in SSW-implementation projects often did not 

satisfactorily pay-off due to ineffective project methodologies. In this context the research 

clarified that project approaches which were often deployed in practice usually treated the 

implementation of SSW as a purely technical challenge without focussing on the underlying 

business processes. Thus this thesis also analysed how process-orientation can be achieved 

within SSW-implementation projects in order to gain the required business process 

improvements. 

 

In accordance with the claim for methodological pluralism the underlying research design of 

the thesis was based on the combined usage of different research methods. The first part of 

the research was based on a literature survey and clarified the significance of the thesis 

subject. For this purpose chapter 1 illuminated the background of the work by introducing 

previous research in the field of SSW-implementation processes and business process-

orientation. In this context the author´s inspiration for executing the research project was 

emphasised. Chapter 2 described the research approach and provided a detailed discussion on 

the applied research methods. The review of the academic literature and the discussions which 

were led in chapters 3 and 4 yielded final definitions on the terms “standard software” and 

“the implementation of standard software”. Consequently, general concepts for the 

implementation of SSW were evaluated and separated in terms of function-orientation versus 

process-orientation. 

 

Based on a combination of literature research and interviews conducted with SSW-experts, 

the purpose of the fifth chapter was to identify the aspects that are crucial to the overall 

success of SSW-implementation projects in order to determine the underlying research 

variables. The research variables which constituted the valid conceptual research framework 

of the thesis were categorised into objectives/goals that companies pursue with the SSW-

implementation projects and parameters/activities of the applied SSW-implementation 
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process/methodology. Based on the conceptual research framework, the author was able to 

make assumptions about the behaviour of research variables, i.e. about the assumed 

relationships between methodological parameters and objectives.  

  

The next research step provided statistical evidence for the relevance of the previously 

defined conceptual research framework and its research variables. This was done by means of 

empirical survey research which was carried out in the USA and Germany (see chapter 6).  

 

The last research steps represented action research in order to address the topic´s relevance to 

practice. Chapter 7 introduced the semi-process-oriented SSW-implementation approach 

which was developed in cooperation with a consulting company and validated in three real-

world projects in the insurance domain (see chapter 8).  

 

9.1 Summary of Findings 

In the following the main findings are summarised based on the initially defined research 

objectives (see chapter 1, section 1.2).  

 

9.1.1 Findings for Research Aim 1 

Identify and evaluate general types of SSW-Implementation processes based on literature 

research in order to clarify the actual state of research in the subject domain: 

 

The literature research revealed that there are two fundamentally different implementation 

concepts, namely the function-oriented and process-oriented types of SSW-implementation. 

In this context it was clarified that function-oriented approaches are structured according to 

the SSW-system´s (artificial) function clusters whereas process-driven projects pursue the 

business domain´s view in terms of real business processes. The comparative assessment of 

the function-oriented and process-oriented approaches disclosed the specific strengths of each 

implementation concept. Nevertheless, the initial literature study also revealed substantial 

shortcomings for each approach. 
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9.1.2 Findings for Research Aim 2 

Clarification of the critical success factors of SSW-implementation projects in order to define 

a research framework which would comprise all the research variables and hypotheses as the 

underlying basis of the PhD-project: 

 

Based on the literature research and the interviews conducted with SSW-experts of selected 

companies, a conceptual research framework was established which comprises sixteen 

research variables. These consisted of six project objectives/design objectives and ten project 

parameters/design parameters which were selected as research variables crucial to the overall 

success of SSW-implementation projects. The research at this stage yielded fourteen research 

hypotheses which were used to empirically investigate how certain project parameters would 

contribute to achieving specific project objectives. 

 

The early key informant study considerably enriched the initial version of the conceptual 

framework which was still uncertain in the early research stage. The first-hand knowledge of 

the interviewed SSW-experts substantially helped identifying the research variables and 

making assumptions about their relationships. The author discovered at first hand that the 

early involvement of knowledgeable SSW-experts provided valuable practical contents to the 

conceptual framework. Given the practical relevance of the subject, this was crucial in order 

to respond to the criticisms of SSW-practitioners who often denigrate the results of theoretical 

literature research as purely academic.  

 

9.1.3 Findings for Research Aim 3 

Empirical investigation into the critical success factors of SSW-implementation projects 

which were summarised by means of the previously defined conceptual research framework: 

 

The empirical survey as the key element of the research project offered realistic insights from 

a greater number of international, i.e. US-American and German real-world SSW-

implementation projects with respect to the research variables, e.g.: 

 

• Which project objectives were really relevant for the surveyed companies? 

• How did the survey participants appraise the importance of project objectives? (Goal 

prioritisation) 
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• How did the surveyed companies achieve these project objectives? (Goal satisfaction level) 

• Which parameters/activities of the conceptual framework contributed to the fulfilment of 

the project objectives? 

 

At the end it was possible to draw statistically significant conclusions about the relevance of 

the conceptual framework and the constituent research variables and hypotheses based on the 

collected data. The findings were largely generalisable which was the precondition for the 

next research stage covering the derivation of the semi-approach by means of action research.  

 

9.1.3.1 Empirical Survey of Relevant Project Objectives 

The German study disclosed that all investigated project objectives were relevant to the 

surveyed companies. Thus the participants judged each of the six project objectives as highly 

important on average, regardless of whether the objectives were process-oriented or technical-

driven. The US-study also confirmed the relevance of the surveyed project objectives, but not 

as strongly as the German study. Whereas most of the project objectives were classified as of 

medium importance, it was in particular the technical-driven project objective, aiming at 

improving the IT-system quality, which was highly prioritised by the US-firms. 

 

9.1.3.2 Empirical Survey of the Achievement of Project Objectives 

The German results indicated that, on average, all investigated project objectives were nearly 

achieved by the German firms, whereas the US-firms gained only medium fulfilment of the 

surveyed objectives. Almost 80% of the German participants replied that their SSW-projects 

were nearly or fully successful. However, only 41% of the surveyed US-firms claimed to have 

nearly or fully gained overall project success. 

 

The German study revealed for the successful projects a close relationship between the 

priority of the project objectives and their degree of achievement (goal satisfaction level). 

That means that successful projects nearly achieved all the project objectives which were 

prioritised as important or very important. By contrast, the data analysis for the failed projects 

showed a considerable deviation between the objective priority and fulfilment. That implies 

failed projects hardly achieved the medium and highly prioritised project objectives.  
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Contrary to the German study, for the surveyed US-projects, the degree of objective 

achievement largely corresponded to the priority level of most project objectives independent 

of the overall project success. The study revealed that both the successful as well as the failed 

US-projects reached a medium satisfactory achievement of most highly and medium 

prioritised project objectives. That means, for most of the investigated objectives neither the 

priority nor the degree of objective achievement impacted the overall success of the surveyed 

US-projects. However, this was not the case for the objectives “improvement of the quality of 

business processes” (O1) and “process-oriented methodologically continuity of the applied 

SSW-implementation process” (O4-1). Whereas the successfully executed US-projects 

reached a satisfactory achievement of the highly prioritised O1 and the medium prioritised 

O4-1, the failed projects hardly fulfilled the objectives though, on average, they attached a 

medium priority to both of them. 

 

9.1.3.3 Empirical Survey of the Parameters´ Effectiveness to Fulfil the Relevant 

Project Objectives 

The study disclosed that most of the German respondents applied the surveyed project 

parameters as relevant activities within SSW-implementation projects. The statistical analysis 

additionally revealed that all considered project parameters were effective to fulfil the 

respective project objectives. On average, the companies that applied the investigated project 

activities nearly or fully gained satisfaction of the project objectives. By contrast, most of the 

companies that completely neglected the surveyed project parameters, only gained a medium 

goal fulifilment or hardly achieved the related objectives. Therefore the correctness of the 

fourteen research hypotheses was confirmed by the German study. From the German study it 

can be clearly concluded that the quality of business processes can be improved based on 

SSW if specific process-oriented project activities, e.g. BPM, BPA and BPO are covered by 

SSW-implementation projects.  

 

The US-data also confirmed the effectiveness of the previously mentioned process-oriented 

activities to optimise a company´s business processes within SSW-implementation projects, 

although not as clearly as the German study. In this context it is important that only the 

classical process-driven project parameters BPM, BPA and BPO were considered by a 

considerable number of US-projects. However, most of the surveyed project parameters, such 

as: 
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• the definition of process teams with process owners, etc. 

• the implementation of a star-shaped communication structure  

• mechanisms for tailoring the applied SSW-implementation approach 

• the definition of end-criteria for project tasks 

• BPR-tools 

 

were only applied by a minority of the US-firms. This was in addition to the finding that the 

major part of the investigated parameters did not contribute to achieving the entire range of 

surveyed project objectives. Therefore, the correctness of only six out of fourteen research 

hypotheses was confirmed by the US-study. The remaining hypotheses were rejected.  

 

9.1.3.4 Explanations for the Differences in the Results 

The following aspects were identified for helping to explain the difference in the German and 

US-results. Detailed explanations are provided in appendix A:  

 

• Different methods applied for the selection of the samples 

• Different survey methods (telephone survey versus web-based survey) 

• Different response attitudes of German and US-participants 

• Different SSW-implementation approaches in each sample 

• Different management levels who decided on the SSW-implementation in each sample. 

 

9.1.4 Findings for Research Aim 4  

Creation of an approach with new and improved measures for the implementation of SSW: 

 

The action research process yielded a new method for the semi-process-oriented 

implementation of SSW. The semi-approach represents a holistic life-cycle model covering 

all phases and tasks as well as numerous tools and guidelines for the implementation of 

standardised IT-systems in conjunction with the improvement of business processes. The 

author and a project team of the consulting company that acted as the cooperation partner for 
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the author´s action research found a sophisticated compromise between purely process-driven 

implementation methodologies and life-cycle models that are function-oriented. With the 

semi-approach the advantages of both paradigms were adopted and the respective weaknesses 

eliminated. So-called process-function contexts (PFC) which are derived from the underlying 

business processes represent the key constructs of the semi-approach. Each PFC is a 

combination of the process view and the functional focus. The PFC-construct is the 

underlying basis for most of the activities, tools and templates that are provided by the semi-

approach. Therefore all result types that are to be produced during the different phases of a 

semi-process-oriented SSW-implementation project are derived from the PFCs. A 

fundamental advantage towards function-oriented and process-driven methods is the holistic 

dealing with inter-functional and intra-functional dependencies throughout the project. Thus 

the business processes of companies can be optimised based on SSW-systems despite their 

inherent modularisation which is frequently function-oriented rather than process-driven. 

 

The action research yielded phase-independent as well as phase-specific semi-approach-

elements. It is very important that most of the elements were derived from the design 

parameters which were statistically proven as being effective in achieving one or more of the 

relevant design objectives of the conceptual framework. Therefore it was ensured that the 

semi-approach-elements were largely based on the research hypotheses which were 

corroborated by means of the previously executed empirical survey research. However, to 

combine the process-oriented and function-oriented views in all relevant project phases, it 

was necessary to additionally develop specific semi-approach-elements which were not 

directly derived from the conceptual framework. The validation of the semi-approach which 

was based on three real-world customer projects gained the following fundamental findings: 

 

The approach´s semi-process-oriented character (E1) strongly contributed:  

 

• to improving the process-oriented methodological continuity of the implementation 

process/process-oriented complementarity of the project deliverables (O4-1) 

• to realising the companies´ strategic objectives (O4-2). 
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The utilisation of the approach´s guidelines for:  

 

• creating process-teams with process-owners, SSW-experts and key-users, etc. (E2) 

• rotational assignment of team members to different process teams (E3) 

• a star-shaped communication structure (E4) 

 

positively influenced the improvement of the companies´ business processes (O1) and IT-

systems (O2). 

 

The semi-approach´s tailoring mechanism (E5) and the prescribed completion criteria for each 

project task (E6) as well as the provided tool-support (E7) strongly contributed to the 

efficiency of the SSW-implementation process (O3). 

 

The prescribed project tasks, guidelines and tools which are integral parts of the process 

design elements (BPM–E8, BPA–E9, BPO–E10) were suitable to improve the quality of the 

companies´ underlying business processes (O1) and the related IT-systems (O2). The 

utilisation of business process models (E8) and in particular the different model types of the 

model repository, with their various abstraction levels strongly contributed to sufficient 

information management (O4-3) in terms of a target-group-specific project marketing.  

 

The semi-process-oriented functional design (E11) and testing (E13) considerably helped the 

respective project teams to optimise the companies´ business processes (O1). The action 

research also confirmed that both the functional design as well as the semi-process-oriented 

technical integration strongly supported the achievement of loosely coupled IT-systems with a 

tight (functional) cohesion (O2).  

 

The applied action research method enriched the findings from the empirical survey research 

by the practical know-how of the R&D-project team which consisted of very experienced 

SSW-experts. This ensured the practical applicability of the semi-approach. The great number 

of research variables which had to be handled during the development and validation of the 

semi-approach required the author´s active involvement in the research process. As the author 

had to take the project manager role in the R&D-project and in the three customer projects, 

action research was best suited for the development and validation of the semi-approach. 
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However, it was not a trivial task to harmonise some of the cooperation partner´s specific 

requirements on the semi-approach-elements with the main research objectives concerning 

generalisability, product- and domain-independence of the research results. Therefore two 

versions of the semi-approach were created. The version for the research covered the 

generalisable semi-approach-elements which were not aligned to the specific requirements of 

the cooperation partner, the insurance domain nor to a specific SSW-product. The second 

version was made tailorable, meaning that some of the former obligatory elements, e.g. the 

AS-IS-process analysis (see chapter 7,section 7.7.2.8) and the methods for improving the 

legacy systems´ cohesion (see chapter 7,section 7.7.5.8), would be optional in order to make 

the semi-approach usable for the SSW-insurance department of the consulting company. A 

few of the controversial features which were totally unwanted by the cooperation partner were 

deleted without replacement. In particular the creation of ideal process models was 

completely dropped from the cooperation partner’s semi-approach version in order to deal 

with the specific fixed-price budget requirements of their SSW-insurance projects. In 

controversial discussions with the steering committee of the R&D-project, the author clarified 

the risks implied by the omission of ideal process models (see chapter 7,section 7.7.3.8). 

 

9.2 Recommendations for further Research 

The following three areas were identified for further research beyond this PhD-project. 

 

9.2.1 Analysis of Design Conditions/Project Restrictions 

Unfortunately, it was necessary to omit the design conditions/project restrictions from the 

conceptual framework due to the necessary reduction of the questionnaire in order to increase 

the response rate. Although project restrictions are not short-term disposable like project 

activities, they also have an impact on the multifaceted project objectives covered by the 

conceptual framework. In this context, enterprise size and corporate strategy, market 

restrictions, legal and technical restrictions, etc. are of particular interest. Therefore further 

empirical research should be undertaken to clarify how the restrictions could influence the 

fulfilment of the project objectives and thus the overall project success. In case of further 

investigation the conceptual framework would have to be supplemented by the restrictions of 

interest. 
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9.2.2 Analysis of the Influence of the Cultural Project Environment 

The influence of the cultural environment of SSW-implementation projects in the USA and 

Germany could not be sufficiently clarified within the thesis scope. However, earlier 

research[KNÖ05][KEI01][BAG01] suggested that the cultural environment of SSW-

implementation projects is significant to the: 

 

• perception of project objectives as desirable (prioritisation of project goals) 

• willingness to follow formal approaches for SSW-implementation (application of sufficient 

life-cycle models) to achieve underlying project objectives. 

 

Thus in order to investigate the results of SSW-implementation projects depending on 

different national cultures, the cooperation partner conveyed interest in executing additional 

surveys in Europe and Asia Pacific (in cooperation with the author of the thesis).  

 

9.2.3  Development of Life-Cycle Models for the Implementation 

of SOA-based SSW 

The implementation of a Service Oriented Architecture is a major strategic objective of 

several transnational insurance companies to gain reusable software components in the shape 

of services. The intention is that different IT-based BPO-projects throughout the insurance 

company can consume such reusable services for a rapid orchestration of streamlined core 

insurance business processes. Leading SSW-vendors recognised the possible SOA-benefits 

and thus aim to adopt the SOA-technology for their branch-independent and branch-specific 

SSW-applications.  

 

In a preliminary study executed by the author in cooperation with consulting company that 

executed the R&D-project (chapter 7) and the customer projects (chapter 8), it was disclosed 

that available life-cycle models for the SSW-implementation, such as the semi-approach were 

not SOA-compatible. In particular the fundamental SOA-specific aspects, e.g. the 

development of a customer-specific service portfolio, the consumption and deployment of 

customer-specific services and the integration of services which are provided by the SSW-

vendor are neglected. Therefore further research should be undertaken to come up with 

suitable methodological support for SOA-based SSW-projects. 
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Published Books and Papers 

The thesis includes material taken from the following book and academic papers published in 

the proceedings of international conferences and journals. The author of the thesis is the 

principal author of the material taken from the below stated book and academic papers, which 

are referenced in the text. 

 

[KNÖ01] Heinz-Dieter; Kühl, Lukas W.H.; Kühl, Roland W.A.; Moreton, Robert; Optimising 

Business Performance with Standard Software Systems; Business Computing; Vieweg; 

Wiesbaden; 2001 

 

[KNÖ02] Knöll, H-D.; Kühl, L.; Kühl, R.; Moreton, R.; Evaluation of Standard ERP 

Software Implementation Approaches in Terms of their Capability for Business Process 

Optimization; Journal of Computing and Information Science in Engineering; ASME; 

September 2004, Vol. 4 

 

[KNÖ03] Knöll, H.-D., Kühl, L., Kühl, R.W.A., Kühl, L.W.H., Moreton, R.: A Semi-Process-

Oriented Approach for the Implementation of Standardised ERP-Systems. Schriftenreihe vom 

IAW, 11, Lueneburg; 2005 
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